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Résumé
Le lien entre la variabilité climatique, les conflits et la migration est de plus en
plus souvent pointé comme un problème de sécurité majeur par les organisations
internationales et autres décideurs politiques. Avec l’augmentation prévue des
températures dans les prochaines décennies, les projections indiquent que la
fréquence et la gravité des catastrophes naturelles, notamment les vagues de
chaleur, les sécheresses et les fortes précipitations, vont également augmenter.
Dans la dernière édition de The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World
(2018), l’Organisation des Nations Unies pour l’alimentation et l’agriculture
(FAO) a souligné que la variabilité du climat et les extrêmes météorologiques
sont parmi les principales causes de la récente hausse de la faim dans le monde
et l’une des sources de crises alimentaires. Ces phénomènes extrêmes posent des
problèmes critiques pour l’agriculture et la production alimentaire dans le monde
entier, entraînant une diminution de la capacité d’adaptation des communautés
locales, une perte des moyens de subsistance et des flux migratoires.
Les chocs climatiques et la faim ont entraîné de nombreuses violences inter-
personnelles et des conflits civils au cours des siècles derniers. L’objectif de cette
thèse est de documenter les conséquences des chocs climatiques et migratoires
sur la violence au cours des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles. Bien que formellement
indépendants, les chapitres de cette thèse portent tous sur les défis posés par la
variabilité climatique, les chocs météorologiques et migratoires. Ces chapitres
se différencient de la littérature en abordant ces questions d’un point de vue
historique. Ils soulèvent la question de la résilience aux chocs dans les économies
préindustrielles en utilisant les cas de la France et de la Savoie pendant l’Ancien
Régime. La période allant du XIVe siècle au début du XIXe siècle est appelée
le « Petit Âge Glaciaire », et correspond à une période de froid et de forte
variabilité météorologique en Europe. À l’époque, entre 70 et 80 % de la
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population européenne dépendait de la production agricole pour vivre. Pour
décrire les conséquences socio-économiques des chocs migratoires et climatiques
en France et en Savoie aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles, ces chapitres s’appuient sur un
travail en archives et des analyses statistiques issues de nouvelles bases données
rassemblées par l’auteur.
Cette thèse contribue à divers domaines de la littérature en économie et en
histoire. Elle fait échos aux travaux issus d’un courant de l’historiographie
française, débuté dans les années 1950, et qui se concentrent sur les causes des
révoltes populaires et de la criminalité dans la France moderne, ainsi qu’aux
travaux plus récents issus de la littérature en économie qui étudient les détermi-
nants des conflits interpersonnels et intergroupes à travers le monde. Cette thèse
contribue également à la littérature empirique sur le rôle des institutions, et plus
particulièrement de la représentation des individus au sein de ces institutions,
dans l’atténuation des chocs de revenus induits par les aléas climatiques. En
outre, elle fournit de nouvelles preuves empiriques à la littérature examinant
les effets de l’émigration en tant que stratégie d’adaptation pour faire face
aux chocs. Enfin, elle concerne la littérature consacrée à la recherche des
déterminants historiques et des conséquences socio-économiques de la Réforme
pendant l’époque Moderne. Cette thèse se compose de quatre chapitres.
Le premier chapitre peut être décrit comme un mini-exercice d’ « histoire
totale ». Il a vocation à fournir aux lecteurs une introduction approfondie sur
les différents aspects socio-économiques et administratifs de la France à l’époque
moderne. Il permet ainsi de mieux comprendre et resituer les questions de
recherche traitées dans les chapitres suivants.
Le chapitre 2 analyse la relation entre les chocs climatiques, le prix des
céréales et les conflits sociaux en France entre 1661 et 1789. Il souligne également
l’importance du capital humain et social inhérent aux années d’expérience locale
des intendants pour appréhender leur capacité à lutter efficacement contre les
effets négatifs associés aux chocs météorologiques. Il documente également le
rôle des institutions religieuses dans la lutte contre la pauvreté. Pour cela, nous
appareillons des données sur les températures et les précipitations à de nouveaux
jeux de données sur les conflits sociaux, les prix des céréales, les caractéristiques
individuelles des intendants et les revenus des monastères. Nous utilisons
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ensuite un modèle de probabilité linéaire avec des effets fixes subdélégation-
année pour établir un lien de causalité entre les chocs climatiques et les conflits
sociaux. Nous montrons que les chocs de revenus induits par les intempéries
augmentent significativement la probabilité d’observer des émeutes liées à la
subsistance, et plus généralement de conflits sociaux. Une augmentation d’un
écart-type vers une température plus chaude augmente la probabilité de conflits
sociaux et d’émeutes de subsistance de respectivement 5,3 % et 19 %. S’exprimant
sur la qualité d’un bon intendant, Jacques Necker, ancien contrôleur général
des finances, a souligné l’importance du temps passé dans une province pour
acquérir une expérience et des connaissances locales, et tisser un ensemble de
relations sociales fortes. Pour déterminer si des intendants possédant un niveau
d’expérience local plus élevé étaient mieux à même d’atténuer l’effet négatif
des chocs climatiques, nous avons assemblé une nouvelle base de données sur
l’univers des intendants français nommés entre 1661 et 1789. Les résultats des
analyses statistiques révèlent que les années d’expérience locale des intendants
sont un facteur clé de leur capacité à faire face efficacement aux chocs climatiques.
Enfin, nous montrons que le système d’assurance sociale placé sous l’égide de
l’église, à travers les dîmes, ne fonctionnait pas ou mal et ne parvenait pas à at-
ténuer suffisamment les conséquences associées aux des chocs météorologiques.
Le chapitre 3 met en lumière l’effet de la conjoncture économique sur la
survenue de crimes contre la propriété et de crimes contre les personnes. Pour
cela, nous exploitons l’occurrence des chocs de revenus négatifs induits par les
variations de température au sein des provinces du Duché de Savoie entre 1749
et 1789. Nous étudions par ailleurs le rôle de la migration saisonnière en tant
que mécanismes d’adaptation à travers lesquels les communautés locales ont
renforcé leur résilience aux épisodes de chocs climatiques. Ces hypothèses sont
testées avec de nouvelles données sur l’occurrence des crimes, des prix des grains
et du vin, et des données de température issues de la paléoclimatologie. Nous
montrons que les chocs transitoires de revenu induits par les chocs climatiques
ont augmenté significativement la propension à commettre des crimes contre les
biens et réduit significativement la propension à commettre des crimes contre
les personnes. Une augmentation d’un écart type de la température résulte
dans une hausse du taux de crimes contre les biens de 6,4 % et une baisse du
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taux de crimes contre les personnes de 6,2 %. Nous montrons en outre que la
migration saisonnière réduit la nécessité de voler pour survivre. Elle constituait
en cela une stratégie efficace pour atténuer les effets négatifs induits par les
chocs météorologiques. Chaque point de pourcentage supplémentaire du taux
de migration saisonnière réduit l’incidence des crimes contre la propriété de
1,3 %. En effet, les rentrées de fonds générées par les saisonniers ainsi que la
réduction temporaire de la contrainte malthusienne amélioraient la résilience
des communautés locales faces aux épisodes de stress climatiques. Enfin, nous
analysons le rôle des institutions d’assistance dans le Duché de Savoie. En
s’appuyant notamment sur un travail d’archives, nous montrons que le système
d’assistance mis en place au début du XVIIIe siècle par Victor Amédée II
fonctionnait bien et permettait de soulager les nécessiteux en situation de crise.
Le chapitre 4 documente les déterminants de la diffusion du protestantisme en
France au XVIe siècle et les conséquences socio-économiques liées à la révocation
de l’Édit de Nantes en 1685. Pour cela, nous combinons, dans un premier temps,
de nouvelles données à l’échelle des communes sur l’emplacement des églises
collégiales et des imprimeries avec des données sur la présence de temples protes-
tants. Nous montrons que les villes ayant plus d’églises collégiales en 1520–
un substitut pour la fourniture de services religieux– sont moins susceptibles
d’abriter un temple protestant en 1567. Ce résultat renforce l’idée que les facteurs
culturels sont aussi au moins aussi importants que les déterminants économiques
pour expliquer la diffusion du protestantisme. Par ailleurs, la présence d’une
imprimerie en 1500 réduit la probabilité qu’une ville abrite un temple protes-
tant en 1567. Ces résultats suggèrent que la répression s’abattant pendant la
première moitié du XVIe siècle sur les possesseurs de livres « hérétiques »et
sur les imprimeries utilisées pour les produire a renforcé l’adhésion à la religion
catholique, qui à son tour a réduit le risque de conversion. Dans un second temps,
nous appareillons des données, au niveau des départements, sur la présence de
protestants dans les années 1670 avec des données sur le taux d’alphabétisation
des hommes à la fin du XVIIe siècle (1686–1690) et à la fin du XVIIIe siècle
(1786–1790). Les résultats obtenus confirment l’hypothèse wébérienne que le
protestantisme promeut l’éducation. En utilisant de nouvelles données sur le lieu
d’origine des réfugiés Huguenots après la Révocation, nous montrons que l’effet
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du protestantisme sur le taux d’alphabétisation en 1786–1790 est moindre dans
les départements où la part des réfugiés Huguenots est supérieure à la moyenne
nationale. Cette persistance peut être expliquée par le fait (i) que de nombreux
ex-protestants sont restés fidèles à leur religion au cours du XVIIIe siècle malgré
les conversions forcées, (ii) après 1685, de nombreuses écoles ont été ouvertes
afin d’éduquer les populations de nouveaux convertis, (iii) la population dans
les départements ayant des taux d’émigration élevés ont pu bénéficier d’une
amélioration du niveau de vie plus élevé. À cet égard, nous montrons que
ces départements n’ont connu aucune variation relative du prix des céréales–
un indicateur de la productivité agricole– après 1685 et significativement moins
d’émeutes de subsistance, ceteris paribus.

Abstract
The potential link between climate variability, conflict, and migration is increas-
ingly viewed as a security issue by policy makers. With global temperatures
expected to continue increasing in the foreseeable future, projections indicate that
the regularity and severity of natural disasters, including heatwaves, droughts
and heavy rainfall events, will also increase. In the last edition of The State of Food
Security and Nutrition in the World (2018), the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations highlights that climate variability and extremes were a
key force behind the recent rise in global hunger and one of the leading causes
of severe food crises. Climate variability and extremes raise critical challenges
to agriculture and food production all over the world, and lead to diminished
coping capacity, loss of livelihoods, as well as migration flows.
In particular, climate shocks and hunger have led to numerous outbreaks of
interpersonal violence and civil conflicts. The purpose of this dissertation is to
inform on the consequences of weather shocks and out-migration on violence in
early modern Europe. While formally independent, the essays in this dissertation
are all broadly concerned with the challenges raised by climate variability,
weather and migration shocks. All three depart from most of the standard
literature by addressing these questions from a historical perspective.1 They raise
the question of resilience to shocks in pre-industrial economies using the cases of
France and Savoy during the Ancien Régime. The period dating from the 14th
century to the turn of 19th century is referred to as the Little Ice Age, a period
of regionally cold conditions and high weather variability in Europe. At the
time, seventy to eighty per cent of the European population relied on agricultural
output for their livelihood. These essays chart the socio-economic consequences
1 The dissertation consists of four essays, but the first essay could be described as a mini exercise
of “total history”: it provides the readers with an in-depth introduction on the various socio-
economic and administrative aspects of early modern France.
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of migration and weather shocks in 17th- and 18th-century France and Savoy by
combining archival and historical evidence with statistical analyses of new data
that I assembled.
This dissertation contributes to various strands of the literature in economics
and in history. It relates to the stream of French historiography that focuses on
the causes of popular revolts and criminality in early modern France, as well
as to the more recent literature in economics that studies the determinants of
interpersonal and intergroup conflicts across the world. It also contributes to
the empirical literature studying the role of institutions, and more specifically
the agency of individuals within these institutions, in the mitigation of weather-
induced income shocks. Additionally, it provides new empirical evidence to
the literature examining the effects of out-migration as adaptation strategy to
cope with shocks. Finally, it relates to the literature investigating the historical
determinants and the socio-economic consequences of the Reformation in early
modern Europe.
Chapter 2 analyses the relationship between weather shocks, grain prices,
and social conflicts in France between 1661 and 1789. It further highlights the
importance of the human and social capital embedded in years of local experience
of the intendant in the mitigation of weather shocks. It also documents the role
religious institutions in the provision of poverty relief. In this chapter, I link
existing temperature and precipitation data to new data sets on social conflicts,
grain prices, individual characteristics of the intendants– the administrative
heads of provinces–, and monasteries’ income. I use a linear probability model
with district and year fixed effects to establish a causal connection between
temperature shocks and social conflicts. I show that weather-induced income
shocks significantly increased the likelihood of subsistence-related conflicts, and
more broadly of social conflicts. A one standard deviation increase toward
warmer temperature increases the probability of social conflicts and food riots
by 5.3 per cent and 19 per cent, respectively. Discussing the quality of a good
intendant, Necker emphasised the importance of the time spent in a province to
acquire local experience and accumulated human and social capital. Following
Necker’s argument, I build a new database on the universe of French intendants
appointed between 1661 and 1789 and investigate whether intendants with
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a higher level of local experience were better able to mitigate the negative
effect of temperature shocks. My findings reveal that intendants’ years of local
experience– a proxy for province-specific social and human capital– were a key
factor in his ability to cope with weather shocks. Finally, I suggest that the social
insurance system under the aegis of the church, namely the tithes, failed to fulfil
its role and provide sufficient relief to alleviate the effects of weather shocks.
Chapter 3 sheds light on the effect of economic conditions on the occurrence of
property and violent crimes by exploiting within-province variations in weather-
induced negative income shocks in Savoy from 1749 to 1789. I further analyse
the role of seasonal migration as a coping mechanism through which local
communities enhanced their resilience to shocks and stresses. These hypotheses
are tested with new micro data. I show that transitory negative income shocks
associated with weather shocks significantly increased the occurrence of property
crimes, and significantly decreased the occurrence of violent crimes. A one
standard deviation increase in temperature increased property crime rate by
6.4 per cent, and decreased violent crime rate by 6.2 per cent. I further show
that seasonal migration reduced the need for stealing to survive, and was an
efficient strategy to mitigate the negative effect of weather shocks. An additional
percentage point in the seasonal migration rate reduced the incidence of property
crime by 1.3 per cent. Historical evidence suggests that the cash inflow generated
by seasonal migrants, as well as the temporary relief of Malthusian constraints,
contributed to the mitigation of adverse weather shocks. Finally, I analyse the
role of relief institutions. I provide tentative evidence showing that they may
have also helped to mitigate efficiently the effect of weather shocks.
Chapter 4 documents the determinants of the spread of Protestantism in
France during the 16th century and the socio-economic consequences associated
with the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. First, I combine new geo-
coded data on the location of collegiate churches and printing presses with
information on the presence of Protestant temples at the city level. I show
that towns with more collegiate churches in 1520– a proxy for the provision of
religious services– were less likely to house a Protestant temple in 1567. This
result provides further support to the idea that cultural factors are as much
important as economic determinants in explaining the diffusion of Protestantism.
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In addition, I find that having a printing press in 1500 reduced the likelihood
of a city still housing a Protestant temple in 1567. The results suggest that
the repression of the possession of “heretical” books and the printing presses
used to produce them during the first half of the 16th fortified the adherence
of locals to Catholic doctrine, which in turn reduced the likelihood of conversion.
Second, I match data on the presence of Protestants in the 1670s with data on
the male literacy rate at the department level in the late 17th century (1686–
90) and the late 18th century (1786–90). I find support for the hypothesis that
Protestantism led to better education. Using new data on the place of origin
of Huguenot refugees after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, I
show that the effect of Protestantism on the male literacy rate in the late 18th
century was smaller in departments where the share of Huguenot refugees was
above the national mean. This persistence can be explained by the fact (i) many
former Protestants remained faithful to their religion during the 18th century, (ii)
after 1685, many schools were opened to educate in Catholic manners children
from former Huguenot families, (iii) local population in departments with high
migration rates could have benefited from higher living standards. In this regard,
I show that these departments experienced no relative changes in grain prices–
a proxy for agricultural productivity– and significantly less subsistence-related
conflicts, ceteris paribus.
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Introduction
The potential link between climate variability, conflict, and migration is increas-
ingly viewed as a security issue by policy makers. With global temperatures
expected to continue increasing in the foreseeable future, projections indicate that
the regularity and severity of natural disasters, including heatwaves, droughts
and heavy rainfall events, will also increase. Researchers have now documented
how these events can act as a “risk multiplier” and exacerbate the economic
vulnerabilities of human societies. Weather shocks, and more broadly adverse
economic shocks, directly and indirectly increase the risks of violence and
conflicts (Carleton, Hsiang and Burke, 2016; Carleton and Hsiang, 2016; Hsiang
and Kopp, 2018) as well as in- and out-migration flows (Beine and Parsons,
2015; Piguet, 2010; Reuveny, 2007).2 Studying human responses to environmental
stresses can help to identify effective adaptation strategies and better understand
the mediating role played by formal and informal institutions.
While formally independent, the essays in this dissertation are all broadly con-
cerned with the challenges raised by climate variability, weather and migration
shocks. However, all three depart from most of the aforementioned literature by
addressing these questions from a historical perspective. They raise the question
of resilience to shocks in pre-industrial economies. The period dating from the
14th century to the turn of 19th century is referred to as the Little Ice Age, a period
of regionally cold conditions and high weather variability in Europe. At the
time, seventy to eighty per cent of the European population relied on agricultural
output for their livelihood. These essays chart the socio-economic consequences
of migration and weather shocks in 17th- and 18th-century France and Savoy by
2 For an overview of the literature linking together the climate variability, conflict and migration,
see Burrows and Kinney (2016).
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combining archival and historical evidence with statistical analyses of new data
that I assembled.
The starting point of these three studies can be traced to two streams of
French historiography that emerged more than half a century ago. In the 1950s
and the 1960s, French historians from the Annales school were eager to look for
all kinds of trends that could determine the economic and social development
of past societies. In a series of pioneering articles, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie
used documentary evidence on weather to investigate how historical climatic
variability influenced past societies through its effect on agricultural output
(Le Roy Ladurie, 1959, 1960). About a decade later, his pioneering monograph
on the climate of the last millennium and its impact on society and history lay
the groundwork for European historical climatology (Le Roy Ladurie, 1967).3
Following a similar line of investigation, many researchers have combined data
from documentary evidence, grape harvest dates and other paleoclimatological
proxies on the one hand and socio-economic data on the other hand in order to
examine how changes in climate and weather could shape past societies (Alfani,
2010; Brázdil et al., 2018; Camenisch and Rohr, 2018; Campbell, 2016; Huhtamaa,
2018; Pfister and Brázdil, 2006).
The translation of Boris Porchnev’s book on popular uprisings in France
between 1623 and 1648 (Porchnev, 1963) ignited a decades-long debate on the
causes of social conflicts.4 Porchnev argued that the struggle against feudal order
universally constituted the origins of spontaneous peasants uprisings as early
as the first half of the seventeenth century. An alternative interpretation posits
that the causes of protest were not restricted to the struggle against the feudal
order, but had multiple origins (Bercé, 1974; Le Roy Ladurie, 1974; Lebrun, 1967;
Mousnier, 1967; Pillorget, 1975).5 Simultaneously, another wave of scholarship
3 In 1966, in “without any doubt one of the most important, if not the most important, monograph
of the French Annales school [...]” (Goldsmith, 1976), Le Roy Ladurie (1966) already relied on
newly assembled time series data on grain prices, diseases, demographic trends, taxation and
weather to depict the evolution of the agrarian society in southern France from the late 15th
century to the 18th century.
4 French historians first noticed Porchnev’s work after the appearance of a German translation in
1954.
5 For a literature survey, see Aubert (2015), Lemarchand (2000), and Salmon (1967). Cohn (2009,
pp. 25–52) shows that identifying the underlying causes of peasant revolts in Medieval Europe
and distinguishing between social, economic, political revolts is not as straightforward as
Porchnev suggested.
3focusing on historical criminology emerged in the late 1960s and extended the
traditional interpretations of crime beyond the legal sphere by taking into account
its social, political, and economic context.6
Capitalising on the experience he acquired while studying social disturbances
in Savoy (Nicolas, 1973, 1974), Nicolas endeavoured to transcend the regionally-
limited framework of previous studies and examine the phenomenon of social
protest in France from 1661 to the spring of 1789. For over two decades, Nicolas
has been at the helm of a team of researchers that scoured local and national
archives to identify episodes of social protest. Overall, Nicolas assembled a
database of 8,528 entries and on that basis was able to relate the temporal and
spatial variations of social conflicts to the occurrence of wars, popular fear,
taxation and food shortages caused by more or less severe weather disruption
(Nicolas, 2002).7
The approaching 500-year anniversary of the Protestant Reformation in 2017
sparked a renewed interest in its causes and consequences among social scientists
(Becker, Pfaff and Rubin, 2016). In his attempt to write a “total history” of the
early modern Languedoc region, Le Roy Ladurie (1966, pp. 349–51) noted that the
trade migration pattern and the appetite for reading of the inhabitants of region’s
Cévennes mountains may have contributed to the rapid spread of the Reformation
in this area. After the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, the area suffered
from the exodus of Huguenot refugees and the rebellion of Camisard between
1702 and 1710. Fifty years after the publication of The Peasants of Languedoc,
the understanding of the socio-economic consequences of Protestantism and the
Revocation has made little progress. Scoville (1953, 1960) remained the most
complete work on this question.
The essays in this dissertation aim at contributing to the French historiog-
raphy and to the stream of scholarship focusing on the climate-conflict nexus
and the socio-economic effects of religious competition. In the following four
chapters, I successively (i) describe the socio-political characteristics of France
during the Ancien Régime; (ii) examine the role of French provincial leaders–
6 See Garnot (1989) and Rousseaux (2006) for a literature survey.
7 For an insightful discussion of Nicolas’ work and the related literature, see Kaplan (2015, pp. 95–
116). For two other important studies on the food riots and fiscal uprisings, see Bourguignat
(2002) and Aubert (2014), respectively.
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the intendants– in the mitigation of the effects of weather shocks on social
conflicts; (iii) document how seasonal migration helped Savoyard communities
build resilience against weather shocks and mitigate the effect of transitory
income shocks on crimes rates; (iv) and identify the determinants of the spread of
Protestantism in 16th century France and explore its impact on literacy, prices and
conflicts before and after the Revocation. In the remainder of this introduction, I
briefly summarise the main findings of the essays presented in this dissertation.
Chapter 1 introduces the readers to the socio-economic and administra-
tive landscape of early modern France.8 Prior to 1789, the country could be
subdivided along various boundaries based on administrative, military, and
economic criteria. The chapter attempts to provide a clear picture of these
divisions and their repercussions on the organisation of local administrations
and the tax system. I also depict the social structures of French society and
expose how exogenous shocks affected living standards. Finally, I summarise
the historiography on the transformation of French agriculture during the 17th
and the 18th centuries, before offering an overview of its regional disparities.
In Chapter 2, I use spatial and temporal variation in temperature shocks to
examine the effect of adverse weather conditions on the onset of social conflicts
in 17th- and 18th-century France. The contribution is threefold. First, I document
the effect of temperature shocks on standards of living using cross-section and
panel prices data. Second, I combine high-resolution temperature data and
information on the occurrence of social conflicts between 1661 and 1789 with
new data I compile on French provincial leaders (i.e. intendants). I use a
linear probability model with district and year fixed effects to establish a causal
connection between temperature shocks and conflicts. My findings reveal that a
one standard deviation increase in seasonal temperature increased the likelihood
of social conflicts and subsistence-related conflicts by 5.3 per cent and 19 per
cent, respectively. Third, I show that the longer an intendant spent overseeing
a province the better he was able to cope with adverse weather conditions. I
argue that the number of years spent in a given province were a key determinant
in the intendant’s ability to administer efficiently his province and reduced
8 Therefore, there is no specific research question in this chapter. It could be described as a mini
exercise of “total history”– despite the elusiveness of this concept–, embracing all the social and
economic aspects of the French society under the Ancien Régime (Furet, 1983, p. 394).
5the occurrence of weather-related conflicts. This interpretation is supported by
historical evidence.
Chapter 3 sheds light on the effect of economic conditions on property and
violent crimes by exploiting within-province variations in weather-induced neg-
ative income shocks in Savoy from 1749 to 1789. Furthermore, I use the unique
geographical characteristics of the Duchy of Savoy to explore the dynamics of
adaptation of communities to economic constraints, and the resulting effects
on their resilience. I document how seasonal migration may help to increase
the coping capacity of local communities in which they were widely used. By
moving temporarily to distant areas migrants labourers could provide their
communities with remittances that supplemented their resources, while their
absence meant there were less mouths to feed. I show that temperature shocks
were strongly associated with increases in property crimes rates, but that the
effect is much more limited in provinces with high levels of seasonal migration.
I provide historical evidence to show that the inflow of remittances may drive
this relationship. By analysing the role of relief institutions, I provide tentative
evidence showing that they may have also helped to mitigate efficiently the effect
of weather shocks.
In Chapter 4, I examine the determinants of the spread of Protestantism
in France during the 16th century as well as the socio-economic consequences
associated with the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. First, I contribute
the recent research on the origins of the Reformation to tackle the issue of
geographical spread of the Reformation in 16th-century France. I combine new
data on the location of collegiate churches and printing presses with information
on the presence of Protestant temples at the city level. I show that towns with
more collegiate churches in 1520 were less likely to house a Protestant temple
in 1567. In addition, I find that having a printing press in 1500 reduced the
likelihood of a city still housing a Protestant temple in 1567. The results suggest
that the repression of the possession of “heretical” books and the printing presses
used to produce them during the first half of the 16th fortified the adherence of
locals to Catholic doctrine, which in turn reduced the likelihood of conversion.
Second, I investigate the relationship between Protestantism and male literacy in
the late 17th century (1686–90) and the late 18th century (1786–90). Increasing
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the share of Huguenots in a department by one percentage point increased the
male literacy rate by 1.8 per cent in 1686–90. The effect persisted over the
18th century. Using new data on the place of origin of Huguenot refugees
after 1685, I show that the effect of Protestantism on literacy was weaker in
departments where the share of Huguenot refugees was above the national mean.
Turning to the analysis of the economic consequences of the Revocation, I find
the departure of Huguenots had no effect on the agricultural productivity, as
measured by annual changes in wheat prices. Departments with a higher share
of refugees, nonetheless, experienced less subsistence-related conflicts after 1685.
This suggests that the remaining population was better off in those departments.
Chapter I
France before the Revolution: An
Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the readers to the landscape of
early modern France. Indeed, despite being an unified Kingdom, it is difficult
to speak of France as a whole given its many divisions. Administrative,
military, and geographical boundaries did not always correspond as well as social
structure, demographic and economic trends varied widely across and within
regions. Pierre Goubert famously summarised the situation of French agriculture
by writing that “there is no French peasantry, but twenty different peasantry
developing their own activities within their country” (Duma, 2013).
Prior to 1789, the Kingdom of France was an absolute monarchy with a
complex hierarchical structure inherited from the late medieval period. In March
1661, after the death of his chief minister, Mazarin, Louis XIV decided to abolish
the position of prime minister and ruled the kingdom personally. In this regard,
the behavior of Louis XIV embodied the concept of absolutism as defined by
Franklin (1973): “Absolutism (...) is the idea that the ruler, however much he
may be responsible to God for observation of the higher law, does not require
the consent of any other human agent in making public policy”. Beik (2005),
however, argues that even though the King’s reach was in theory limited only by
religion and the fundamental laws of the Kingdom, governance relied in practice
on social collaboration with socially powerful elites sharing common interests.
An analysis of the financial relations between the Crown and the local elites of
the Estate of Burgundy also reveals the existence of a dialectical relationship.
In general, Estates bargained for privileges, autonomy and political power in
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exchange for safeguarding the Crown against default by raising loans (Potter and
Rosenthal, 1997).1 Swann (2001, p. 145) summarised the situation as follow:
“Although absolute in theory, the power of French kings was
much more limited in practice. France had no common legal code
or administrative system, many of its people spoke languages other
than French, and individuals, towns, corporations, and provinces all
possessed a bewildering array of privileges.”
Meanwhile, the state developed an increasingly rationalised bureaucracy
together with an efficient system of information-gathering for purposes of state
decision-making and policy implementation (Barbiche, 2012).2 Sarmant (2012)
calls Louis XIV the bureaucratic King (roi-bureaucrate), and Barbiche (2012, p. 17)
uses the notion of “administrative monarchy” to denote these shifts. Numerous
attempts had been made to increase the efficiency of the central and provincial
administrations by implementing new reforms.3 Some of these reforms, however,
resulted in additional layers of officeholders, and only increased the complexity
of the organisational structure (Campbell, 2012). Inheritance and construction of
new judicial and financial boundaries contributed to this intricate administrative
structure.
Section 1 provides a description of the overlaying boundaries existing in the
Kingdom prior to 1789. Section 2 describes the role of intendants and subdélégués
who were the main administrative officials in provincial France. In Section 3, the
1 See also Legay (2001) who analyses the relationship between the Crown and the estates of
Artois, Walloon Flanders, and Cambrésis. For a challenging view on the alliance between the
King and the local social elites, see Hurt (2004).
2 For instance, Ouellet (2014, p. 94) reports that in the early 18th century, the intendants of Brittany
and Tours sent on average from five to twelve letters a month to the controller-general of
finances in Paris. Rule and Trotter (2014) describe the ongoing in the bureaucratization process
of the Department of Foreign Affairs during the last two decades of Louis XIV’s reign. An
informationalisation of work both in French embassies abroad and in the provinces under the
responsibility of the foreign secretary, Charles Colbert de Torcy, was taking place.
3 Intendancies underwent rationalization process during the second half of the 18th century to
cope with ‘overwhelming mass of work’ they were facing (Grevet, 2003, p. 17). New ways
of processing administrative correspondence were implemented such as the systematic use of
single topic letters and the abandonment of numerous superlative, but useless, formula. Despite
these improvements, the local administration was more and more criticised by contemporaries
for its inefficiency, and also hated by the populace. After 1789, 60 per cent of the intendants
prosecuted have been sentenced to death (Cohen, 2009).
9rise of the central state, together with the fiscal system, is depicted. Section 4
takes up a closer look at the social structure of French society. Inequality between
Orders as well as within-groups are described in two subsections. Section 5
addresses the question of demographic crises and standards of living as well as
their impact on urbanisation and longer demographic trends. Finally, Section 6
provides an account of the debate about the progress of French agriculture, before
emphasising agricultural regional disparities.
1 Administrative boundaries
In 1789, there was up to four different sets of boundaries delimiting inner regions
of the Kingdom.4 The judicial system was organised along three different levels.
At the bottom of the hierarchy, about 100,000 seigneurial courts were charged
with judging rural affairs involving penalties not exceeding 60 sous. The baillages
(bailiwicks), which numbered approximately to 400 in 1789,5 constituted the
second layer in the judicial hierarchy. Royal judges were judging cas royaux (royal
cases), including treason, heresy, criminal affairs, unlawful assemblies, sedition
and popular disturbances, noble-related affairs, as well as appeals of judgements
rendered in the seigneurial courts were tried in the baillage courts (Ruff, 1984,
pp. 26–8). In parallel, prévotés were empowered to judge judicial affairs of
higher importance. Because they were considered as dangerous, cases of armed
theft, able-bodied beggars, riots and armed assemblies, burglaries accomplished
with public violence, and crime perpetrated by vagabonds and soldiers, were
judged without the possibility of appealing the sentence (Hamscher, 2012). The
thirteen provincial Parliaments acted as the highest courts of appeal within their
jurisdictions and could serve as first instance court for some individual of high
standing, such as peers of the Kingdom (Ruff, 1984, pp. 33–4).6
4 Religious boundaries also existed, but were outside the responsibility of the King. France was
divided into sixteen ecclesiastical provinces themselves divided in several dioceses under the
rule of a bishop.
5 Didier (2014) gives an estimate of 434.
6 Présidiaux courts also existed since the mid 16th century. Henri II created them in order to
reduce the cost of appealing against baillage decisions. Their role, however, remained limited
because of the fierce competition of the Parliaments.
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France was further divided into 34 military provinces in 1789, even though
smaller feudal divisions remained in existence until the Revolution. At the head
of each province was a military governor whose main tasks were to ensure the
military defense of the Kingdom and maintain public order (Barbiche, 2012).
These military borders, however, did not always overlay with civil boundaries
of the généralités. For instance, the military province of Normandy encompassed
the généralités of Alençon, Caen, and Rouen, whereas the military provinces
of Bourbonnais, Nivernais, and Haute-Marche belonged to same généralité,
knowingly Moulins.
The généralités were fiscal divisions and constituted the framework of the
central administration. Each généralité was under the personal care of an
intendant, who was the direct representative of the King. Généralités were divided
in a various number of subdélégations themselves divided in élection composed
of several parishes (Barbiche, 2012).7 Barbiche suggests an average of seven
employees under the direct command of an intendant in the mid 18th century,
even though this number rose in the following decades. Overall, Grevet (2003)
estimates that the provincial administration employed about 2,000 individuals in
the 1780s.
It is also possible to divide the Kingdom of France according the way direct
taxes were administrated (Figure I.1). In Pays d’États, Parliaments annually
consented to make a free gift (don gratuit) to the Crown, and accordingly allocated
taxes between each élection. In the Pays d’élection, intendants allocated taxes to
each élection, in which elected individuals had then to collect and remit them
to the administration. The Pays d’imposition corresponded to the most recently
conquered territories, such as Alsace, Corsica and Roussillon. In these territories,
taxes were directly collected by intendants, whose role and power thus varied
from one place to another.
7 Subdélégations were not fixed territories, and the intendants sometimes proceeded to adjust-
ment by merging or creating new subdélégations (Didier, 2014). Traditionally, subdélégations
corresponded to bailiwicks in the Pays d’États and to élection in Pays d’Élection, but there
was no formal rule and important regional variations subsisted. Grevet (2003, p. 9) lists 702
subdélégations under the responsability of 32 intendants in 1789.
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2 Role of the provincial administration
2.1 The Intendants
As head of généralités, intendants had power in the sphere of finance, justice, and
police within their territory, and were partly responsible for the maintenance
of social order.8 They also had the prerogative to grant tax exemptions and
provide poor-relief in times of crisis. The role of these high-rank administrative
officials was thus essential in the management of the economic situation of the
Kingdom. Intendants very often recruited among the Master of Requests (Maître
des Requêtes), who were high-level judicial officers of administrative law.9 During
the reign of Louis XIV, 120 out of the 150 appointed intendants originated from
this administrative body (Biard, 2007; Smedley-Weill, 1995). Individuals usually
had the opportunity to hold the position of intendant two times, with an average
duration of 40 months for each nomination (Biard, 2007).
One of their main tasks was to monitor the stock of grains available through-
out the year and to evaluate the prospects of the current harvest. The decision
to undertake action to ensure the stability of grain supply was then taken on this
information. Allowing the export of grains was another possibility, although it
was hated by the populace, and responsible for many food disturbances even
in good years (Nicolas, 2002).10 Intendants were also in charge of public works,
mainly road maintenance. They could also decide to build water-management
infrastructure to prevent floods, and new roads to ease communication.11 In
Dauphiné, major improvements in the road network had been made during
the second half of the 18th century with the construction of approximately 750
kilometres of roads. Intendants wished to facilitate the movement of troops
toward the border, and to ease long-distance trade with neighbouring areas
(Favier, 1992).12 In Burgundy, from 1760 onward, local authorities and the
8 The role of intendants evolved from a role of inspection to administration with the Edict of May
1635. On the creation of the function of intendant in France, see Biard (2007, pp. 72–82).
9 These prestigious offices were not hereditary and were sold at a high price, although one could
be also appointed as Master of Requests by the King.
10 See Bourde (1967, pp. 1376–95) for a detailed review of the role of intendants in promoting new
agriculture techniques, and managing agricultural resources.
11 For a review of the development of the road infrastructure during the second half of the 18th
century, see Arbellot (1973).
12 As a result, the tolls income in Vienne increased by 615 per cent between 1727 and 1789.
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intendant collaborated to develop the road network in Bresse. By diminishing
the travelling time and extending the annual circulation period, the new roads
facilitated trade with the Duchy of Savoy and Italian cities (Champier, 1948; Saint-
Jacob, 1960).13 Intendants, nonetheless, often had to compete with other local
authorities in their généralité, whether the military governor or the Parliament,
which remained important and powerful governmental institutions (Beik, 2005;
Bordes, 1960; Swann, 2001).14
In the spheres of justice and public authority, intendants enforced the regula-
tions passed along to them by the Crown. Even though the royal arrêts, issued
in the name of the King and representing its willingness, could not be set aside
by provincial custom or law, intendants often had to interpret news regulations
in the light of practical experience and regional circumstances (Hamscher, 2012;
Root, 1992). In terms of their judicial tasks, intendants intervened by approving
or modifying the orders of payment related to criminal judgements. Indeed,
the Crown often advanced the costs for prosecution (frais de justice) in order
to expedite the judgement of criminal cases, and avoid disputes about money
among king’s judges.15 Regarding public order, intendants supervised the raising
of the militia regiments, and worked in close collaboration with the military
governor of the province and the police force, known as the maréchaussée.16
Military forces were rarely used (Ruff, 2001), but from the end of the 17th century
the King’s Musketeers, an elite military troops, were more and more involved in
13 During the second half of the 18th century, the expansion of public works was a general
tendency across the kingdom. In Brittany, a sixfold increase in public works expenditures
occurred between the 1740s and the 1780s. By 1786, £600,000, i.e. about two per cent of the
provincial budget, were budgeted annually to develop the infrastructure (Nières, 2004, p. 563).
14 Swann (2003) provides a detailed account of the role of the Estates General of Burgundy from
1661 to 1789. In particular, she demonstrates how the Estates engaged in a process of bargaining
with the royal state, gained its trust and posed itself as a reliable partner to execute new tasks,
formerly in the hands of the intendants, such as the management of the lodging of the military
troops. See also Legay (2001). For a detailed description of intendants’ activities under the rule
of Louis XIV, see Smedley-Weill (1995).
15 Reimbursement from the parties was sought afterward, when these were liable. At first
quite inefficient, this system of recovery improved after the implementation in the 1730s of
the systematic use of recovery rolls (rôles de recouvrements) listing individuals from whom the
financial administration expected reimbursement.
16 The role of the maréchaussée considerably increased after the criminal ordinance of 1670. The
Edict of 1720 and a number of subsequent laws completely reorganised the structure of the
maréchaussée in the 18th century. They gave it a local basis and increased its capacities of
intervention. After 1720, there was a company of marchaussée in each généralité. Their total
forces amounted to approximately 3,000 men.
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the maintenance and the restoration of public order (Masson, 2013).
Finally, intendants allocated taxes on the behalf of the King. In Pays d’Élection,
they divided the total amount of taxes between each élection, and then between
each parish within each élection. The taille was levied on individuals’ wealth
so that individuals had incentives to seem poor in order to evade tax. Within
the parish, one commoner was elected during parish assemblies to be collector,
and to distribute the tax burden among the inhabitants.17 Then, the collector
had to remit the taxes to the receveurs particuliers of the élection who passed
it on to the general receiver of the généralité. Goldhammer and Elster (2011)
show that this system sometimes resulted in arbitrary allocations because the
collector could favour his kin and his friends, creating conflict within the peasant
community and leading to tax litigation.18 In Pays d’États, Parliaments annually
consented to make a don gratuit (free gift) to the Crown, and accordingly decided
by themselves the allocation of the taille between each élection. The taille was then
levied on real estate, which means that the individual share was constant over
years, creating less conflictual situations (Goldhammer and Elster, 2011). Thus,
in Pays d’États, the intendants had less freedom to act upon their own will, and
their role was reduced to the management of new taxes, such as the head tax
implemented in 1695 (Swann, 2001).
In addition, intendants had the power to grant tax breaks and exemptions,
for instance to favour the clearing of land for farming (Bordes, 1962). Relieving
population from the fiscal burden after the occurrence of natural disasters was
another motive to grant tax breaks and exemptions (Antoine, 2009). There
was, nonetheless, no formal rule, and exemption decisions as well as disasters
indemnification were discretionary (Favier, 2007).19 For example, in the généralité
of Dauphiné, an edict of 1639 provided an annual maximum of £50,000 in form of
tax breaks to compensate individual for losses related to natural disasters (Favier,
2011). In times of economic crisis, the role of intendants was thus fundamental as
17 See Dontenwill (2007, pp. 124–7) for a description of the conduct of such assemblies in the center
of France.
18 For more details on the role of intendants in the judgement of the fiscal litigation, see Pigeon
(2011) whose analysis focuses on the intendants of the généralité of Rouen during the 18th
century.
19 Interestingly, Favier reports intendants’ complains about the fact that these tax breaks were
often considered as perennial by the inhabitants who did not hesitate to ask for an additional
tax break only few years after receiving the first one.
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they could increase resilience by implementing efficient accommodation strate-
gies.20 For instance, in the généralité of Grenoble, the total amount devoted to tax
exemptions and public assistance quadrupled in the late 1760s, reaching £400,000
a year. In the subsequent years during which weather was more favourable
and harvest more abundant, the amount of exemption and public assistance
fluctuated between £50,000 and 100,000 per year (Krautberger, 2013).21
2.2 The Subdélégués
As heads of subdélégations, subdélégués helped the intendant to carry his daily
tasks in the sphere of finance, justice and police, but did not have any power
per se.22
Created as temporarily position in the 1620s, subdélégations became perennial
positions in the 1660s (Didier, 2014).23 Individuals could be revoked at will by
the intendant, but usually held these positions as long as possible. For instance,
Antoine de Goyon de Lassale was subdélégué of Condom, in the southwest of
France, from 1708 to 1758. Charles de Goyon de Lassale succeeded to his
father and remained subdélégué from 1758 to 1786. Similarly, the Labrousse du
Bosfrand, father and son, held the subdélégation of Nontron for 53 consecutive
years (Antoine, 1974).
Contrary to intendants, these individuals were mainly members of the local
bourgeoisie or nobility that had a good knowledge of the area (Le Yaouanc, 1978).
Subdélégués had to pass on information to the intendant on the judicial activities
and the socio-economic conditions in their territory. Ensuring the execution of
new laws and supervising the tax collection process were also among their tasks.
20 After the break out of events, such as famines, plagues, fires, and floods, the central government
also played a role in the mitigation of crisis. Although, Hufton (1974) suggests that in the 1770s,
the yearly average amount spent per inhabitant never exceeded £1.
21 Focusing on England, Greif and Iyigun (2013a) have argued that this relief function was
particularly important in the early modern period as social safety nets favoured risk-taking
behaviours leading to innovation and economic growth.
22 In his dictionary, Denisart defined subdélégué as “a man of confidence appointed by the head of
the généralité, the intendant, to execute his orders and those of the royal court”. Denisart, Jean-
Baptiste (1764). Collection de décisions nouvelles et de notions relatives à la jurisprudence actuelle.
Tome III, Paris, p. 114.
23 The Edict of April 1704 transformed them into a hereditary office and institutionalised the
profession, even though the status of office was abrogated in 1715 (Barbiche, 2012).
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Subdélégués could also grant relief and tax exemptions to the populace within
the limits fixed by the intendant, and require help from the central government
(Le Yaouanc, 1978).24
3 Fiscal organisation
3.1 State finance
Raising and spending money, principally for waging war, was a fundamental
feature of the French Crown. Between 1661 and 1789, the revenue of the central
government tripled in real terms: its average per capita revenue increased from
2.16 grams of gold in 1660 to 5.47 grams of gold in 1788 (Dincecco, 2009). The
agricultural sector borne a disproportionate share of this fiscal burden, despite
the growth of commercial and industrial activities during the 18th century. The
government, however, continuously ran chronic deficits. The venality of office
and loans were the two privileged tools to balance its budget (Bonney, 1999,
p. 152–3).25 According to Guéry (1978), the use of such expedients rather than
regular taxes, and the lack of proper budgetary techniques were the main reasons
behind the persistent financial instability. By 1788, the state spent half of its
budget in the repayment of its debt, about one fourth to cover military and
diplomatic expenditures, and devoted the rest to civil affairs (Guéry, 1978, p. 231).
Velde and Weir (1992) have provided an account of the state reliance on financial
markets in the second half of the 18th century. Poorly designed rentes viagères (life
annuities) constituted the bulk of the debt and burdened the financial capacity of
the government. Velde and Weir assert that due to its history of defaults and debt
repudiations, the market extracted a risk premium to hold the French debt. On
average, the French government paid an additional two per cent on the interest
rate of bonds compared to its English counterpart.
24 For instance, in 1770, the Crown granted £50,000 of relief to the généralité of Franche-Comté
in reaction to a letter sent by the subdédélégué of Saint-Amour informing the Crown that ‘the
vast majority of the populace were eating grass harvested in their field’ to survive to the food
shortage (Merlin, 1994, p. 45).
25 In 1788, the Company of General Farms (Fermes générales), which had the monopsony over the
collection of tobacco tax, the traites, and the gabelles, held £68,840,000 of the Crown’s long-term
debt (Johnson, 2006).
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3.2 Fiscal capacity
Bonney (1999, pp. 123–76) and Bonney (2012, pp. 93–110) provide extensive study
on the formation of the fiscal state in France. In this regard, the year 1360
constitutes a landmark in French fiscal history. For the first time the Crown levied
an annual tax over the entire kingdom to pay for the ransom of the King, John II,
captured by the English during the battle of Poitiers in 1356. However, the real
turning point in the structure and the organisation of the fiscal state happened
during the first half of the sixteenth century under Francis I (Hamon, 1994).
The imposition of the salt taxes and the establishment of venality of office as a
fiscal instrument can be traced to this period. These increases in revenues were
necessary to pay for the royal expenses related to repeated warfare. In Tilly’s
opinion, the creation of regional bureaucracies and financial infrastructure to
extract revenues from subjects were no more than byproducts of preparations
for war (Tilly, 1990).
More recently, Dincecco and Prado (2012) contend that constant warfare in
Europe spurred fiscal innovations allowing the states to increase their fiscal
revenue. More precisely, Gennaioli and Voth (2015) demonstrate how the
“Military Revolution”, which occurred in Europe after 1500, resulted in the
building of state capacity. The transformation of armed conflict by the use
of gunpowder, more expensive defences to build, the introduction of standing
professional armies, and the surge in military capacity drove new scale and cost
of warfare, leading governments to create effective fiscal infrastructures.26 In
France, the fiscal capacity of the state continuously increased during the 17th
and 18th centuries. Increasing demand for inside finance, i.e. the access of
loans short of notice from the tax collectors, had been associated with a shift
from competitive allocation of tax rights to cabal tax farming (Johnson and
Koyama, 2014). This movement was accompanied by many attempts to increase
fiscal standardization and regulations, for instance, by uniforming weights and
measures or by reducing the number of seigneurial institutions, such as the
26 The French military strength mushroomed from 50,000 men in 1550 to about 260,000 in the 1780.
Such military forces demanded a high level of financial resources, and represented from 25 per
cent in peace time to 75 per cent in war time of the total state expenditures (Onorato, Scheve
and Stasavage, 2014).
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local tolls27 and tariffs.28 Some of these changes aimed at implementing new
enforcement mechanisms to improve consent among taxpayers, and to reduce
each and every opportunity for fraudulent gain among tax collectors.29 These
new high levels of taxation maintained in peace time, however, represented a
constant factor of social and political instability.
In this vein, Kiser and Linton (2001) claim that wars had a cumulative effect
on the state-making process in the early modern era, because once taxes went up
to pay for war expenditures, they rarely went down. Thus, the standardization
and the centralization process undertook to increase the state fiscal capacity was
not temporary but permanent. Dincecco and Katz (2016) trace the development
of state capacity in Europe to two major evolutions: fiscal centralization and the
decline local political power.30
3.3 Direct taxation
Historically, direct taxes were generally collected using affermage (leasing), a
process in which tax-collection was subcontracted out to an individual who
obtained the right to collect taxes and duties on behalf of the King under six-year
agreements. From 1598, in an effort to reduce the number of farmers, the Crown
began to reform this institution, and in 1726, all farms were finally merged into a
single lease, the Fermes générales. To enforce their monopoly, the forty individuals
owning the Fermes relied on their own private police constituted of nearly 20,000
men by the end of the 18th century. Although mainly used against smugglers, this
paramilitary force had the right to use armed force and to search any house.31
27 For an in-depth review of government actions towards the reduction of the number of tolls
during the 18th century, see Conchon (2002).
28 For instance, Louis XIV issued a royal ordinance in 1697 redefining the droits d’aubaine, a right
held by seigneurs to seize the property of foreigners dying within their territory. The ordinance
instead imposed a universal naturalization tax on all foreigners (Beik, 2005).
29 See Lemarchand (2010) and White (2004) for a synthesis on the transition from competitive to
government tax farming.
30 For a review of the literature on the development of state capacity in Europe, see Dincecco
(2015). Dincecco emphasises the existence of two equilibria. The “Old Regime” equilibrium
corresponds to a situation in which fiscal rights are fragmented and where there is no
constraint on the spending. The “effective state” equilibrium corresponds to a situation of fiscal
centralization and oversighted spending by Parliament.
31 Their abuses often infuriated the population, and resulted in episodes of violence against them
(White, 2004).
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The taille and various surtaxes (taillon) were the most important sources of
revenue, even if their shares declined over the 18th century. According to Pigeon
(2011), its share represented about 14.2 per cent of the total fiscal revenue in 1789,
whereas it reached nearly 34 per cent in the 1700s. The clergy and the nobility
were traditionally exempted from paying the tax,32 which was a major source of
contentions and grievances for the rest of the population.33 In addition, Hoffman
(1986) documents how these differences shaped wealth inequalities in the long-
run. While peasants had to bear the increasing burden of the tax,34 nobles and
privileged city-dwellers often benefited from valuable tax exemptions on their
newly owned rural holdings, and successfully evaded some of the trade taxes
(aides) in both Pays d’Élection and Pays d’États. Hoffman argues that peasant had
to sell out their lands to wealthy investors in order face their fiscal obligations,
thereby explaining the trend in land sales until 1730s. As a result, an increase in
share-cropping occurred all over France, given that for absentee landlords it was
the most efficient way to manage their new lands (Hoffman, 1984, p. 318).
To raise fiscal revenue during the Nine Years’ War, Louis XIV imposed in
1695 a new tax targeting previously tax-exempt social groups. The capitation
was a head tax, which ranged from one livre to two thousands livres following
a schedule of 22 social categories (Guéry, 1986).35 However, soon after its
implementation, the capitation was allocated according to the income of the heads
of household because income might vary widely within a group (Morrisson and
Snyder, 2000). The capitation was theoretically due by all individuals regardless
of their social class, but from the first year, clergy were exempted from paying
the tax in exchange of a free gift. In 1710, Louis XIV expanded again the onus of
financing the War of the Spanish Succession on the entire population by creating
the dixième, a ten per cent tax on net income levied intermittently between the
32 Lynn (2006), nonetheless, argues that some nobles contributed to the extraction of revenue by
the state by maintaining their own military companies at their expenses, which represented an
indirect form of taxation. Lynn establishes that nobles could have provided up to 25 per cent of
the total cost of war during the Ancien Régime.
33 Four Pays d’États, namely Brittany, Languedoc, Franche-Comté and Flanders, and some cities
were also exempted from this tax.
34 Hoffman reports that per capita tax in real terms was multiplied by a factor of nearly seven
between the 1560s and the 1730s.
35 See pages 1047–57 for a detailed account of the construction of the 22 social categories and its
distribution among the population. See also Cénat (2011) for a useful account of the designing
process of the tax and its implementation.
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years 1710–7, 1733–6 and 1741–8. From 1749 onward, a lower five per cent levy
on net income, known as the vingtième, replaced the dixième.36 Kwass (2006)
estimates that these two taxes represented about 58 per cent of direct taxation
in 1789.
3.4 Indirect taxation
The main indirect tax was a salt tax, known as the gabelle. The collection
process and the price charged for salt varied greatly across généralités (see
Figure I.2), creating incentives and opportunities for smuggling (Moulis, 2013).37
For instance in Dijon and Besançon, two cities located 90 kilometres apart, the
price of salt was about £62 per minot and £15 per minot, respectively.38 Moulis
exhibits that by 1748, four peasants out of ten had been arrested at least one time
for smuggling in northern France.39 These arrests were very often sources of
violence between peasants and custom officers (Nicolas, 2002).
Another source of revenue for the Crown was taxes on trade. The traites were
duties paid by the merchants to trade goods within and between provinces in
France. Since the late 16th century, French provinces were divided into three
categories: the cinq fermes générales were a free trade zone and displayed a
common external tariff; the provinces réputées étrangères faced high tariffs for both
internal and external trade; and the provinces à l’instar de l’étranger effectif were
a free trade zone, but had to pay customs duties to trade with other French
provinces (Figure I.3). Besides, octrois and aides gathered a set of tolls, entry
taxes, and urban sales taxes varying from one place to another. Variations across
regions were particularly unequal. As few as 28 tolls could be found in the
généralité of Caen, whereas Conchon (2002, p. 336) listed 661 tolls in the généralité
36 For a review of the long-term impact of these new taxes, see Kwass (2006).
37 In the Pays des petites gabelles, the Crown levied the tax at the point of entry, while in the Pays
des grandes gabelles salt was stocked in warehouses and households had to purchase minimum
amounts of salt at fixed rates. Only the inhabitants of the province of Brittany, the main salt-
producing area, and few other areas were exempted from this tax.
38 A minot was a unit of capacity representing approximately 52 litres.
39 Between 1700 and 1706, the Parliament of Grenoble condemned no less that 190 individuals for
smuggling (Montenach, 2016). Women also actively participated to smuggling activities. Ferrer
(1999) indicates that they represented 30 per cent of the individuals sued for salt smuggling
activities in Franche-Comté.
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of Languedoc. Private individuals actually owned about two- third of these
péages, and sometimes drew considerable profits from them. From 1750 onward,
the Crown tried to regulate these tolls, and from 1770 to suppress them in order to
ease the circulation of goods between provinces. This reform was only partially
successful as 1,104 out of the 5,687 tolls subsisted until 1789. Tolls were also a
source of contentions, and in this regard, some professions, like butchers, were
particularly feared by authorities.40 These apprehensions were rooted in the
numerous episodes of violence in which butchers were implicated, such as in
Alençon in 1710, or in Lyon in 1714 (Nicolas, 2002).41
Legay (2001, pp. 231–4) reports the results of two fiscal investigations in 1772
and 1782. The fiscal burden per inhabitant ranged from £11 in the généralités
of Brittany, Limoges, and Nancy to about £30 in Lyon, Orléans, and Rouen. In
between, inhabitants paid on average £20 of taxes in the généralités of Montauban
and Lille, but only £15 in the généralités of Bordeaux, Grenoble, and Metz. These
high levels of taxation often precluded wealth accumulation among the lower
strata of the French population, contributing to the widening of inequalities and
the unsustainability of the social structure before 1789. Furthermore, Hoffman
(1988) contends that the tax system drew money away from peasants, thereby
impeding investments in agriculture and slowing down agricultural productivity
growth.
4 Social structure
4.1 Three Orders
In 1789, the French population amounted to 28.5 million individuals divided
into three Estates. The First Estate was the catholic clergy, and was different
from the other Estates in that it was more a profession rather than a true social
40 Entry taxes on cattle were among the highest. In Perpignan, taxes on meat-related products
constituted 28 per cent of the municipal income in 1750-56, whereas those on grape and flours
represented 16 per cent and 11 per cent respectively (Larguier, 2010, p. 83).
41 In Alençon, butchers not only threatened trade attendants, but also burned to the ground the
custom building. In June 1714 in Lyon, the crowd joined the butchers in their protest against
entry taxes. For two days, 20,000 people demonstrated and looted custom buildings and tobacco
warehouses.
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class. It consisted of about 150,000 individuals. About 10,000 of these churchmen
constituted the high clergy, governed the Church, and identified themselves with
the Second Estate, the nobility. The Church was a wealthy institution owning
about 15 per cent of the total land in France, levying an annual 10 per cent tax
on the production of all land, the tithe (dîmes),42 but also spending some money
in poor-relief institutions such as orphanages and hospices.43 The lower clergy,
i.e. 93 per cent of the clergy, was in charge of the daily religious celebrations as
well as the registration of births, deaths and marriages. These churchmen were
living on wages from £300 to 1,500 a year (Jessenne, 2012). Although being above
the poverty level, such salary and their social background tended to strongly link
them to the lower strata of the population.44
The Second Estate consisted of the nobility, and numbered roughly 350,000
individuals. Social and wealth heterogeneity was characteristic of this group.
On the one hand, some 10,000 families featuring an income between £4,000 and
50,000 lived comfortably. On the other hand, the rest of the nobility, 50,000
families or so, had an income of few thousand livres or less, and often struggled
to keep their status.45 In Savoy, the top two deciles concentrated 70 per cent of
the group wealth, whereas the bottom four deciles cumulated only six per cent of
it (Nicolas, 1978). Overall, the First and Second Estates represented less than two
per cent of the total population in 1789.
The Third Estate made up the rest of the population. As a result, this left
large scope for variations in both economic and social conditions. About 70
42 The real tax rate was varying across regions from three to eight per cent. In the généralité of
Tours, Maillard (1998, p. 313) documents that the real rate of the tithe ranged between seven
and nine per cent of the agricultural production.
43 The importance of these expenditure should not be overestimated. In the 1770s, the range of
expenditures in poor-relief institutions managed by the Church was around £1 per inhabitant
(Hufton, 1974).
44 See Tackett (1977) for an analysis of social origins and interactions of parish priests with their
parishioners in Dauphiné. For a review on the topic, see Brunet (2007). Tackett (1979) studies
the recruitment of priests in 14 dioceses scattered over France, and shows that the share of
priests with urban origins declined continuously during the 18th century. Priests issued from
the nobility and the higher strata of the Third Estate were also less and less numerous. Within a
century, their shares dropped from 31 per cent to 21 per cent in the diocese of Lisieux, from 62
to 33 per cent in Autun, and from 73 to 43 per cent in Aix-en-Provence (Tackett, 1979, p. 212).
45 Parker (2002, p. 115) remarks upon that a movable wealth of £1,000 reflected a situation of real
comfort and significant disposable income for a commoner. This amount of money is relatively
low for nobility standards, though. For instance, Meyer (1966, p. 20) reports that 30 per cent of
the noble households in Brittany paid between one and ten livres in taxes in 1710. Another ten
per cent paid no taxes at all and were in situation of relative poverty.
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per cent of the total population lived in villages of less than or equal to 2,000
inhabitants. About 500,000 individuals formed the urban bourgeoisie. Among
urban dwellers, craftsmen, city workers, servants, and the poor constituted the
most significant shares of the population within which many inequalities existed.
Kitchen gardening was a relatively common practice among urbanites. Yet, it
neither enabled auto-sufficiency nor prevented from food shortage in times of
economic crisis. Ruff (2001, p. 192) contends that even the most prosperous
artisans could be reduced to “penury and sometimes starvation” in case of
harvest failure. From 1661 to 1789, about 20 per cent of the food riots occurred in
towns larger than 2,000 inhabitants (Nicolas, 2002).
4.2 Society structure, occupations and inequalities
Beyond the differences between urban and rural dwellers, Jessenne (2012, pp. 27–
8) underlines dissimilarities among the rural Third Estate, and divides its
population into five social categories. At the top of the hierarchy lay members
of liberal professions, merchants, and tenants farmers, a group the author called
“rural bourgeoisie”.46 At the bottom of the scale, the needy represented from
10 to 20 per cent of the total rural population (Table I.1). Morrisson and Snyder
(2000) have used the estimates of the occupational structure of the society in 1788
and the design of the capitation tax to disentangle income disparities between
different social categories. Apart from the nobility and the bourgeoisie, the
large-scale cultivators lay at the top of the hierarchy earning an average annual
income of £880 per household. Among tax payers, domestic workers and daily
labourers constituted the last group earning no more than £160 annually. Overall,
in 1778, the top ten percent of the population earned about 50 per cent of the
total income, whereas the lower 70 per cent earned about 26 per cent.47 Such
level of inequalities was not particularly higher than in neighbouring countries
(Morrisson and Snyder, 2000, p. 70).
46 The largest fortunes among the large-scale cultivators in the Parisian Basin reached up to
£30,000, making them richer than most of the nobility, but leaving them far behind the super-
rich (Parker, 2002).
47 For a detailed description of differences between these categories, see Lagadec (2007) whose
research focuses on rural elites in Brittany.
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Table I.1 – The heterogeneity of the rural Third Estate
SOCIAL
CATEGORIES
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES NON-AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIESb
% of
population
Types of
cultivation Income
a Occupations Incomea
Dominant
rural group 5–10
–20–100s ha
– Tenant-farmers
880
– Liberal profession
– Wholesale merchants
– Millers
na
Independent 15–20
– c.10–20 ha
– A plowing team
– Freeholders and
tenant-farmers
na
– Local shopkeepers
– Qualified tradesmen
(farriers, carpenters)
600
Semi-
independent 20–25
– 3–10 ha
– No plowhorses
– Variable status
250
– Low skilled workers
(building)
– Textile workers
300
Dependent 35–50 Micro-exploitation
and salaried work
300 – Unskilled workers
– Servants
160–200
Needy 10–20
Aid-
dependent
and beggars
na
Sources: Jessenne (2012, p. 28), and Morrisson and Snyder (2000, p. 65).
aAverage estimated annual income per household in livres.
bBetween 15 and 30 per cent of the rural population.
Analysis of tax rolls helps to reveal the structure of the French society,
in particular within-class and within-group inequalities. As a rule of thumb,
historians usually consider that paying £5 of taxes meant the end of precari-
ous living, whereas paying more than £20 made an individual quite well-off
(Vigneron, 2007, p. 43). Parker (2002) has drawn on these features to describe
the social structure in urban Amiens, a city of 35,000 inhabitants in north of
France. In 1722, all but five domestics, apprentices and agricultural day workers
paid one livre in taxes. About 80 per cent of the master craftsmen in the
building, textiles and clothing trades paid five livres or less. Master masons and
carpenters, goldsmiths, apothecaries, the lesser lawyers and the majority of the
138 merchants paid between six and twenty-five livres. At the top of the hierarchy,
rentiers, non-exempt office-holders and the wealthiest merchants paid more than
£40 in taxes. Vigneron has depicted a similar picture in the rest of the urbanised
north. Through the 18th century, at most seven per cent of the taxed population
paid more than £20 in taxes, and among them craftsmen were a tiny minority
(Table I.2). Poverty and relative precariousness were thus widespread in early
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modern urban France.48
Table I.2 – Inferred socio-economic structure in north of Francea
(distribution of the population paying the capitation)
Location Year Totalpopulation
# of taxed
households < 5 [5–20] > 20
(1) Lille 1695 60,000b 12,305 69.3 25.1 5.6
(2) Lille 1790 66,761c 11,884 70.6 22.8 6.6
(3) Cambrai 1696 12,000b 1,801 72.9 22.8 4.3
(4) Cambrai 1790 15,427c 4,037 80.5 15.3 4.2
(5) Le Cateau 1714 4,000b 605 85 14.6 0.4
(6) Comines 1786 4,704c 290 93.5 6.5 0
(7) Armentières 1790 7,671c 339 81.4 15.9 2.7
aSources: Vigneron (2007, p. 44).
bSources: Bairoch, Batou and Chèvre (1988). Interpolated number of inhabitants for Le Cateau.
cSources: 1793 population census.
In the 1780s, 25 per cent of the population of Valenciennes were considered
as needy by the mayor, whereas in Dijon, about seven per cent of the population
were poor (Lamarre, 2014).49 Using municipal population censuses, Lamarre de-
scribes the social composition of the population in Dijon at the eve of the French
Revolution. Exempt from the taille, military constituted one fifth of the total
population, while clergy numbered 1,289 individuals out of the 22,800 inhabitants
(Table I.3).50 Servants represented a significant share of the population, 13 per
cent. This level was quite representative to the situation in urban France. In 1760,
Avignon had 14 per cent of domestic workers, Nancy 11.9 per cent, and Le Mans
10.8 per cent. In Brittany, domestic workers represented 19 per cent of the labour
force in Saint-Malo in 1780, and as much as 24 per cent in Saint-Brieuc (Nières,
48 For an in depth description of social composition, and income and tax inequalities in urban
Brittany throughout the 18th century, see Nières (2004, pp. 73–142). This was also true for
the countryside. In rural Brionnais, Dontenwill (2007) estimates that about 17 per cent of the
population were poor and relied on charity for surviving.
49 The figure rises to nine per cent of households if one considers instead individuals who did not
pay the taille due to their very low income in 1780. In Lille, the situation was worse. About one
third of the population was considered as poor and did not pay the capitation. In bad year, such
as 1740, up to 45 per cent of the total population could be exempted from paying taxes because
of indigence (Vigneron, 2007, p. 44). 36 per cent of the 9,000 inhabitants of the city of Morlaix
did not pay the capitation because of their misery. In Saint-Malo, 21 per cent of the individuals
were unable to meet their tax obligations during the same year (Nières, 2004, p. 136).
50 The share of clergy was relatively comparable to cities of similar size and status: about three
per cent of the population of Nancy belonged to the clergy in 1766, three and half per cent in
Angers, and nearly six per cent in Avignon, the former papal city.
25
2004, p. 111).51 In Dijon as in Moulins or Toulouse, craftsmen and shopkeepers
represented from one fourth to one third of the municipal population (Table I.3).
Most of the time, however, the economic power was concentrated in the hands
of a small group of individuals including thriving merchants and office holders,
whose considerable wealth contrasted with the misery of the 10 to 30 per cent of
living poor.
51 These levels are higher than the one observed in rural areas. Focusing on 86 villages located
in the north of Burgundy, Hayhoe (2012, p. 551) estimates that about seven per cent of the
population living in villages worked as servants.
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Table I.4 – Distribution of income based on capitation assessments
(percentage of assessments by taxpayer groups)a
Taxpayers 1695-1704 1705-47 1748-59 1760-90
Top decile 62 57 46 56
9th decile 12 13 17 15
4th quintile 10 12 15 12
3rd quintile 8 8 11 8
1st and 2nd
quintile 8 10 11 9
aSources: Morrisson and Snyder (2000, p. 65).
Data adjustments: corrected for income-in-kind and auto-consumption based on the assumption that
50 per cent of the income of quintiles 1 and 2, and 33 per cent of the income of quintile 3 are received
as income-in-kind and auto-consumption.
Table I.5 – Income distribution by social group in 1788a
Social Population Income per Total income
group (thousand) household (£) (millions of £)
‘high’ ‘low’
(1) Nobility & clergy 540
}
1,955
}
1,715(2) Bourgeoisie 2,160
(3) Shopkeepers &craftsmen 3,240 600 486 486
(4) Unskilled workers 1,500 200 100 115
(5) Domestic workers 1,080 100 100 115
(6a) Small-scale cultivators 5,250 250 330 390
(6b) Large-scale cultivators 2,250 880 494 584
(7) Agricultural: daylabourers & servants 10,150 160 400 460
(8)
Mixed workers
(agriculture and
industry)b
1,800 300 135 135
Total 28,000 4,000 4,000
aSources: Morrisson and Snyder (2000, p. 66).
bAgricultural workers who spent part-time as industrial workers, many for cottage industry textiles,
others as assistants to artisans. Data adjustments: based on the assumption of 1 male worker for every
4 persons except for workers in the non-agricultural sector (1 for 3 persons) and town servants (1 for
1.08 persons). The ’low’ estimate is based on the assumption that the share of agricultural income
going to groups 1 and 2 is only 25 per cent instead of 33 per cent. This results in an increase of the
income share going to small and large farmers. The ’low’ estimate also assumes that the income of
agricultural day labourers, servants and non-agricultural workers is increased by 15 per cent which
further reduces the income of groups 1 and 2.
In their investigation on the level of inequality within French society, Morris-
son and Snyder reveal that, between 1695 to 1790, the top decile of the income
distribution represented from 46 to 62 per cent of the total amount of capitation
tax collected. At the other end of the distribution, the poorest representing 40
per cent of the taxable population paid about 10 per cent of the total amount
of tax (Table I.4). Importantly, Hoffman et al. (2002) point out the necessity
of distinguishing between nominal and real inequalities to make significant
comparisons. Real incomes of the poor depended mostly on the prices of grains
29
and fuels before 1800, whereas the expenditure pattern of the rich was also
determined by prices of luxury goods and domestic work. Overall, the French
society was getting more egalitarian from 1650 to 1700, whereas from 1750
onward, the relative prices of staple foods continuously increased sharpening
the level of real inequality between poor and rich. This phenomenon can be
explained by the population decline observed between 1640 and 1720, a period
during which food prices also declined before stabilising. However after 1720,
the rise of population was concomitant with an even faster rise in food prices,
thereby reducing real wages, which had fallen by about one third by the early
1770s (Goldstone, 2012).52 These trends did not affect all members of the Third
Estate in the same way. Hayhoe (2012, pp. 559–60) has shown that the cash
portion of servant wages was often relatively low. Out of a total salary of £100 to
160, annual cash wages larger than £50 were unusual. In northern Burgundy, the
annual median cash wages were £34 for men. Cash wages happened to be higher
in some areas of the Paris Basin, as high as £81 a year, but the region was wealthier
and more market oriented. In Savoy, Nicolas (1978) suggests that payment in
kind represented from 70 to 85 per cent of the total cost involved in hiring a
domestic worker.53 By contrast, agricultural daily labourers relied mostly on cash
wages for survival, and were more directly affected by food prices volatility. Ruff
(2001, p. 192) has argued that even most prosperous craftsmen, whose income
was higher, could be badly hit during severe food shortages. In his repertoire
of social movements in France between 1661 and 1789, Nicolas (2002) has listed
1,497 events related to subsistence issues. Within the 488 events in which the
social composition of the crowd is known, domestic workers are involved only
22 times. In comparison, agricultural day labourers are involved in 78 events,
while craftsmen are found to be active in 234 events including 96 during which
they were the sole protesters.
Although the direct lethality of subsistence crises diminished during the 18th
52 Van Zanden (1999) suggests that to face the decline in real wages, individuals often increased
their labour effort to maintain their standard of livings. Based on the observation that trends
in real wages and economic development did not parallel in the early modern period, Van
Zanden concludes that “large segments of the population of Europe did not profit much from
the economic progress that has been documented”.
53 In Lyon, Gutton (1971) shows that cash wages of female servants averaged to £30 annually, but
because they were provided with room and board, they suffered much less from food crises
than the rest of the population.
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century, their impacts on the demographic trends remained important. Food
shortages increased the exposure to disease and multiplied the lethality of large
epidemics. Sometimes negligible or limited to a small set of parishes, the
combination of malnutrition and epidemics could also lead to a six per cent drop
in the total French population within a single year (Le Roy Ladurie and Rousseau,
2009).
5 Demography
5.1 Population estimates
The French population grew from 21.5 million inhabitants in 1700 to 23.8 million
in 1730, and then from 26.9 million circa 1760 to 28.5 million in 1789 (Figure I.4;
Dupâquier, 1979, p. 34, 98). The population growth was, however, neither steady
nor equally distributed across the French généralités. For instance, over the 18th
century, population rose by 80 per cent in Lorraine, but only by 20 percent in
Limousin (Jessenne, 2012). It doubled in Alsace, but increased by 15 per cent
in Brittany and Normandy (Garnot, 1988). In Dauphiné, the population grew
by 38.2 per cent between 1698 and 1790 (Favier, 1992, p. 232). A similar trend
is observed in Languedoc with an approximate 40 per cent population growth
(Larguier, 1999, p. 716).54
The birth rate was high, but the mortality rate was also extremely high.55 In
the mountainous Jura in eastern France, on average 640 of every 1,000 died before
age ten between 1750 and 1790 (Merlin, 1994, p. 44). West from Jura in Burgundy,
about 56 per cent of the children survived to the age of 15 in the 1780s (Lamarre,
1983), a rate roughly similar to the 58.7 per cent of surviving children in yeoman
54 While fertile areas were able to absorb this population surplus, poorer soil regions relied on
out-migrations. In the Paris Basin, the enlargement of small farms lead to a polarization of
the society with growing shares of large landowners and landless individuals. By contrast, the
relatively high productivity of the vineyard regions allowed peasant to split land in smaller
plots (Goldstone, 2012). Demographic pressure contributed thus to shape the agricultural
landscape of France, and at the same time, the ability of the local population to cope with crises.
55 About half of the children died before their tenth birthday. For instance, in Burgundy, birth
rate and mortality rate were 38.8 per mill and 37.4 per mill respectively (Lamarre, 1983, p. 91).
In Figures I.5 and I.6, I present the average birth rate and death rate per 1,000 inhabitants per
généralité in the early 1780s. The spatial variations shown are consistent with previous findings
in the historical demography literature.
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families in the surroundings of Chartres (Garnot, 1988, p. 58). In comparison, in
Pays d’Auge in west of France where harvests produced more food than required
to feed its inhabitants, from 63 to 70 per cent of the children survived to the age
of 20 (Besnier, 1979). By contrast, in the marshy Dombes, east of Lyon, mortality
was very high (Bideau, 2017, pp. 223–8; Brunet, 2014). About 40 per cent of the
children reached the age of five, and in average marriages lasted for 11.4 years
before the decease of a spouse, to be compared with the national average of 24
years (Minvielle, 2010). In the 1780s, more than 40 per cent of the population was
under 20, and the life expectancy at birth was as low as 27.5 years for men and
28.1 years for women (Jessenne, 2012).56 These figures have to be read with care,
given that the extremely high infant mortality pulled the averages down. The
end of large epidemics after the 1720 plague in Marseille, and the reduction of
mortality spikes related to subsistence crises are the two main factors explaining
this population growth (Lebrun, 1980). Overall, significant reductions in fertility
rate began in the 1780s, few years before declines in crude death rates and infant
mortality rates, thereby triggering the first demographic transition in Europe
(Richards, 1983).57
5.2 Exogenous shocks and demographic crises
Arguing that previous studies suffered from several statistical biases, Chevet
(1993) uses the INED historical survey on the population of France to extend
the work of Dupâquier on demographic crises.58 Chevet shows that from 1670
to 1789, seven years stand out as outliers in terms of the number of deaths
and births.59 Using the criteria of a minimum of 100,000 excess mortality,
Le Roy Ladurie and Rousseau (2009) have also identified a demographic crisis
in seven sets of years between 1680 and 1789. The most severe crisis occurred
in 1694, a time during which excess mortality reached about 510,000 deaths,
56 Garnot (1988, p. 57) proposes a slightly more optimistic estimate with an average life expectancy
at birth of 29.6 years between 1770 and 1790.
57 Interestingly, Diebolt and Perrin (2014) notice that the decline in fertility was concomitant with
the reduction of the median marriage age, thereby suggesting a shift from Malthusian behaviour
to the adoption of within couple contraceptive behaviours.
58 The Institut national d’études démographiques (National institute for demographic studies) is a
French research institute in charge of studying every aspect of demographic issues.
59 In comparison, Dupâquier identifies up to 61 years of crises in an interval of 110 years. Even its
most conservative estimate suggests that a mortality crisis occurred in 24 per cent of the years.
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representing a 60 per cent increase.60 The cumulated death toll over the years
1693–4 amounted to 1,300,000 individuals, a figure equivalent to 5.8 per cent
of the total French population. Le Roy Ladurie and Rousseau emphasise as a
plausible cause the bad weather conditions. In particular, excessive rainfalls led
to grain scarcity, malnourishment, and as a result higher exposure to epidemics
during the record-breaking cold winter of 1693.61 In Paris, the price of wheat had
skyrocketed by 70 per cent in 1694, a record only beaten by the year 1709, during
which the price of wheat more than doubled and the number of deaths soared
by 22 per cent. Chevet, however, shows that there is no correlation between
mortality crises and spikes in food prices over the period 1670–1789. Based
on data he had gathered during the different offices he held in the 1760s, La
Michodière suggested that there was a positive relationship between mortality
and the price of wheat (Chevet and Ó Gráda, 2006).62 Chevet and O’Gráda
re-use the same data to test for the robustness of the relationship. Regressing
rates of change in mortality on rates of change in wheat prices provides weak
evidences for such relationship. Between 1723 and 1762, a doubling in price of
wheat in Paris and Lyons would have implied mere 17 per cent and a 12.1 per
cent increases in mortality, respectively.
Another driver of excess mortality, Le Roy Ladurie and Rousseau (2009)
suggest, could be severe heat waves and droughts during spring and summer.
They put forward the example of the year 1719, also identified by Chevet. In
1719, heat waves reduced water quality and led to epidemic dysentery, thereby
fostering another mortality crisis.63 Studying mortality crises in Bordeaux at the
60 Larguier (1999, pp. 641–4) provides an account of the effect of these crises on local communities
in the rural surroundings of Narbonne. In many villages, population dropped by 20 per cent or
more and did not recover before 1789. In Narbonne and Carcassonne, population declined by
ten per cent and five per cent, respectively.
61 For further details about the link between excessive rainfalls, flooding and malarial epidemics
in pre-industrial France, see Roucaute et al. (2014).
62 In his precursor work, Meuvret (1946) supports this view, in which demographic crises are
explained not by wars or epidemics, but high grain prices resulting from poor harvests
produced by climatic shocks. Importantly, scarcity rather than the physical absence of food,
of which circulation was limited due to trade barriers, was linked to high prices. Scarcity also
had an impact on other demographic variables such as the number of marriages and the number
of births.
63 The lethality of dysentery was particularly high among the individual in a weakened condition,
such as children and the elderly. Focusing on Sweden, Castenbrandt (2014) shows that the
mortality rate reached up to 37 per mill for children under the age of 10 in the early 19th century.
At the parish level, dysentery could be responsible for as much as 90 per cent of all deaths in
years of crisis.
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turn of the 18th century, Poussou (1980, p. 239) asserts that “it is difficult to argue
in favour of an analysis based on the direct influence of wheat prices”. Instead,
Poussou postulates that the mortality spike rather reflected an epidemiological
phenomenon, sometimes fostered by a surge in wheat prices. Food shortage
predisposed to diseases, and its effect was intertwined with that of undernutri-
tion and malnutrition. Analysing the crisis of the middle of the 18th century,
Poussou further contends that epidemics rather than wheat prices mattered, as
the mortality spike observed in 1748 was associated with a surge in the number
of hospital burials.64 Munno (2013) studies the city of Charleville in northern
France to understand the relationship between repeated weather anomalies that
affected all of northern Europe around the 1740s, and demographic crises. Taking
advantage of yearly municipal population censuses and various archival records,
Munno shows that the mortality rate tripled in the worst months of the crisis
leading to an overall 4.8 per cent decline of the city population. During the first
mortality wave, children under five suffered from a threefold to tenfold increase
in the mortality rate compared to previous periods.65 In 1742, 40 per cent of
households reported fewer under-16 individual than in 1739. The figure drops
to nine per cent for individuals older than 16. Munno contends that if food
scarcity had been the main cause of the mortality spike, then a larger range of
the population would have been affected. Instead, she suggests that nutritional
deficiency concomitantly with a higher exposure to infant epidemics explain this
trend.
Contemporaries were well aware of the risks related to epidemics. Thus, in
1698, a parish priest in the center of France observed that ‘the high frequency
of measles epidemics caused population decline, in particular in swamp areas’
(Dontenwill, 2000, p. 287). The repeated occurrence of dysentery is also identified
by the local administration as a hindrance to population growth. In the bailiwick
of Orgelet in Jura, an administrative clerk reported that “epidemic diseases,
themselves caused by the persistence of food shortages for the last three years”
64 Another example reaching similar conclusions on the origins of demographic crises in urban
French can be found in the work of Deyon (1967, pp. 10–8) about the city of Amiens.
65 Children were often the most exposed population during crises. Durand (1979) shows that
in Saint-Genis-Laval during the 1693 crisis, mortality rate of the newborns reached 100 per
cent, whereas it capped to 25 per cent in 1697–8. See Dresch (1990) on the role of maternal
malnutrition and infant mortality rate.
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were responsible for the bulk of the death toll in 1771 (Merlin, 1994, p. 44).
Individuals, however, were not always equal before epidemics. Focusing on
the social background of families, Munno demonstrates that infant mortality
was higher in families composed of manual workers, and among families
registered on poor city records in which sanitary conditions were likely to be
lower. This result contrasts previous findings in the literature. Galloway (1986a)
has studied the mortality pattern in the city of Rouen between 1681 and 1687.
Analysing demographic response to an increase in grain prices, Galloway finds
no significant difference in the magnitude or timing of mortality between rich
and poor.
5.3 Urbanisation and population density
Dupâquier (1988, p. 245) has shown that between the 1740s and the 1780s, the
growth rate of towns and cities depended on their initial size. Large cities grew
by about 38 per cent, whereas small and middling towns grew by about 22 per
cent.66 In comparison, the estimated average population growth in rural areas
was much lower, reaching only eight per cent. Urban growth, nonetheless, varied
from place to place, and if population rose by 20 per cent in Paris, those of Lyon
and Toulouse rose by 55 and 49 per cent, respectively (Laffont, 1998). Some
cities were more dynamic. Both benefiting from the development of colonial
trade, Bordeaux and Nantes grew by 144 per cent and 100 per cent, respectively
(Table I.6).67
The expansion of trade and the textile industry stimulated urban development
in medium-sized cities such as Brest and Nîmes. More generally, smaller towns
and villages also underwent population growth during this period. In Dauphiné,
although the number of towns larger than 2,000 inhabitants increased from eight
to twenty one between 1698 and 1790, urbanisation remained unchanged at 24
per cent (Favier, 1992). In Brittany, the growth of rural population kept pace
with urban population growth leaving the urbanisation rate stable at around 14
66 The development of cities, large or small, could be, nonetheless, impeded by epidemic crises.
For instance, Marseille lost half of its population during the plague in 1720.
67 Figure I.7 maps the distribution of cities larger than 10,000 in 1700.
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Table I.6 – Urban population growth in 18th-century Francea
Sources Cities Timeperiod
Population
growth (%)
Population in
1793
(1) Paris 1715-1789 20 640,504
(1) Lyon 1715-1789 55 102,167
(2) Marseille 1720-94 46 108,374
(3) Bordeaux c.1700-90 144 104,676
(3) Nantes c.1700-90 100 80,000
(3) Rouen & Le-Havre c.1700-90 14 73,000
(4) Toulouse 1695-1790 49 52,612
(5) Nîmes 1730-89 70 40,000
(5) Montpellier c.1710-90 55 32,897
(5) Carcassonne c.1710-90 35 10,400
(6) Rennes 1696-1790 0 30,160
(6) Brest 1696-1790 230 24,180
(7) Nice 1701-93 37 24,117
(8) Grenoble 1698-1790 16 20,019
(9) Cambrai 1716-85 40 15,427
(10) Beauvais c.1700-90 3 12,449
(8) Vienne 1698-1790 42 12,035
(8) Valence 1698-1790 27 9,281
(5) Agde c.1710-90 100 6,744
(8) Montélimar 1698-1790 5 6,240
Sources: (1) Dupâquier (1988), (2) Fabriès-Verfaillie, Stragiotti and Jouve (2000,
pp. 44–5), (3) Michon (2011, p. 15), (4) Laffont (1998, p. 455), (5) Larguier (1999,
p. 716), (6) Nières (2004, p. 33), (7) Ruggiero (2002, p. 42), (8) Favier (1992), (9)
Vigneron (2007, p. 30), (10) Ganiage (1999, p. 36).
per cent (Nières, 2004).68 By contrast, in Lyonnais, inward migration outpaced
the demographic expansion in the rural areas. By 1789, the estimated share of
urban population was 45 per cent. At the national level, the urbanisation rate
was approximately 14 per cent in 1600 and 17 per cent in 1700. Dupâquier has
estimated the share of the population living in towns or cities larger than 2,000
inhabitants in 1789 at one fifth (Dupâquier, 1988).69
More broadly speaking, the Paris Basin, the lower Loire Valley, the Rhone
valley, the Mediterranean coast, and the northeast of France were more urbanised
than the rest of France, but also more densely populated. Figures I.8 and I.9
respectively present the level of urbanisation and population density per sub-
délégations in 1793. Garnot (1988, p. 13) suggests that the population density
68 Demographic trends were, nonetheless, quite different between these two généralités. Popu-
lation increased by 40 per cent during the 18th century in Dauphiné, whereas the number of
inhabitants increased only by 10 per cent in Brittany.
69 Using a different thresholds considerably reduces the urbanisation rate. In 1789, only 12 per cent
of the population lived in cities larger than 5,000 inhabitants. The threshold of 10,000 inhabitants
further reduces the urbanisation rate to 9 per cent. In such situation, Paris alone with 600,000
inhabitants would have then gathered 25 per cent of the urban population in France.
Using data from the 1793 population census results in slightly different estimations. Using the
threshold of 2,000 inhabitants gives an urbanisation rate of 30 per cent. The urbanisation rate
drops to 15 per cent and 10 per cent, respectively, using the 5,000 and 10,000 inhabitants criteria.
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exceed 80 inhabitants per km2 in the généralités of Alençon, Amiens, Caen, Lille,
Paris and Rouen. Population density in the généralités of Lyon, Rennes and Riom
ranged from 60 to 80 inhabitants per km2, whereas the Alps, Brittany, Provence,
southwest of France, south of Massif Central, and Poitou had population density
around or lower than 40 inhabitants per km2. Overall, the national average
population density was 53 inhabitants per km2 (Lamarre, 1983, p. 76). Once
again, however, these averages could hide significant disparities within both
fast-growing généralités and the ones lagging behind. For example, in Burgundy,
population density reached up to 74 inhabitants per km2 in the southern bailiwick
of Mâcon, whereas the most populated bailiwick in the north, Dijon, had a
density of 42 inhabitants per km2.
The development of towns and cities was driven by several factors. Increases
in colonial trade created new working opportunities in port cities (Goldstone,
2012). The improvements of the road networks eased trade and fostered the
growth of towns in which commerce and industry were expanding rapidly.
Administrative centers also developed quickly with the multiplication of pro-
fessional classes able to afford more and more crafted goods and imports. In
most areas, however, agriculture-related activities remained central and retained
large shares of the workforce. Indeed, before the era of large-scale foreign trade
in agricultural products, regional agriculture supported the growth of industrial
and urban populations detached from the land. Increasing the productivity of
the land and agricultural output was thus crucial. The introduction of New
World crops is essential in explaining the demographic expansion and the urban
rise. For instance, buckwheat was introduced as a subsistence crop in western
France as early as the 16th century and represented an essential component of
the consumption basket from the 17th century onward (Chaussat, 2018; Nassiet,
1998; Vouette, 2007).70 More broadly, Nunn and Qian (2011) estimate that
the introduction of the potato accounts for about 30 percent of the increase in
urbanisation in Europe between 1700 and 1900. In addition, potatoes have had
also a positive effect on individuals’ welfare. Analysing the size of the French
soldiers during the 18th century, they proclaim that the introduction of potatoes
70 Potato was not cultivated in Brittany and Normandy until the second half of the 18th century
(Figure I.10). For more details on the timing of the introduction of the potato across France, see
Appendix I.
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cultivation caused the average adults heights to increase by one-half inch. In
subsequent work, Cook (2014) has shown that the marginal effect of the potato
on urbanisation is even stronger if its consumption was coupled with milk intake.
In the literature, urbanisation rate and population density are often used as
proxies for economic development before the 19th century. It is assumed that the
development of a large population on a confined territory is only possible in areas
where the productivity of agriculture was high enough to allow sustaining such a
large population. High agricultural productivity was, however, not necessarily a
sign of a high standard of living among the population. As noted by Van Zanden
(1999), the distortion in the income distribution meant that living conditions
of most individuals could decline in the prosperous areas relative to the more
backward areas.
5.4 Standards of living
There is no perfect measure of standards of living in the early modern period.
Real wages and expenditure baskets are fair proxies for salaried individuals
and craftsmen, but are weakly relevant for a large share of the population
relying mainly on home farming for survival. While biological and economic
standards of living are of different nature, they are related, and biological
measures can be useful complements to conventional indicators of well-being.71
In this regard, Boix and Rosenbluth (2014, p. 4) suggest that “variance in the
heights of individuals within a given society may be used as a proxy for income
distribution”.72 Another possibility is to analyse inventories after death in order
to construct socio-economic indicators based the presence or the absence of a
71 For instance, Weir (1997) finds a positive relationship between real wages and heights in 19th
century France.
72 Anthropometric analyses also face some limitations. Prior to the 19th century, high infant
mortality rate might have resulted in selection bias, an effect possibly reinforced by the
sole reliance on military conscription data. In addition, some researchers suggest that only
20 per cent of the variation in individual height is due to environmental factors, such as
childhood nutrition and disease exposure (Silventoinen, 2003). Jelenkovic et al. (2011) present
a more pessimistic estimation. Using two sample of Finnish twin pairs, the authors report
that environmental factors explained between five and twenty-three per cent of the observed
variation in height.
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specific set of objects (Baulant, 1989).73
Morineau (1972) has shown that textile workers spent up to 85 per cent of their
income on food products during the second half of the 18th century in Rouen.
Half of it was devoted to bread, and the other half to complementary products
including vegetables, dairies and wine. Parker (2002, p. 71) underlines that,
though regional variations existed, population consumed mostly barley or rye
bread. Bread usually accounts for approximately 80 per cent of the total caloric
intake. For example, the Intendant General of Savoy estimated in 1771 that an
adult ate on average 1,600 grams of bread a day. Depending on the season, some
vegetables, eggs, cheese and fruits completed the diet. Introduced in the 1730s in
the Duchy, potatoes were more and more popular among peasants to an extent
that, in 1789, an administrative clerk reported that potatoes constituted “most
of the food of a large number of peasants, in particular in mountainous areas”
(Nicolas, 1979).74 In the poorest regions, chestnuts flour was used to bake bread
in good and bad years, and attracted many criticisms from contemporaries.75 In
coastal areas, fish was indeed available, but that did not make the population
forcibly better off, in particular because of the high death toll (Gouhier, 1962).
More generally, Parker (2002, p. 226) recalls that, although about one fifth of
the cultivated land was devoted to fruits and vegetables production in the late
17th century, diets were unbalanced and overwhelmingly dominated by bread.
73 Focusing on the town of Meaux, east of Paris, Baulant claims that standards of living increased
among every category of the population between the beginning of the 17th century and the
end of the 18th century. Inventories after death reveal the possession of more durable goods,
such as furniture, and more superfluous objects, such as mirrors, books, and cooking utensils.
Delleaux (2005) presents similar results for 18th century Hainaut. For instance, 14 per cent
of the inventories after death reported a mirror between 1695 and 1714. For the years 1775–
95, the figure rises to 47 per cent of the inventories after death. Coal stoves and clocks were
non-existent at the turn of the 18th century, but are found in 42 and 57 per cent of inventories,
respectively. Danet (2011, pp. 435–6) depicts a more contrasted picture after having analysed
360 inventories after death for the city of Nantes. Between 1690 and 1790, beds represented the
bulk of individuals’ wealth (nearly 39 per cent). Clothes represented about 18 per cent of that
total, furniture 15 per cent, and linen about 10 per cent. The share of home decoration and finery
had increased by the last decade before the French Revolution, but remained as low as one per
cent. Cooking tools represented five per cent of the total wealth, but their share was nearly 10
per cent a century earlier.
74 In her thesis, Vouette (2007) discusses extensively the impact of the introduction from the 16th
century onward of new grain crops, including buckwheat, maize, millet, and sorghum.
75 Bruneton-Governatori (1984, pp. 1163–9) provides an account of agronomists and state’s local
agents complaining that the abundance chestnuts made people lazy, non-hard-working, and
reluctant to agricultural changes or improvements. In Périgord, the shortage of chestnuts on
markets resulted in increases of wheat prices (Beaudry, 1976, p. 44).
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By contrast, nobility and wealthy households predominantly consumed white
bread and meat.76 For example, in 1766, the marquis de Roquefeuil in Languedoc
divided his food expenditure as follows: one third on purchases of meat,77
one fifth on poultry; one tenth on beverages; another tenth on vegetables; and
the remaining 25 per cent divided between pastries, fruits, fish, fat, and other
products (Smets, 2001). Luxury goods such as coffee, chocolate, and Malaga were
also already widely consumed among the wealthy by the end of the 17th century
in Bordeaux and in Savoy (Meyzie, 2007; Nicolas, 1979).
These differences between the wealthy and the rest of the population had
concrete impacts on the daily life. Fogel (1994) estimates that, by the end of
the 18th century, the bottom 10 per cent of the labor force lacked the energy for
regular work, while the next 10 per cent could only do three hours of daily light
work. With daily calorie intake amounting to 3,672 kcal, the top decile consumed
almost three times more calories than the bottom decile (1,310 kcal). These
differences are consistent with the findings of Komlos (2003) who has analysed
trends in stature among French soldiers during the 17th and 18th century. On
average, men with an upper-class background were 3.6 centimetres taller than
textile workers, and 3.1 centimetres taller than individuals with an agriculture
background. These differences rooted in differences of access to balanced diet,
and more generally to food, during childhood and adolescence.78 In the 1790s,
the difference in stature between the students attending the École Polytechnique,
an elite military school, and the rest of the population embodies the social
inequalities of French society. On average, the former were seven centimetres
taller than the latter (Komlos, 2003, p. 185). Fogel (1994, p. 40) has estimated the
daily caloric intake at 2,270 kcal, far below the 3,000 kcal required by Morineau
in his household expenditure estimates for a normal working man. Overall,
Fogel calculates that, given the low per capita food supply, the average Body
Mass Index of Frenchmen, whose average height was 161 centimetres would
have been 18, a figure that is low compared with twenty-first century standards.
Once again, however, large regional variations existed. At the national scale,
76 Weir (1997) also notices a large urban-rural gap in meat consumption.
77 Veal and mutton represented both one fourth of the meat expenditure, whereas beef and hare
amounted to one sixth each. The remainder was divided between lamb, pork and horse meat.
78 Because they were relying mostly on the consumption of bread, diets often presented a deficit in
many important nutrients. Protein- and calcium-rich foods are central for height development.
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the low stature first observed reflects the crisis of the 17th century, whereas
the 4 cm increase in stature noticed during the first half of the 18th century is
anchored to an “improved weather [that] had a beneficial impact on agricultural
conditions as well as a direct effect on biological processes” (Komlos, 2003,
p. 159).79 Details about the place of birth in the military records allow Komlos to
estimate differences in biological living standards between various geographical
origins. All over the period, men were taller in the northeast of France and
Mediterranean areas, and shorter in the center and in the west of the country.
For instance, in 1745, military recruits originating from Hainault in the northeast
were on average 3.5 cm taller than the ones born in Auvergne or Poitou. No
regional catch-up nor divergence occurred, and no urban penalty existed except
in Paris where men were persistently two to three centimetres shorter.
Trends in stature thus mirror both the social inequalities depicted by anal-
yses of tax rolls or daily food consumption patterns, and the long-term living
standards as shown by the evolution of real wages. Local differences origi-
nated in different demographic contexts and distinct agricultural characteristics.
Proximity to large cities and trading ports, geographical features, customs and
inheritances from the past, and exogenous shocks are all factors that contributed
to the significant regional differences observed in the agricultural landscape of
France during the 17th and the 18th century (Lemarchand, 2008).
6 Economic situation
6.1 Agricultural progress
Early modern France offers a picture of a pre-industrial society characterised
by a rural economy, in which about 70 per cent of the population lived in
the countryside. The variety of French geography made rural society unequal.
Appleby (1979, p. 870) noted that “it is foolhardy to speak of ‘French agriculture’
79 For a detailed analysis of the relationship between climatic conditions, wheat prices and
changes in stature, see Ewert (2004). Yet, a decline in stature occurred during the second half
of the 18th. It was not specific to France, and similar trends are observed in Bavaria, Hungary,
Northern Italy, and the United Kingdom (Heyberger, 2012, p. 261). Heyberger suggests that
this phenomenon is explained by a general decline in nutritional quality, due to a mounting
population pressure and falling temperature, affecting agrarian economies all over Europe.
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when in fact there were many regional agricultural systems”.80 For instance, the
relatively egalitarian pastoral uplands of Auvergne had few things in common
with the vast grain-growing plains surrounding Paris and Toulouse, in which
economies of scale led to the creation of a farmer elite and an army of landless
agricultural workers. In addition to the general trend in the agricultural sector,
these geographic differences had a long-term impact on the social structure of
the rural Third Estate, and on the expansion of market-oriented agriculture,
innovation, and wealth accumulation.
The debate on the retardation of French agriculture has crystallised the
research in rural history for a long time (Hoffman, 1988; O’Brien, 1996).81
Compared to English agriculture, French agriculture, apart from the Paris Basin,
is believed to lag behind because the shift to a more land and animal intensive
agriculture was slower, the financial means for investment in new equipment
and building were lacking, and total factor productivity was lower.82 Parker
(2002, p. 50) pessimistically summarises the situation by stating that “nowhere
did innovative practices or technical knowledge come together in a continuous
endeavour to transform agricultural activity, nowhere did they lead to systematic
experimentation with crop rotation cycles, the incorporation into them of artificial
meadows or an interest in cattle-rearing”. Hoffman (1986) has identified some
of the blockages slowing down agricultural progress. By allowing an easy
extraction of any newly created agricultural surplus, the tax system hindered
agricultural development. In subsequent work, Hoffman also demonstrates
how institutional failure prevented to discourage individuals strategic behavior,
80 One common characteristic of these system was the persisting difficulties to store grains over
long periods without spoiling them. Little progress had been achieved until the early 19th
century (Bourde, 1967, pp. 934–45).
81 That no agricultural revolution occurred during the 18th century despite increasing yields has
been forcefully argued by Morineau (1971). Alternatively, Appleby (1979) has suggested that
England had a better equilibrium than France between spring and winter cereals providing
a higher degree of protection against weather shocks. This diversification explains the early
disappearance of subsistence crises in England, and their persistence in France until the mid
18th century. For the most up to date literature review on the immobilism versus dynamism of
the French agriculture, see Jones (2012).
82 For example, O’Brien (1996, p. 219) suggests that the growth rate of output per hectare were
similar in both England and France between 1700 and 1850. France, however, relied on a
more extensive used of the agricultural workforce to increase yields per hectare whereas in
England, capital-intensive gains explain this trend. By contrast, Hoffman (1986) has argued
that as response to the growing agricultural workforce, peasants often sought work in cities or
shifted to labor-intensive cultivation, such as viticulture, increasing the value-added per hectare
and permitting to make profit even on small plots of land.
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thereby increasing the difficulty to overcome grazing rights so as to implement
enclosures (Hoffman, 1988).83 Similarly, Rosenthal (1990) claims that, before the
Revolution, profitable irrigation projects in Provence were not developed because
the cost of rearranging property rights was prohibitive due to the complexity
created by the division of authority over rights, and the fact that numerous
villages sought to extract rents from project promoters.
Over the 18th century, trends in stature and real wages indicate that living
conditions of the peasantry did not improve, or even deteriorated. Poussou (1999,
pp. 270–6) argues that natural conditions often prevented substantial improve-
ments in the agriculture system so that the comparison with England may not
be relevant. Even though few changes occurred in remote mountainous areas or
marshy areas, some regions took advantage of these geographic characteristics to
develop an original model of agriculture. In Nivernais, southeast of Paris, and in
Dombes, east of Lyon, peasants developed marshes into farm ponds to raise fish
that were sold in cities. In good years, a pond could yield as much as £4,000 of
income (Brunet, 2014; Thuillier, 1965).84
Analysing the evolution of the tithe across several regions, Goy and Ladurie
(1982) have suggested that wheat yields improved by 20 to 40 percent between
1650 and 1790. These rates were by no means lower than the estimates realised
by Moriceau and Postel-Vinay (1992) in the Paris Basin, leading Poussou (1999) to
challenge the assertion that labour-intensive agriculture was backward. Hoffman
(2000) also disclaims the argument of French backwardness, and argues that
French agriculture was not stagnant in all times and places prior to the Industrial
Revolution. Comparing total factor productivity across regions, Hoffman shows
that productivity at least grew in Beaujolais, in Normandy, in the surroundings of
Toulouse, and in the Paris Basin. Le Goff and Sutherland (2000) also investigate
the question of the evolution of total factor productivity in three different places:
Le Mans, Rouen, and Compiègne. After showing that each area heavily spe-
cialised in one type of production and responded to different market incentives,
83 In his analysis of sharecropping, Hoffman (1982) also notes that many historians have blamed
rigid short-term share contracts for reducing incentives for investment and stifling technological
change. Hoffman disagrees with this statement, and considers that the development of share-
cropping helped to reduce risks for both landlords and tenants promoting thus investments.
84 Poussou, nonetheless, acknowledges that historians traditionally emphasised that agricultural
progress was slow, if not non-existent, in areas such as Sologne, Vivarais, and Briançonnais as
well as in the plains of south Burgundy, center Brittany, and in some parts of Languedoc.
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Le Goff and Sutherland demonstrate that from the mid 18th century onward,
all regions in their data witnessed the beginnings of an agricultural revolution
as shown by the rise in total factor productivity. For instance, when prices in
Paris were high, total factor productivity increased significantly two years later in
Compiègne. Hoffman also stresses the role of Paris in creating incentives.85 Only
there, he claims, the spatial aggregation of demand was strong enough to create
an urban demand stimulus fostering agricultural investments and productivity
gains.86
Grantham (2007) has emphasised the importance of distance to large cities
in understanding the disparities in yields and labour productivity across French
regions. Innovations and high yields occurred mainly in areas exposed to
growing urban demand, including the north of France and the south coast of
Brittany, which often shipped grain to Bordeaux and its surroundings where
wine production predominated. For instance, Lower Normandy and Limousin
specialised in cattle breeding and dairy products to meet the ever-expanding
demand of the Parisian market. Such commerce required risk-taking behaviours
and larger roads that can invert things, such as rest stations, given that herds
of oxen needed to reach Paris on foot without losing too much weight on
the way (Garnier, 1999). In 1737, 58 per cent of the cattle entering the city
originated from Normandy, and 16 per cent from Limousin.87 Similarly, farmers
in Hainaut reacted to the profitable prospects created by the woollen and the
cloth-making industries by shifting to intensive sheep breeding (Delleaux, 2010;
Vanlandtschoote, 2008).88
By contrast, high transportation costs and substantial fixed costs involved in
storing grain surpluses and preparing them for the distant market limited the
interest in grain exportation from remote areas, which thus lacked incentives
85 On the link between market prices and the rise in agricultural productivity, see also Grantham
(1989).
86 Hoffman further demonstrates that peasants, far from focusing on self auto-sufficiency, were
often engaged in at least one market may not be grain, but labour, rental or credit markets.
87 Poussou (1999, pp. 288–92) provides a description of the development market-oriented produc-
tion to answer the growing urban demand in a specific set of products.
88 Musset (2011) describes how consumer demand in urban centres prompted changes in the
vineyards of Champagne at the end of the 17th century. Winegrowers began to invest heavily
in new equipment, and produced higher quality white wine. By 1789, 40 per cent of the total
production was bottled, whereas this practice was nearly non-existent before 1700.
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to shift to intensive farming.89 In turn, they reduced available agricultural
surpluses, making unprofitable the establishment of permanent haulage facilities
and perpetuating high transportation costs in peripheral areas.90 In addition
to these elements, many obstacles, including seigneurial tolls, internal customs
duties, and restricting food laws, persisted until the French Revolution, thereby
impeding the full integration of the French grain market and creating long lasting
regional disparities in cereal prices.
6.2 Regional disparities
Jones reports that, at the national level, about 75 per cent of the land was
used for grain production, whereas grassland covered around 14 per cent of the
territory by the end of the 18th century.91 These aggregate figures hide large
differences in the agricultural landscape across regions (Jones, 2012).92 These
differences were interlinked with discrepancies social organisation, including
local customs, distribution of ownership, cultivation methods and types, and
the level of taxes. In the pays de grandes cultures in northern and northeastern
France, open-fields were overwhelmingly dominant, and enclosures reserved to
a set of fodder crops such as clover and alfalfa. Vast plains, nearly no wastelands
and forests, three-year crop rotation, near-absence of fallow, nucleated villages,
market-oriented large farms, sharecropping, a handful of wealthy cultivators,
and numerous landless agricultural labourers were the main features of these
89 This trend was, however, not completely unalterable. In the early 18th century, peasants in Jura
and Franche-Comté began to develop large co-operatives, called fruitières, in order to merge
together their milk production and storage facilities, and make marketable cheese then traded
in major French cities. Pressed cooked cheeses were not only easy to store but also to transport,
and enabled peasants to draw additional income to buy other products on markets and meet
state tax obligations and seigneurial dues (Latouche, 1938; Mélo, 2015). See also Delleaux (2015)
who studies the personal diary of a wealthy farmer in Genevois, an area characterised by
polyculture and small-scale farming. Delleaux describes how he responded to changing habits
in urban market, but also to new recommendations published in agronomic books.
90 For instance, the intendant of Auvergne observed in 1770 that “mountains make communica-
tion so difficult that transportation costs are as high between Clermont and Aurillac as between
Clermont and Paris” (Leymarie, 1956, p. 301). The distance between Clermont-Ferrand and
Aurillac is 156 kilometres, whereas the distance between Clermont-Ferrand and Paris is 423
kilometres.
91 In comparison, it is believed that 30 per cent were devoted to grain production. Meadows
represented 57 per cent of the English agricultural land, leaving thus much more space for
intensive husbandry and its positive byproducts such as manure.
92 For a literature review, see Terrier and Muchembled (1998).
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regions.93 In his study of rural servanthood, Hayhoe (2012) suggests that, on
average, regions characterised by market-oriented farming had a larger number
of rural domestic workers as opposed to small-scale subsistence farming areas,
wherein work could be accomplished by parents and a few relatives. O’Brien
(1996, pp. 232–3) notes that this structure of large agricultural estates resulted
in a slow disappearance of the majority peasants into the ranks of dependent
labour, increasing their exposure to food crises and surges in prices. In years
of bad harvest, the workforce needed to harvest the fields was smaller, leaving
numerous people with a meager income with which to survive.
By contrast, the pays de petites cultures from the south of the Loire valley to
the Mediterranean sea were composed of a variety of landscapes comprising
few areas of open-field, uplands and mountains mainly devoted to agro-pastoral
activities, some predominantly viticultural regions,94 and for a large part small
and irregularly shaped enclosed fields. Fragmentation of agricultural land,
mostly auto-consumed rather than market-oriented cultivation, polyculture,
biennial rotation, extensive use of fallow, near-absence of fodder crops, and large
peasant ownership of scattered pieces of land were general characteristics of the
southern regions (Terrier and Muchembled, 1998, pp. 57–8).95 In these regions,
agricultural diversification could lessen the impact of bad weather on agricultural
yields, and partially reduced the frequency of harvest failures. The focus on
local self-sufficiency minimised the risk related to market fluctuations and crop
scarcity. For instance, Goubert asserts that pastoral communities practicing
extensive agriculture in Massif Central were better able to cope with climatic
shocks and famine than intensive grain-growing areas such as the Beauvaisis
(Goubert, 1960). Yet, in these areas too, the standard of living of significant shares
of the population, such as producers of specialised commodities, depended on
the terms of trade between their products and cereals. Although better safety nets
93 For a detailed description of the agricultural development in the Paris Basin, see Moriceau
(1994).
94 According to Arthur Young, who travelled across France between 1787 and 1789, up to six per
cent of the land in the south was devoted to viticulture (Jones, 2012). Grantham (1993, p. 494)
has estimated that 2.3 millions individuals, which represented about eight per cent of the total
population, were engaged in wine production.
95 In the pastoral northwest, there was a somewhat intermediary situation with market-oriented
cattle breeding, family farms requiring few hired labourers, and modest income disparities.
Brittany was famous for its enclosures.
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against harvest failures, such as rural crafts, seasonal migration, and forest food
products (chestnuts, roots, berries, and the like), existed, vulnerability remained
high, in particular in remote areas in which seasonal accessibility was low and
circulation of grains difficult (Terrier and Muchembled, 1998).
In addition to these broad characteristics, local conditions sometimes shaped
very different agricultural practices from village to village. In the rural south
of Burgundy, Saint-Jacob (1935) reports the existence of at least three different
types of crop rotation system. An alternation of wheat and fallow was practised
around the village of Franxault. In the loamy lands along the Saône river, a
biennial rotation with wheat and spring crops was adopted, whereas a triennial
regime mixing wheat, spring crops and fallow was in use in the neighbouring
plains of Bresse. Differences also emerged between the types of agriculture
within local communities. Durand (1979) has documented the differences in land
occupation between vineyard villages in Beaujolais, north of Lyon. Some with
excellent sunlight exposure entirely specialised in grape growing, whereas others
chose a more balanced production comprising both crops and grapes. In eastern
Roussillon, about one fourth of the parishes devoted more than 40 per cent of
their arable land to vineyards in 1730. By contrast, one fourth of the parishes
devoted less than 10 per cent to grapes, but had on average four times more
livestock per household (Larguier, 2010, p. 174).
Proto-industrialisation also contributed to shape different landscapes at the
local level. In addition to disparities due to the differences in soil quality,96 the
expansion of viticulture and the textile industry affected the distribution of lands
as well as the social composition of communities in Vendômois (Vassort, 1995).
In Perche, hemp cloth production, which was quickly expanding with colonial
trade, attracted more and more individuals in Perche, in particular around the
district of Mortagne. To respond to the expanding demand in flax and hemp,
the southern districts specialised in their production, and by 1789, these products
amounted to 15 per cent of the total gross agricultural income (Cailly, 2000).97
96 Barley was the spring crop in the northern districts, but oat was sown in the sandy south.
97 Comparable situations could be found almost everywhere. For example, in Limousin, grapes
were widely cultivated in the Brive basin, but nearly nonexistent in the entire Marche. Maize
was in use only in the south, whereas planted chestnut trees covered up to 30 per cent of the
land in the east and the north (Delhoume, 2007, p. 247). Teisseyre-Sallmann (1995, p. 167) reports
that 90 per cent of the 7,000 looms inventoried in Lower Languedoc in 1708 were located in the
eastern Cévennes.
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Thus, even within the same region, exposure and vulnerability to epizootic,
market volatility, national and international trade, and climatic risks could vary
greatly from one place to another.
6.3 Proto-industrialisation
Between 1720 and 1780, colonial trade multiplied by ten, while trade as a whole
increased by a factor of five. This expansion stimulated urban growth in colonial
trade port cities, such as Bordeaux and Nantes, as well as in their surroundings
wherein the production of tradable and consumption goods expanded (Cheney,
2014).98 Studying the role of urban demand through the lens of market size and
aggregate purchasing power, Daudin (2010) shows that textile and high value-to-
weight goods had access to several domestic markets at least as large as England
as a whole. Drawings on this result, Daudin argues that the size-innovation
relationship fails to explain the course of the Industrial Revolution. Gragnolati,
Moschella and Pugliese (2014) further investigate why the Industrial Revolution
happened first in England and not in France. The authors refine Daudin’s
analysis by taking into account the average income level and its distribution
across the population. Their results suggest that wealth concentration in France
prevented substantial shares of the population from affording non-subsistence
goods, thereby not creating sufficient economies of scale to justify the diffusion of
technological innovation, such as the spinning jenny. In line with this argument,
Sharp and Weisdorf (2012) have contended that the decline in real wages as
well as their volatility led individuals in Paris to work longer to make ends
meet. In contrast to England, the hardships faced by French workers, the authors
argued, reduced their consumption opportunities and precluded any demand-
side stimulus. By contrast, Allen (2009) focuses on the supply side and suggests
that spinning jennies more than paid for themselves in England wherein wages
for hand spinning were high. In France, low wages in the textile industry made
the development of jenny spinning economically not advantageous. Alterna-
98 Textile represented the bulk of this industrial production. By 1788, it is estimated that textile
amounted to two third of the gross industrial product, whereas metallurgy amounted to 15
per cent (Chaplain, 1984, p. 24). Within textile, woollens were the stellar products representing
about 26 per cent of the total gross industrial product, followed by silk (14 per cent), linen (13
per cent), and cotton (12 per cent). For a review of the growth sector by sector, see Daudin (2001,
pp. 17-38).
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tively, Horn (2006) has suggested that England industrial leadership resided in
the ability of the entrepreneurs to control and exploit the working classes to an
extent that was impossible in France because of the social threat.99 In his view,
the French state developed an idiosyncratic path to support industrialization in
order to encourage risk-taking behaviours from profit-seeking entrepreneurs, and
to take into account labour-related risks. The path to an industrial society was
admittedly slower, but nonetheless successful in the long-run.
Although lagging behind, French industry grew rapidly during the 18th
century. For instance, the woollen industry, the leading industry at the time,
grew by 140 per cent. Production centers could be found all over the territory,
but regional growth trends differed widely (Markovitch, 1976a, p. 476). In
Champagne, the woollen industry grew by 172 per cent between 1717 and
1786, producing a total of 4,728,000 square ells a year at the eve of the French
Revolution.100 In the généralités of Tours and Montauban, growth rates were even
more impressive, and resulted in sixfold and fourfold increases, respectively.
Each généralité produced about 1,450,000 square ells a year in 1786. In généralités
such Brittany, Burgundy, Orléans, or Provence, woollen production stagnated
or even declined during the 18th century (Markovitch, 1976b). These declines
were, however, not always a sign of backwardness. For instance, Favier (1992)
notes that the timing of the decline of the woollen industry in Dauphiné was
concomitant with the emergence of silk-weaving and stocking production. In
Alsace and Normandy, the woollen industry was not very dynamic, but growth
in cotton and printed reached four per cent a year (Jessenne, 2012).101
Overall, Markovitch has estimated that the value of industrial production
increased by a factor of 4.5 between the first decade of the 18th century and
the decade preceding the French Revolution (Lemarchand, 2008). In annual
terms, that implies an industrial growth rate on average three times higher than
99 Danet (2011, pp. 726–811) provides an analysis of the conflictual relationships between workers
and industrial entrepreneurs in the second half of the 18th century in Nantes.
100 An ell is a measure of length formerly used for textiles, locally variable but typically about 144
centimetres.
101 For analyses of the proto-industrialisation process during the 17th and 18th century in the
urban context, see Bernier (2005), and Guicheteau (2008) for the cities of Mulhouse and Nantes,
respectively. Vardi (1993) proposes an analysis of the intricate link between agricultural
activities and textile industry in rural Cambrésis. Other industries, such as coal and metal
mining, were also widespread on the territory, although their total production remained low
(Lemarchand, 2008).
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the growth rate of the agricultural product, which was mainly extensive. The
demographic expansion and the agricultural surpluses, nonetheless, paved the
way for the industrial development by providing a labour force available for the
industrial sector. This process profoundly changed the occupational landscape of
pre-revolutionary France. By 1789, city workers represented about 10 per cent of
the total population. In industrial centers such as Rouen and Orléans, workers
could have represented as much as half of the total population (Guicheteau,
2014). In Lyon, about 50,000 men worked in the sole textile industry in 1789.102
Women also contributed to the industrial rise either as full-time salary worker or
within the pluri-activity of farming households, which was expanding in many
rural areas. In Paris, two thirds of the 6,000 workers producing fans in 1789
were women. A decade earlier, a municipal census listed about 9,000 women
sewers. In the surroundings of Sedan, the textile industry in the 1770s employed
about 3,700 urban workers and 10,000 rural workers, among which 9,100 were
women. Despite being beneficial for a multitude of peasants who could secure an
additional source of income, this industrial development had detrimental, health
effect on urban workers. Drawing on military records, Komlos (2003) shows
that textile workers were on average half a centimetre shorter than individuals
with an agricultural background. Craftsmen, who were subject to the same
volatility in food markets, were on average one and half centimetre taller. The
perspective remains unchanged by focusing on income. On the eve of the French
Revolution, 40 per cent of textile workers in Morlaix were exempted from paying
the capitation tax because of their low income, and another 39 per cent paid less
than £3 annually, denoting a state of relative precariousness (Nières, 2004, p. 133).
Both in rural and urban areas, the populace was prone to react quickly to
any event endangering its survival. Individuals could protest against excessive
military solicitations, seize shipments of crops, threaten or lynch bakers to obtain
‘fair prices’, but also support craftsmen in their struggle against taxation. Smug-
gling, and evading taxes or refusing to pay them were also common practices
to preserve a minimum standard of living. More generally, precarious situations
could also exacerbate social tensions and result in disruption of the social order.
Although not related with survival, accounts of actions to defend local customs
102 In 1793, the total city population is 102,167.
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and communal rights, to hinder the implementation of state reforms, and to
free prisoners are abundant in the judicial and administrative archives of early
modern France (Nicolas, 2002).
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Source: Arbellot et al. (1986).
Figure I.1 – Pays d’États and pays d’élection in 1789
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Source: BnF, département Cartes et plans, GED-6510, Cartes des gabelles (1781).
Figure I.2 – Salt tax (gabelle) in 1781
Source: BnF, département Cartes et plans, GED-16439, Cartes des Traites (1760).
Figure I.3 – French internal trade zones (traites), c. 1760
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Notes: Data on total population were retrieved from Dincecco (2009). Data on urban population were retrieved from The Clio-infra database on urban
settlement sizes: 1500–2000.
Figure I.4 – Total population and urbanisation rate, 1650–1800
Notes: Number of births per 1,000 inhabitants in each généralité. Data for Bordeaux and Montauban are respectively from 1782 and 1781. I derived data on
birth rate from figures available in the Journal Général de France. BnF, Journal Général de France, 1785, 4-LC2-69.
Figure I.5 – Crude birth rate per généralité in 1783
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Notes: Number of deaths per 1,000 inhabitants in each généralité. Data for Bordeaux and Montauban are respectively from 1782 and 1781. I derived data on
death rate from figures available in the Journal Général de France. BnF, Journal Général de France, 1785, 4-LC2-69.
Figure I.6 – Crude death rate per généralité in 1783
Notes: Data on urban population are from Bosker, Buringh and Van Zanden (2013).
Figure I.7 – French cities larger than 10,000 inhabitants in 1700
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Notes: Urbanisation is calculated using a threshold of 2,000 inhabitants. Population data are from the Geopeuple project (http://geopeuple.ign.fr/).
Figure I.8 – Urbanisation rate (%) per subdélégation in 1793
Notes: Population data are from the Geopeuple project (http://geopeuple.ign.fr/).
Figure I.9 – Population density per subdélégation in 1793

Appendix
I.A The introduction of the potato in France
This appendix complements the sections 5.3 and 6.1 by providing further details
on the timing of the introduction of potato cultivation in early modern France. I
use various primary and secondary sources as well as information drawn from
the literature to derive an estimated date of the introduction of the potato for
the French departments. All contemporary orthography has been retained in
citations, except ‘f’ that increased difficulty in legibility and that is replaced by
modern ‘s’. Gaps in citations are indicated as: [...]. When available, I provide an
indication of where to find the sources in the entry References. Departments are
rank by their INSEE code:
Location: Pays de Gex
Department: Ain (01)
Time: c. 1600 – c. 1780
Description: « Au XVIe siècle, ce tubercule n’est encore qu’une curiosité de
botaniste à l’instar du bâlois Gaspard Bauhin. [...] À la fin du XVIIe siècle, on
le retrouve dans les jardins. [...] Dans le dernier quart du XVIIIe siècle, il se
développe cette fois en plein champ en tant que culture secondaire, dans le but de
subvenir aux besoins d’une population plus nombreuse et de pallier les moissons
déficitaires. C’est le cas surtout au moment des troubles révolutionnaires français
où le Genevois est coupé de ses zones de ravitaillement frumentaire après
septembre 1792. En 1786, l’astronome note une première récolte “réussie” sur
un de ses champs de la Plantée. »
References: Delleaux (2009, pp. 159–60)
Sources: unknown
Location: Aisne
Department: Aisne (02)
Time: c. 1780
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Description: « Les racines cultiveés en grand sont la carotte, la pomme de terre
et la betterave ; elles servent à la nourriture des bestiaux : la pomme de terre,
sur-tout dans les années de disette, offre aussi à la classe indigente une ressource
précieuse ; sa culture a beaucoup augmenté depuis vingt à trente ans. On sème
fort peu la rave ou navet plat. »
References: Miroy-Destournelles (1814, p. 26)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16043
Location: Lenax
Department: Allier (03)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Il résulte d’un acte de société, reçu Bonnet notaire, que quatre
ans avant la mort de Louis XV, le 27 janvier 1771, dans un petit village situé
dans une partie retirée du Bourbonnois, la récolte de pommes de terre étoit
abondante, puisque un nommé Jean Parrant, laboureur de la paroisse de Loddes,
achetait de Pierre Gacon, demeurant à Lenax : “Cent poinçons de Pommes de
terre dites communément Tartoufles à raison de six francs le poinçon de 200 litres
environ”. »
References: Meilheurat (1868, p. 292)
Sources: unknown
Location: diocèse d’Embrun
Department: Hautes-Alpes (05)
Time: c. 1730
Description: « Un des mets le plus oridnaire pour les gens de la cmapagne, &
même pour ceux des villes qui n’ont pas de facultés pour s’en procurer d’autres,
ce sont les pommes de terre, a qui dans le pays on donne le nom de truffes,
quoi qu’elles soient bien différentes des truffes noires qui sont si estimées sur
les tables des riches. Ces pommes de terre font devenues communes depuis une
cinquantaine d’années dans la plupart des endroits du diocese d’Embrun. On en
plant & on en recueille beaucoup dans le Brainçonnois, dans l’Embrunois & dans
la vallée de Seyne. [...] Il a paru ces dernières années plusieurs écrits imprimés
par l’ordre de MM. les Intendans des provinces, pour prouver que ces pommes de
terres peuvent être d’une grande utilité aux pauvres des paroisses de la campagne
lorsqu’ils n’ont pas de bled pour faire du pain. »
References: Albert (1783, Vol. I, p. 99)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-9643168
Location: Gap
Department: Hautes-Alpes (05)
Time: c. 1730
Description: Paiement fait par l’hôpital de Gap, le 20 février 1730, pour 2
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quintaux et 22 livres de pommes de terre payés 5 1. 17 s. 6. d. En septembre
1773 le quintal valait 2 l. 13 sols.
References:
Sources: A.D. Hautes-Alpes, Inventaire série H suppl. n°619–582
Location: Hautes-Alpes
Department: Hautes-Alpes (05)
Time: 1789
Description: « La pomme de terre est cultivée partout et considérée comme
un moyen sûr d’éviter les disettes par les habitants dans leurs réponses au
questionnaire envoyé par la Commission intermédiaire. »
References: Guillaume (1908)
Sources: unknown
Location: Saint-Léger, La Croix-Roudoule, Sauze
Department: Alpes-Maritimes (06)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Le citoyen Jean Fournier déclare avoir seize quintaux et demy
bled froment ; six quintaux de méteil ; deux quintaux orge ; deux quintaux erses ;
un quintal trente livre guaissons faisant en tout trois quintaux un rup dix livres
lgéumes ; cinq quintaux pommes de terre. »
References: Bodard (1987, pp. 121–5)
Sources: Archives paroissiales de Saint-Léger, La Croix-Roudoule, et Sauze
Location: La Vernéa
Department: Alpes-Maritimes (06)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Le premier qui en 1770 sema des patates à Vernea fut Antoine
François Camous, dit Conte, dans l’endroit dit Grabiel, propriété qui est encore
aujourd’hui en possession de son fils Joseph Camoux dit Conte. »
References: Cauvin (1885, pp. 149–50)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-104229
Location: Vivarais
Department: Ardèche (07)
Time: c. 1730
Description: « En effet, si au mois d’Avril, nous nous appercevons que nos
bleds ne vont pas bien, on peut réserver des pommes de terre pour semer sur
le chaume, ou encore mieux dans les terres préparées pour le chanvre, dont on
peut renvoyer la récolte, & se procure le comestible qui approche le plus du bled,
puisque nous avons en Vivarais des cantons où le Paysan a pour toute nourriture
ces trufes rouges cuites dans l’eau avec un peu de sel, & se portent mieux que ceux
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qui ont quatre services à leur table ; ceux qui sont moins misérables y ajoutent un
peu de pain de seigle. [...] On a vu dans six mois les patates se répandre dans
tout le Royaume ; la moindre mode a le même avantage ; par quelle fatalité faut-
il des siècles pour multiplier les moyens de subsister d’une Province à l’autre ;
il y a environ quarante ans qu’on cultive ici les topinembours, & nos voisins
viennent encore s’en pourvoir à nos marchés, tandis qu’ils croîtroient encore
mieux chez eux, on commence seulement à les connoître dans le bas Dauphiné &
dans le Comtat, tandis que les mouchoirs d’Aubenas, après avoir parcouru toute
l’Europe, passent enfin les Mers, & nos pommes de terre ont peine à passer le
Rhone. »
References: Gazette du commerce N°12, 9 février 1768, pp. 109
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16146
Location: Vivarais
Department: Ardèche (07)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « C’est du nord vers le sud que la truffe s’est répandue comme
le montre l’enquête faite en 1759-1762 auprès des curés. Ceux-ci, invités à
répondre à une question sur les récoltes, mentionnent assez souvent, en Haut-
Vivarais et dans la montagne, l’existence du tubercule. A Saint-Alban-d’Ay
par exemple, le curé Descours indique qu’on cultive “assez grande quantité de
truffes ou pommes de terre”. Au Cros-de-Géorand, le curé Vinard, au même
moment, pour montrer la misère de ses paroissiens montagnards (“la plupart
ne portent point de chemise pour l’ordinaire”), écrit : “les truffes rouges font
presque toute leur nourriture huit à neuf mois de l’année. Ils les font servir pour
la soupe, pour le pain, pour le bouilli et le rôti [...]”. Arthur Young, à la mi-
août 1789 voit partout des étendues de pommes de terre dans les champs de la
montagne entre Pradelles et Thueyts. Dès les années 1760-1770, la production
était devenue assez importante pour que les bonnes récoltes aient permis une
certaine exportation : en 1768, on a vendu hors du diocèse pour 50 000 L
de pommes de terre ce qui représente en poids à peu près 16 000 quintaux.
L’évolution des superficies ensemencées et des récoltes est la suivante : 1765
au minimum 100 000 quintaux ; 1789 192 360 quintaux. [...] Le Bas-Vivarais,
et spécialement le sud-est, mangeur de céréales, a plus longtemps résisté à
l’invasion de la pomme de terre conquérante. Encore en 1777, l’essentiel du
déficit céréalier de Bourg-Saint-Andéol a été comblé par l’importation de blé de
Bourgogne. Mais en 1780, le médecin Madier écrit : “depuis quelque temps on
mange en hiver beaucoup de pommes de terre”. »
References: Molinier (1980, p. 313–5)
Sources: unknown
Location: Cévennes
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Department: Ardèche (07), Gard (30), Lozère (48)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Dans les Cévennes, les Pommes de terre firent leur apparition
vers 1774, si l’on croit ce passage de Loiseleur-Deslongchamps de 1824 : Ce n’est
que depuis une cinquantaine d’années qu’on les connait dans les montagnes des
Cévennes où elles sont aujourd’hui la base de la nourriture du peuple. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 195)
Sources: unknown
Location: Ardennes
Department: Ardennes (08)
Time: c. 1750
Description: « Des pièces de procédure relatives à un certain nombre de villages
des Ardennes, nous apprennent que la pomme de terre était cultivée à Pure en
1749 ; à Raucennes, le tubercule était connu de 1750 à 1760 ; à Chemery, les
décimateurs réclament la dîme des “crompires” en 1772 ; elle est payée, disent-
ils, par les habitants depuis vingt ans. Plusieurs témoins qui déposent dans ces
procès, font remonter, pour certains villages, la culture de la Pomme de terre à
des dates plus anciennes : 1733, 1744, etc. Des documents analogues établissent
l’ancienneté de la culture de la Pomme de terre en Lorraine, c’est-à-dire dans les
Vosges, la Meuse et la Meurthe-et-Moselle. »
References: Gibault (1912, p. 404)
Sources: unknown
Location: Canton de Bouillon
Department: Ardennes (08)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Dans le canton de Bouillon, département des Ardennes, M. Aubry,
curé de Bellevaux dit que depuis 1760 la culture de la pomme de terre s’est
singulièrement augmentée ; il y a des cultivateurs qui en recueillent plus de mille
boisseaux. Avant l’introduction de cette précieuse racine, les Hautes-Ardennes
étoient souvent exposées à des espèces de famine, fléau qu’on y connoit plus,
parce que la pomme de terre ne manque jamais. »
References: sur le concours (1809, pp. 67–8)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: Aigues-Juntes, Gabre
Department: Ariège (09)
Time: c. 1740
Description: « On la trouve (la pomme de terre) cultivée en 1744 à Gabre et
à Aigues-Juntes (diocèse de Rieux), c’est à dire sur les premières pentes des
Pyrénées. Il y en a beaucoup à Seix, diocèse de Rieux, en 1788, beaucoup dans les
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montagnes du Mirepoix, et cela n’indique pas une culture à ses débuts. »
References: Dutil (1911, p. 198)
Sources: unknown
Location: Diocèse de Narbonne
Department: Aude (11)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Dans le diocèse de Narbonne, elle est peu en usage et “ne vient
même pas en bien en plusieurs endroits”. »
References: Dutil (1911, p. 19)
Sources: unknown
Location: Calvados
Department: Calvados (14)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Dans la région qui deviendra, sous la Révolution, le département
du Calvados, la pomme de terre a été introduite, entre 1772 et 1776, par le
Maréchal d’Harecourt. [...]. Quant à la culture proprement dite elle n’en fut
faite, d’après P.-A. Lair, que plus tard par MM. Cairon de Lavarende et David
de Magneville. »
References: Désert (1955, p. 262)
Sources: unknown
Location: Angoulême, Brive-la-Gaillarde, Limoges
Department: Charente (16), Corrèze (19)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Le premier, le duc Amilthon, qui séjourna longtemps à Brive sous
le nom de chevalier Binet, introduisit la pomme de terre dans cette ville. On la
propagea peu à peu, et, en 1768, un pain fait d’un mélange de cette racine et de
seigle ou de froment fut expérimenté successivement à Limoges et à Brive, essai
dont la Société d’Agriculture de Rouen avait déjà donné l’exemple en 1762. En
1769, le Bureau d’Angoulême faisait part de ses expériences sur la racine nouvelle
qui ne doit pas être bouillie comme les autres mais bien coupée en rondelle, frite
à l’huille, puis arrosée d’un filet de vinaigre. La première récolte importante dont
il soit fait mention dans les procès-verbaux du Bas-Limousin fut faite par M. de
Saint-Hilaire fils, qui en ramassa soixante quintaux [...]. »
References: Taillebois (1858, pp. 578–9)
Sources: unknown
Location: Cher
Department: Cher (18)
Time: c. 1790
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Description: « La pomme de terre a dû être introduite dans le Cher par Béthune-
Charost, cet homme instruit, au courant de tous les progrès agricoles, de toutes
les expériences utiles. Dans sa statistique du Cher [1827], Bulet fait remarquer
que l’haut prix du blé et sa rareté aux différentes époques de notre révolution,
ont forcé les habitants de la campagne à s’adonner à la culture des pommes de
terre presque inconnue, dit-il il y a 30 ans dans ce département, ou du moins qui
figuerait dans les jardins que comme légume»
References: Menault (1890, p. 309–10)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-6227993
Location: Juillac, Juillac Uzerche
Department: Corrèze (19)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Il en a d’abord été plus touché comme d’un supplément aux raves
pour ses beftiaux, que comme un aliment pour lui même. Mais les enfants ont
bientôt prêché à merveille que les pommes de terre étaient fort bonnes à manger,
& que par la pâte & le goût elles ne différaient pas beaucoup des châtaignes. Elles
commencent à être assez communes & très estimées dans la Province. »
References: Dupont de Nemours (1782, Vol. I, pp. 118–9)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-5598015
Location: Corse
Department: Corse du Sud (20A), Haute-Corse (20B)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Le gouvernement aide les agriculteurs inventifs : une circulaire
du préfet de la Corse (mars 1817) met à la disposition de ceux qui défrichaient
pour cultiver la pomme de terre (introduite en Corse vers 1777) des primes et des
concessions de terrains. »
References: Caratini (2009)
Sources: unknown
Location: Trégorrois
Department: Côtes-d’Armor (22)
Time: c. 1810
Description: « La pomme de terre est arrivée en Bretagne par Belle-Isle vers 1790,
et en Trégorrois par Bréhat aux environs de 1810. »
References: Le Lannou (1931, p. 29)
Sources: unknown
Location: Périgueux
Department: Dordogne (24)
Time: c. 1770
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Description: « Mlle Bertin écrivait de Paris, en 1771, à M. Gravier régisseur des
domaines qu’elle possédait aux environs de Périgueux : “Je recommande à votre
fils les pommes de terres qui se travaillent comme le blé d’Espagne et dont on
fait des rpovins, Petit-Jean en a vu travailler l’année dernipre. C’est le temps (5
avril) de les semer, si elles ne le sont déjà.” [...] le 14 janvier [1774], à ce même
régisseur : “Peut-être que votre exemple pour les pommes de terre donnera envie
aux métayers d’en avoir pour l’année prochaine. On en tire grand parti dans ce
pays”. »
References: Bussière (1877, pp. 121–2)
Sources: unknown
Location: Dordogne
Department: Dordogne (24)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Dans le département de la Dordogne, M. de Fayolle, correspon-
dant de la Société, observe que la culture des pommes de terres a produits un
changement avantageux dans la rotation des récoltes. Cette plante si précieuse,
[...], étoit inconnue à la majorité des cultivateurs avant 1785. Maintenant, chaque
année on voit augmenter la portion destinée à cette culture. »
References: sur le concours (1809, p. 68)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: Dordogne
Department: Dordogne (24)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « La culture de la pomme de terre est peu étendue, elle s’accroit
cependant sensiblement depuis quelques années ; mais on n’apporte pas à cette
branche de récolte le soin qu’elle exige, et son produit est très borné. »
References: Delfau (1803, p. 192)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-85124
Location: Belvès, Bergerac, Périgueux
Department: Dordogne (24)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Dans le tableau du Maximum pour les districts de Belvès,
Périgueux et Bergerac en 1793, la pomme de terre est le légume le moins cher
après la rave, puisqu’elle ne coûte que 9 deniers la livre contre deux sous
pour les carottes ou un sou pour les choux ; elle concerne donc prioritairement
l’alimentation populaire. »
References: Meyzie (2007, p. 219)
Sources: unknown
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Location: Bergerac, Périgord
Department: Dordogne (24)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Face aux nouveautés, la paysannerie reste d’une méfiance ex-
trême. Les tentatives de la sœur de Bertin pour introduire la culture de la pomme
de terre dans la région de Brantôme sont un échec et les paysans du Bergeracois
et de la Double qui la connaissent refusent de la cultiver. »
References: Beaudry (1976, p. 43)
Sources: unknown
Location: région de Bâle, principauté de Montbéliard, comté de Bourgogne
Department: Doubs (25), Bas-Rhin (67), Haute-Saone (70)
Time: c. 1600
Description: « En effet, les travaux de botanique sont menés par les frères Bauhin,
principalement dans le jardin du duc de Wurtemberg à Montbéliard. On peut
dater les expériences de culture de la pomme de terre après 1578, et en tout cas
au plus tard avant 1596, date des premières publications. [...] Et il ajoute que
les Bourguignons, c’est-à-dire les Comtois, pratiquent une méthode de culture
différente [...]. Plusieurs lieux de culture sont possibles. D’abord, dans le jardin
du palais Granvelle à Besançon. On sait que Jehan Bauhin y a puisé des boutures.
Ensuite, dans le jardin du docteur Chifflet à Besançon, que Jehan Bauhin a visité
aussi. »
References: Delsalle (2011, p. 22)
Sources: unknown
Location: Salins
Department: Doubs (25)
Time: c. 1630
Description: « Un arrêt du Parlement de Besançon de 1630, en prohibe la culture
dans le territoire de Salins, par crainte de la lèpre. »(M. Gourdon (1870). La
Pomme de terre et sa culture. Toulouse)
References: Clos (1874, p. 11)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-855540
Location: région de Valence
Department: Drôme (26)
Time: c. 1750
Description: « En 1758 dans la région de Valence, disette, très peu de blé, les
vivres manquent.“Bien des familles se sont nourries avec des pommes de terre,
des herbres”. »
References: Brun-Durand (1879)
Sources: unknown
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Location: Eure-et-Loir
Department: Eure-et-Loir (28)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Cette culture des pommes de terre, qui, dans le commencement
avait été regardée avec mépris, ensuite avec indifférence par ses voisins, com-
mence cette année à faire queqlue impression. Ils commencent à sentir que,
dans un moment de disette ou de pénurie, cette ressource serait d’un prix infini,
indépendamment de l’excellente nourriture qu’elle doit offrire dans tous le temps
à leurs bêtes à cornes, cochons, etc., et il est très probable qu’avant deux ans son
exemple sera suivi par beaucoup de fermiers de son voisinage, et que, de proche
en proche, cette culture pourra s’étendre avec lui. »
References: Bourgin (1910, p. 341)
Sources: unknown
Location: District de Châteaulin
Department: Finistère (29)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Dans le district de Châteaulin, “les habitants commencent à
s’accoutumer à la culture de la pomme de terre”. »
References: Sée (1906, p. 433)
Sources: unknown
Location: Bretagne, Quimper
Department: Finistère (29)
Time: c. 1800
Description: « Les pommes de terre sont, dans presque tous ces Départements,
cultivées seulement pour la nourriture des bestiaux et pour l’usage de quelques
particuliers riches qui, moins soumis aux préjugés, aiment à s’en nourrir ; dans
les environs de Quimpercoretin, on trouve au contraire l’usage et la culture
des pommes de terre bien naturalisés, ce qui est dû aux efforts soutenus et
sagement conduits de M. Ledéan, agronomet citoyen distingué, auque j’ai dû des
renseignements précieux sur l’agriculture du Finistère. Les pommes de terre sont
introduites dans les assolements du district de Quimper à la place du blé noir ; on
les sème en lignes assez espacées, [...]. Le peu de pommes de terre qu’on cultive
dans les environs de Nantes y est cultivé de la même manière. »
References: de Candolle (1806, p. 274)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: Lussan, Montaut, Seysses
Department: Gard (30), Haute-Garonne (31)
Time: c. 1800
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Description: « Le maïs et la pomme de terre semblent inconnus au XVIIIe dans
les villages de la zone méditerranéenne que nous étudions. A Seysses, nous
n’avons pas non plus trouvé mention de maïs ou de pommes de terre. Il n’est
pas possible de dire que le maïs ou la pomme de terre ont fait leur apparition
à Lévignac au XVIIIe siècle. Il en est de même à Lussan où le maïs est à peine
adopté au XVIIIe siècle et où les pommes de terre sont rares au début du siècle
suivant. A Montaut, nous constatons que l’introduction et la généralisation de
plantes nouvelles s’instaure surtout au début du XIXe siècle. [...] Rabat, la culture
du maïs est précoce et ses progrès sont continus dès le début du XVIIIe siècle. Au
second rang des cultures en 1747, il passe au premier rang dans la deuxième
moitié du siècle. [...] La pomme de terre ne fait son apparition, à Rabat, qu’à
l’extrême fin du XVIIIe siècle. D’un rendement assez fort dix à douze pour un
et d’une culture moins exigeante que celle du maïs, la pomme de terre tend à le
remplacer au cours du XIXe siècle. »
References: Godechot and Moncassin (1964, pp. 57–9)
Sources: unknown
Location: canton de Montastruc
Department: Haute-Garonne (31)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « La pomme de terre (patanes) n’obtient pas dans les assolemens
du canton la faveur que ses éminentes qualités devroient lui mériter. Elle y étoit
entièrement inconnue ; je l’avois vue dans les Pyrénées où on la cultive en grand
depuis plus de cinquante ans , et où elle console ces industrieux montagnards
de l’ingratitude et de l’âpreté de leur sol. J’y en pris quelques hectolitres en
1776 je les fis planter et bien soigner. A la seconde récolte j’en obtins 200
hectolitres. J’en distribuai : j’en fis préparer de différentes manières, j’essayai
d’en faire manger aux chefs de famille les plus accrédités. Tous les rebutèrent
avec horreur et dédain. Les laboureurs, les bergers s’obstinèrent à n’en donner à
aucune espèce de bétail. Mon obstination devoit vaincre la leur. A la quatrième
récolte je m’aperçus qu’on avoit volé des pommes de terre dans mes champs.
[...] Depuis lors cette culture s’est propagée dans tout le canton ; non qu’elle
ait acquis l’importance qu’elle doit avoir, mais presque chaque famille en 3 une
petite provision. [...] Cette année, qui à la vérité a été des plus favorables, nous
en avons recueilli 1527 hectolitres sur une jachère de 6 hectares de contenance. »
References: Picot de Lapeyrouse (1814, pp. 54–5)
Sources: unknown
Location: Toulouse
Department: Haute-Garonne (31)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « En certains endroits de France on les nomme patates, & il m’en
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a coûté quelque chose pour en connoître un autre nom. Au commencement de
Janvier 1772, les pommes de terre que j’avois fait venir d’Irlande étant en route,
sous le nom de patates, de Bordeaux à Lyon, on les désignoit à Toulouse, dans la
lettre de voiture pour Lyon, par celui de truffes [...]; dans les bureaux on suppose
que c’étoit des truffes sèches, & on m’en fit payer des droits à proportion. Ils ont
le même nom dans une petite province qui étoit de mon gouvernement; & les
palces où on les a plantées, celui de truffières. »
References: Robinet (1777, p. 475)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-50553
Location: Toulouse
Department: Haute-Garonne (31)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Ainsi, vers 1780, M. de Lapeyrouse travaille à l’acclimater dans le
diocèse de Toulouse. L’intendant la verrait avec plaisir se substituer au maïs dans
l’alimentation, pour éviter l’épuisement des sols. »
References: Dutil (1911, p. 199)
Sources: unknown
Location: Bazadais
Department: Gironde (33)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Les premiers essais de culture de la pomme parmentière, comme
on appelait alors ce tubercule, datent de 1769. Bourriot s’appliqu énergitiquement
à vulgariser en Bazadais la culture de la pomme de terre. Il en demanda
des semenceaux pour les 52 paroisses de sa subdélégation à l’automne 1768.
Durant l’hiver, il fait répandre une brochure donnant sur cette cultures toutes
les indications utiles. Il fit avce le plus grand soin préparer le terrain par les
propriétaires qui voulurent bien se prêter à cet essai. On lui en annonça 70
barriques venant d’Irlande [...]. On jeta dédaigneusement les premières récoltes
aux pourceaux. Cependant les résultats obtenus furent si démonstratifs, et la
pomme de terre, à titre de culture nouvelle, se trouvant exempte de dîmes, peu à
peu les métayers eux-mêmes se décidèrent à la cultiver. »
References: Séverin (1903, pp. 25-7)
Sources: unknown
Location: généralité de Bordeaux
Department: Gironde (33)
Time: c. 1770
Description: Correspondance des intendants Fargès et Esmangart concernant
les subsistances qu’il est nécessaire de réunir au plus vite. Envoi par le
gouvernement de graines de pin et de pommes de » terre pour planter dans les
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landes. »« Cette denrée (la pomme de terre) a été reçue avec plaisir et comme il
s’est trouvé dans quelques paroisses des subdélégations des curés originaires des
provinces où cette plante est culitvée. »
References:
Sources: A.D. Gironde, C 3578
Location: généralité de Bordeaux
Department: Gironde (33)
Time: c. 1770
Description: » Il vient de paroître ici un Mémoire instructif, composé par ordre
de M. l’Intendant, sur la culture de la pomme de terre, & sur son usage pour la
nourriture des hommes & des animaux. «
References: Gazette du commerce N°14, 16 février 1771, p. 106
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16146
Location: Montpellier
Department: Hérault (34)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Notons, enfin, que les pommes de terre ne figurent pas parmi les
légumes. »
References: Smets (2001, p. 44)
Sources: unknown
Location: région de Rennes
Department: Ille-et-Vilaine (35)
Time: c. 1750
Description: « Elle est mentionnée en 1757, période de disette, dans la région de
Rennes, cultivée par Louis René de Caradeuc de La Chalotais, bientôt suivi dans
le Léon par monseigneur de la Marche, surnommé “l’évêque des patates” (eskob
ar patatez). »
References: Faivre (2011, p. 117)
Sources: unknown
Location: Rennes, Bretagne
Department: Ille-et-Vilaine (35)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « En 1774, l’intendant fait distribuer en Bretagne, pour y être
semées, des pommes de terre, venues de Belle-Ile ; nous savons que, dans la
subdélégation de Rennes, on en a distribué 110 boisseaux : chaque paroisse en
reçu 2 à 6 boisseaux. »
References: Sée (1906, p. 419)
Sources: unknown
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Location: Tours
Department: Indre-et-Loire (37)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Nous comptons aussi faire essai, pendant l’hiver prochain, de
l’usage des batates (qu’on appelle communément patates) ou pommes de terre.
J’ai consacré à cette plantation tout le jardin de la manufacture, et la récolte doit
s’en faire incessamment. Mais je craisn bien de trouver beaucoup de répugnance
de la part de nos pauvres, qui sont accoutumés à la nouriture du pain. »
References:
Sources: A. D. Isère, 6J102, Lettre de M. Rattier, syndic-receveur de Tours et
directeur de la manufacture des pauvres, à l’intendance de Bretagne (20 octobre
1769)
Location: Tours
Department: Indre-et-Loire (37)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « C’est la seule qui compose leur pain, il est bien cuit, peu ou pas
salé, cette denrée étant à un prix très haut dans le pays surtout depuis quelques
années où l’on n’en reçoit plus la quantité de livres à la mesure fixée. Les farineux
de toute espèce, surtout les pois rouges, les pommes de terre des espèces variées,
les navets, les racines de betteraves rouges, les carottes, les choux, les citrouilles,
les fruits de toute espèce de chacune des saisons [...] leur servent de variété, ainsi
que les sardines sèches salées, les harengs, l’ail, les oignons, les cives. Ils mangent
très rarement de la viande si ce n’est celle de mouton, de cochon, d’oison, dans
les temps où elles sont à bas prix. Cette polyculture n’a pas d’équivalent dans
le reste de la Touraine Le Chinonais est la première région dans cette province
à avoir vraiment adopté les cultures nouvelles comme celle du maïs ou de la
pomme de terre. »
References: Maillard (2003, p. 100)
Sources: unknown
Location: Grenoble
Department: Isère (38)
Time: c. 1530
Description: « Il est résolu par le Conseil d’offrir à Mgr. Le lieutenant général de
Grenoble (Bayard) 30 lb (14 kg) de tartifles. »
References: Ferrand (1979, p. 33)
Sources: unknown
Location: Dauphiné
Department: Isère (38), Drôme (26)
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Time: 1650
Description: « [...] les pommes de terre ont été introduite en Dauphiné
depuis fort longtemps et sont maintenant considérées comme indispensable à
la population. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 192)
Sources: unknown
Location: Dauphiné
Department: Isère (38)
Time: 1746
Description: « Lors de la location de leurs domaines, des frères exigent en
paiement en nature “4 baines de truffes livrables lors de leur maturité”. »
References: Ferrand (1979, p. 33)
Sources: unknown
Location: Grenoble
Department: Isère (38)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Dans les Archives de l’Isère (Dauphiné), quelques pièces mention-
nent les Pommes de terre: année 1762, l’hôpital de Grenoble achète des Truffes à
22 s. le quintal. »
References: Gibault (1912, p. 266)
Sources: A.D. Isère, E 141 et E 169
Location: Dauphiné
Department: Isère (38), Drôme (26)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Villars écrit en 1787 : “On cultive la Pomme de terre depuis les
basses plaines de la Province jusqu’aux derniers plateaux des Alpes, où la rigueur
du climat refuse l’accroissement à la plante, le développement aux fleurs, tandis
que la température du globe fait végéter se racine, d’autant plus agréable qu’elle
croit dans une terre plus fine, dans un climat plus élevé”. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 161)
Sources: unknown
Location: Jura
Department: Jura (39)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Ce fut seulement au commencement du règne de Louis XVI que
la culture de la pomme de terre fut introduite dans le département du Jura et
dans le voisinage. Les vieillards actuels racontent avoir appris de leurs pères
que cette plante fut apportée dans le pays, Il y a environ 80 ans, et eux-mêmes
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se souviennent très bien que, dans leur propre jeunesse, on ne la cultivait qu’au
travers des champs ensemencés de maïs, au nombre de quelques pieds isolés et
disséminés. »
References: Gaspard (1840-1841, p. 283)
Sources: unknown
Location: Jura
Department: Jura (39)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « En 1775, le sieur Monnoyeur distingue lui-même, “trois causes
à la dépopulation”. La première c’est “la misère causée par la nourriture, de
mauvais légumes, choux, pommes, de terre et autres choses semblables sans
autres aprests n’y assaisonnement que pour les plus vils animaux ce qui cause
des maladies, gale, vers, épidémies et des sujets peu propres à la propagation de
l’espère humaine”. »
References: Merlin (1994, p. 45)
Sources: unknown
Location: Forez
Department: Loire (42)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Cette culturre qui s’est établie depuis peu dans le Forez y fait
chaque jour des progrès étonnants. »
References: Desmaret (1765, p. 191)
Sources: unknown
Location: Forez, Limousin
Department: Loire (42), Haute-vienne (87)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « L’assurance d’une récolte abondante et soutenue est fondée sur les
succès de cette culture [la pomme de terre] dans le pays des Vosges, en Lorraine,
et dans le Forest, deux provinces où l’on trouve et la même nature de terre et la
même température qu’en Limousin. Cette culture qui s’est établie depuis peu
dans le Forest, y fait journellement des progrès étonnans. On peut d’ailleurs
citer des essais faits en Limousin par quelques cultivateurs intelligens. Ces essais
exécutés en assez grand nombre, rassurent pleinement sur le succès et annoncent
les plus grands avantages. [...] Cette nourriture est fort saine et il suffit pour s’en
convaincre de voir les Irlandois, les habitants des Vosges, de l’Alsace et du Forest,
qui vivent de pommes de terre six mois dans l’année. »
References: Expilly (1763–68, Vol. 4, p. 259)
Sources: unknown
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Location: Velay
Department: Haute-Loire (43)
Time: c. 1730
Description: « On lit, dans les Mémoires du Puy de 1864-1865, qu’Aymard a
prouvé par des actes de donation remontant à 1735, que les Pommes de terre ou
Truffes étaient alors cultivées dans le Velay. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 159)
Sources: unknown
Location: Loiret
Department: Loiret (45)
Time: c. 1770
Description: Mémoires et instruction sur la culture de la pomme de terre 1771–
1789
References:
Sources: A.D. Loiret, Inventaire série C, C 47
Location: Rouville
Department: Loiret (45)
Time: 1809
Description: « Le domaine de Rouville, dont mon exploitation fait partie, est
situé dans le département du Loiret, [...]. Dans le canton que j’habite, personne
avant moi navoit cultivé les pommes de terre en grand ; elles n’y étoient pas
inconnues ; mais quelques carrées destinés à cette plante, choisis près des
habitations et labourés à la bêche, n’étoient pas des données pour une culture
étendue. »
References: de Rouville (1809, p. 305, 365)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: environs de Montargis et Lorris
Department: Loiret (45)
Time: 1809
Description: « On y connoît quelques espèces de pommes de terre rouges, ainsi
que la jaune de New-Yorck, mais la grosse blanche tachée de rouge est la seule
cultivée généralement ; sa culture est néanmoins circonscrite dans les jardins,
c’est à dire qu’elle n’est pas assez commune pour être à bas prix, et qu’on en fait
peu d’usage pour la nourriture des bestiaux. »
References: Sageret (1809, p. 7, 36)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-9738556
Location: généralité de Montauban
Department: Lot (46)
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Time: c. 1770
Description: Introduction de la pomme de terre dans la généralité de Montauban
en 1771 par l’intendant de Gourgues
References:
Sources: A.D. Lot, C 245
Location: Lot
Department: Lot (46)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « La pomme de terre n’a vaincu que depuis peu d’années les
obstacles qui s’opposaient à sa culture, quoique dès l’année 1789 M. Henri de
Richeprey, [...] eût annoncé que ce tubercule était la seule production qui pût être
une ressource contre la famine. Encore en 1812, où le quintal métrique de blé se
vendit dans le département jusqu’à 80 francs, on connaissait à peine la pomme
de terre sur le sol calcaire ; et si quelques particuliers l’y cultivaient, ce n’était que
comme plante potagère. Mais après avoir reconnu qu’elle avait suppléé, sur le
sol granitique, à toutes les autres récoltes qui avaient manqué par l’intempérie
des saisons, et qu’elle seule avait préservé la population de cette contrée du plus
redoutable des fléaux, on sentit combien il est avantageux de propager une plante
qui n’est point attaquée par la grêle, par les brouillards, par les trop longues
pluies, par les froids tardifs. »
References: Delpon (1831, Vol. 2, p. 222–3)
Sources: BnF, 4-LK4-539 (2)
Location: Montauban
Department: Lot (46)
Time: 1789
Description: « Cultivée dans les champs. Sa racine est nourrissante, son su
émétique, ses feuiiles sont résolutives. »
References: Gaterau (1789, p. 53)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-97918
Location: Casteljalloux
Department: Lot-et-Garonne (47)
Time: c. 1770
Description: Correspondance du subdélégué de Casteljaloux au sujet de la
distribution de sacs de pommes de terre (4 mai 1769)
References:
Sources: A.D. Lot-et-Garonne, Inventaire série C, C 3578
Location: Gévaudan
Department: Lozère (48)
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Time: c. 1810
Description: « Il convient d’indiquer que l’alimentation paysanne en Gévaudan
a été considérablement enrichie par l’introduction de la culture de la pomme de
terre qui s’est faite peu à peu, non sans rencontrer de vives résistances, à partir
de 1815. En Velay, c’est dès notre période ou un peu avant et dans ce type d’actes
même qu’elle apparaît. »
References: Bernard (1969, p. 1452)
Sources: unknown
Location: arrondissement de Coutances
Department: Manche (50)
Time: 1803
Description: « La culture de la pomme de terre s’est répandue dans presque
toutes les communes, et il n’en est pas où elle ne réussisse ; mais on ne la fait
point en grand et l’on y sacrifie que peu de terrein. Il n’en est pas de même des
autres plantes potagères. »
References: Duhamel (1803, p. 303–4)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16043
Location: Nancy
Department: Meurthe-et-Moselle (54)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « On cultive cette plante dans les champs & jardins. »
References: Buchoz (1763, p. 39)
Sources: Bibliothèque Universitaire de Sciences et Techniques de Nancy, Fonds
anciens, E 4852
Location: Meurthe-et-Moselle
Department: Meurthe-et-Moselle (54)
Time: c. 1770
Description: Réponse des communautés de la subdélégation de Lurreville à
l’enquête de l’intendant sur la récolte de 1771 (circulaire du 6 juillet 1771) :
août 1771 (en général prévision plutôt qu’évaluations exactes). Housseras : 500
réseaux. Seanménil : 550 réseaux. Haraucourt : environ 25 jours ensemencés.
Pierre Percés : approximativement 12 réseaux de dîmes. Rambervillers : env.
1200 réseaux. Sainte-Barbe : envirion 350 réseaux. Etc.
References:
Sources: A.D. Meurthe-et-Moselle, Inventaire Série C, C 432
Location: Lorient
Department: Morbihan (56)
Time: c. 1760
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Description: « [...] je me suis fixé près de l’Orient : & pour oeconomiser le plus
quîl m’étoit possible sur les dépenses de ce pénible & dispendieux ourage, j’ai
commencé par cultiver des Pommes de terre, afin de procurer à mes journalier,
aux animaux qui m’étoient nécessaire, une bonne nourriture & à bon marché. Je
conviendrai que ce ne fut pas sans peine que j’y accoutumai les uns & les autres
[...]. Suivant ma culture un arpent de terre qui produiroit douze quintaux de
froment, en produit deux cens de Pommes de terr, à la vérité le froment est plus
cher , & il faut moins de frais : cependant à le supposer à 7 liv. 10 sol le cent, &
l’autre 4 liv. 10 sols seulement, le produit du premier fer 75 liv. & celui du second
fera 500 liv. quoique les frais nécessaire pour la culture de ce dernier n’excédent
que de 45 liv. au plus, ainsi le profit est donc de 380 liv. par arpent [...]. »
References: Moreau Kerlidu (1762, p. 57)
Sources: BnF, S-19119
Location: Belle-Île-en-Mer
Department: Morbihan (56)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « La pomme de terre est arrivée en Bretagne par Belle-Isle vers 1790,
et en Trégorrois par Bréhat aux environs de 1810. »
References: Le Lannou (1931, p. 29)
Sources: unknown
Location: Lorraine
Department: Moselle (57)
Time: 1650
Description: « [...] les pommes de terre ont été introduite en Lorraine en 1650. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 196)
Sources: unknown
Location: Lorraine
Department: Moselle (57)
Time: c. 1740
Description: Question IX : Quel a été communément et du fort au faible, depuis
1730 jusqu’en 1740, le produit en anture d’un jou de terre semé d’orge ou de
métail, ou de siegle, ou de pommes de terre, ou de tous autres gains ou légumes
?
References:
Sources: A.N., KK 1159, Enquête sur l’état de l’agriculture et la population
agricole en Lorraine (1761)
Location: Frémonville
Department: Moselle (57)
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Time: c. 1740
Description: Pomme de terre introduite vers 1740
References: Morineau (1971, p. 186)
Sources: A.N., KK 1159 à 1173, Enquête sur l’état de l’agriculture et la population
agricole en Lorraine (1761)
Location: Thimonville
Department: Moselle (57)
Time: c. 1740
Description: « En 1740, un jour rapporte 18 à 9 quartes de pommes de terre, soit 8
à 9 fois la semence. En 1761, la récolte est passable, mais les tubercules de qualité
médiocre à cause de la grande sécheresse. »
References: Morineau (1971, p. 176)
Sources: A.N., KK 1159 à 1173, Enquête sur l’état de l’agriculture et la population
agricole en Lorraine (1761)
Location: Flin
Department: Moselle (57)
Time: c. 1750
Description: « Les laboureurs vendent leur blé dès le mois d’août... “ne vivent
plus aujourd’huy que de pain de seigle, d’avoir ou de pommes de terre qu’ils
meslent ensemble et ils ne mangent que des pommes de terre les années un peu
stériles. »
References: Morineau (1971, p. 182)
Sources: A.N., KK 1159 à 1173, Enquête sur l’état de l’agriculture et la population
agricole en Lorraine (1761)
Location: Hainaut
Department: Nord (59)
Time: c. 1740
Description: « La Flandre orientale aurait été gagné dès 1708, les cantons
limitrophes du Brabant vers 1720, le Luxembourg et le Namurois en 1730, le
Hainaut après 1740, dernière province touchée selon l’auteur.103 »
References: Morineau (1970, p. 1767)
Sources: unknown
Location: Hainaut
Department: Nord (59)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Productions naturelles de la province d’Artois d’après le Patriote
103 Charles Vandendbroeker (1969). Aardappelteet en aardappelverbruik in de 17e en 18e eeuw.
Tijdschrift voor Geschiednis, pp. 49–68.
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artésien, publié en 1761. Froment [...] Pommes de terre et autres légumes. »
References: de Calonne (1883, pp. 303–4)
Sources: NUMM-5829668
Location: Cambrésis
Department: Nord (59)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Ce ne fut que vers 1789 que des fabricants de toile, allant
vendre du lin en Hollande, en rapportèrent quelques-unes dans leur valise et
en propagèrent peu à peu la culture. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 193)
Sources: unknown
Location: Beauvais
Department: Oise (60)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « L’année 1752 avait été une année de “vie chère”. Afin d’en
atténuer les fâcheuses conséquences, P.D. Bourrée de Corberon, venu s’installer
aux portes de Beauvais, obligeait les ouvriers de son domaine de Troissereux à
recevoir, en paiment de leurs travaux, la pomme de terre dont il avait apprécié
les avantages en Franche-Comté. Il rencontra d’abord de la résistance. Il ne tarda
pas à reconnaître ses qualités ; lui-même le cultiva. »
References: de Calonne (1920, p. 251)
Sources: unknown
Location: Saint-Denis près d’Alençon
Department: Orne (61)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Le Bureau de Charité établie en 1767 en la paroisse de S. Denis,
près d’Alençon, par M. Dumesnil, [...]. Depuis cinq semaine, le Bureau a distribué
mille livres de pain économique, composé d’un tiers de pomme de ters, mêlées
avec deux tiers de farien de mouture (c’est du ble mêlé avec de l’orge) ; les
pommes ont été accommodées selon la méthode de M. le Chevalier Mustel. [...]
Les déchets des pommes de terre a été donné aux porcs. »
References: Gazette du commerce N°14, 17 février 1770, p. 128
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16146
Location: Aire-sur-la-Lys, Amiens
Department: Pas-de-Calais (62), Somme (80)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Certain jour du mois de mars 1766, Dottin le maitre de poste
agriculteur de Villers-Bretonneux, déjeunait au château de Fortmanoir, près
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d’Amiens, C. M. Briet fit servir des pommes de terre à son invité qui ne les
connaissait encore que de réputation. Émerveillé de la saveur du nouveau
légume et très désireux de se livrer à des essaies de cultures dans la partie
fertile de son exploitation, Dottin en acceptat quelques boisseaux. Les résultats
surpassèrent ce qu’il pouvait imaginer, et dans l’enthousiasme de la réussite de
l’expérience, il s’empressa de la signaler à l’intendant Dupleix. [...] M. Dottin
faisait autorité. Ses essais engagèrent nombre de fermiers à tenter la culture
de la pomme de terre, qui gagnant, vers le même temps les environs d’Aire,
devint “d’un usage général pour les hommes et les animaux en Artois” ; qui
pratiquée dans le Boulonnais par M. Chantair et, dans le Beauvaisis, sous les
auspices du duc de la Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, ne tarda point à se développer
progressivement. [...] Voilà donc la pomme de terre officiellement recommandée,
dans la généralité d’Amiens »
References: de Calonne (1920, pp. 252–4)
Sources: unknown
Location: Pas-de-Calais
Department: Pas-de-Calais (62)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Lettre de M. Joly de Fleury permettant au comte d’Agay d’empêcher
“la sortie pour l’étranger des pommes de terre, de la viande, du beurre et des
oeufs” suivant la demande qui avait été adressé à l’intendant par les Officiers
municipaux de la ville de Calais dans une lettre du 21 août 1782 et qui contient
ce qui suit : “Le triste état de la moisson, environ la moitié des grains secoués,
une partie germée, et le reste dans le plus grand danger, nous donnent des
inquiétudes sur les subsistances de ce pays. Elles sont d’autant plus fondées que
la Flandre et l’Artois qui nous avoisinent et qui sont notre principale ressource
ne souffrent pas moins que nous. Dans ces circonstances, nous regardons les
pommes de terres comme une denrée précieuse, et qu’il est des plus intéressant
de conserver. Les Anglais, aux paquebots desquels notre port est actuellement
ouvert, et qui vont éprouver les mêmes besoins que nous ne manqueroient pas
de nous les enlever si la sortie en étoit permise”. »
References:
Sources: A.D. Pas-de-Calais, Inventaire série C, C 86
Location: Vollore-Ville
Department: Puy-de-Dôme (63)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Voici une note du curée de Vollore (Auvergne), relevée dans ses
registre de catholicité : “Depuis 1766 jusqu’en 1773, il y a eu la plus grande misère.
Depuis 66, le blé a valu 3 livres le quarton ; en 67, 4 livres et 4 livres 10 sols ; en
70 et 71, jusqu’à 5 et 6 livres. La famine a été grande : il n’est pourant mort
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personne de faim. Les truffes ou pommes de terre ont été d’un grand secours ; on
en metteait dans le pain moité à truffe et moitié blé, et le pain était passable. Elles
ont valu 25 sols le quarton en 68 et 69. Le quarton (huitième de setier) équivalait
à 16 litres environ”. »
References: Avernus (1892, p. 131)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-307
Location: Puy-de-Dôme
Department: Puy-de-Dôme (63)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « En 1771, le ministre Terry écrivait le 18 juin à M. de Montyon,
intendant d’Auvergne pour l’inviter à vulgariser dans sa généralité la culture de
la pomme de terre et le 17 juillet de la même année, le ministre Bertin écrivait
de nouveau dans le même but. L’intendant fit comme d’habitude appel à ses
subdélégués pour le seconder. D’après les réponses de M. Tixier, subdélégué
de Clermont, Pagès de Vixouses, d’Aurillac, de Godivel, de Besse, le nouveau
tubrercule aurait été partout bien accueilli. La culture en était d’ailleurs déjà
connue et pratiquee dans quelques parties de la province voisines du Forez où
elle était déjà commune. »
References: Salveton (1927, p. 216)
Sources: unknown
Location: Puy-de-Dôme
Department: Puy-de-Dôme (63)
Time: c. 1770
Description: Lettre de l’intendant d’Auvergne de Montyon en 1770 à ses
subdélégués indiquant qu’il est prêt à faire accorder un secours en riz ou en
pommes de terre aux familles les plus pauvres References:
Sources: A.D. Puy-de-Dôme, Inventaire série C, C 907
Location: Livradois
Department: Puy-de-Dôme (63)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Les pommes de terre ne feront leur apparition - d’abord en
Livradois, proche du Forez et du Velay qui l’avaient adoptée assez vite - qu’à
l’occasion de la crise de 1771-1773, comme nourriture “des bestiaux et des
malheureux”. »
References: Poitrineau (1962, p. 328)
Sources: unknown
Location: Cerdagne
Department: Pyrénées-Orientales (66), Ariège (09)
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Time: c. 1770
Description: « Bien que la culture des patates fût metionnée dès 1744 dans
certains villages du Sérou, tel Alzen, la précocité de ses succès orientaux appelle
quelques nuances : longtemps, en année ordinaire, la pomme de terre figura
surtout, comme dans la Cerdagne des années 1770, au menu des animaux et son
introduction à la diète humaine ne fut pas sans engendrer des réticences, ainsi
chez les Aurois en 1778. Au cours de l’ultime tiers du XVIIIe siècle, l’usage de
ce tubercule devint plus massif en haute Ariège (la pomme de terre fut cotée
sur le marchée de Foix à partir d’octobre 1778) et se diffusa vers l’ouest de la
chaîne. À l’aube des années 1780, le médecin d’Avezac-en-Nébouzan, constatait
le rôle que tenait cette plante d’une introduction récente dans l’alimentation de
cette communauté. [...] Selon un rapport, en 1792 elle aurait servi de principale
nourriture aux trois quarts des habitants du district de Tarascon pendant les deux
tiers de l’année. »
References: Faivre (2011, p. 117)
Sources: unknown
Location: Hautes-Pyrénées
Department: Hautes-Pyrénées (65)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « En 1795, un commissaire du gouvernement fut chargé de faire
ensemencer en pommes de terre une certaine étendue de terrain proportionnée
à l’importance. Dans les commencements, les habitants ne cessaient de se
plaindre de cet ordre, et suppliaient l’autorité de les dispenser d’y obéir ; entre
autres griefs, ils prétendaient qu’on leur faisait perdre une année de revenu, en
chargeant leur terre d’une récolte inutile. On tint bon : peu à peu les préjugés
tombèrent ; la pomme de terre devin une partir de la nourriture habituelle, et
passa de l’homme aux animaux. »
References: française (1843, p. 259)
Sources: unknown
Location: Strasbourg
Department: Bas-Rhin (67)
Time: c. 1700
Description: « Vers 1709 sa culture était très répandue dans notre province et
mêne au Ban-de-la-Roche d’après H. Oberlin. Lindern (Tournefortius Alsaticus,
1728) la dit cultivée communément dans les champs des jardiniers-cultivateurs à
Strasbourg (in den Gatrnerfledern). [...] J, J, Spielmann rapporte que, de son temps
(1769), la Pomme de terre était universellement plantée en Alsace, en Lorraine,
dans le pays de Bade et dans le Palatinat. »
References: Kirschleger (1852, Vol. I, pp. 552–3)
Sources: Bibliothèque de l’Université de Strasbourg, Bota-KIR1
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Location: Alsace
Department: Bah-Rhin (67), Haut-Rhin (68)
Time: c. 1720
Description: “In the Dictionnaire des sciences naturelles (vol. 32, p. 524) it is stated
that potato cultivation was propagated in different parts of France at different
times, from the end of sixteenth century in Franche-Comté, Lorraine, Burgundy,
and Lyonnais; in Alsace between 1714 and 1724.”
References: Laufer (1938, p. 60)
Sources: unknown
Location: Alsace
Department: Bah-Rhin (67), Haut-Rhin (68)
Time: c. 1750
Description: La généralisation de la pomme de terre en Alsace qui marque la fin
des disettes périodiques est le fait capital de la seconde moitié du XVIIIe siècle
References: Juillard (1953, pp. 213–5)
Sources: unknown
Location: Alsace
Department: Bas-Rhin (67), Haut-Rhin (68)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Il y a cinquante ou soixante ans, dit encore M. [Louis] Ordinaire,
que cette plante étoit presque inconnue dans le ci-devant Alsace. Quelques
personnes la cultivoit comme une rareté, mais on vouloit pas en faire l’essai
en grand. Le Gouvernement avoit tenté en vain d’en introduire la culture. Il
fallut presque employer des moyens coactifs. Un intendant d’Alsace ordonna
que chaque village auroit une certaine étendue de terrein ensemencée en pommes
de terre. Plusieurs maires furent punis pour n’avoir pas exécuté les ordres de
l’intendant. [...] Aujourd’hui [...] chaque agriculteur en cultive ; elles font sa
nourriture la plus habituelle ; on en mage le matin, le soir, dans la soupe, avec
du lait ; elles remplacent le pain ; elles sont le trésor du pauvre ; on en nourrit les
bestiaux. »
References: sur le concours (1809, pp. 75–6)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: région du Pilat
Department: Rhône (69)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Cette plante originaire du Pérou, se cultive à Pilat & dans tous
le Lyonnois ; sa racine tubéreuse fournit un aliment abondant & sain. Le goût
est préférables à celles que l’on cultive dans les provinces septentrionales de la
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France, & à la truffe d taupinambour des Anglois, qui est sans saveur. »
References: Claret de La Tourette (1770, p. 130)
Sources: unknown
Location: Igé, Tournus
Department: Saône-et-Loire (71)
Time: c. 1670
Description: « [...] une lettre de notre associé M. Grillet, d’Igé. [...] Poursuivant
ses investigations dans les registres municipaux, il a, pour la première fois,
rencontré, le 21 juillet 1792 la mention de la pomme de terre, importé pourtant
d’Amérique en 1534 ; mais ce légume est alors si nouveau qu’on ne le dîme pas.
[...] J’ai constaté que pour la première fois, la Supérieur, soeur Simonot, a acheté
le samedi 23 novembre 1674, jour de marché à Tournus, pour 2 sols de tertofles,
puis, le vendredi 7 mars 1675, tant tertolfes que pois, pour 20 sols. [...] en 1683 le
13 février, on en achète encore pour 2 sols [...]. Après 1770, je trouve plus d’achat
au détail, l’hôpital dut alors en cultiver dans ses propriétés ou faire ses achat en
gros. Au début, ce sont des tertofles, tarlofles, tartoufles, quelquefois pommes de
terre, vers 1763, ces anciens noms disparaissent insensiblement et ce ne sont plus
que des pommes de terre. [...] Les prix de 1674 à 1770 ont peu varié ; 3 livres la
benne, 12 à 16 sous la coupe, 6 à 8 sous la demi-coupe.104 Pendant cette période
de cent ans, l’Hôpital de Tournus n’en achetait, en moyenne, que pour 6 à 7 livres
par an, souvent moins. »
References: Bernard (1926)
Sources: A.D. Saône-et-Loire, HDEP 294 à 851
Location: Charolais
Department: Saône-et-Loire (71)
Time: c. 1760
Description: Plainte d’un manoeuvre contre les fermiers du prieuré de la
Madelaine qui lui avaient promis entre autres choses, pour ses gages, de luy
donner la moitié des pommes de terre qu’ils planteroient et seroient recueillies,
cette année, proche le nouvel étange du prieuré plainte d’un justiciable contre
ceux qui ont enlevé le blé de turquie et les truffes (pommes de terre) qu’il avait
récoltés dans une terre sise à l’Abergement.
References:
Sources: A.D. Saône-et-Loire, B 680 et B 777
Location: Auxy
Department: Saône-et-Loire (71)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « “Les pommes de terre qui furent d’un très grand secours pour
104 « La coupe de Tournus jauge 17 litre, la benne 100 litres »(p.121).
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le peuple se vendoit jusqu’à neuf livre le poinçon, n’en n’avoit pas qui vouloit.
L’année 1771 nous menace d’une plus grande calamité au moins jusqu’à les
moissons si dieu ne donne sa Bénédiction. Les Bleds ont bonne apparence pour
la récolte prochaine. On enleva une quantité de pauvres par ordre du roy qu’on
transporta dans des maisons de force disposées dans différentes villes”. »
References:
Sources: A.D. Saône-et-Loire, Registre des Baptêmes et Mariages de la commune
d’Auxy (1758–1791), folio 94
Location: Le Mans
Department: Sarthe (72)
Time: 1742
Description: Introduction au sud de la ville du Mans (Pontlieue et Mulsanne)
References: Communication personnelle Benoît Hubert (13 mai 2015)
Sources: unknown
Location: Sarthe
Department: Sarthe (72)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Dans le département de la Sarthe, il y a 50 ans, suivant M.
Deslandes, membre de la Société des Arts du Mans, que l’on connoissoit à
peine les pommes de terre, d’une si grande ressoure aujourd’hui ; elles furent
répandues par les soins et l’exemple des grands propriétaires, et sur-tout des
curés. Leur culture fit des progrès rapides. Elles servent à commencer l’engrais
des boeufs et à compléter celui des porcs. Il n’y a point de fermier qui n’en plante
annuellement un douzième de ses terres. »
References: sur le concours (1809, pp. 68–9)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: Environ de Paris
Department: Paris (75)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « Dans ma jeunesse, il y a cinquante ans, on la méprisait encore, et
peu de personnes osaient en manger. »
References: Poiteau (1931, p. 99)
Sources: Bnf, S-16928
Location: Rouen
Department: Seine-Maritime (76)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « La culture des pommes de terres étant devenue encore plus
précieuse depuis la méthode indiqué d’en faire avec facilité de bon pain, on
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a senti l’avantage de l’introduire dans cette Province, où ce nouveau moyen
de susbsistance ne peut être que d’une grande ressource, même des années
d’abondance, puisque cettte manne si chérie dans tous les pays où on la cultive,
fait non seulement une nourriture très saine pour les hommes, mais aussi pour
les animaux en général. Les vues & les soins patriotiques de M. Mustel, aidés par
la bienfaisance de MM. De la Michodière & de Croine, viennent de procurer une
récolte des meilleures espèces de pommes de terre, dont le succès reconnu par
plusieurs Laboureurs des environs de la Ville, les a engagés à en demander pour
en cultiver. Cette récolte abondante, eu égard au peu d’étendue du champ qui
y a été employé, est cependant encore trop insuffisante pour pouvoir donner au
peuple cette anéée les secours que l’on désireroit. [...] Ces pommes ont coûté près
de 50 sols le boisseau de Paris, rendues à Rouen ; on les distribuera à raison de
20 sols, ce qui ne doit avoir lieu qu’en faveur des Cultivateurs qui désirent d’en
planter & qui manquent de correspondances & de moyen pour en faire venir &
s’en procurer de bonne espèce. On avertit qu’il faut 12 boisseaux de Paris pour
ensemencer une vergée de terrain ; mais ce légume à la faculté de multiplier & de
se repoduire si abondamment, qu’une vergée bien cultivée peut nourrir plus de
monde que ne pourroit faire dix acres de bled. »
References: Gazette du commerce N°89, 5 novembre 1768, pp. 882–3
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16146
Location: Cany, Montivilliers, Rouen
Department: Seine-Maritime (76)
Time: c. 1765
Description: « La pomme de terre fut cultivée pour la première fois en Nor-
mandie en 1765 ou 1766, par un rouennais, François-Georges Mustel, longtemps
avant les expériences de Parmentier dans la plaine des Sablons, en 1788. [...]
Bedigis, agent du ministre de l’Intérieur dans le district de Cany, écrit dans son
rapport de septembre 1793 : “la culture des pommes de terre, l’une des plus
précieuses, n’est point encore en usage dans ce département. Les cultivateurs
même témoignent pour elle d’une sorte de répugnance, quoiqu’ils aient sous les
yeux des exemples bien propres à faire cesser leur prévention”. Dans cette région
de Monlivilliers, d’après ce rapport, les débuts de la culture de la pomme de terre
remonteraient à 1785. »
References: Dubuc (1953, pp. 52, 64–5)
Sources: unknown
Location: Rouen
Department: Seine-Maritime (76)
Time: 1770
Description: « Cette plante d’Amérique, qui se cultive dans les jardins & dans
les champs, donne aussi des tubercules bons à manger, qui sortent au nombre
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d’environ quarante, des racines qui se répandent au loin : ils sont également
estimés des riches & des pauvres. »
References: Lieutaud (1770, Vol. 2, p. 420)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-9766206
Location: Brie
Department: Seine-et-Marne (77)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Culitvée dans la Brie, dès les premières années du règne de
Louis XVI, la pomme de terre servait seulement à la nourriture des bestiaux.
[...] Il est de tradtion dans Seine-et-Marne, qu’en ce temps, la pomme de terre
appairaissait seulement sur la table de quelques seigneurs qui s’étaient fait les
apôtres de sa propagation, et des classes pauvres, qui trouvaient en elles, un
aliment substantiel et économique. [...] En 1785, dit M. Delettre, “la pomme de
terre était cultivée dans les jardins du Montois pour la nourriture des bestiaux. En
1790, on commença à la cultiver plus en grand pour la nourriture des habitants”. »
References: Leroy (1868, p. 404)105
Sources: BnF, 8-LC20-23
Location: Deux-Sèvres
Department: Deux-Sèvres (79)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Il y a cinquante ans que les Pommes de terre ont été introduites
dans la Gâtine par M. Bouteiller, médecin à Châtillon ; il en nourissoit ses chiens
de chasse, sa volaille, ses cochon ; mais bientôt une foule de préjugés et de
petits intérêts s’élevèrent contre cette révolution. [...] Aujourd’hui la culture
de la pomme de terre est connue dans tous les villages de la Gâtine. [...] Il
paroît qu’elle commença é s’établir dans la partie sud-est du département des
Deux-Sèvres, voisine de celui de la Charente, en 1775, par les soins du comte de
Broglie ; et, de là, elle se répandit dans le pays Mellois, mais n’occupoit guère
qu’un ou deux mètres carrés dans les jardins, lorsqu’en 1785, le citoyen Jard-
Panvilliers, aujourd’hui sous-préfet de cet arrondissement, y employa à-peu-près
un hectare [...]. Ce fut surtout dans les années 2 et 3 de la République que
la culture de la Pomme de terre s’étendit sensiblement ; le docteur Brisson, en
1784, l’introduisit dans le canton de Coulange, arrondissement de Niort, où cette
plant était absolument inconnue ; il en fournit la semence à plusieurs métayers et
bordiers [...]. Cependant cette culture ne s’y fait toujours qu’en petit et rest dans
un étant languissant. »
References: Dupin (1803, pp. 234–5)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-84908
105 See also Delettre (1849, Vol. 1, p. 267).
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Location: Somme
Department: Somme (80)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Un cultivateur attentif à tout ce qui peut être utile à son Pays, &
convaincu de ce qu’il peut tirer de la culture des Pommes de terre, s’empresse de
donner au Public le résultat de deux expériences faites avec exactitude, & par lui
même ; l’une au commencement d’Avril 1766, & l’autre en 1767. »
References:
Sources: A.D. Somne, 1C137, Extrait d’un mémoire adressé par le sieur Dottin,
maître de poste à Villers-Bretonneux, à M. Dupleix, intendant de Picardie, sur la
culture et l’usage de la pomme de terre (impr. 8 p. in-4°, Amiens, 1768)
Location: diocèse d’Albi
Department: Tarn (81)
Time: c. 1750
Description: « Un état des grains semés dans le diocèse d’Albi en 1759 porte
comme quantités de pommes de terre semées, 6 setiers seulement ; mais l’état des
récoltes de 1788 pour le même diocèse indique 50 000 quintaux, ce qui, ajoute-t il,
représente les trois quarts de l’année commune. La production moyenne aurait
donc été pour le diocèse d’Albi de 66 000 quintaux envrion. On voit par là les
progrès de cette culturre dans ces trentes années. En 1776, à Saint-Pons, elles se
vendaient 50 sols le quintal. »
References: Dutil (1911, p. 199)
Sources: unknown
Location: Haut-Albigeois
Department: Tarn (81)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Vers 1765, l’évêque de Castres, du Barral, faisait de très grands
efforts pour propager cette culture dans son diocèse ; en 1772, elle y est pratiquée
dans les vallées des montagnes ; en 1777, Genssane dit que, dans la montagne,
les pommes de terre forment presque avec le millet, la nourriture des habitants.
L’intendant écrit, en 1788, que la pomme de terre a pris beaucoup d’extension
dans le Haut-Albigeois “depuis quelques années” et qu’elle y sert à la nourriture
des gens de la campagne. On la trouve encore cultivée, en 1776, dans le vallon
Saint-Pons sous le nom de “tobinambours”. Avec les châtaignes, les raves et
autres légumes, elle fait la principale subsistance des peuples des Cévennes (ainsi
que du Gévaudan et du Velay) pendant plus de la moitié de l’année. »
References: Dutil (1911, p. 198)
Sources: unknown
Location: environs de Sorrèze
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Department: Tarn (81)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « C’est vers l’année 1790 qu’on essaya la culture de la Pomme de
terre dans quelques métairies ; mais elle restait confinée dans les jardins ou autour
des maisons d’habitation. En 1814, elle n’avait pris encore aucun extension [...]. »
References: Roze (1898, p. 196)
Sources: unknown
Location: Barjols
Department: Var (83)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « Vers le 12 Mai mon Laboureur sema au lieu de plantes des
pommes de terre presqu’aussi petites que des noisettes, sur numéro 1. [...] Cette
expérience a eu plus de succès qu j’en attendois. Rangs, 28 toises. Produit, 49
livres à 6 deniers la livres. 1 livres 4 sols 6 deniers. »
References: Gazette du commerce N°56, 12 juillet 1768, p. 550
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16146
Location: Vendée
Department: Vendée (85)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Il y a un peu plus de trente ans que le docteur Loyau et moi
nous avons commencé à cultiver la pomme de terre dans les champs, pour la
nourriture des bestiaux. Ce exemple, qu l’on a vu d’abord avec indifférence, a
cependant gagné insensiblement. Dans le commencement, les paysans se sont
bornées à cultiver ce tubercule dans les jardins, comme légumes ; ensuite ils en
ont nourri leurs cochons, puis leurs vaches, et maintenant ils l’appliquent à tous
les usages domestiques. La culture de cette plante commence à être très étendue
dans le Bocage, où on l’associe aux choux et aux raves pour l’engraissement des
boeufs- »
References: Cavoleau (1818b, pp. 447–8)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-7363
Location: Vendée
Department: Vendée (85)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Un bon curé du Bas-Poitou a servi d’encouragement dans tout
son canton : depuis trois ou quatre années il consacre à la culture des pommes
de terre un terrein dont ci-devant il ne tiroit aucun parti ; son but a été de venir
au secours des malheureux dans les temps de cherté : il en consomme chez lui,
tant pour sa table que pour ses gens & ses bestiaux ; tous y ont pris goût ; les
pauvres viennent maintenant demander, à la porte, quelques pommes de terre,
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comme autrefois ils lui demandoient un morceau de pain, et il assure que pour
ces différens usages, il épargne plus de cent écus par année, ce qui lui permet de
faire d’autres actes de charité. »
References: Parmentier (1781, p. 451)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-1050360
Location: Vendée
Department: Vendée (85)
Time: c. 1810
Description: « La solanée parmentière, ou pomme de terre, longtemps relégué
dans les jardins, commence à s erépandre dans les champs ; sa culture est assez
étendue dans quelques parties des cantons de Rocheservières, de Montaigu et des
Herbiers. Les services qu’elle a rendus pendant la disette qui a suivi la mauvaise
récolte de 1811, a provué qu’elle était beaucoup plus répandue qu’on le croyait ;
et, depuis cette époque, elle a pris un grand accroissement ; mais cette culture est
bien loin d’être assez étendue, pour être considérée comme un agent principale
de l’agriculture de ce département. »
References: Cavoleau (1818a, p. 182)
Sources: BnF, NUMM-78755
Location: Poitiers
Department: Vienne (86)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « Le peuple d’une partie du Haut-Poitou vit de châtaignes perdant
plusieurs mois de l’année ; ailleurs il vivroit de pommes de terre ; les tiges,
les racines de cette plante, la plante elle-même, sont aussi très bonnes pour la
nouriture des animaux domestiques, tels que les chevaux, vaches, cochons &
volailles. On vient de nous envoyer de Civray, un échantillon de pain, fait moitié
de farine de froment, & moitié de pommes de terre, selon le procédé indiqué
dans notre Feuille du 13 Juillet dernier. Nous savons que la culture des pommes
de terre commence à se multiplier dans cette Province, & même aux environs de
Poitiers ; il s’en trouve très souvent au marché. »
References: Affiches du Poitou N°49, jeudi 8 décembre 1774, p. 207
Sources: BnF, NUMP-12777
Location: Poitiers
Department: Vienne (86)
Time: c. 1770
Description: « On y cultive aussi du chanvre & des pois, ainsi que des pommes
de terre dont on tire bon parti, tant pour la table que pour engraisser les bestiaux.
Un particulier en a recueilli environ quarante boisseaux dans une demi-boisselée
de bonne terre à la vérité ; il les a vendus quinze sols. Cette production n’étoit
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pas connue ici il y a 10 à 12 ans, & elle est un des moindres bienfaits de l’illustre
Seigneur de cette paroisse. »
References: Affiches du Poitou N°10, jeudi 7 mars 1776, p. 38
Sources: BnF, NUMP-12777
Location: généralité de Limoges
Department: Haute-vienne (87), Charente (16)
Time: c. 1760
Description: « On doit mettre au nombre des légumes les Pommes de terre dont
la culture commence à s’étendre dans les élections de Limoges et d’Angoulême
avec succès, et a été essayée dans celle de Tulle cette année [1765] seulement. »
References: Schelle (1913a, p. 408)
Sources: unknown
Location: généralité de Limoges
Department: Haute-vienne (87), Charente (16)
Time: c. 1760
Description: Instruction de la société d’agriculture sur la culture de la pomme de
terre et ses avantages dans le Limousin.
References: Desmaret (1765, pp. 185–94)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-16248
Location: Limoges
Department: Haute-vienne (87)
Time: 1768
Description: « Limoges, 22 décembre 1768. Nous faisons ici du pain de pommes
de terres, avec un tiers de farine de seigle qui est excellent et meilleur à mon goût
que celui de pur seigle. Nous en faisons aussi avec du froment. Cette économie
serait prodigieuse et même excessive par la diminution qui en résulterait dans la
consommation des grains, vu la fécondité de cette production, soit par rapport
à la semence qui rend 100 et quelques fois 200 pour un et vu le peu de terrain
qu’il faut pour en produire une prodigieuse quantité. Mandez-moi, je vous prie,
combien coûte la pomme de terre à Paris en marquant le poids et le volume de la
mesure. Je sais qu’on en vend dans les marchés. »
References: Schelle (1913b, p. 27–8)
Sources: unknown
Location: généralité de Limoges
Department: Haute-vienne (87), Charente (16)
Time: c. 1790
Description: « Malgré les efforts de l’intendant Turgot et de la Société d’agriculture
de Limoges pour introduire la pomme de terre durant les années 1760, cette
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culture ne s’est véritablement développée dans la province qu’au cours de la
décennie 1790. »
References: Delhoume (2007, p. 255)
Sources: unknown
Location: Saint-Dié
Department: Vosges (88)
Time: c. 1660
Description: Arrest de la cour portant réglement pour la dixme des Pommes de
terre qu’elle sera payée sur le pied de la grosse Dixme, lorsqu’elles seront plantées
ou ensemmencées sur les terres sujettes à la grosses Dixme. Du 28 juin 1715. «
[...] Quoi que cette contestation ne soit née qu’au sujet de la dixme d’un fruit
vil et grossier, qui semble plutôt desitné à la nourriture des animaux qu’à celle
des hommes ; cependant cette cause ne laisse pas d’être de quelque importantce,
parce que ce fruit étant devenu for commun dans toute la Vosge, surtout dans le
temps malheueux que l’on vient d’essuyer, elle intéresse d’un côté grand nombre
de Communautez et de l’autre beaucoup de Décimateurs, pour lesquels l’Arrêt
qui interviendra servivre de réglement. [...] Il est vrai que ce fruit, qui est
connu dans la Vosge depuis environ cinquante ans, se plante ou se seme vers
le mois de Mars ou d’Avril, tantôt deans des Potatges, ou Vergers, tantôt dans des
Chenevières, quelques fois dans des terres arrables au lieu de sgrains, comme
dans les terres de Mars ; mais bien plus ordinairement cependant dans les terres
de repos [...]. »
References: (1867, pp. 301–2)
Sources: BnF, NUMP-6634
Location: La Broque, Saint-Dié, val de Celles
Department: Vosges (88)
Time: c. 1690
Description: « Cette plante fut introduite dans les Vosges par les vallées de
Schirmeck et de Celles au seizième siècle, [...]. Les Vosgiens font honneurs de
cette plante aux Suédois, parce qu’en effet sa culture ne se répandit dans les
Vosges que vers le milieu du dix-huitième siècle, et que jusqu’alors elle était restée
circonscrite dans les jardins tout au plus dans quelques chenevières. [...] Ce fut
le curé de la Broque, Louis Piat, qui, le premier, exigea de ses paroissiens la dîme
des pommes de terre. Sur leur refus, une sentence du prévost de Badonvillers,
du 19 octobre 1693, les condamna à livrer à leur curé le cinquantième du produit
pour tenir lieu de dîme. Cette sentence déclarait les habitants de la vallée de
Celles à la même servitude. [...] Le chapitre [du val de Saint-Dié], témoin de la
misère causée par les ravages de la guerre, fut plus généreux que le curé de La
Broque et n’exigea la dîme qu’après une culture libre de cinquante ans. »
References: Gravier (1836, pp. 318–9)
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Sources: unknown
Location: Avallon, Nevers, Morvan
Department: Yonne (89), Nièvre (58)
Time: c. 1780
Description: « D’Avallon à Nevers, on peut presque toutjours voïager à l’ombre
des forêts. Mais le pays de Morvan, malgré son aridité, est riche en bétail de
toute espèce, qui se nourrit dans les pâturages fournis par les bois. On y receuille
seulement du seigle, de l’avoine du sarrafin & des pommes de terre. »
References: Courtépée (1780, p. 624)
Sources: unknown
Notes: The map displays the earliest decade for which there are evidence that the potato was cultivated in a department. If no information on cultivation
was found prior 1790, it is assumed that the cultivation began during the 1790s. Sources: See Appendix I.
Figure I.10 – The introduction of the potato in France
Chapter II
Do the Right Thing! Leaders,
Weather Shocks and Social Conflicts
in Pre-Industrial France
“I can only rejoice at the motives, which make you think that it
is indispensable to provide for the subsistence of the impoverished
inhabitants who lost everything, to supply them with seeds for the
next crops, and to postpone the recovery of taxes.”
Letter from Abbot Terray to Emmanuel de Guignard de Saint-
Priest, intendant of Languedoc, July 23, 1773. A.D. Hérault, C
5458.
Natural hazards and weather shocks lead populations to experience highly
unstable socio-ecological environments. With global warming, the revival of this
phenomenon reaches public debates in developed countries. For instance, in
October 2016, the French agricultural Minister was constrained to announce a
set of drastic temporary measures to cope with the expected decrease in farm-
ers’ revenue the following disastrous weather conditions during the preceding
summer and spring.1 In developing countries, where reliance on agriculture
and primary goods is substantial, “climate change can indirectly increase risks of
violent conflicts in the form of civil war and inter-group violence by amplifying
1 Heavy rains and the lack of sunshine around the crop flowering period inhibited the yield
potential of the crops as a whole. Water deficit and dryness during summer further reduced
potential yields leading to a 30 per cent fall from the 2015 harvest, and a fifty-year high drop
in French wheat production (Ben-Ari et al., 2016; Ben-Ari et al., 2018, pp. 2–4). The measures
included tax deferrals, the advancement of the payment of the Common Agricultural Policy aid,
and the possibility of postponing loan repayments. See Pacte de consolidation et de refinancement
des exploitations agricoles. Ministry of Agriculture, Agrifood, and Forestry, October 4, 2016
(http://agpb.fr/sites/default/files/pacte_consolidation_02.pdf).
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well-documented drivers of these conflicts such as poverty and economic shocks”
(Field et al., 2014, p. 19).
In fact, this phenomenon is not only relevant nowadays by affecting at
different scales both developed and developing economies. It is also and mainly
a historical phenomenon. Recent research documents the link between climatic
stress, and its impact on the economy, to political instability in pre-industrial
societies (Christian and Elbourne, 2018; Manning et al., 2017; McMichael, 2012).
Over time, it also shaped episodes of food shortages, famines, population
displacements and violence.2 For instance, two centuries ago the Southern region
of France, Languedoc, experienced repeated floods that damaged the harvest of
crops and resulted in an estimated loss of more than nine millions livres tournois
(hereafter £) leaving many peasant households on the brink of poverty.3 A
few months later, on 25 April 1773, a group of women gathered in front of the
palace of the intendant of Languedoc in the city of Montpellier, to protest against
the scarcity of grains. Emmanuel de Guignard de Saint-Priest, the intendant,
reassured them that there was no shortage, but failed to prevent the crowd from
searching for hoarded grains in merchant facilities.4 Soon after, the intendant
summoned every grain merchants of the city to gather information on their stocks
of grain, and to set a maximum price for wheat.5 He simultaneously wrote to the
Controller-General of Finances in Paris to inform him about the situation and
the necessity to provide for the subsistence of the poorest, to distribute grains to
peasants who would need it to crop their fields, and to postpone the recovery
of taxes. A few weeks later, the intendant received a letter from the Controller-
General congratulating him for his actions. By the end of 1773, there had been no
more uprising in the city of Montpellier and its surroundings.
2 Communities were adaptive in the face of these shocks, which contributed to shape human
behaviour, political institutions, and culture in the long-run (Degroot, 2018). For instance,
Buggle and Durante (2017) document that the exposure to higher climatic risk in pre-industrial
times reinforced cooperation in exposed communities. This in turns favoured the emergence of
norms of generalised trust and institutions that persisted until today.
3 In comparison, the average income of a farming household amounted to £200 a year during the
18th century. A.D. Hérault, C 5458.
4 Prior to 1789, France was divided into 32 provinces at the head of which was place an intendant
appointed by the King. Intendants had power in the sphere of finance, justice, and police, which
means that they collected taxes, regulated trade, controlled prices, managed the construction of
roads, and provided what relief existed (see Section 1.2).
5 A.D. Hérault, C 2875 and C 2914.
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In this chapter I examine whether variations in the level of local experience
of provincial leaders is a plausible mechanism to explain spatial variations in
social conflicts triggered by weather-related economic shocks. The intendants
were a group of 32 individuals appointed by the Crown on a discretionary basis
to administer French provinces. Most of them came from wealthy aristocratic
families, had received a legal training, and worked as a high-ranking judicial
officer prior to their appointment. The position of intendant often represented an
important step in one’s career, but rarely the final one, as the average age at first
appointment was thirty five. They were usually not appointed in their province
of origin and it took them time to learn about the economic and agricultural
structure, custom practices, the functioning of local institutions, and the role of
local notables in their new province. That means they differed mainly in the level
of provincial experience they had, a factor of prime importance to run efficiently
the daily tasks associated with their positions. I provide evidence that the set
of tools at intendants’ disposal, such as tax breaks, grains distribution, and the
creation of temporary workhouses, allowed them to implement efficient policies
to reduce the negative effects of transitory economic shocks.
I use archival sources and secondary literature to gather detailed information
on the professional careers for the universe of French provincial intendants
between 1661 and 1789. I combine this new data set with district-level data
on the occurrence of social conflicts and fine-grained seasonal temperature
data. My estimation strategy is similar in spirit to a difference-in-differences
strategy, and compares the likelihood of social conflicts in districts exposed to
weather shocks versus those which were not, across provinces administrated by
intendants with various years of local experience. I find that provincial leaders
with more years of local experience were better able to reduce the onset of
weather-induced conflicts.6 A one standard deviation increase toward warmer
temperature increases the probability of social conflicts and food riots by 5.3%
(mean = 1.87) and 19% (mean = 0.28), respectively. I show that the effect of
temperature shocks was larger in provinces in which a new intendant was just
appointed. On average, it took intendants five years of local experience to
6 One concern is that the intendants stayed longer in more peaceful provinces. I address the issue
of reverse causality in Section 3.2.
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completely mitigate the effect of temperature shocks. Through years of local
experience, the intendants accumulated human and social capital to administer
efficiently their province. I argue that this factor is key in explaining the speed
and effectiveness of institutional responses to weather-induced shock. This
interpretation is supported by historical evidence.
I supplement these findings by providing evidence on the mechanisms un-
derlying the relationship between temperature shocks and conflicts. I collect data
on grain prices at (i) the provincial level between 1756 and 1789; (ii) the district
level for 1767–8 to analyse the effect of temperature shocks on price volatility, and
thus real income. Before the French Revolution, markets were not sufficiently
integrated to smooth the effect of weather-induced crop shortages, and increases
in temperature shocks significantly raised wheat prices. Given the importance of
bread in the household consumption basket, this, in turn, translated into strong
negative transitory income shocks for most of the households. I estimate the
effect of grain prices on social conflicts via Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS), where
I instrument wheat prices by summer temperature shocks. The level of wheat
prices has a positive and significant impact on the likelihood of subsistence-
related conflict, which included events like food riots, the looting of public
granary and the like.7
I further investigate the role of poor relief and its efficiency in pre-industrial
Europe by analysing the role of the tithes and monastic charities as a buffer
against negative transitory economic shocks. The tithe was a compulsory contri-
bution to religious institutions equal to one-tenth of the agricultural production.
The Catholic canon law states that one-third of the income derived from the
tithe had to be devoted to poor relief and charity. I collect data on more than
one thousand in commendam monasteries’ income at different points in time.8 I
provide evidence that the tithes often represented a significant– up to half– share
7 These results are in line with recent studies documenting the importance of temperature in
explaining winter wheat yield volatility (Albers, Gornott and Hüttel, 2017; Ben-Ari et al.,
2016, 2018). They are also consistent with previous historical research emphasising the role
of weather-related disasters as drivers of some social upheavals in early modern France
(Le Roy Ladurie, 1974, 2006; Lefebvre, 1972, pp. 339–74; Nicolas, 2002; Rudé, 1964).
8 Monasteries in commendam had abbots and abbesses, appointed by the king, who had no
religious activities and exercised no authority over the inner monastic discipline. However,
they drew a significant share of abbeys’ income, which they used to cover their personal
expenditures.
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of their total income, but that monasteries often failed to respect the canon law
regarding the use of the tithes. I then compare the effect of weather shocks
on the likelihood of social conflicts between districts where total monasteries’
income per capita was high to districts where total monasteries’ income per
capita was low. I find that districts in which monasteries’ income per capita
was higher were less resilient to temperature shocks and more prone to food
riots. This result suggests that while monasteries were extracting parts of the
agricultural output through the tithes, they might not have redistributed enough
of it in times of dire need, leaving the population worse off. I complement these
findings by using a unique historical experiment. In November 1694, the King
enforced a new temporary law to constraint abbeys without an abbot at their
head to spend one third of their income in poor relief, which is equivalent to the
customary amount devoted to poor relief in the religious canon. Cetiris paribus,
the likelihood of social conflicts was lower in districts in which there was at
least one abbey concerned by this law than in other districts. This set of results
suggests that religious poor relief could be an efficient insurance system against
negative transitory economic shocks induced by weather shocks. Religious
institutions (monasteries), however, often escaped their obligations, and left local
communities in worse off situations.
Related literature. My work relates to a large literature that studies the role of
political leaders on economic and non-economic outcomes (Besley, Montalvo and
Reynal-Querol, 2011; Hayo and Neumeier, 2014; Jones and Olken, 2005; Yao and
Zhang, 2015). Jones and Olken (2005) were among the first to provide causal
empirical evidence in favour of the hypothesis that leaders matter for economic
growth. They use unexpected deaths of leaders while in office as a source of
exogenous variation to show that these leadership transitions have a significant
impact on countries’ pattern of economic growth. Yao and Zhang (2015) use
the fact that a large number of Chinese local leaders are periodically shuffled
across cities to estimate their impact on local economic growth. They show that
local leaders also matter. Rochlitz et al. (2015) find that high economic growth
is associated with career advancement for regional leaders in China, but not in
Russia. Comparing the promotion system for regional bureaucracies between the
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two countries, the authors argue that performance-related incentive schemes are
important to achieve specific policy results.9 In a similar fashion, Jordan, Turban
and Wilse-Samson (2013) emphasise the importance of information transmission
to foster good (successful) practices among Chinese local leaders. Disseminating
knowledge to subsequent leaders is particularly important given that leaders
with higher levels of experience are found to perform better in terms of economic
outcomes than their peers with less experience (Feld and Schaltegger, 2010;
Moessinger, 2014). That is all the more important because evidence brought by
Geys (2017) suggests that informal social networks, such as family connections,
result in a misallocation of resources: dynastic individuals with lower education
levels relative to their non-dynastic peers have higher chances of being selected.
These could be detrimental for two reasons. First, higher levels of education
among political leaders is associated with better economic performances (Besley,
Montalvo and Reynal-Querol, 2011). Second, the moral hazard problem may
lead dynastic politicians to reduce their effort to implement good policies and/or
promote economic growth knowing that they have higher chance to stay in
power (Rossi, 2017). I contribute to this literature by documenting how French
provincial leaders– the intendants– could affect non-economic outcomes, such as
social conflicts. I show that the effect of weather shock on conflicts was smaller
in provinces administered by intendants with more years of local experience.
This result suggests that the human capital endowments of local leaders was an
important factor in the mitigation of weather shocks (Acemoglu, Gallego and
Robinson, 2014).
My findings also provide new empirical evidence on the links between
weather shocks and intergroup conflict in past societies. Jia (2014) links droughts
and floods to peasant revolts in historical China, via negative income shocks. She
shows that droughts raised wheat and rice prices by seven to ten per cent, which
could explain how drought contributed to trigger peasant revolts. Focusing on
Ancient Egypt, Chaney (2013) provides similar evidence that Nile floods led to
an increase in the number of references to high food prices and in the incidence
of popular unrest. These studies are complementary to recent scholarship
9 However, they underline that the combination of centralised personnel control with regional
policy autonomy is less effective in achieving multiple objectives simultaneously.
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documenting the impact of weather shocks on the onset of intergroup conflicts:
in Africa (Boxell, 2017; Christian and Fenske, 2015; Papaioannou, 2016); in China
(Bai and Kung, 2011; Chen, 2015; Kung and Ma, 2014; Pei and Zhang, 2014); in
Europe (Anderson, Johnson and Koyama, 2017; Iyigun, Nunn and Qian, 2017); in
Japan (White, 1995); in Mexico (Dell, 2012).10 A growing body of this literature
attempts to identify factors mitigating the effects of weather shocks. For instance,
Jia (2014) and Iyigun, Nunn and Qian (2017) show that the introduction of sweet
and white potatoes, respectively in China and in Europe, reduced the incidence
of conflict. Chen (2015) points to the importance of government disaster relief as
an efficient mitigation strategy against negative weather shocks in pre-industrial
China.11 Similarly, Greif and Iyigun (2013b) show that the Old Poor Law was
an efficient mitigation mechanism in 17th and 18th-century England: the higher
amount of resources allocated to poor relief in a given county, the lower the
number food riots per year.12
In this regard, my work also relates to the literature on poor relief in pre-
industrial Europe. Van Bavel and Rijpma (2016) indicate that formal poor relief
could have represented up to three per cent of the GDP in England and the Low
Counties, and provided support to around ten per cent of the population. Levels
of formalised relief were nonetheless much lower in France, approximately half a
per cent of GDP, with the North much better provided for than the South.13 Tithes
may have provided additional poor relief to bring total social spending to one per
cent of GDP, but the paucity of data on this question renders precise estimates
10 Another stream of the literature focuses on the historical relationship between weather shocks
and interpersonal conflict (Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati, 2017; Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik, 2006;
Oster, 2004), and between various types of economic shocks and conflict (Dube and Vargas,
2013; Fenske and Kala, 2017; Jedwab, Johnson and Koyama, 2017). For a complete overview
of the literature linking weather-induced and economic shocks to conflicts, see Blattman and
Miguel (2010), Burke, Hsiang and Miguel (2015), Dell, Jones and Olken (2014), and Dixon (2009).
11 The importance of state’s actions is also highlighted by Hung (2009). During the Qing Dynasty,
the evolution of the state capacity shaped protesters’ strategies. Moving from violent reactive
actions in the 17th century, protest became proactive and more peaceful during the 18th century
when the state capacity of the Qing reached its maximum.
12 They further show that the effect is limited to social conflicts driven by economic motives.
Government relief policy had either no effect or statistically positive and significant effect on
the incidence of land and enclosure related social disruptions.
13 Van Bavel and Rijpma (2016, pp. 178–9).
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difficult.14 My contribution here is twofold. First, I provide additional evidence
that weather shocks were an important determinant of social conflicts in past
societies.15 I emphasise the importance of income as a transmission mechanism
between weather shocks and social conflicts.16 As such, the effect of weather
shocks on different types of social conflicts is heterogeneous, suggesting that
studies that focus on aggregate measures of conflicts actually underestimate the
effect of weather shocks. I also add to the stream of French historiography on
the sources of popular violence and disorders in early modern France. (Bercé,
1974; Bouton, 2000; Le Roy Ladurie, 2006; Nicolas, 2002; Pillorget, 1975; Porchnev,
1963; Tilly, 1972).17 Second, I provide empirical evidence that tithes may have
not constituted an efficient system of poverty relief, because religious institutions
escaped their obligations.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 1 depicts the socio-economic situa-
tion of France prior to the French Revolution, and emphasises various remedies
that could help to mitigate the effects of weather shocks and presents historical
evidence of how they could work. Section 2 describes the data sources and the
construction of the data. Section 3 presents the empirical model and the results.
Section 4 concludes.
1 Historical background
In this section, I present a historical overview of the French economy and its
vulnerabilities to weather shocks during the 17th and 18th centuries, before
detailing the institutional structure of the country and the role of intendants.
14 In the Middle Ages the introduction and formalisation of the tithe offered a new form of poor
relief. The tithe was intended to sustain parish priests, maintain church buildings and provide
alms for the poor (Arnoux, 2010, pp. 150–1). Theoretically, from one-fourth to one-third of the
tithe was meant for the poor, which would have represented £20–45 millions per year in the
18th century. See Brumont (2010) for a literature survey on tithe in early modern France.
15 Le Roy Ladurie (1960) warns that climate determinism makes little sense in historical studies of
traditional societies. In particular, Ladurie, Berchtold and Sermain (2007, p. 261) note that “the
idea of a weather mono-causality of the French Revolution would be absurd. The challenge is
to examine, so to speak, the ecological-climatic context, which is just one factor among many
others: cultural, political, economic, demographic, etc.”.
16 For more details on the plausible mechanisms driving this relationship and a brief overview of
the theoretical background, see Appendix II.A.
17 For a literature survey, see Le Roy Ladurie (1974), Lemarchand (1990), and Aubert (2015).
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Finally, I discuss the organisation of state-led and religious poor relief in times
of dire need.
1.1 The French economy before 1789
By 1789, France offered a picture of a pre-industrial society characterised by a ru-
ral economy, in which small industries, such as textiles, had begun to mushroom
everywhere over its territory (Markovitch, 1976a, p. 476). The total economic
output remained nonetheless largely dependent on rain-fed agriculture, which
involved from seventy to eighty per cent of the population, most of which lived
in villages of less than or equal to 2,000 inhabitants.18
Agriculture was characterised by its regional heterogeneity in terms of organ-
isation and practises.19 Hoffman reports regional differences in the growth of
factor productivity of agriculture in the 17th and 18th centuries. The Paris Basin,
an open-field area where fertile land left almost no space for livestock breeding,
was the fastest growing region. While it was certainly an efficient organisation
to achieve high agricultural productivity, it also left many agricultural workers
landless. These workers were particularly vulnerable to the quality of the harvest,
on which their wages depended, and subsequent price volatility. In the south
and the west, the property of the land was more equally distributed, and en-
closure rather open-field dominated the agricultural landscape. The production
also tended to be less market-oriented allowing the farmers to organise their
production to minimise the risks of harvest shortfall (Jones, 2012).
From the early 17th century onward, the introduction of New World crops
offered new possibilities of agricultural diversification and helped to improve
the resilience of the local communities (Goldstone, 2012). For instance, as
early as 1603, maize was given to the needy in the hospice of Bourg-en-Bresse.
Introduced in the 1660s in the southwest of France, maize was quickly integrated
in the agricultural mix to reduce vulnerability to weather shocks (Frêche, 1974;
Ponsot, 2005). The spread of potatoes cultivation was, by contrast, much slower.
Until the early 19th century, potatoes were mostly used to feed livestock in
18 This section draws heavily on Doyle (2011), Hoffman (2000), Le Roy Ladurie (2015), and Parker
(2002). For a more detailed description, see Chapter I.
19 Appleby (1979, p. 870) notes that “it is foolhardy to speak of ‘French agriculture’ when in fact
there were many regional agricultural systems”. See also Hufton (1983, pp. 305–10).
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many regions, and occasionally as filler in recipes during years of poor harvest
(Morineau, 1970).20 Although the introduction of these new crops helped to
improve resilience against transitory economic shocks, it could not completely
prevent harvest failures engendered by weather shocks.21 In Vivarais, long-
lasting droughts during the spring and summer of 1754 impacted 176 parishes
and reduced agricultural output by an estimated £796,049. Seventeen years later,
the damaged amounted to £1,568,080, and official reports highlight that both
grains and “olives, potatoes, and grapes suffered a lot” (Molinier, 1985, 17–31).
Detrimental weather conditions were many, and sequences of good harvest
rarely lasted more than four or five consecutive years. These conditions are the
same as today, and include extended and extreme cold in winter, late spring frost
and hailstorms, as well as heat stress during the spring and summer (Béaur and
Chevet, 2017; Goldstone, 2012; Grenier, 1996; Le Roy Ladurie, 2006). For instance,
droughts impede wheat performance at all growth stages, but are even more
detrimental during grain-filling stages (May–June). Cold temperature during
spring delays the flowering stage of wheat and increases vulnerability to late
frost, which overall results in lower yields.22 Other sporadic events, as detri-
mental to agricultural production as temperature shocks, includes hailstorms,
landslides, and floods (Antoine, 2009; Lachiver, 1991; Pichard and Roucaute,
20 On the introduction of other New World crops in France, see Nassiet (1998) for buckwheat, and
Frêche (1974) for maize. On the factors driving farmers to choose such-and-such new crops, see
Vouette (2007, pp. 207–42).
21 Nunn and Qian (2011) show that, due to better nutritional qualities, higher resistance to weather
variations, and higher yields than any traditional crop, the introduction of potatoes cultivation
had a positive impact on population growth and urbanization in Europe. Cook (2014) contends
that the impact was even stronger in regions where potatoes consumption was complemented
with milk consumption.
22 Very low temperatures during winter can reduce the number of tillers and thus lead to a
reduction in crop density (yield). On the contrary, important positive temperature anomalies
can result in fewer heads and reduce resistance to frost (vernalisation), which has a negative
impact on yields (Ceglar et al., 2016, p. 64). Flowering time is key to adaptability and yield
potential of wheat, and as such is one of the most important phenological stages in crop
development (Langer, Longin and Würschum, 2014). To better control the flowering period,
it is possible to adjust the sowing time in autumn. Adverse weather conditions for ploughing
and planting are then linked to over-wet conditions. Rainfall plays an equally important role
during the rest of the year, as heavy rains could cause nutrient leaching as well as wreak havoc
on standing crops. The effect of rainfall extremes on wheat yield is, however, lower than those
of temperature (Mäkinen et al., 2018, pp. 212–15).
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2014).23 While individuals can adapt to altered growing conditions in the
long-run, coping with year-on-year environmental uncertainties and weather
variations is much harder. Bad harvests drove up crops prices–to a greater or
lesser extent– and most of the time, the reduction in the volume of crops available
for market outweighed the gain in price, leaving farmers in precarious situations.
The effect of the shock could be accentuated by the fact that farm unemployment
increased due to smaller crops. In urban areas, high food prices represented a
direct negative income shock for most dwellers. The problem of feeding the
people loomed throughout the 17th and the 18th centuries and was a constant
concern of the royal administration because these recurrent episodes of weather-
induced crop failure increased poverty stress, and sometimes malnutrition, and
created the ideal ground for the onset of social disorder.24
In these conditions, that agricultural production rose strongly from the first
half of the 18th century onwards is crucially important. Surpluses could be
traded to foreign provinces and/or stored to be used for poor relief later on.
These improvements in agricultural productivity were widespread across French
regions, though unequally distributed (Goy and Ladurie, 1982; Hoffman, 2000;
Le Goff and Sutherland, 2000).25 Urban demand and market opportunities
were the main driver behind the raise in agricultural productivity.26 However,
23 Lachiver (1991, pp. 472–528) provides numerous narrative evidence depicting these events and
their consequences on local communities. Goldstone (2012, p. 201) highlights that “lacking
artificial fertiliser, the output of crops was limited by the fertility of the soil, the beneficence of
climate, and the toil that could be drawn from human and animal labour”. See also Garnier and
Surville (2010, pp. 272–528). Extreme cold during winter was also devastating in past societies
because in addition to leading seeds to freeze in the ground, it required higher calorific intake
to sustain the basal metabolic rate stable without loosing weight. It also often impeded the
circulation of grains.
24 For a theoretical overview the link between income shocks, grievances and conflicts, see Collier
and Hoeffler (1998). For empirical evidence, see for instance Bazzi and Blattman (2014); Dube
and Vargas (2013); Miguel and Satyanath (2011).
25 Goy and Ladurie analyse the evolution of the tithe, a proxy for agricultural production, across
several regions. They find that wheat yields improved by 20 to 40 percent between 1650 and
1790.
26 On the supply side, cities provided large amount of fertilisers, which helped to increase the
fertility of soil in the surrounding areas. On the demand side, the spatial aggregation of demand
in these cities was strong enough to create an urban demand stimulus fostering agricultural
investments and productivity gains (Miller, 2009). In this regard, the example of Champagne is
illuminative. During the 18th century, the increasing demand from consumers in urban centres
prompted changes in the vineyards of Champagne, and led winegrowers to invest heavily in
new equipment, and produce higher quality white wine. By 1789, 40 per cent of the total
production was bottled, whereas this practice was nearly non-existent before 1700 (Musset,
2011).
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high transportation costs and substantial fixed costs involved in storing grain
surpluses and preparing them for the distant market limited the interest in grain
exportation from peripheral areas (Daudin, 2010; Grantham, 2007; Hoffman,
2000). In 1770, Auguste Auget de Montyon, the intendant of Riom in Massif
Central, complained that “mountains make communication so difficult that trans-
portation costs are as high between Clermont and Aurillac as between Clermont
and Paris”.27 These difficulties of transportation, as well as internal customs
barriers, seigneurial tolls and trade legislation, limited market integration both
at the regional and the national levels. It was, therefore, common that “within a
region, wheat prices could easily double from one place to another” (Labrousse,
1931, p. 131).28 Figures II.13 and II.15 visually demonstrate the weak market
integration in the second half of the 18th century. In Flanders (1765) and
Brittany (1771), two provinces with relatively low geographical barriers and short
distances between markets, variations in wheat prices were as high as 25 per
cent around the provincial mean.29 Grain prices were then very sensitive to
harvest, and harvest failures were a significant part of many subsistence crises
that happened in France during the 18th century.30
In a seminal book, Sen (1981) suggests that famines often originated in
distribution (market) failure rather than in the decline of food availability per
27 Cited in Leymarie (1956, p. 301). The distance between Clermont-Ferrand and Aurillac is 156
km. The distance between Clermont-Ferrand and Paris is 423 km. Twenty years later, J.-M.
Lequinio made similar statement during a speech at the National Assembly: “Sometimes wheat
is abundant in the departments of the center of France while coastal departments are lacking
it, in particular those of Midi. Land transportation would increase so much the prices of this
commodity [wheat] that it is impossible to use it. Numerous departments remain exposed to the
horrors of dearth while some others remain unnecessarily endowed with abundant harvest”.
Archives Parlementaires de 1787 à 1860, Tome LIV, p. 13.
28 Similarly, Labrousse (p. 139) notices that if “trend in prices more or less coincide [between
regions], cyclical and annual variations, as well as the intensity of the long-term trends are
very different”. The situation persisted at least up to the 1830s when grain market was not yet
integrated in France (Franck and Galord, 2017, p. 19).
29 Other factors, such as seigneurial tolls and internal customs duties, impeded the integration of
grain markets and contributed to create long lasting regional disparities in cereal prices.
30 The situation was not fundamentally different in England up to the beginning of the 19th
century Campbell and Ó Gráda (2011). For a discussion on the causal link between weather
conditions and grain prices, see Grenier (1996).
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head (entitlement).31 Ó Gráda and Chevet (2002) have studied the role of grain
markets during the 1693–94 and 1709 crises. They find that, despite an apparent
balkanisation of markets, there is no evidence that these famines got worse
because of the poor market integration. Until the early 18th century, population
pressure and major crop failures were the main drivers of famine. Only after
1710, the role of human political agency became important in some areas (Alfani
and Ó Gráda, 2018). These results, however, provide no insight on how market
integration could influence social conflicts, and more specifically subsistence-
related conflict. Nicolas (2002) provides many examples of food riots in which
those who needed food and those who commercialised it clashed over hoarded
supplies, over transports on highway and river, or over excessive prices.32 At the
same time, higher levels of market integration helped to stabilise prices and to
reduce the size of the income shock associated with crop failures.
1.2 Administrative organisation and the role of intendants
Since the early 17th century, France, along with other European states, was
getting more centralised, and many improvements had been made in terms
of provincial administration.33 By 1789, France was divided in 32 provinces,
named généralités, which were themselves divided into nearly 700 districts,
named subdélégations.34 France was further divided between Pays d’Élection,
Pays d’Imposition, and Pays d’État. In the latter, local Parliament persisted and
remained an important political authority competing with the intendants (Beik,
31 Defining entitlement as the “set of alternative commodity bundles, any one of which the
person can decide to have’ (p. 45), Sen argues that starvation occurs either through a fall
in the endowment bundle, or through an unfavourable shift in the exchange entitlement
mapping (that is to say “the set of alternative commodity bundles that the person can
command respectively for each endowment bundle” (p. 46)). Market failure being one of this
unfavourable shift.
32 Tilly (1972) has argued that higher level of market integration led to new form of food riots
around grain movements during the 18th century. I depart from her by focusing solely on the
importance of transitory deprivation, but I do not contend that these structural changes in the
political economy of France were not an important factor.
33 Johnson and Koyama (2017) provide a useful survey on the origins and the consequences of the
rise of state capacity. On the organisation and the evolution of French state and administration,
see Collins (2009).
34 These subdélégations were composed of a various number of élections.
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2005; Bordes, 1960; Swann, 2001).35 For instance, local Parliaments continued
to annually consent to make a free gift to the Crown, and accordingly decided
by themselves the allocation of taxes (taille) between each élection. The role of
intendants was thus more limited in Pays d’État. They could only manage new
taxes, such as the capitation (head tax) implemented in 1695 (Swann, 2001). By
contrast, in Pays d’Élection, intendants allocated taxes on the behalf of the King
between each district, and then between each parish within each district.36
As royal commissioners and heads of généralité, intendants had power in
the spheres of finance, justice, and police, which means that they collected
taxes, regulated trade, controlled prices, managed the construction of roads, and
provided what relief existed.37 John Law, a Scottish economist who had been
Controller-General of Finances in 1720, once stated that “I never would have
believed what I saw when I was Controller General of Finances. The fact is
that the kingdom of France is ruled by thirty intendants. [...] They are thirty
Masters of Requests assigned to the provinces on whom depend the bad or good
fortune of these provinces, their abundance or their sterility”.38 There was neither
civil service regulations detailing the requirements for becoming intendants, nor
official examinations used to qualify them, or educational institutes to train
them. Though, about two third were high ranking judicial officers prior to
their first appointment, and 89 out 90 intendants studied by Gruder (1968)
35 In every military province, which were a different type of administrative subdivision, an officer
usually chosen from the highest nobility monitored affairs related to military and diplomatic
policy. There was also a fierce competition between these provincial governors and the
intendants.
36 Pays d’Imposition represented an intermediary situation. Local institutions remained in use,
but the intendant had power in every field. The status was only granted to provinces newly
conquered. For more details about the organisation of taxation in early modern France, see
Section 3.1.
37 In 1764, the Abbé Expilly (1763–68, Vol. 3, p. 830) defined the intendants as follow: ‘Ces
Intendants sont des Magistrats, pris pour l’ordinaire parmi les Maîtres des requêtes, & envoyé
par le Roi dans les provinces pour y avoir l’inspection & la direction de la justice, de la police &
des finances, & pour y donner ordre aux affaires extraordinaires. En un mot, dans une province,
l’Intendant eft proprement l’homme du Roi, chargé de veiller à ses intérêts, & d’avoir soin de
ceux du peuple.’
38 Cited in D’Argenson (1869a, p. 43)
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had been lawyers, suggesting they must have had a university degree in law.39
Many of them came from a wealthy aristocratic family that could afford paying
for a university degree and the purchase of the title of Master of Requests or
other high-ranking offices. In addition, Gruder (1968, pp. 48–9, 97–102) reports
that, throughout the 18th century, at least 70 per cent of the intendants were
born in Paris or had served in Paris, and had limited knowledge of provincial
affairs. Intendants constituted a relatively homogeneous group in terms of socio-
economic and professional background.
Intendants were appointed directly by the King, and the position was revo-
cable. Its holder was, therefore, completely the King’s servant. On average,
individuals were appointed at the age of 35, held the position two times, and each
nomination lasted about 40 months (Armstrong, 1972, p. 16; Biard, 2007; Gruder,
1968, pp. 17–96). Though, exceptions existed and some intendants refused
to be transferred to another position because they desired to serve tirelessly
their province. For instance, Louis-Urbain Aubert de Tourny, who was born in
Andelys in Normandy, held the position of intendant of Guyenne (Bordeaux)
from 1743 to 1757. When they served well, they often had the opportunity to
pursue their careers with appointment to high office in Paris. Thus, obtaining
a position of Councilor of state (Conseiller d’état) was certainly a sign of prestige
and promotion for intendants, in addition to be a more lucrative position.40 The
most famous example of promotion might be Anne Robert Jacques Turgot, who
after being intendant of Limoges for about a decade became Controller-General
39 Between 1771 and 1789, 43 per cent of the Master of Requests were members of the Parliament
of Paris and 28 per cent members of a provincial Parliament (Nicolas, 1998). During the reign of
Louis XIV, 120 out of the 150 appointed intendants were Master of Requests (Maître des Requêtes)
in the Royal Council. The position of Master of Requests was a non-hereditary venal office sold
at a price of £100,000. Wealthy members of the nobility and bourgeoisie were able to buy such
offices and were willing to do so because serving the Crown offered opportunities for social
advancement and helped to make themselves more acceptable in the highest ranks of the social
hierarchy. Kinship, family connections and social network also played an important role in
one’s career advancement. For a detailed discussion of the family origins and social evolution
of intendants, see Gruder (1968, pp. 97-207). For more details on the creation and the evolution
of the position of intendants, see Biard (2007, pp. 72–82). On the powers of intendants, see
Boiron (2008, pp. 53–65).
40 In Franche-Comté, intendants’ income varied from £20,000 to £30,000, but they had to draw
money from the total sum they received to pay for the administrative expenses of their province.
That includes the expenses of his offices and the wages of all his subordinates, which could
represent up to half of their income (Brossault, 1999, pp. 369–99; Gruder, 1968, pp. 237–40).
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of Finances in 1774 (Burley, 1981, pp. 20–2).41
Gruder argues that the legal training, the pattern of recruitment and promo-
tion make certain that the majority of intendants were competent enough leaders
who ruled effectively their provinces. Though, no matter how adequate the
preparation of new intendants was, transfer of skills and adaptation from their
former position to the new one required some time. When they arrived in a new
province, intendants had to learn about its geography, its agricultural structure,
the functioning of its institutions, his network of subordinates in districts and
how to deal with the local notables.42 The learning curve of newly appointed
intendants included thus both human and social capital. In his famous De
l’Administration des finances de la France published in 1784, Jacques Necker, former
Controller-General of Finances (1777–81), emphasised the role of experience for
these men who were sent to govern provinces without “any other preparation
than their having launched out into the polite amusements of the metropolis
[Paris]”. He further insisted that:
“It were much to be wished that the magistrates who are appointed
to be Intendants were to remain much longer residents in the same
provinces : knowledge is in all things the work of time, and it is a
renunciation of a valuable advantage to forego that which is given
by experience. I own that an intendant, though translated from one
41 Before that, Turgot had been Master of Requests in 1753. In 1761, he became intendant of
the province of Limoges until 1774. For a general overview on intendants under the rule of
Louis XIV, see Smedley-Weill (1995). Lebrun (1971) provides a useful analysis of the family
background, the social network, and the careers of intendants in the province of Orléans and
Tours.
42 That was particularly important to avoid serious setback short after one’s arrival in a new
province. Thus, François Richer d’Aube had been intendant of Caen between 1721 and 1727,
before being appointed as intendant of Soissons. He was known for being inflexible, hard
working, rigorous, and performing his duties better than anyone else once a task was given
to him. Both in Caen and Soissons, he had been willing to modify the repartition of the head tax
to reduce arbitrariness. Something for which, he had to face the fierce opposition of local elite.
That finally cost him his position, and he got dismissed in 1731 (D’Argenson, 1869a, pp. 81–2).
Similarly, in 1710, Marc-Antoine Bosc du Bouchet was sent to Limoges to manage the shortage
of grain. He took his tasks to heart, and sought to alleviate food shortages by asking wealthy
citizens a financial contribution. Some of them refused, and he decided, among other things,
to fined them. Many complaints about the behaviour of the intendant arrived on the desk of
the Controller-General of Finances in Paris. In May 1710, the Controller-General of Finances
reminded him that “the king pardons nothing less, in those to whom he has chosen to confide
his authority, than the abuse they do by excessive actions when they get carried away, giving
in fully to their mood and their natural vivacity, excited by a misplaced zeal”. Bosc du Bouchet
was finally dismissed in December 1710 (Boiron, 2008, pp. 50–61).
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province to another, does lose the knowledge that results from general
researches : but all the information that are peculiar to places, and
circumstance, are thereby lost, and the improvement that were begun,
are suspended either through the inexperience, or the pride of his
successor.”43
In this regard, the transmission of experience from former intendants and
the reliance on the network of subordinates in districts were very important
for newly appointed intendants.44 To facilitate such transmission, intendants
sometimes wrote detailed instructions about the history, the administrative
organisation, the state of the economy, and the current affairs in their province.
Direct transmission was also possible, and in 1683, the Secretary State of War
wrote to Michel Le Peletier de Souzy to enjoin him to “stay after the arrival of
M. de Breteuil [his successor as intendant of Flanders] to provide him with the
explanations, which he will need so that he know about the state of the affairs in
which you are involved”.45
Food supplies was at the top of intendants’ priority list, and they had to
continuously monitor the stock of available grains, evaluate the prospects of
the current harvest, built up emergency granary supplies, make price-fixing
arrangements, regulate the trade of grains, and sometimes develop international
links for grain supply (Frêche, 1974, pp. 805–13). Intendants and other officials
had to find a balance between public and private undertakings, as well as
between amassing supplies in advance and waiting for shortages to avoid
the troubling beliefs that the administration was hoarding grains to harm the
populace.46 Such actions required a deep knowledge of the local social actors,
and Miller (1999) argues that intendants gained increasing skill in organising
43 BnF, IFN-8613398, De l’Administration des finances de la France, Volume III, pages 383–4.
The translation is from the English translation by Thomas Mortimer (1786), A Treatise on the
Administration of the Finances of France in Three Volumes.
44 Glineur (2013) provides a modern transcription of such instructions for the province of
Flanders in 1683. On the relationship between the intendants and the subdélégués, see Barbiche
(2012, pp. 383–406), Brossault (1999, pp. 215–75), and Cerisier (1995). On the socio-economic
background and careers of the subdélégués, see Brossault (1999, pp. 63–109).
45 Cited in (Glineur, 2013, p. 101)
46 BnF, Ms. fr. 21812. Mémoire concernant Mrs les Intendans, départis dans les différentes
provinces et généralités du royaume fait par M. D’Aube, maître des requestes, en l’année 1738.
See pages 493–521.
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emergency supplies and managing grain and bread markets over the course of
the 18th century.47 Additionally, intendants had broad power in fiscal-related
questions. They could grant tax breaks and exemptions, for instance to favour
the clearing of land for farming or to relieve population from the fiscal burden
after the occurrence of natural disasters. There was, nonetheless, no formal rule,
and exemption decisions as well as disaster indemnification were discretionary
(Antoine, 2009; Bordes, 1962; Favier, 2007).48 In times of dire need, the role
of intendants was thus fundamental. By implementing efficient policies in the
fiscal and grain supply-related spheres, they could help the local population to
better cope with transitory economic shocks, and reduce the likelihood that the
local population resorted to social conflicts.49 But the implementation of these
policies required a high level of province-specific human and social capital gained
through experience.
1.3 Assistance, poor relief and absorption of weather shocks
In September 1746, Louis Tourny, then intendant of Bordeaux, called upon the
Controller-General of Finances in Paris to initiate imports of large quantity of
grains to reduce the risks of scarcity from the winter onward. To support his
request, Tourny insisted on his past experience. He recalled in his letter that,
back in September 1738, he also forecasted that grains would miss. Repeated wet
summers had led to harvest failures all over western France, and prices of wheat
skyrocketed in autumn 1738 (Bricourt, Lachiver and Queruel, 1974, pp. 284–8).
In Périgeux, the price of wheat had increased by 36 per cent compared to the
1727–37 average. In Angoulême and Limoges, prices rose by 49 and 71 per cent,
respectively.50 Tourny rapidly understood the risks of the situation. He wrote
to the Controller-General of Finances to request for very large supplies of grains
47 For more details regarding intendant’s action in the field of legal enforcement, see Root (1992);
in the field of justice, see Hamscher (2012). For a summary, see Chapter I, Section 2.1.
48 Boiron (2008, pp. 103–8) provides an overview of tax breaks granted to districts in the province
of Limoges between 1684 and 1715. In 1693 and 1694, about £320,200 were granted in tax breaks,
that is about 15 per cent of the initial total taxation (pp. 331–2).
49 Intendants could use tax funds set aside on the head tax (capitation) for charity purposes, and
granted taxes break or exemption depending on the circumstances. After the break out of large
events, such as famine, plagues, fire, and floods, the central government also played a role in
the mitigation of crisis. McCloy (1946) shows that during the 18th century, small sums were
often voted to support poor relief in affected areas.
50 Bussière (1877, pp. 184–90), Duffaud (1861, pp. 309–21) and Georges (1920, pp. 75–6).
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to become available by using the King’s funds in order to mitigate the harvest
failures.51 In the end, the shortage was limited and only two food riots occurred
in his province in 1738–9.53
Back in summer 1773 in the province of Languedoc, the intendant de Guig-
nard de Saint-Priest also efficiently dealt with the lack of grains. After writing to
the Controller-General of Finances to inform him about the situation, Emmanuel
de Guignard de Saint-Priest requested his subdélégué in Montpellier to provide
him with a detailed overview of the amount of grains needed by impoverished
households to crop their fields and to survive until the next harvest. To illustrate
how such investigations were carried out by the second half the 18th century, I
provide a summary per parish of the document he received on 27 August 1773
(Table II.1).54 He forwarded the document to the Controller-General of Finances
who could then “ask for a financial arrangement to the King [...] to supply them
[the poor] with grains for both their subsistence and their seeds”.55 Despite the
initial shortage of grains, there was neither a food riot nor a spike in mortality
rates in theses parishes in 1773–4.
During the 18th century, intendants often sought and obtained support from
the central government to alleviate local disasters, be it in the form of a reduction
51 “In 1738, I was [intendant] in Limousin, and I forecasted, in the very same month [September],
that the généralité would be exposed to an extreme scarcity of grains in the following winter,
and up to the next harvest. As such, I asked M. Orry [Controller-General of Finances] to make
very large supplies of grains by using King’s funds. Without this precaution, many would have
died from starvation. In the end, people suffered a little, and the accounts suggest that revenues
exceeded expenses. [...] I am only telling you these facts so that you know what will happen
under my administration in such circumstances”.52 For more details on the management of
grains supplies under the rule of Tourny, see pages 203–20.
53 In May 1739, a crowd gathered in Ruffec to protest the high price and scarcity of bread
(D’Argenson, 1869b, p. 159). Few months later, on 22 July, a similar event happened in
Angoulême but with no further aftershocks (Bujeaud, 1860, p. 320).
54 This kind of documents are not rare in the archives, and many more can be found for earlier
periods. See for instance, A.D. Eure, 13B/501 à 13B/502, Bailliage de Pont-Audemer : En-
registrement des déclarations des grains et récoltes en 1709. A.D. Calvados, 2B527, Déclarations
passées devant le lieutenant général par les propriétaires et fermiers du produit de leurs récoltes
en 1709.
55 In a companion letter, the subdélégué provided detailed information on the way he compiled the
overview:
“We focus only the poor without any resources or assets. We exclude individuals that seemed
able to find support by themselves through their possessions. We include all poor, but we
diminish nonetheless the relief needed for their survival in proportion of what they would be
able to get by the work of their hands. [...] The more we investigated the damaged caused by the
hailstorm, the more we are convinced [...], that it is impossible to require in the first community
[Gigean] the recovery of taxes, and in other communities it is only possible to recover taxes
diminished proportionally to the damages caused to their harvest”. A.D. Hérault, C 5458.
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in taxes, a dispatch of food supplies, or a monetary grant.56 When they failed
to forward information on the state of the harvest and wheat prices in their
province to the Controller-General of Finances, it was not rare they received
a remonstrance in the following weeks.57 The action of municipal authorities
could complement these efforts, but in many cases, towns and parishes had
either limited financial resources or none to do so (Hufton, 1974, pp. 137–76,
369–84; Miller, 1992).58 Van Bavel and Rijpma emphasise that the Clergy could
constitute a significant source of relief in times of dire need. Indeed, the Church
were not only tithe owner but also an important landowner, which means that
it controlled some of the largest stocks of grains in France. The resources of
parish priests were nonetheless limited and insufficient to assuage the needs of
the poor. Most of the religious charity was, therefore, dependent on abbeys and
monastic houses, whose wealth varied considerably across regions (Hufton, 1974,
pp. 197–201). As a centre of consumption and expenditure, monasteries could
have positive spillovers on the surroundings areas, be it through almsgiving, the
provision of employment and education, and/or medical services. For instance,
Mannix (2018) argues that ecclesiastical proprietors reinvested more of their
agricultural rents than secular landlords allowing their tenants to build up capital
and increase agricultural productivity of their lands.59
The tithe was a tax paid to the Church based on a proportion of the crops
farmers produced– usually around 10 per cent. In principle, it was supposed
to provide for parish priests, charity and the maintenance of Church buildings.
As such, it could be considered as a social insurance system to provide for the
needs of the impoverished in times of crises. Religious institutions supported the
cost of storing grains over long period and redistributed it under the forms of
alms when needed, in exchange of what they were allowed to take part of it to
56 For more details and examples of crises management, see Balso (1993), Boiron (2008, pp. 311-
378), Cathelineau (1912, pp. IX–X), Chapalalain-Nougaret (1984, pp. 141–55), and Hufton (1974,
pp. 177–93).
57 “Il est essentiel que je reçoive ces Etats au plus tard dix jours après chaque quinzaine, [...] ainsi
je vous prie de vouloir bien recommander aux Subdélégués de ne plus négliger de satisfaire à
un envoy avec la plus grande exactitude.” A.D. Somme, 1C77.
58 For more details on the management of local hospitals and dépôts de mendicité, see Hickey (1997)
and Legay (2013), respectively.
59 On the economic role of monasteries in 18th-century France, see McManners (1998, pp. 507–
70), and Goudot (2006). For a general overview of the political, economic and social roles of
monasteries, see Beales (2003, pp. 84–111).
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provide for their own needs.60 On the other side, in many provinces, the tithe
equalled royal direct taxes and added to the fiscal burden on peasants shoulders,
which could be very detrimental if redistribution did not happen (Collins, 2009,
pp. 233–5; Lefebvre, 1972, pp. 104–17).
The historical literature provides many evidences of the sporadic nature of
monastic charity and the reluctance of these institutions to provide assistance to
the poor.61 Wealthiest abbeys had an annual income of several tens of thousands
of Livres, 30–45 per cent of which was derived from the tithe.62 In some cases,
the share of the tithe could be much higher, as high as 80 per cent of the total
income of religious institutions in the archdiocese of Auch (Rives, 1976, pp. 21–
8). A large share of this income, however, was spent on the mense of abbots and
bishops, and charity often represented 10 per cent or less of the total spendings.63
This is particularly true for abbeys in commendam in which commendatory abbots
and abbesses usually exercised no authority over the inner monastic discipline,
but filched a significant share of the monastic income. By late 18th-century, there
were about 1,000 abbeys in commendam, many of which were given an abbot from
a great aristocratic family who was living far away from the monastery (Hoffman,
2006, pp. 73–4).64
The cathedral chapter of Saint-Maurice in Angers had an annual income of
£140,000 by the end of the 18th century, of which £43,000 was derived from the
tithe. On average, the canons distributed to 35 parishes a total of £262 in the 1770s
60 Considering the tithe as an insurance mechanisms does not diminish its drawbacks: the tax
base was limited to agricultural production and excluded all income generated in urban areas
(redistributive effect); it was collected from the fields and did not take into account the fact that
some of the grains had to be kept for seeds; its collection cost was usually high (Marion, 1974,
pp. 122–4).
61 See Hufton (1974, pp. 133–7) and Hufton (1983, p. 310).
62 Apart for the most important abbeys, the tithe came from land owned in the surroundings of
the abbeys, usually a few dozen kilometres away at the most (El Kordi, 1970, pp. 42–6; Goudot,
2006, p. 12–4; Lemarchand, 1965, pp. 532–3; Michel, 1979, pp. 586–7). For instance, in Normandy,
the Abbey of Le Bec had an annual income of roughly £60,000 in 1780, half of which was derived
from the tithe (Davranches, 1897, p. 10). BnF, 8-LAG-75, Almanach Royal, année bissextile 1780,
présenté à Sa Majesté pour la première fois en 1699.
63 The situation in England was the same. About 10 per cent of total expenditure went to monastic
charity and alms around the 16th century (Dyer, 2012, p. 47).
64 See also McManners (1960, pp. 74–102), and McManners (1998, pp. 492–504). Most of the income
annexed by commendatory abbots was spent far away from parishes it was raised, which was a
source of grievances among local population and blistering criticism from Young (1906, p. 92).
This is also true for bishops and archbishops who also received a significant share of the tithes
(Rives, 1976, pp. 63–114).
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and £1,004 in the 1780s (Michel, 1979, pp. 587–95).65 In Paris, charity amounted
to 1.3 per cent of the total expenditure of the cathedral chapter of Notre-Dame
between 1759 and 1789 (Mannix, 2018, p. 76). Rives (1976, pp. 115–9) reports that,
in 1783, charitable expenditure amounted to eight per cent of the income of the
archbishop of Auch, and to three per cent of the income of the cathedral chapter
of Sainte-Orens. By the end of the 17th century, several rulings of the Council
of State had reminded abbeys that Church revenue should be divided into three
parts, one of which is devoted to the poor, suggesting that it was not usually the
case.66 That made ordinary clergy and peasants extremely resentful of the tithe.67
For instance, the priest of Ecreteville-les-Baons reported in 1729 that “the abbot
of Fécamp provides very little relief to the poor”.68 Few decades later, a local
priest complained to the bishop of Rouen that “the abbot of Saint-Wandrille [in
Normandy] owns two thirds of the tithe, and yet he never comes to help the poor
in my parish”.69 To the best of my knowledge, no research has attempted to study
the relationship between the tithes, monastic charity and social conflicts in early
modern Europe.
65 In Anjou, parish priests received at most between 20 and 30 per cent of the tithe. Similar rates
were observed in Normandy (Lemarchand, 1989, pp. 333–6).
66 BnF, Département Droit, économie, politique, F-21049 (127). Arrêt du conseil d’état en
interprétation de ceux des 17 juillet et 20 novembre 1694 concernant les revenus des abbayes
vacantes. Acte. 1695-04-04, Versailles. See also Bligny-Bondurand (1908, p. 519).
67 They often blamed some abbeys, as well as grain merchants and local seigniors, for hoarding
grains and speculating on prices. For more details on the famine plot syndrome, see Kaplan
(1982).
68 A.D. Seine-et-Marne, G 5560 (cited in Lemarchand, 1989, p. 179).
69 A.D. Seine-Maritime, G 841–846 (cited in Beaurepaire, 1889, p. 85). In Lempzours in the Périgord
region, peasants complained in the cahier de doléance written for the Estate General of 1789 that:
« Les revenus de l’église, dans chaque paroisse, sont occupés en grande partie par des abbés,
des prieurs commandataires et autres, qui dépensent tranquillement leurs revenus à Paris ou
dans des villes, sans penser aux pauvres des paroisses dton il retirent le revenu. Veut-on que
des congruiste, qui n’ont pas l’unique nécessaire pour vivre, et souvent pas assez, fournissent
à l’indigent, sur son grabat, des secours qui souvent ne sont pas en leur pouvoir d’accorder ? »
(Bussière, 1885, p. 122). For more examples, see Beaurepaire (1889, pp. 81–5), Bligny-Bondurand
(1908, p. 176, 233, 247), Bricourt, Lachiver and Queruel (1974, p. 290), Cathelineau (1912, p. 182,
249, 350), and Gricourt (1963, p. 483). For an overall review of the resent of peasants against
taxation and tithe, see Markoff (1990). On the mismatch between the initial principle of the tithe
and its usage, see Marion (1974, pp. 160–72).
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2 Data
My difference-in-difference empirical strategy compares the likelihood of social
conflicts in districts exposed to weather shocks versus those which were not,
across provinces with various years of local experience embedded in intendants.
I conduct my analysis at the level of districts, which corresponded to second-
level administrative division. By 1789, France was divided into 690 districts
(subdélégations) scattered across 32 provinces (généralités). These administrative
units were relatively stable over the 17th and the 18th century, but some changed
boundaries and were created and extinguished over time.70 To circumvent this
issue, I aggregate and/or crop all my data to districts boundaries in 1789 to obtain
a consistent data set from 1661 to 1789.71 To do so, I digitised and georeferenced
a map of French administrative limits at the district level (subdélégations) circa
1789 (Arbellot et al., 1986).72 I match this map with various historical maps to
gather information on the trade regime (Cinq Grosses Fermes), the level of taxation
(Gabelle), the date of annexation, and crop rotations at the district level. The
final sample is a balanced panel of 690 districts, from winter 1661 to winter
1789, with districts borders held constant at 1789 definitions. In Table II.2, I
provide descriptive statistics at the district level for the main dependent and
independent variables used in my empirical analysis. The respective data sources
are discussed in the following sections.
2.1 Conflict data
I build on the work of Nicolas (2002) to assemble a data set that encompasses
7,943 episodes of social conflict (émotions populaires) that happened within the
1789 French borders between January 1661 and March 1789.73 Each observation
70 Didier (2014) provides an in-depth analysis of the evolution of districts boundaries for the
province of Brittany.
71 I exclude all areas that were not part of the French territory by 1789. So, for instance, the Comtat
Venaissin, which nowadays constitutes the Vaucluse department, was a part of the Papal States
until September 1791 and is excluded from all my regression. I further exclude Corsica, annexed
in 1768, because of the low reliability of the existing data for the 18th century.
72 The map is composed of 12 sheets at a scale of 1:500,000, and based on various historical sources.
For a discussion of the reliability of the map, see Lepetit (1988) and Vovelle (1986).
73 Joseph-Nicolas Guyot (pp. 438–443) provides a lengthy description on what constitutes an
émotion populaire in legal terms. BnF, NUMM-426186. Répertoire universel et raisonné de
jurisprudence civile, criminelle, canonique et bénéficiale. Tome 22. Paris : Panckoucke, 1778.
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in the data set corresponds to an event involving at least four individuals, from
more than one single family, and deploying a verbal or physical violence against
property, persons or authorities. Observation contains information on the type of
conflict, the date, the place, and sometimes on the duration, the actors involved,
and the level of repression used by authorities (Nicolas, 2002, pp. 835–42).74 The
definition used to assemble the data set is based on the French jurisprudence
regarding rebellion during the 18th century. An ordinance from 9 January 1673
forbade to any person to gather and outrage before and in the surrounding of
public places. Few decades later, déclarations from 30 January 1717 and 12 July
1723 stated that soldiers, vagabonds, and individuals gathered in groups of five
or more, bearing weapons and opposing violently to custom and justice officers
will be punished by a death sentence.75
I link each observation to its present-day location to add geographic coor-
dinates and to match it with its corresponding district.76 I construct a dummy
variable, denoted Social conflict, equal to one if at least one conflict occurred in
district i during season s of year t, and zero otherwise. Using the information
about the type of conflicts, classify each observation in four sub-categories: (i)
subsistence-related conflicts, (ii) protests against the fiscal regime, (iii) protests
against the judicial, military or police authority, and (iv) other types of conflicts.
For instance, subsistence-related conflicts include events related to protests
74 Information on the numbers of participants is sometimes reported in the chronicles and the
administrative correspondence, but the depiction is often qualitative. For a discussion of what
constituted a popular revolt as opposed to actions to be taken isolated individuals or families
against outsiders, see Cohn (2009, pp. 5–13). On the challenges raised by the typologies of
revolt, see Cohn (2009, pp. 76–107).
75 BnF, NUMM-5834346. Encyclopédie méthodique. Jurisprudence. Tome 1. Paris : Panckoucke,
1782. See page 548. See also Cameron (1981, p. 219).
76 Using automatic georeferencing procedure, such as the global gazetteer Geonames, accessible
at www.geonames.org, yields very unsatisfying (inaccurate) results. Indeed, many towns and
cities have merged, amalgamated or split over the last two centuries, and many more had their
spelling changed. That make them hardly recognisable by automatic georeferencing procedure.
In addition, some place names were pretty common and shared by tens of towns. For instance,
there are 12 towns of Saint-Martin, and 222 more towns have their names beginning by Saint-
Martin. Beaumont may refer to 11 different towns and is the root of 38 additional place names.
Therefore, I rely on the following sources to link historical and present day names: the Cassini
website (http://cassini.ehess.fr), Expilly (1763–68), and Saugrain (1726).
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against food prices and scarcity, and the grabbing or the exports of grains.77 I
construct a set of dummy variables for each of the four sub-categories. Overall,
there is at least one social conflict in 6,601 district-season pairs, which represents
1.8 per cent of the total number of observations (Table II.2).
Most of these events were minor disturbances spatially limited to a set of
parishes or a town, and often lasted for less than half a day, making immediate
government repression impossible.78 Before 1789, any non-authorised assemblies
of four or more people were forbidden by the French central government
(Cameron, 1981). In time of crisis, this number could be even reduced to reduce
the risk of social disorder. For instance, the intendant of Picardy, Louis de
Bernage, published an ordinance on 16 April 1709 which forbade “peasants and
other individuals to gather in the countryside and village in groups larger than
two after the sunset”. The culprits will be sent to the galleys if the are armed,
and imprisoned otherwise.79 Each observation in the data set corresponds to an
event involving at least four individuals, from more than one single family, and
deploying a verbal or physical violence against property, persons or authorities.80
This definition implies that at least some part of the local community was
involved in the episode of popular disorder, and, de facto, excludes isolated acts
77 (ii) includes opposition to new taxes, refusals of paying tariffs, and events related to the
smuggling of tobacco and salt. (iii) refers to events such as protestation against public execution,
opposition to the enlistment of recruits, attempt to free prisoners, and open hostility to
Marchaussée and other military troops. (iv) encompasses conflict related to state reforms, noble
privileges, seigniorial authority, municipal authorities, labour, and regional particularities.
78 The Maréchaussée was a corps of completely mounted constabulary. It should be noted that
its force never exceeded 3,000 men, and could hardly patrolled constantly a territory as big as
France. In addition, there was no efficient way to quickly spread information, so by the time
intendants and the Maréchaussée learned about a riot, a day or two could have passed and the
disorder was already finished. Beik (2015, p. 47) reports that, for the entire 17th century, at most
40 to 50 urban revolts lasted more than a day. Between 1661 and 1789, about 76 per cent of the
disorders lasted for less than half a day (sample of 4,140 conflicts). In the days following a riot,
one of the main task of the Maréchaussée was to carry investigations, identify the leaders, and
bring them to justice (Aubert, 2015, pp. 187–94). Only in large cities, the situation was different
as local police force could rapidly quell popular disorders. In smaller towns, local priests and
constables played an important role. Although it is hard to identify clearly their actions during
conflicts, they usually helped to calm the people.
79 A.D. Somme, 1C29.
80 It is noteworthy that political uprisings were not referenced. Nicolas was interested in conflict
originating from the lower end of the social system, and, therefore, excluded political uprisings,
which origins were more disputable.
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of robbery, theft and/or violence (interpersonal crime).81
Given the timespan and the geographical scope of the data set, it is plausible
that the data set suffers from a reporting bias. Social conflicts could have
been persistently under-reported in some districts, either because it was too
insignificant to be noticed or because the administration was unwilling to do so.
To address this concern, Nicolas (2002) gathers information from a wide range
of archives including judicial records, police archives, church and government
records, administrative correspondences, personal diaries, local history books,
and the like, reducing the likelihood that some events were consistently under-
reported. To further deal with this concern, I create a sub-sample of the data set in
which I only include events for which the crowd is reported to be larger than 50
individuals. Being larger, these disorders are less likely to be under-reported by
the administration or to remain unnoticed by contemporaries. In addition, recent
research on Normandy suggests that, although some social conflicts are missing
in the study carried by Nicolas, there is neither a spatial nor a time bias in the
data set (Maneuvrier-Hervieu, 2015a,b).82
Perceived shortages of food, be it staple crops, or bread led to many conflicts
aimed specifically at preventing the departure of grains to other markets, and
obtaining cheaper prices or sometimes at fixing a just price. The food riot that
occurred on 22 August 1763 in the town of Montesquieu in Languedoc is a typical
example. On market day, when the knight Desens overbid a local buyer by 5 sols
for acquiring two setiers of wheat, the crowd assaulted him and chased him out
of the market place. Desens was forced to take refuge in a neighbouring house
until the local constables could calm the crowd down. In the subsequent weeks,
the trade of grains plummeted as no merchants dared buying wheat to export
it.83 On 17 September, the intendant congratulated its subordinate for quickly
spreading the information to the Maréchaussée, which could quell the agitation,
81 Hence, this definition is close to the coding strategy adopted by Hendrix and Sale-
hyan (2012) to develop the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED).
http://www.acleddata.com/.
82 Bouton (2000) also investigates the occurrence of food riots in early modern France. She lists
1,265 food riots between 1661 and April 1789, and then 1,012 additional food riots until 30 June
1793. In comparison, Nicolas identified 1,497 subsistence-related conflicts between 1661 and 14
July 1789.
83 A.D. Hérault, C 5424, pièces 97–103.
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discover the perpetrators of the riot and punish them severely.84 Beik (2015, p. 49)
describes these riots as “usually semi-spontaneous, loosely organised movements
with simple grievances”.
2.2 Independent variables
Temperature data. Recent research suggests that single climate variables, such
as temperature or precipitation, often do as well as more complex models in
predicting the effects of weather on crop growth.85 In addition, recent findings
in the literature suggest that the effect of year-on-year variations in temperature
on the frequency of conflicts is larger than those of precipitation (Carleton and
Hsiang, 2016; Hsiang, Burke and Miguel, 2013). Therefore, I restrict my attention
to temperature in all my empirical analyses.86
The European Seasonal Temperature and Precipitation Reconstruction (ESTPR)
data set gathers seasonal time resolution data for the last 500 years at a grid
resolution of 0.5°× 0.5°longitude/latitude (Luterbacher et al., 2004; Pauling et al.,
2006).87 Reconstructions are based on instrumental measure for later years, and
documentary historical evidence as well as several climates proxies, including
tree ring and ice core series, for earlier years.88 I use the map I digitised to
aggregate these weather data to the district-season-year level. To do so, I weight
each grid value that intersects a polygon (district) by its relative share in the
total area of the given polygon. I then calculate the weighted mean seasonal
temperature and precipitation for each set of district i, season s, and year t.
84 A.D. Hérault, C 5424, pièces 144–5.
85 Although the effect of temperature conditions on inter-annual crop yield variability varies
across French regions, they kept overall a substantial influence on winter wheat yields (Ben-
Ari et al., 2016).
86 Failing to include precipitation could lead to omitted variable bias in my empirical estimates
(Dell, Jones and Olken, 2014, p. 742). In Section 3.1, I show results suggesting that my baseline
estimate is unbiased.
87 Roughly 2,027 square kilometres at the latitude of Paris.
88 There are plenty of documentary accounts of past weather conditions in European archives that
can shed light on both how climate changed over the past 500 years. These include scientific
writings, weather diaries, annals, and parish records. These provide information, for instance,
on harvest dates, phenological phenomena, droughts, flooding and freezing of rivers, warm
and cold spells, wind direction and the like. These data are calibrated against overlapping
contemporary instrumental records, and convert into quantitative climate data. For a discussion
of climate reconstruction using documentary evidence, see Pfister, Brázdil and Glaser (1999).
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Finally, I calculate the seasonal standardised temperature deviation from the
long-term mean (1500–1600) for each of the 690 districts:
Temperatureist =
Tist − Tis
SD(Tis)
where Tist is the value of the seasonal temperature in district i during season s
of year t. Tis is the long-term mean (1500–1600) of the seasonal temperature in
district i, and SD(Tis) is the standard deviation of the long-term mean of the
seasonal temperature in district i. I denote this variable Temperature. A positive
(negative) value indicates an abnormally warm (cold) temperature in district i
compared to the long-term seasonal mean.89 Figures II.1 and II.3 respectively
show the distribution of seasonal long-term temperature means (1500–1600), and
the distribution of the Temperature variable for each season.
One concern is that these reconstructed weather series present systematic dis-
tortions due to a spatial bias and/or measurement errors.90 To test the reliability
of temperature and precipitation reconstructions in France (paleoclimatological
sample), I use temperature and precipitation historical data compiled from
instrumental observations in various French cities between 1650 and 1800.91 In
total, I collect over 1,200 monthly observations on temperature and 7,000 monthly
observations on precipitation (instrumental sample). For each series, I calculate
the seasonal mean temperature (°C) and the seasonal total precipitation (mm) to
compare them with the paleoclimatological reconstructions. Figure II.5 and II.6
respectively show the correlation between the temperature and precipitation
series (r = 0.96 and r = 0.45, respectively). Overall, there is strong correlation
between the paleoclimatological and instrumental samples. I further compare
summer temperature reconstruction to grape harvest date (GHD). GHD are
tightly related to summer temperatures. On average, the variation of GHD is
89 In Section 3.1, I present results from alternative specifications using different measurement
temperature shocks, including deviation from the long-term median, deviation from the 25 year
moving average, and temperature level.
90 For instance, temperature and precipitation reconstructions derived from tree rings can be
subject to measurement errors if the age structure of the samples of trees varies over time (Daux,
2013, pp. 14–5).
91 Jourdain et al. (2015) provide a discussion of the early instrumental records available in France. I
do not include series from Paris because they were used by Luterbacher et al. (2004) and Pauling
et al. (2006) in their reconstructions.
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approximately 10 days for 1°C variation of the temperature (Krieger, Lohmann
and Laepple, 2011; Labbé et al., 2019). Figure II.7 displays the correlation between
the paleoclimatological sample and several series of GHD derived from Daux
et al. (2012). Between 1600 and 1800 the Pearson correlation coefficient between
the two set of data is high (r = -0.53) and consistent with previous findings in
the literature. Overall, these analyses suggest that temperature and precipitation
reconstructions are reliable proxies for weather conditions in the past.
Intendants data. Measuring leaders’ performance in early modern Europe is
challenging, and to the best of my knowledge, there is no available data set at the
sub-national level to investigate this issue. To circumvent that issue, I draw upon
a variety of historical and secondary sources to create a comprehensive data set
of of French provincial intendants between 1661 and 1789.92 The data set include
316 individuals who have been appointed to 554 different positions. For each
intendant, I gather additional information about the duration and the location
of their past and current tenure. I construct two proxies of experience. First, I
calculate their local experience in province j as the number of years spent since
their appointment. Second, I calculate their total prior experience as the sum of
the number of years spent in all their previous tenures.
Table II.2 reports descriptive statistics for a set of intendant and province-
level characteristics. Half of the intendants had only one tenure, and 20 per cent
served for three tenures or more. Intendants served on average 6 years and 6
months, and half of them held the position for less than five years. In Section 1.2,
I contend that local experience was an important determinant of intendants’
ability to manage well their province, in particular in time of crisis. Figure II.8
to Figure II.11 motivate the analysis by providing descriptive evidence that the
level of local experience of intendants varied over time and space.
92 Sources for each province are: Aix-en-Provence: BnF, NUMM-5772450, Notice sur l’intendance
de Provence (pp. 42–66); for Alençon: Bib. Lyon, SJ AD 251/97 T. 02, Mémoires historiques
sur la ville d’Alençon et sur ses Seigneurs (pp. 449–59); Amiens: BnF, NUMM-5831631, Les
intendants de la généralité d’Amiens (Picardie et Artois) (pp. 90–216); for Bretagne: Ouellet
(2014, p. 49); for Dauphiné: Esmonin (1964, pp. 71–112); for Franche-Comté: Brossault (1999);
for Limoges: Boiron (2008, pp. 39–52); for Orléans: Lebrun (1971); for Tours: Ouellet (2014, p. 49)
and Lebrun (1971). For all other provinces: Boyer de Sainte-Suzanne (1865, pp. 35–108); Viton de
Saint-Allais (1813, pp. 129–212); A.D. Isère, 6 J 137 à 6 J 188, Collection Edmond Esmonin; BnF,
NUMM-94415, Le personnel administratif sous l’ancien régime; BnF, NUMP-804, Almanach
Royal, année MDCCX, année MDCCXX, année MDCCL, année MDCCLXXX.
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Abbeys data. In Section 1.3, I make the case that the tithes could be either
an efficient insurance mechanism against weather shocks or a mere resource
extraction process if religious institutions evaded their duties. The overall effect
of monastic taxation and charity in the mitigation of weather-induced poverty
shocks is therefore unclear. A few tithes series exist and have been published
(e.g. Goy and Ladurie, 1982), but are far from sufficient to cover the entire French
territory for two centuries. To circumvent this issue, I make use of total abbeys’
income which is more readily available. One flaw of using total income is that it
does not capture variations in tithes shares in total income across abbeys. Total
income remains nonetheless a good proxy of tithes income and potential charity
effort given the importance of the former in abbeys’ income.
To test if districts with higher level of resources taxation by religious institu-
tions are better or less able to cope with weather shocks, I use historical sources to
assemble data on total income of abbeys in commendam in 1750, 1780 and 1788.93
I aggregate abbeys annual income at the level of dioceses, of which there were
142. I combine these data with population data at the level of dioceses for 1793,
and calculate the average income per capita withdrawn by abbeys. Overall, I
collect income data for 966 abbeys, which had a total income of £9,481,970 in 1780.
By comparison, Expilly (1763–68, Vol. 1, pp. 2–3) reports that circa 1760 there
was about 900 abbeys, which total income amounted to £9,823,100. Figure II.22
shows that there is a high correlation between abbeys’ income in 1750 and 1788.94
Hence, I can cautiously extrapolate abbeys’ annual income for the 17th and the
18th centuries from my sample years 1750, 1780 and 1788.
Prices data. In his study of price movements during the 18th century, Labrousse
(1933, pp. 106–13) compiles series of wheat prices from 1756 to 1789 for each
French province. I collect these data (hereafter Labrousse’s sample) and convert
93 BnF, NUMP-804, Almanach royal année M. DCC. L., année M. DCC. LXXX., année M. DCC.
LXXXVIII.
94 The correlation coefficient is equal to 0.92. Correlation between income in 1750 and income in
1780 is equal to 0.89. Comparison with data from the late 17th century yields similar results. In
the diocese of Rouen, the Abbey of Beaubec had an income of £14,000 c. 1698 and £20,000 in
1788; Abbey of Bellozane: £4,000 and £3,500 respectively; Abbey of Fécamp: £80,000 and £80,000
respectively; Abbey of Jumièges: £40,000 and £40,000 respectively; Abbey of Saint-Lô: £7,000
and £8,000 respectively; Abbey of Saint-Wandrille: £40,000 and £60,000 respectively (Hurpin,
1984).
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wheat prices in grams of silver per litre before matching them with their
respective province. Figure II.16 to Figure II.18 show the level of wheat prices
at various dates. The price of wheat varied considerably across provinces. It
suggests that national market integration was still quite low by late 18th century,
leaving the poorest households more vulnerable to high food prices in years of
acute grain scarcity.
One of the caveat of the Labrousse’s sample is that Labrousse used only one
series of prices per province. Therefore, it is impossible to measure the level of
within-province price variations using this sample. Because market integration
was low, within-province price variations could be high. To circumvent this issue,
I collect another sample of wheat prices on 352 markets– about half the total
number of districts in France– for two consecutive years, 1767-68 (hereafter 1767–
8 sample).95 I convert prices in grams of silver per litre before matching them
with their respective district. In Figure II.19 and Figure II.20, I show the level
of wheat prices in 1768, as well as the dispersion of prices around the regional
(province) mean. As expected, the price of wheat varied considerably across
but also within provinces, providing additional evidence of the weak market
integration. Figure II.21 plots wheat prices from Labrousse’s sample against
wheat prices from the 1767–8 sample aggregated at the level of provinces. The
strong correlation (0.95) between the two data sets indicates that the risk of bias
due to sample selection in Labrousse’s data set is relatively low.
3 Empirical strategy and results
3.1 Temperature shocks and social conflicts
Before examining the effect of local leaders’ experience on the mitigation of
weather-induced social conflicts, I quantify the effect of temperature shocks on
the likelihood of social conflicts at the district level between 1661 and 1789.
I estimate for district i during season s in year t the reduced-form effect of
temperature shocks:
95 BnF, département Sciences et techniques, S-19751, Representations aux magistrats, contenant
l’exposition raisonnée des faits relatifs à la liberté du commerce des grains, & les résultats
respectifs des reglemens & de la liberté.
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Con f lictist = α+ β1 Temperatureist + δi + δjt + eist (II.1)
where Con f lictist is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one social conflict
occurred in district i during season s in year t, Temperatureist is the measure of
temperature shock during season s of year t in district i, δi controls for time-
invariant fixed effects at the district level, and δjt accounts for the effect of
common time shocks that affect simultaneously all districts in province j.96 To
facilitate the reading of the results, I multiply all dependent variables by 100 so
that coefficients can be interpreted as the probability of conflicts expressed in
percentage points. β1 is the parameter of interest, which I expect to be positive
and significant if warmer temperature is an important driver of social conflicts.
Table II.3 establishes the positive and statistically significant effect of seasonal
temperature shocks on the onset of social conflicts. A one standard deviation
increase in seasonal temperature increases the likelihood of social conflicts by 0.1
percentage points, which is equivalent to a 5.3% increase (column 1).97 Columns
2 to 5 present results for each of the four sub-categories of conflicts. The impact
of seasonal temperature shocks on subsistence-related conflicts is positive and
statistically significant at the 1% level. One standard deviation increase toward
warmer temperature results in 19% increase in the probability of subsistence-
related conflicts. I find no statistically significant effect between temperature
shocks and fiscal conflicts as well as the mixed group of conflicts (columns 3 and
5). Finally, I find that temperature shocks increases the likelihood of conflicts
against state authorities (column 4), which can be explained by several factors.
One plausible channel is that the increase in the number of subsistence-related
conflicts resulted subsequently in more repression in those districts, which in
turn increases the likelihood that a crowd attempted to rescue a rioter being
imprisoned or publicly whipped.98 Another possible explanation is that higher
temperature had psychological impacts on aggressive behaviour, leading to
higher numbers of events involving verbal and physical violence against the
96 All regressions are run with Conley (1999) standard errors, allowing for spatial correlation
within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial correlation.
97 On average, there is at least one social conflict in 1.86% of the observation.
98 For historical narratives about this type of social conflicts, see Aubert (2015, pp. 85–9) and
Nicolas (2002, pp. 552–64).
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police and the military.99 However, the low time-frequency of my weather data
conceals the possibility to draw any conclusion on the drivers of this type of
conflict. Therefore, in the remaining of the chapter, for the sake of brevity, I will
focus only on social conflicts broadly defined and subsistence-related conflicts.
Temperature shocks and subsistence-related conflicts. In Appendix II.B, I
document the transmission mechanism between weather shocks and the onset
of conflicts. I show that local transitory income shocks induced by bad harvest
and high food prices led to significantly more subsistence-related conflicts.
Temperature shocks had no or little impact on the likelihood of other types
of conflicts, through variations in grain prices. I provide further insights on
the theoretical mechanisms driving the relationship in Appendix II.A. I provide
further support to this interpretation by examining the effect of temperature
shocks in rural and urban districts. Results are reported in Table II.4. Estimated
coefficients in columns 1 to 3 indicate the effect of temperature shocks on the
onset of social conflicts is the same in rural and urban district. By contrast,
the effect of temperature shock on subsistence-related conflicts was lower in
more urbanised districts (columns 5 and 6). This effect could be driven by the
fact that seat of provinces, which were often the largest city in the province,
received particular attention from the intendants. In Table II.4, columns 6, I show
differences between districts that were seat of province and those which were
not. There is not a statistically significant difference between these two types
of districts. In other words, districts that were seat of a province, and often of
various royal authorities, did not receive any specific treatment in terms of relief
and/or repression.
Robustness checks. To address potential non-classical measurement errors
and reporting bias, I estimate the specifications below: (i) I focus only on
social conflicts that involved more than 50 individuals, (ii) I use additional and
alternative measure of weather shocks, (iii) I estimate a logit model, (iv) I include
99 That hypothesis is supported by results reported in column 4 of Table II.8: Only the largest
temperature deviations from long-term mean significantly increase the likelihood of conflict
related to state authorities. Carleton, Hsiang and Burke (2016) provide a useful discussion of
the different psychological pathways linking hot temperature and conflict.
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district × decade-level controls, (v) I exclude potential outliers, and (vi) I re-
estimate my baseline specification by aggregating data at the province level.
Large-scale conflicts. One potential concern with the definition of social
conflicts I used is that if small-scale conflicts are persistently under-reported
in some areas or during some years, then estimates presented in Table II.3 are
biased. In Table II.5, I focus only on social conflicts that involved more than
50 individuals, and that were less likely to be under-reported or unseen in the
archives given their importance (see Section 2.1). The estimated effects remain
qualitatively unchanged in all these specifications and are consistent with those
of Table II.3 (columns 1 to 5).
Alternative measures of weather. I show that my baseline estimates are neither
dependent from my definition of weather shocks, nor subject to an omitted
variables bias. In Table II.6, I repeat my baseline regressions (Equation II.1)
using (i) temperature deviations from the long-term median (1500–1600), (ii)
temperature deviation from the 50-year moving-average, and (iii) temperature
level. All estimated coefficient remained positive and statistically significant.
In their literature survey on the climate-economy literature, Dell, Jones and
Olken (2014) emphasise that failing to include precipitation and other climatic
variables could lead to omitted variable bias. In Table II.7, I address this issue by
adding a quadratic term to my baseline estimate (columns 1 and 4), a measure
of precipitation shocks– defined in a way similar to the Temperature variable–
(columns 2 and 5), and lag and lead values of the Temperature variable. All
specifications yields consistent results with those presented in Table II.3.
Adding control variables. Other factors may have influenced the onset of
social conflicts throughout the 17th and the 18th centuries. To address this, I
control for various geographical characteristics (latitude, topographic position
index, distance from Paris, distance from the coast) as well as socio-economic
characteristics (urbanisation rate, presence of Roman hubs, bishop, trade regime,
level of salt tax, active parliament). For the influences of these factors to vary
over time, I interact each of them with decade fixed effects. Results are reported
in Table II.9. I find that controlling for these observable characteristics has no
effect on the estimated effect of temperature shocks on social conflicts.
Logit estimates. Another concern may arise from the fact that there is an
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important number of zeroes in my dependent variables, since using LPM models
may yield imprecise approximation of the marginal effects. Table II.10 presents
my logit results for social conflicts and subsistence-related conflicts. Columns 2
and 4 control for precipitation shocks. All coefficients on the Temperature variables
are statistically significant at the 1% level.
Potential outliers. A final concern is that my results are driven by outliers,
either peculiar districts or exceptional years. In the subsequent analysis, I focus
on Paris and the years 1788–9. Paris was the most populated city of France, as
well as the center of its economic and administrative activity. Finding the grain
necessary to insure the flow of food supplies was an extremely complex task.
The level of supplies did not depend on the weather conditions in Paris, but in
the neighbouring districts. In addition, food riots were also common among the
hungry poor even when the grain supply of Paris was not threatened (Kaplan,
1996). Thus, including the district of Paris in my estimates may downward bias
my results because the correlation between temperature shocks and the onset of
conflict could be weaker in this district.
In spring 1788, a drought struck France and threatened the prospect of the
coming harvest, which intensified the already existing social turmoil (Waldinger,
2014). Many revolts find their roots in the fight against seigneurial dues, whereas
a slump in the manufacturing activity left many households behind in textile
towns. One can observe a significant increase in the number of social conflicts in
those two years, many of which may mixed economic motives with socio-political
motives thus undermining the possible correlation between temperature shocks
and social conflicts.
In Table II.11, I re-estimate my baseline specifications, where I add an interac-
tion term to account for the fact Years 1788–9 and Paris may have a distinctive
pattern due to historical events and intrinsic characteristics. The estimated
coefficient for the interaction term are negative and statistically significant at 1%
(columns 5 to 6), underlying the fact that temperature shocks played a lesser role
all over France during the Years 1788–9, and in Paris during the entire 17th and
18th centuries.
Province level. Table II.12 reports results from re-estimating Equation II.1 at
the level of provinces. All coefficient are qualitatively similar to the baseline
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estimates. The magnitude of the effect of temperature shocks also remains the
same, albeit they are smaller. A one standard deviation increase toward warmer
temperatures increases the likelihood of social conflicts and subsistence-related
conflicts by 4.9% and 9.4%, respectively.
Overall, I find that the effect of temperature shocks is larger on subsistence-
related conflicts than in social conflicts broadly defined. This result is driven by
the fact that temperature shocks had little or no effect on other types of conflicts.
This result implies that previous research that focus on conflicts and/or revolts
broadly defined may have actually underestimated the true effect of weather
shocks (e.g. Jia, 2014). This difference in magnitude is consistent with the fact
that a plunge in income is one of the driving factors of food riots, but not
systematically of other types of conflicts.
3.2 The role of local leaders and social conflicts
I now turn to the investigation of the role of local leaders in the mitigation of
weather shocks. In Section 1, I provide historical evidence that intendants were a
corner stone in the government strategy of relief. I document that the intendants’
level of local experience was a key determinant of their ability to attenuate the
negative effect of weather shocks.100 To test this hypothesis, I add an interaction
term to Equation II.1 in order to capture differential effect of intendants’ local
experience. The specification is as follows:
Con f lictist = α+ β1 Temperatureist + β2 Temperatureist
× Experiencejt + δi + δjt + eist
(II.2)
where Con f lictist is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one social conflict
occurred in district i during season s in year t, and Temperatureist is the measure of
temperature shock during season s of year t in district i. Experiencejt is a measure
of intendants’ local experience in province j in year t defined alternatively as:
(i) Local experience, a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province
j has some local experience, and zero otherwise; (ii) Years of experience, the log
100 Given that they share a relatively homogeneous socio-economic backgrounds, have pursue a
legal training, and occupy similar position prior to their appointment as intendant, only natural
talent and experience should be important determinant of their competences.
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of the total number of years of experience of the intendant in province j in year
t; (iii) Exp. years, a categorical variable splitting the level of local experience in
province j in four categories: “No experience”, “1–5 years of experience”, “6–
10 years of experience”, and “more than 10 years of experience”. δi controls for
time-invariant fixed effects at the district level, and δjt accounts for the effect of
common time shocks that affect simultaneously all districts in province j. β2 is the
parameter of interest, which I expect to be negative and significant if intendants
with higher level of local experience were better able to mitigate the negative
effect of temperature shocks.
Table II.14 presents the regression analysis of the interaction of temperature
shocks with various measures of intendants’ local experience on social conflicts
at the district level. In columns 1 to 3, the estimated interaction effect between
intendants’ local experience and social conflicts are positive but not statistically
significant. This is not surprising given that sporadic conflicts about regional
particularities, fights over noble privileges and seigniorial authorities, uprisings
against the agents of tax farmers,101 and the like were not the main concern of
intendants who focused on their legal duties, raising direct taxes for the King
and maintaining social order by making sure that grains were not missing (see
Section 1.2). Columns 4 to 6 repeat the same analysis with subsistence-related
conflicts as dependent variable. All estimated interaction effect are negative and
statistically significant. These results show that in districts that had a provincial
intendant with higher levels of local experience the effect of temperature shock is
of lesser magnitude with respect to districts that had a provincial intendant with
less or no local experience. Miller (1999) has argued that French administration
successfully created effective methods of securing grain, influencing prices and
balancing tensions among those who produced grains, those who consumed
it, and those who commercialised it. Intendants with higher levels of local
experience were to some extent better able to do so, since crop failures resulted
less often in subsistence-related conflicts. In Table II.14, column 5, the estimated
coefficient β2 is equal to -0.015, suggesting that 5 years of local experience were
sufficient to mitigate the effect of one standard deviation increase in temperature.
101 The General Tax Farm (Ferme générale) was a private financial partnership that leased from the
King the right to collect indirect taxes for a profit. Its agents were often hatred by the population.
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In column 6, I split the variable Years of experience in four variables to analyse if
the effect of experience is strictly linear. Reported coefficient in column 6 show
that the role of local experience did not decay with time. In other words, the
prevention of grain scarcity and the management of food supplies remained at
the top of their priorities list, even when their tenure lasted much longer than
usual. These results are very much in line with the claim of Necker that, more
than anything else, local experience is a key factor in intendants’ abilities to
rule well their province.102 I further investigate the role of intendants in the
mitigation of weather shocks by regressing my conflict variables on temperature
shocks and the interaction between temperature shocks and intendant-province
fixed effects. The purpose of this exercise is to identify if intendants had at all
an effect on the onset of social conflicts during their tenure in their province.
The separated estimated coefficients for each intendant-province are displayed
in Figure II.23 and Figure II.24. The coefficients are quite heterogeneous across
intendants, and suggest that some intendants persistently exacerbated the effects
of temperature shocks on socials conflicts, whereas others successfully mitigate
the effects of temperature shocks on subsistence-related conflicts. This exercise
is uninformative on which intendants’ characteristics mattered, but confirms
the hypothesis that intendants could have a significant impact on the onset of
conflicts in their province. One concern is that the intendants that stayed longer
in one province were better able to manage food supplies and prevent subsistence
conflicts, but also to hide conflicts. It is unlikely to be the case for two reasons.
First, intendants were not the only authority to report social conflicts, and about
15 per cent of the émotions populaires collected by Nicolas (2002) are drawn from
judiciary archives. Second, the resulted presented in columns 1 to 3 in Table II.14
show that the experience of intendants had no effect of social conflicts other than
subsistence conflicts. There is no historical evidence to support the fact that
intendants with more experience would have a higher propensity to hide only
subsistence conflicts rather than all types of conflicts
The rotation of intendants. During summer 1708, Dreux-Louis Dugué de
Bagnols obtained from Louis XIV the authorisation to retire, after serving as
102 In his Mémoire concernant Mrs les Intendans, Richer d’Aube (pp. 12–6, 277–32) emphasised similar
traits to describe what would make a good intendants.
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intendant of Flanders for 24 years. This resignation ignited an unprecedented
game of musical chairs in which 9 intendants participated.103 Within few months,
the Crown had moved and/or changed about a third of its provincial leaders.104
I use this unique historical event to provide further support to my results, by
exploring the effect of this sudden and unexpected rotation of intendants. To
do so, I repeat the same analysis as above with a sub-sample of years (1703–13)
during which there had been an important turnover across intendants. Given the
particularly adverse weather conditions of the first decade of the 18th century,
had intendants an important role to play in the mitigation of weather shocks,
and had local experience played a significant impact on their abilities to do so,
one can expect the magnitude of the coefficients to be much higher than over the
entire period. The results in Table II.15 are similar to the baseline estimates and
show that intendants’ with local experience (column 4) or higher levels of local
experience (columns 5 and 6) were better able to mitigate the effect of temperature
shocks and to reduce the likelihood of subsistence-related conflicts.
Necker further suggests that it was important for an intendant to remain
in one province, because transfer of experience from one province to another
was limited. Upon moving, the intendants had to learn again about the local
customs, state of the agriculture, local competing authorities, his new network of
subordinates and the like. Results from estimating Equation II.2 with the level
of previous experience instead of the level of local experience are presented in
Tables II.16 and II.17. All coefficients from the interaction term are statistically
insignificant (sample 1703–13) or positive and statistically significant, suggesting
that, if anything, intendants with higher levels of previous experience performed
worse than their counterparts. One explanation is that these intendants tried
to implement policies they experienced in the past, but these later were either
maladjusted or opposed by population and/or notables.105 This suggests that
more than human capital, social capital was of particular importance for the
103 BnF, NUMP-771, Journal historique sur les matières du tems, août 1708, page 97
104 These provinces are in alphabetical order: Alençon, Auvergne, Bourges, Flanders, Franche-
Comté, Limoges, Maubeuge, Picardie, Poitiers. In the province of Limoges, the intendant, Jean
Rouillé de Fontaine (1703–8), also decided to resign after he successfully bought an office of
intendant du commerce. Three of the positions were held by intendants with no prior experience
in the post.
105 See anecdotal evidence in Section 1.3.
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intendants. Another explanation is that the nomination process was not ran-
dom, and more able intendants– those with higher levels of experience– were
appointed to provinces considered as more prone to rebellions.
The selection of intendants. To better understand this process, I now briefly
document the selection of intendants by investigating the determinants of their
survival in their province. Intendants were royal commissioners and as such
had to obey to the King who could decide to dismiss them or dispatch them
to another province at any time. They could, however, also decide to resign
by themselves either to retire or to seize a new professional opportunity, for
which they could have used their personal connections. A concern, therefore,
is that there may exist a correlation between intendants’ abilities and the length
of their tenure. Presumably more capable intendants could look for better outside
options and give up their position after only a few years. Or maybe the Crown
successfully maintained better intendants longer in their current position and
rapidly dismissed the worst intendants. The Crown could also reward its best
intendants by appointing them in wealthier and more peaceful provinces. The
discretionary nature of appointments and resignations means that if there could
be biases in the selection process of intendants. To better understand this process,
I use Cox proportional hazards model to estimate the risk that the intendant of
province j in year t is not the same in year t+1.
Results are reported in Figure II.25. I find that the level of conflicts in the
past five years has no effect on the likelihood of leaving or being dismissed
from one’s current position of intendant. Similarly, the wealth of the province–
measured by the total tax per capita–, the distance to Paris, and the presence of
an important trade port did not significantly impact the year-on-year survival
rate of the intendants.106 The only large and significant differences emerge
from intendants in Pays d’État and outside of the free trade zone (Cinq Grosses
Fermes) who seem less likely to give up their position or being dismissed
from one year to another. Overall, these results suggest that contrary to the
previous hypothesis advanced in the historiography, intendants were not leaving
as quickly as possible provinces that were the furthest away from Paris or the
106 Franck (2016, p. 64) adopts a similar strategy to circumvent the lack of GDP data at the
département level in France in the 1870s.
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poorest.107 Besides, it seems that the level of conflicts had no significant impact
on the decision of the Crown to maintain an intendant in his province, or on
the intendant’s decision to leave for another position. Thus, no objective criteria
directly related to social conflicts, and more specifically to subsistence-related
conflicts, had an impact on the allocation of intendants over time, which reduces
some of the concerns regarding the endogeneity of the level of local experience.
3.3 Religious institutions and social conflicts
Were the tithes and religious charity an efficient buffer against weather shocks?
The Clergy, and in particular bishops, sometimes worked hand-in-hand with
state authorities to assuage the misery of the poorest (Molinier, 1984, p. 49). There
are, however, also numerous historical evidence to suggest that the contribution
of religious institutions to poor relief was sometimes rather limited, despite the
religious canon and/or their financial resources (see Section 1.3. To elucidate this
question, I analyse whether temperature shocks affect social conflict differentially
in districts in which average monastic income per capita– mostly derived from
rent and tithes–, and as such potential for poor relief, was high. My regression
model is the following:
Con f lictist = α+ β1 Temperatureist + β3 Temperatureist
× Incomei + δi + δjt + eist
(II.3)
where Con f lictist is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one social conflict
occurred in district i during season s in year t, and Temperatureist is the measure
of temperature shock during season s of year t in district i. Incomei is a measure
of monasteries’ income in district i, and proxy for potential for religious charity
given that a large share of the monasteries’ income was derived from the tithes. δi
controls for time-invariant fixed effects at the district level, and δjt accounts for the
effect of common time shocks that affect simultaneously all districts in province
j. β3 is the parameter of interest, which I expect to be negative and significant
if religious institutions fulfilled their duties of charity– the higher the financial
resources of these institutions, the more able they were to provide charity and
107 See Lebrun (1971).
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help local communities to cope with temperature shocks– and positive and
significant if religious institutions evaded their duties– higher level of resource
extraction without redistribution left peasants with less resources to cope with
negative transitory income shocks.
Table II.18 reports the findings from my empirical examination of the afore-
mentioned mechanisms. In columns 1 and 4, I present results from estimating
Equation II.3. The interaction term is defined as the log of abbeys’ income per
capita in district i in 1780. In Figure II.22, I display the correlation between
total monastic income per capita per district in 1750 and 1780. The income of
religious institutions remained relatively stable and showed little variation over
the course of the 18th century. In column 4, the coefficient β3 equals 0.77 and
is statistically significant at 10%, indicating that districts in which monasteries’
income per capita was higher were more prone to food riots. One explanation
is that while abbeys were extracting parts of the agricultural output through the
tithes, they might not have redistributed it enough in times of dire need.108 This
interpretation is in line with anecdotal evidence presented in Section 1.3. Thus,
districts with higher resource extraction were then worse off and people resorted
more often to conflicts.
In November 1694, the King enforced a new temporary law to constraint
abbeys without an abbot at their head to spend one third of their income in poor
relief for a year, which is equivalent to the customary amount devoted to poor
relief in the religious canon.109 Few months later, a new edict was enforced to
remind these abbeys of their obligations, which were in line with the “spirit of
the sacred scriptures and apostolic constitution, which divided the income of
the benefices into three parts: one to support the necessary and ordinary costs,
another one to support the owner, and the third one for the poor”.110 These
two edicts suggest that, a priori, monasteries did not redistributed much of their
income. In columns 2 and 5, I trim my sample to year 1694–6 to explore the effect
108 It should be noted that the Church also extracted revenues from the rent of the land it owned.
During the 18th century, the Church held about 6 per cent of the land in France, but with
considerable regional variations. Its holdings raised to up to 40 per cent in the north, but
dropped to below 2 per cent in the south (Hoffman, 2006, p. 73). For more details on the
spread of Church ownership, see Guillot (1963, pp. 311-23), (Lefebvre, 1972, pp. 15–17, 892),
and Lemarchand (1989, pp. 325-27).
109 BnF, IFN-8605561, Arrest du Conseil d’Etat du Roy, 20 November 1694.
110 BnF, IFN-8605598, Arrest du Conseil d’Etat du Roy, 4 April 1695.
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of this measure on the efficiency of religious poor relief. Thus, my analysis relies
on a differences-in-differences strategy and compares the likelihood of social
conflicts in districts that explicitly received charity in 1695 from monasteries
mentioned in the Edict with districts in which monasteries were not enforced
to distribute poor relief. As expected, the estimated coefficient is negative and
statistically significant for subsistence-related conflicts, suggesting the provision
of poor relief by these monasteries helped people in these districts to cope
significantly better with the temperature shocks. The effect of redistribution had
no significant impact on social conflicts broadly defined, which encompass many
types of conflicts that are not primarily driven by income shocks.
Finally, I further explore the question of resource extraction and redistribution
by analysing the effect of noble density on the onset of conflicts. Throughout the
17th and the 18th centuries, nobles were, relatively to their population share, the
largest landowners in France (e.g. Lefebvre, 1972, pp. 887–910) and appropriated
significant shares of the agricultural output. It should be noted that large wealth
inequalities existed within the nobility and across provinces. Documenting
precisely the effect of noble landownership and the underlying causal mechanism
driving this relationship would require extensive data collection and is beyond
the scope of this chapter. Results presented in columns 3 and 6 are, therefore, only
suggestive and complementary to results previously shown. To circumvent the
issue of data limitations, I follow Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015) and gather
information on the density of noble families between 1650 and 1789. For each
province, I create a decennial index, named Nob. Index and calculated as the sum
of the number of noble families in province j during decade d. Columns 3 and
6 repeat the same analysis as columns 1 and 4, but substituting the log of the
monasteries’ income per capita by the index of noble density. The results are
qualitatively similar, though weaker. In column 6, the coefficient β3 equals 0.022
and is statistically significant at 1% level, suggesting that higher level of resource
extraction, either through rents or taxes paid to nobles, could have impeded
the resilience of peasant communities in the face of adverse weather conditions.
Although I can not formally test it, grievances are another channel through which
resource extraction may have influenced the likelihood of conflicts.
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4 Conclusion
This chapter studies the socio-economic consequences of weather shocks in early
modern France. I posit that temperature shocks had a significant impact on
living standards, through their effect on agricultural output and crop prices.
Temperature shocks increased household’s economic vulnerability by temporar-
ily reducing their disposable real income. I provide evidence that temperature
shocks significantly increased the likelihood of subsistence-related conflicts, such
as the interceptions of grains carts full and the loots of public granary. Local
communities implemented various strategies to build resilience against these
weather-induced transitory negative income shocks, which were also a central
concern for the administration willing to maintain social order and prevent
rebellions.
In this regard, the agents of the King in the provinces, namely the intendants,
had a very important role as depositaries for the collection of taxes, the regu-
lation of trade, and the monitoring of grains supply. Intendants were a quite
homogeneous group and most of the time shared a similar socio-economic and
professional background. Discussing the quality of a good intendant, Necker
emphasised the importance of the time spent in a province to acquire local
experience and accumulated human and social capital. Following Necker’s
argument, I build a new database on the universe of French intendants appointed
between 1661 and 1789 and investigate whether intendants with a higher level of
local experience were better able to mitigate the negative effect of temperature
shocks. I find that there were substantially less subsistence-related conflicts in
province managed by intendants with higher levels of local experience. The
likelihood of social conflict, however, remained unaffected by the intendant’s
local experience, suggesting that these former specifically and consistently took
actions to alleviate the stress of local communities and prevent food riots, but
did not intervene to avert other conflicts. This interpretation is supported by
historical evidence.
I further document the role religious institutions in the provision of poor
relief. The tithe was a compulsory contribution, equal to one-tenth of the
agricultural production, to religious institutions, which, according the Catholic
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canon law, had to devote one-third of the income derived from the tithe to poor
relief and charity. I show that districts in which monasteries’ income per capita
was higher were less resilient to temperature shocks and more prone to food
riots. This result suggests that while monasteries were extracting parts of the
agricultural output through the tithes, they might not have redistributed enough.
This finding is supported by the fact when the King temporarily enforced a law
compelling monasteries to respect the canon law, the likelihood of subsistence-
related conflicts is lower in districts in which monasteries’ income per capita was
high.
Taken together, the evidence suggests that weather shocks, and more gen-
erally climate variability, exerted a strong influence on pre-industrial societies.
State interventions under the care of experimented local leaders contributed to
mitigate parts of the negative economic effect induced by weather shocks. In
contrast, “private” social insurance system under the aegis of the church, namely
the tithes, failed to fulfil its role and provide sufficient relief to alleviate the
effects of weather shocks. Of course, these results obtained for 17th- and 18th-
century France can not be immediately generalised to countries and situations
characterised by a very different institutional and international context.
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Figure II.1 – Distribution of seasonal temperature long-term means (1500–1600)
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Figure II.2 – Distribution of seasonal precipitation long-term means (1500–1600)
Figure II.3 – Distribution of seasonal temperature (1661–1789)
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Figure II.4 – Distribution of seasonal precipitation (1661–1789)
Notes: Arras, 1783–8 (Jourdain et al., 2015); Lille, 1758–90 (Grenier, 1996, p. 85); Marseille, 1745–92 (Roucaute et al., 2014); Saint-Dié-des-Vosges, 1786–91
(Jourdain et al., 2015); Saint-Malô, 1782–8 (Jourdain et al., 2015).
Figure II.5 – Correlation between paleoclimatological and instrumental tempera-
ture series (1745–92)
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Notes: Aix-en-Provence, 1728–30 and 1776–7 (Raulin, 1874, p. 877); Arles, 1782–6 (Raulin, 1874, p. 873); Béziers, 1725–32 and 1782–6 (Raulin, 1874, p. 157);
Bordeaux, 1714–86 (Raulin, 1864, pp. 217–8); Cardon-Blanc, 1729–70 (Raulin, 1864, p. 270); Cavaillon, 1785–6 (Raulin, 1874, p. 863); La Rochelle, 1777–93
(Raulin, 1864, p. 206); Lille, 1758–90 (Grenier, 1996, p. 87); Lyon, 1765–80 (Raulin, 1874, p. 80); Poitiers, 1778–1800 (Raulin, 1864, p. 188); Manosque, 1782–6
(Raulin, 1874, p. 852); Marans, 1783–6 (Raulin, 1864, p. 204); Marseille, 1748–1800 (Roucaute et al., 2014); Montpellier, 1765–1800 (Raulin, 1864, p. 343);
Nîmes, 1746–55 and 1784–85 (Raulin, 1874, p. 138); Rieux, 1783–6 (Raulin, 1864, p. 296); Saint-Sever, 1782–96 (Raulin, 1864, p. 256); Toulon, 1739 and 1742–7
(Raulin, 1874, p. 890); Toulouse, 1750 and 1785–6 (Raulin, 1864, p. 292); Viviers, 1778–1800 (Raulin, 1874, p. 129).
Figure II.6 – Correlation between paleoclimatological and instrumental precipita-
tion series (1714–92)
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Notes: Grape harvest dates are derived from Daux et al. (2012).
Figure II.7 – Correlation between summer temperature reconstructions and grape
harvest dates (1600–1800)
Figure II.8 – Number of years of intendants’ local experience in 1680
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Figure II.9 – Number of years of intendants’ local experience in 1710
Figure II.10 – Number of years of intendants’ local experience in 1740
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Figure II.11 – Number of years of intendants’ local experience in 1770
Figure II.12 – Wheat prices in the province of Flanders (1765)
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Figure II.13 – Variations of wheat prices (%) in the province of Flanders (1765)
Figure II.14 – Wheat prices in the province of Brittany (1771)
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Figure II.15 – Variations of wheat prices (%) in the province of Brittany (1771)
Figure II.16 – Wheat prices across French provinces in 1760
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Figure II.17 – Wheat prices across French provinces in 1770
Figure II.18 – Wheat prices across French provinces in 1780
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Figure II.19 – Wheat prices across French districts in 1768
Figure II.20 – Variations of wheat prices (%) within French provinces in 1768
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Figure II.21 – Correlation between prices samples at the level of provinces (1767–
8)
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Figure II.22 – Correlation between abbeys’ income per capita at the district level
in 1750 and 1780
Figure II.23 – Estimated coefficients of intendant-province fixed effects on social
conflicts
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Figure II.24 – Estimated coefficients of intendant-province fixed effects on
subsistence-related conflicts
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Figure II.25 – Determinants of intendants’ survival
Notes: The figure reports the hazard ratio of ‘ending tenure’ for intendants. Thus, the dependent variable equals one if the intendant in province j in year t
is different from the intendant in province j in year t+1, and zero otherwise.
The explanatory variables are the total number of subsistence conflicts, fiscal conflicts, and state authorities-related conflicts in province j over the past five
years. Pays d’État is a dummy variable equal to one if the province j had a local parliament, and zero otherwise. Outside CGF is a dummy variable equal
to one if the province j is outside the free trade zone (the so-called Cinq Grandes Fermes), and zero otherwise. Salt tax is a factor variable capturing the fact
that the level of the gabelle province j is low, medium or high in province j. Trade port is a dummy variable equal to one if there is at least one important
trade port in province j, and zero otherwise. Dist. to Paris is a factor variable capturing the fact that the siege of province j is less than 200 km, between
200 and 400 km, and more than 400 km away from Paris. Log(Soil suitability) is the log of average soil suitability for wheat (under low input and rain-fed
conditions) in province j.
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Table II.1 – Harvest failure and poor relief in Languedoc in 1773
Parishes Quantity of grains Price Cash needed (£) Total (£)
Cropping Subsistence Cropping Subsistence
Mirevaux 225 127 12 2,700 1,524 4,224
Villeneuve 96.5 58.5 12 1,158 702 1,860
Gigean 380.75 306.5 12 4,569 3,678 8,247
Balaruc 66.5 41 12 798 492 1,290
Poussan 488.75 220 12 5,865 2,640 8,505
Total 1,257 753 12 15,090 9,036 24,126
Notes: All quantities are expressed in setier of Montpellier, which is equal to 52.365 litres (4
boisseaux of Paris). Prices are given for one setier of wheat.
Sources: A.D. Hérault, C 5458.
Table II.2 – Summary statistics
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Conflict data
Social conflicts 353,970 1.87 13.53 0 0 0 100
Subsistence conflicts 353,970 0.28 5.28 0 0 0 100
Fiscal conflicts 353,970 0.80 8.89 0 0 0 100
State authorities-related conflicts 353,970 0.30 5.50 0 0 0 100
Other conflicts 353,970 0.40 6.33 0 0 0 100
Weather data
Temperature anomalies (winter) 89,010 -0.15 1.16 -3.59 -0.99 0.71 2.78
Precipiation anomalies (winter) 89,010 -0.49 2.27 -8.13 -1.92 0.92 7.24
Temperature anomalies (spring) 88,320 0.19 1.04 -4.03 -0.47 0.87 3.42
Precipiation anomalies (spring) 88,320 -1.59 1.60 -6.72 -2.54 -0.62 4.91
Temperature anomalies (summer) 88,320 0.14 0.85 -3.02 -0.36 0.67 3.19
Precipiation anomalies (summer) 88,320 -0.39 1.66 -7.11 -1.38 0.59 7.80
Temperature anomalies (autumn) 88,320 -0.26 1.10 -3.86 -0.99 0.46 3.21
Precipiation anomalies (autumn) 88,320 -0.01 2.19 -12.44 -1.28 1.37 15.01
Other data
Years of local experience 85,386 6.5 6.9 0.0 2.0 9.0 44.0
Years of prior experience 85,386 3.4 5.3 0.0 0.0 5.0 28.0
Local experience 85,386 0.9 0.3 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Prior experience 85,386 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
Monasteries’ income (1780) 637 125,158 120,834 600 35,000 168,600 616,300
Nobility index 89,010 40 28 0 20 57 138
Provincial wheat prices (1756–89) 1,054 1.03 0.29 0.47 0.82 1.20 3.73
District wheat prices (1767–8) 708 0.77 0.16 0.43 0.66 0.87 1.31
Table II.3 – Temperature shocks and social conflicts in France (1661–1789)
Social Subsistence Fiscal State authorities- Other
conflicts conflicts conflicts -related conflicts conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Temperature 0.108∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.005 0.033∗∗∗ 0.010
(0.026) (0.013) (0.017) (0.010) (0.012)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Mean DV 1.87 0.28 0.8 0.3 0.4
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
The dependent variable in column 1 equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in district
i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 2 to 5, the other dependent variables
are defined accordingly for subsistence-related conflict, fiscal conflict, conflict against state
authorities, and other types of conflict. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal
temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500-1600) in district i, divided by
its standard deviation. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is
the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.4 – Urban and rural social conflicts (1661-1789)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.093∗∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.065∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)
Temperature 0.104 −0.082∗
× Urban (0.089) (0.049)
Temperature 0.091 −0.144∗∗
× Urban. rate (0.114) (0.065)
Temperature −0.087 −0.179
× Capital (0.131) (0.116)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable
equals 100 if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and
zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation
from the long-term seasonal mean (1500-1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation.
Urban is a dummy variable equal to one if district i had at least one town larger than 10,000
inhabitants in 1789, and 0 otherwise. Urban rate is a dummy variable equal to one if the
popluation share of district i living in towns larger than 10,000 inhabitants in 1789 is above
20 per cent, and 0 otherwise. Capital is a dummy variable equal to one if the capital city of
province j is located in district i, and 0 otherwise. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed
effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year
fixed effects.
Table II.5 – Robustness checks: Large social conflicts (1661–1789)
Social Subsistence Fiscal State authorities- Other
conflicts conflicts conflicts -related conflicts conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Temperature 0.026∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.012∗ 0.004 −0.001
(0.011) (0.005) (0.007) (0.003) (0.005)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Mean DV 0.31 0.06 0.12 0.03 0.06
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
The dependent variable in column 1 equals 100 if at least one social conflict involving more
than fifty individuals occurred in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns
2 to 5, the other dependent variables are defined accordingly for subsistence-related conflict,
fiscal conflict, conflict against state authorities, and other types of conflict. The independent
variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean
(1500–1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. District FE is a full set of 690 district
fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year
fixed effects.
Table II.6 – Robustness checks: Alternative measures of temperature
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature median 0.114∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.013)
Temperature 50 MA 0.064∗∗ 0.018
(0.027) (0.012)
Temperature level 0.035∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.002)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred
in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent
variable equals 100 if at least subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year
t, and zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature median is the seasonal
temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal median (1500-1600) in district i, divided
by its standard deviation. Temperature 50 MA is the seasonal temperature deviation from the
50 years moving average in district i, divided by its standard deviation. Temperature level is
the average temperature in district i in season s in year t. District FE is a full set of 690 district
fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of
year fixed effects.
Table II.7 – Robustness checks: Inclusion of additional weather variables
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.092∗∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013)
Temperature2 −0.054∗∗∗ −0.050∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.008)
Precipitation −0.037∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗
(0.012) (0.007)
Temperature s-1 −0.002 −0.029∗
(0.030) (0.017)
Temperature s+1 −0.028 0.016
(0.026) (0.014)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors in
parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in district
i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable equals 100
if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term
seasonal mean (1500-1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. The other independant
variables are defined accordingly. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year
FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.8 – Robustness checks: Alternative measures of temperature
Social Subsistence Fiscal State authorities- Other
Conflicts Conflicts Conflicts -related Conflicts Conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Decile 2 0.022 0.140∗∗∗ −0.111∗ 0.047 −0.049
(0.102) (0.048) (0.063) (0.050) (0.051)
Decile 3 0.225∗∗ 0.178∗∗∗ −0.001 0.032 −0.022
(0.112) (0.050) (0.074) (0.042) (0.051)
Decile 4 0.382∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.028 0.074∗ 0.037
(0.114) (0.060) (0.071) (0.045) (0.049)
Decile 5 0.180 0.103∗ −0.076 0.013 0.080
(0.113) (0.056) (0.069) (0.046) (0.053)
Decile 6 0.341∗∗∗ 0.274∗∗∗ −0.045 0.061 0.046
(0.113) (0.058) (0.072) (0.047) (0.058)
Decile 7 0.184 0.258∗∗∗ −0.091 0.002 −0.046
(0.112) (0.056) (0.071) (0.046) (0.057)
Decile 8 0.249∗∗ 0.120∗∗ −0.086 0.117∗∗∗ 0.045
(0.117) (0.053) (0.074) (0.045) (0.057)
Decile 9 0.421∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗ 0.015 0.132∗∗ 0.030
(0.120) (0.062) (0.076) (0.052) (0.055)
Decile 10 0.324∗∗∗ 0.146∗∗∗ 0.015 0.113∗∗ −0.011
(0.118) (0.047) (0.076) (0.047) (0.055)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
The dependent variable in column 1 equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in district
i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 2 to 5, the other dependent variables
are defined accordingly for subsistence-related conflict, fiscal conflict, conflict against state
authorities, and other types of conflict, and zero otherwise. The independent variable Decile
is an ordered categorical variable ranging from one to ten that indicates the decile that each
temperature anomalies in district i is in. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects.
Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.9 – Robustness checks: District-specific economic and geographic controls
Social Subsistence Fiscal State authorities- Other
conflicts conflicts conflicts -related conflicts conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Temperature 0.111∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗ 0.011 0.031∗∗∗ 0.013
(0.036) (0.020) (0.016) (0.011) (0.014)
Controls × Decade Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
The dependent variable in column 1 equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in district
i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 2 to 5, the other dependent variables
are defined accordingly for subsistence-related conflict, fiscal conflict, conflict against state
authorities, and other types of conflict. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal
temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided by
its standards deviation. The controls include latitude, topographic index position, distance
from Paris (km), distance from the nearest coast (km), a dummy indicating whether there is
a crossing of at least two Roman roads in district i, urbanisation rate (share of the population
in district i living in towns larger than 5,000 inhabitants), a dummy indicating whether a city
in district i is the seat of a bishop or an archbishop, a dummy indicating whether the disctrit
i falls under an active parliament, a dummy indicating whether the disctrit i falls under the
Cinq Grosses Fermes, and a dummy indicating whether the disctrit i is exempt from paying salt
tax (Gabelle). District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year
fixed effects.
Table II.10 – Robustness checks: Logit estimates
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temperature 0.068∗∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗ 0.143∗∗∗ 0.143∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.0001) (0.038) (0.038)
Precipitation −0.008∗∗∗ −0.053∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.019)
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Logit estimations. Standard
errors in parentheses.
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable equals one if at least one
social conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and zero
otherwise. In columns 3 and 4, the dependent variable equals one
if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in
year t, and zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is
the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean
(1500–1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. District FE is
a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction
of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.11 – Robustness checks: Exclusion of Paris and years 1788-89
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.108∗∗∗ 0.120∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013)
Year 1789 −8.828 −2.067
(8.717) (5.729)
Year 1788-1789 −1.741∗∗∗ −1.430∗∗∗
(0.573) (0.461)
Paris −0.810∗∗∗ −3.047∗∗∗
(0.147) (0.089)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors in
parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in district
i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable equals 100
if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term
seasonal mean (1500-1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. 1789 is a dummy variable
equal to one if year t is 1789, and 0 otherwise. 1788-89 is defined accordingly. Paris is a dummy
variable equal to one if district i is Paris, and 0 otherwise. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed
effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed
effects.
Table II.12 – Robustness check: Province level
Social Subsistence Fiscal State authorities- Other
Conflicts Conflicts Conflicts -related Conflicts Conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Temp. anomalies 1.340 0.348 0.215 0.520 0.400
(0.351)∗∗∗ (0.135)∗∗ (0.241) (0.213)∗∗ (0.281)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 16,416 16,416 16,416 16,416 16,416
Mean DV 27 3.69 13.32 5.97 7.47
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
The dependent variable in column 1 equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in
province j in season s in year t. In columns 2 to 5, the other dependent variables are defined
accordingly for subsistence-related conflict, fiscal conflict, conflict against state authorities, and
other types of conflict. The independent variable Temp. anomalies is the seasonal temperature
deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province j, divided by its standards
deviation. Province FE is a full set of 32 district fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed
effects.
Table II.13 – Robustness checks: Alternative cut-off Conley SE
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.108∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗
(0.025) (0.026) (0.027) (0.011) (0.014) (0.015)
Cluster SE 50 km 200 km 500 km 50 km 200 km 500 km
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970 353,970
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 50, 200, and 500 km radius and for
infinite serial correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable
equals 100 if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and
zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation
from the long-term seasonal mean (1500-1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation.
District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of
province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.14 – Intendant’s experience and social conflicts in France (1661-1789)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.052 0.102∗∗∗ 0.052 0.135∗∗∗ 0.067∗∗∗ 0.135∗∗∗
(0.085) (0.029) (0.085) (0.055) (0.016) (0.055)
Temperature 0.068 −0.092∗∗
× Local experience (0.091) (0.056)
Temperature 0.011 −0.015∗∗
× Years of experience (0.013) (0.008)
Temperature 0.059 −0.087∗∗
× Exp. 1–5 years (0.096) (0.057)
Temperature 0.017 −0.084∗
× Exp. 6–10 years (0.105) (0.060)
Temperature 0.134 −0.110∗∗
× Exp. > 10 years (0.105) (0.061)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474
Mean DV 1.87 1.87 1.87 0.28 0.28 0.28
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals one if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable equals
one if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term
seasonal mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. Local experience is
dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has some local experience, and zero
otherwise. Years of experience is the total number of years of experience of intendants in province
j. Exp. 1–5 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has between
one year and five years of experience in that province, and zero otherwise. Exp. 6–10 years is a
dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has between six year and ten years of
experience in that province, and zero otherwise. Exp. > 10 years is a dummy variable equal to
one if the intendant in province j has more than 10 years of experience in that province, and zero
otherwise. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction
of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.15 – Intendant’s experience and social conflicts in France (1703–13)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.075 0.200 0.075 1.116∗∗∗ 0.495∗∗∗ 1.116∗∗∗
(0.456) (0.168) (0.456) (0.332) (0.108) (0.332)
Temperature 0.164 −0.816∗∗
× Local experience (0.483) (0.347)
Temperature 0.024 −0.123∗∗
× Years of experience (0.074) (0.053)
Temperature 0.228 −0.783∗∗
× Exp. 1–5 years (0.493) (0.353)
Temperature −0.557 −1.001∗∗
× Exp. 6–10 years (0.659) (0.451)
Temperature 0.422 −0.795∗∗
× Exp. > 10 years (0.562) (0.392)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128
Mean DV 2.71 2.71 2.71 0.63 0.63 0.63
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals one if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable
equals one if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and
zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation
from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation.
Local experience is dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has some local
experience, and zero otherwise. Years of experience is the total number of years of experience of
intendants in province j. Exp. 1–5 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant
in province j has between one year and five years of experience in that province, and zero
otherwise. Exp. 6–10 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j
has between six year and ten years of experience in that province, and zero otherwise. Exp. >
10 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has more than 10 years
of experience in that province, and zero otherwise. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed
effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed
effects.
Table II.16 – Intendant’s prior experience and social conflicts in France (1661-1789)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.059 0.133∗∗∗ 0.059 0.034∗ 0.065∗∗∗ 0.034∗
(0.038) (0.030) (0.038) (0.018) (0.014) (0.018)
Temperature 0.104∗ 0.043
× Prior experience (0.053) (0.026)
Temperature × Years of 0.015∗ 0.007∗
prior experience (0.008) (0.004)
Temperature × Prior 0.127∗∗ 0.041
exp. 1–5 years (0.063) (0.032)
Temperature × Prior 0.132∗ 0.043
exp. 6–10 years (0.080) (0.036)
Temperature × Prior 0.014 0.044
exp. > 10 years (0.093) (0.049)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474 339,474
Mean DV 1.87 1.87 1.87 0.28 0.28 0.28
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals one if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable
equals one if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t, and
zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation
from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation.
Prior experience is dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has some prior
experience as intendant in another province, and zero otherwise. Years of prior experience is
the log of the total number of years of experience of intendants in the position before being
appointed in province j. Prior exp. 1–5 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant
in province j has between one year and five years of experience in another province prior to
his appointement in province j, and zero otherwise. Exp. 6–10 years is a dummy variable
equal to one if the intendant in province j has between six years and ten years of experience
in another province prior to his appointement in province j, and zero otherwise. Exp. > 10
years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has more than 10 years
of experience in another province prior to his appointement in province j, and zero otherwise.
District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of
provinces dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.17 – Intendant’s prior experience and social conflicts in France (1703–13)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.221 0.209 0.221 0.466∗∗∗ 0.458∗∗∗ 0.466∗∗∗
(0.252) (0.168) (0.252) (0.164) (0.107) (0.164)
No local exp. −0.024 −0.013
(0.329) (0.210)
Years of local exp. 0.001 0.00005
(0.052) (0.034)
Temperature × Prior −0.120 0.007
exp. 1–5 years (0.400) (0.247)
Temperature × Prior −0.098 −0.120
exp. 6–10 years (0.360) (0.262)
Temperature × Prior 0.755 0.270
exp. > 10 years (0.949) (0.500)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128 29,128
Mean DV 2.71 2.71 2.71 0.63 0.63 0.63
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors in
parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals one if at least one social conflict occurred
in district i in season s in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent
variable equals one if at least one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s
in year t, and zero otherwise. The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal
temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided
by its standard deviation. Prior experience is dummy variable equal to one if the intendant
in province j has some prior experience as intendant in another province, and zero
otherwise. Years of prior experience is the log of the total number of years of experience
of intendants in the position before being appointed in province j. Prior exp. 1–5 years is
a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in province j has between one year and
five years of experience in another province prior to his appointement in province j, and
zero otherwise. Exp. 6–10 years is a dummy variable equal to one if the intendant in
province j has between six years and ten years of experience in another province prior to
his appointement in province j, and zero otherwise. Exp. > 10 years is a dummy variable
equal to one if the intendant in province j has more than 10 years of experience in another
province prior to his appointement in province j, and zero otherwise. District FE is a full
set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is the interaction of provinces dummies
with the full set of year fixed effects.
Table II.18 – Monastic charity and conflicts in France (1661-1789)
Social conflicts Subsistence conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 0.700∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗ 0.045 0.651∗∗∗ 0.033∗ −0.024
(0.214) (0.046) (0.071) (0.179) (0.020) (0.032)
Temperature −5.750 −5.492∗∗
× Edict 1694 (3.726) (2.987)
Temperature −0.045 0.077∗
× Income 1780 (0.124) (0.052)
Temperature 0.018 0.022∗∗∗
× Nob. Index (0.021) (0.010)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province × Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 8,200 317,034 353,970 8,200 317,034 353,970
Mean DV 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.53 0.53 0.53
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. LPM estimations. Conley (1999) standard errors
in parentheses allowing for spatial correlation within a 100 km radius and for infinite serial
correlation.
In columns 1 to 3, the dependent variable equals one if at least one social conflict occurred in
district i in season s in year t. In columns 4 to 6, the dependent variable equals one if at least
one subsistence conflict occurred in district i in season s in year t. The independent variable
Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–
1600) in district i, divided by its standard deviation. Edict 1694 is a continuous variable equal
to 0 if abbeys in district i are not listed in the Edict of 20 November 1694, and equal to the
log of abbeys income otherwise. Income 1780 is the log of abbeys income per capita in 1780
in district i. Nob. Index is a continuous variable denoting the density of noble families in
district i in year t. District FE is a full set of 690 district fixed effects. Province x Year FE is
the interaction of province dummies with the full set of year fixed effects.
Appendix
II.A The theoretical determinants of conflicts
This appendix complements the introduction of Chapter II by providing further
materials on the literature on the weather-conflict nexus. Section II.A.1 provides a
short overview of the main data sets used in the literature and discuss briefly the
various definitions used to build these data sets. Section II.A.2 describes different
theoretical models that can help to understand the underlying mechanisms
driving the relationship between weather shocks and the onset of conflicts.
II.A.1 Conflict: Plus quam civilia bella?
My research is part of a larger trend in the literature focusing on intrastate
conflict. This category of conflict excludes wars between two or more nations,
but includes events such as civil wars, communal violence, rebellions, violent
conflicts, and riots. However, determining the difference between civil wars and
other forms of civil conflict is also challenging. The lines between these events are
sometimes ambiguous, and the threshold of violence used to qualify an event as a
civil war is easily questionable (Andersen, Barten and Jensen, 2009; Blattman and
Miguel, 2010; Sambanis, 2004). Much of the quantitative researches on conflict is,
nonetheless, based on two data sets relying on clear but narrow definitions.111
Conflict resulting in more than 1000 fatalities is usually defined as war, while
armed conflict commonly refers to episodes involving more than 25 battle-related
deaths in a year. This distinction comes from the differences in approach of
111 Sambanis (2004) highlights the dilemma in the establishment of accurate definition and measure
of civil war. For instance, distinguishing intrastate from extrastate war is not always obvious,
and the threshold of violence used to differentiate civil war from other forms of conflict is easily
questionable. Blattman and Miguel (2010, p. 31) also point out that “the lines between wars,
conflicts, coups and communal violence are sometimes ambiguous, potentially leading to errors
of measurement”.
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the Correlates of War (COW) project112 and the Uppsala Conflict Data Program
(UCDP/PRIO).113 These two definitions thus overlook conflicts of smaller inten-
sity, or in which no organised rebellion structure is identified, which represent
more than half of all political violence in Africa (Raleigh et al., 2010).
New databases including the Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD) and
the Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset (ACLED) overcome these issues
by recording several types of events including communal violence, protests, riots,
state repression, strikes, and the like (Raleigh et al., 2010; Salehyan et al., 2012).
More importantly, these data sets allow for estimating the impact of weather
shocks at the subnational level. The systematic investigation of the climate-
conflict nexus in more consistent geographical and institutional environments is
the most promising avenue to better identify causal pathways between climate
and conflict (Blattman and Miguel, 2010; Buhaug, 2010; Dell, Jones and Olken,
2014). Subnational studies allow for ruling out some of the potential issues linked
to cross-country differences, and make easier the inclusion of several exogenous
variables.114
These four data sets share nevertheless two important features limiting the
scope of research. First, only intergroup conflicts are listed. Buhaug and Urdal
(2013, p. 9) underline that expanding the scope of research beyond the current
definition of social disorder, and focusing on others types of social insecurity such
as homicide rates, and organised crime would be pertinent for new empirical
research. The geographical and time scopes of these datasets, focusing on either
Latin America, Africa, or Southeast Asia, and the second-half of the twentieth
century, represent their second drawback. My dissertation attempts to overcome
this issue by expanding the scope of research to the 17th- and 18th-centuries
Europe. In addition, I investigate the relationship between weather and both
intergroup and interpersonal conflicts.
112 More precisely Sarkees and Wayman (2010, p. 43) define civil war as “any armed conflict that
involved (1) military action internal to the metropole of the state system member; (2) the active
participation of the national government; (3) effective resistance by both sides; and (4) a total of
at least 1,000 battle-deaths during each year of the war”.
113 Gleditsch et al. (2002, p. 619) define an armed conflict as a “contested incompatibility that
concerns government or territory or both where the use of armed force between two parties
results in at least 25 battle-related deaths. Of these two parties, at least one is the government
of a state”.
114 See for example Iyer and Topalova (2014).
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Several studies address the first issue by estimating the effect of weather
extremes on the risk of interpersonal conflict (e.g. assault, murder, robbery). For
instance, Iyer and Topalova (2014) are interested in the effect of rainfall shocks,
an instrument for negative income shocks, on violent crimes and property crimes
in India between 1971 and 2010. Ranson (2014) assesses the effect of weather
on monthly crime rate in the United States between 1980 and 2009, and uses his
results to predict the potential effect of climate change on criminal activity for the
next 90 years.
Recently a new strand of literature tackles the second issue by investigating
the relationship between climate shocks and conflict in a historical perspective.
Research focuses on both intergroup conflict (Chen, 2015; Christian and Fenske,
2015; Dell, 2012; Jia, 2014) and interpersonal conflict (Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati,
2017; Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik, 2006; Papaioannou, 2016), and demonstrates
the existence of a causal relationship between climate shocks and conflict.
However, drawing any comparisons between all these results is difficult because
these studies often rely on different definitions of conflict. For example, Mehlum,
Miguel and Torvik (2006) use the number of property crimes and violent crimes
per 100,000 inhabitants, while Papaioannou (2016) constructs an index of socio-
political conflict in colonial Nigeria based on the number of prisoners admitted
during the year, the number of court cases, and the number of homicides per
1,000 inhabitants. Oberschall (1978) defines social conflict as:
“(...) conflict in which the parties are an aggregate of individuals,
such as groups, organizations, communities, and crowds, rather than
single individuals, as in role conflicts. (...) social conflict refers in
common usage to interaction in which the means chosen by the parties
in the pursuit of their goals are likely to inflict damage, harm or injury,
but not necessarily in every case.”
In this chapter, I rely on data on popular disturbances in 17th- and 18th-
centuries France collected by Nicolas (2002). For his purposes, the minimum
criterion to qualify an event as a conflict is the participation of at least four
individuals, from at least two different families, deploying a verbal or physical
violence against property, persons or authorities (see Section 2.1 for more details).
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Therefore, I follow Oberschall (1978) and use social conflict to qualify events
such as food riot, fiscal uprising, anti-nobiliary movement, and violence against
government authority.
II.A.2 Theoretical models
Researchers have proposed numerous mechanisms that explain the initiation
of conflict. Dixon (2009) lists a total of 203 variables used as explanatory
variables in 47 different studies. Because their characteristics are different, several
frameworks can be used to model the causes of large conflicts such as civil
wars, and smaller unorganised conflicts such as food riots or fiscal uprisings.
To take into account these differences, the following subsections outline four
simple theoretical models. The first model, proposed by Collier and Hoeffler
(1998), is important as it introduces three key concepts to understand the roots
of civil conflict.115 Besley and Persson (2010) build a model that helps to better
understand the interrelation between the state capacity and the onset of conflict
in a dynamic perspective. The third model, created by Kiser and Linton (2002), is
complementary to the previous one. Using game theory, the authors show how a
state can depart from a situation of weak state capacity to reach a stable high tax
equilibrium. The last model (Almer, Laurent-Lucchetti and Oechslin, 2011) fills a
gap left by the two aforementioned models by focusing on the level of individual
income. Neglecting the issue of state capacity, they underline the role of yearly
individual income in the level of maximum tolerated extraction (taxation), and
therefore of the onset of conflict.
Incentives, opportunity and grievance. In a pioneering work on the causes
of civil war,116 Collier and Hoeffler (1998) develop a theoretical framework
suggesting that a group will embark in rebellion if the benefits outweigh the costs.
The potential benefits depend on the probability of victory, which is inversely
proportional to the ability of the government to quell the rebellion. However,
if high tax rates mean better military capacity, it also increases the incentives
115 Incentive, opportunity, and grievance.
116 For a complete review of the models on civil war causes, see Blattman and Miguel (2010, pp. 9–
22).
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to rebel. On the other hand, costs are function of three factors. Costs are
increasing in the expected duration of the conflict, given that a longer rebellion
requires more resources. Costs are also positively linked to the average income
per capita. The richer the country, the more disruptive conflict will be for
economic activities and the larger the foregone income will be. Ethno-linguistic
fractionalization (EFL), a proxy for cultural differences and social cohesion, is the
third factor. Collier and Hoeffler hypothesise that higher level of EFL results in
higher cooperation costs among rebels.117 Overall, the assumption is that post-
conflict pay-off, i.e. incentive, is a key determinant in the onset of conflict.
In subsequent work, Collier and Hoeffler extend their model and focus
on grievance and opportunity, i.e. motive, as factors possibly inducing actors
to engage in civil war (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004). Inequality and relative
deprivation are typical examples of sources of discontent and grievance. Cheap
military material, weak government military capability, and social cohesion are
factors influencing the degree of opportunity and making easier the expression
of dissent. Their empirical evidence supports the fact that opportunity rather
grievance is a consistent explanation of conflict risk. This result is not incom-
patible with their previous findings underlying the role of greed as a motor of
conflict.118
State capacity and conflict. Analysing the persistence of weak state and its
impact on development, Besley and Persson (2010) show that violent conflict is
closely linked to the process of state building. Consistent with the opportunity
hypothesis developed by Collier and Hoeffler (2004), they demonstrate that
situations of weak state capacity reduce the cost of engaging in civil war. Indeed,
weak states often fail to protect property rights, to produce public goods or
117 Their empirical findings contradict this hypothesis. The effect of cultural difference is more
ambiguous. Low and high levels of fractionalization reduce the risk of civil war, while specific
intermediate level of fractionalization increases it. Janus and Riera-Crichton (2015) present
similar findings showing that in countries where ethnic dominance is large, but not sufficiently
not to be challenged, fractionalization encourages the onset of conflict. However, there is
hardly a consensus in the literature on the effect of EFL: Dixon (2009, p. 710) references two
studies in which EFL helps to preempt conflict, thirteen studies in which EFL has no statistically
significant effect, and eleven studies in which EFL favours the onset of conflict.
118 By contrast, Murshed and Tadjoeddin (2009) suggest that both greed or grievance are insuf-
ficient for the outbreak of violent conflict. Instead, they emphasise the failure of the social
contract, a proxy for institutional breakdown, as a key element to explain the increase in the
risk of conflict.
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to set up effective redistributive policies, which all have a negative impact on
economic growth and income, thereby lowering the opportunity cost of engaging
in rebellious activities. In line with Tilly (1990, p. 75), who asserts that rulers
set the necessary infrastructure for taxation and administration as “a by-product
of preparations for war”, they establish that investments in fiscal capacity,
i.e. the ability to raise taxes, and in legal capacity, i.e. the ability to enforce
property-rights, are increasing with the risk of external conflict (proposition
2). Therefore, threats to states are a key variable to explain the development
of strong state capacity. However, situation of high fiscal pressure (e.g. high
fiscal capacity), or high natural resource rents, increase the likelihood of internal
conflict because consistently with the incentive hypothesis, the expected benefits
are larger (proposition 4). For economic development to be achieved, it is
essential that high legal capacity, which helps to increase the cost of conflict,
goes hand-in-hand with high fiscal capacity in order to reduce the frequency of
conflict.
Tax equilibrium and conflict. In a different perspective, Kiser and Linton
(2002) develop a dynamic model to map the interrelations between the state-
making process and conflict. They use a game decision tree to highlight various
aspects of state-building and rebellion, including the effectiveness of the central
administration and its ability to put an end to revolt. While state wants to
maximise its tax revenue, individuals want to minimise their tax burden and can
choose to pay taxes, to evade taxes, or to revolt.119 Similar to Besley and Persson
(2010), Kiser and Linton hypothesise that higher fiscal capacity leads to a greater
frequency of conflict. However after few sequences, if the state successfully
shows its strength by quelling previous revolts (i.e. displays high level of state
capacity), then agents will be better informed about the real costs of rebellion. The
frequency of fiscal conflicts should be much lower than before, while the high tax
equilibrium remains.120 Kiser and Linton (2002) argue that France in the years
following the Fronde (1648) is a historical example of this equilibrium.
119 A weakness of this model is that is does not take into account the current income of agents.
Individuals may not react to a tax increase in the same way when the economy is blooming.
120 Christian and Fenske (2015) develop a fairly similar model to study what caused unrest in
colonial French West Africa.
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Maximum threshold of extraction. Low level of organisation, spontaneity, and
short duration are features often associated with riots. To uncover the mech-
anisms at stake in these events, Almer, Laurent-Lucchetti and Oechslin (2011)
build a model with an infinite-horizon economy in which the state controlled by
an elite is able to extract resources from the rest of the agents. When setting the
level of resource extraction, the elites do not know the level of output in the next
period. As in Kiser and Linton (2002), the citizens can choose to accept this level
of extraction (to pay taxes) or resort to unrest at an unknown cost. The maximum
level of resource extraction individuals accept is relative to the current observed
level of output. In case of negative economic shock, the cost of revolting is lower
because the foregone income will be lower (as in Collier and Hoeffler (1998)).
Within this framework, unrest is an option regardless of the level of the state
capacity if and only if the elites mis-anticipate the current level of output and
implement a level of extraction which is too high.121
The potential role of weather. In the previous four subsections, I outline
different models emphasising one or more aspects put forward by Collier and
Hoeffler (1998) to explain the outbreak of civil wars and conflicts. In this chapter,
I focus on the role of weather shocks on the onset of social conflicts in early
modern France. Within these frameworks, there are several channels through
which weather could indirectly influence the frequency of conflict. In a rain-
fed agrarian economy, a local rainfall shock might lead to a harvest failure,
thereby tightening food supplies and lowering real incomes of urban and rural
dwellers, reducing the opportunity cost of engaging in conflict (Homer-Dixon,
2010). A negative economic shock also reduces the level of tolerance of extraction
increasing the likelihood of unrest if the state fails to react promptly. Similarly,
a weather shock in a major crop-growing country could create tensions on the
international market of the given crop resulting in skyrocketing prices (e.g.
Russia in 2010). That would have an effect on the opportunity cost of engaging in
conflict by reducing real income, but also on the potential benefits by increasing
the natural resource rents in some countries. Christian and Fenske (2015) and
121 Chassang and Padró-i Miquel (2009, p. 225) reach the same conclusion after using a bargaining
model enrich with income variation. They state that the opportunity cost can explain by itself
the fact that civil wars occur in the aftermath of negative economic shocks.
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Iyer and Topalova (2014) show how commodity price shocks could result in
higher level of conflicts.122 Another channel is the occurrence of major natural
disasters, including hydro-meteorological events (hurricanes, floods, droughts)
and geological events (earthquakes). These could have disruptive impacts on a
country’s economy by causing large loss of physical infrastructure, reducing state
capacity (Cavallo and Noy, 2009). Within the framework presented by Collier
and Hoeffler (2004), the failure of the state to cope with the crisis could reduce its
legitimacy and increase grievance if, for example, a portion of the population
is dissatisfied with the treatment it receives compared to another group. By
weakening the military capability of the state, the loss of infrastructure also has
an impact on the opportunity cost to engage in rebellion and promotes the onset
of conflict.123
122 For contradictory evidence, see Bazzi and Blattman (2014).
123 For an attempt to link natural disaster and conflict, see Nel and Righarts (2008).
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II.B Temperature shocks, grain prices and social con-
flicts
This section documents the transmission mechanism between weather shocks
and the onset of social conflicts. In line with previous studies, I show that
temperature shocks had a direct and significant impact on the level of wheat
prices (Galloway, 1986b, 1994). Since consumers have to spend more of their
income on bread, with stable or lower earnings, high grains prices translate
directly into a reduction of real wages. The level of social conflicts, and in
particular of subsistence-related conflicts, increases as a response to the transitory
negative income shocks (Nicolas, 2002, pp. 346–99; Molinier, 1985, 37–43).
Weather and crop prices. Weak market integration meant that wheat prices
were more likely to respond to local weather-induced variations in local agricul-
tural output. I first estimate the effect of temperature shocks on wheat prices
using panel regressions where I link the price of wheat in each province j to
summer temperature shocks in that province over the 1756–89 period. In doing
so, I follow Franck and Michalopoulos (2017) and estimate a model of the form:
Pricejt = α+ β Temperaturejt + δj + δd + ejt (II.4)
where Pricejt is the log of the price of wheat in province j in year t, Temperaturejt
is the measure of temperature shock in the summer of year t in province j. The
fixed effects δj account for time-invariant province characteristics. δd are the
time (decade) fixed effects, and account for common time shocks that affect all
provinces.
I report the regression results in Table II.19. To account for the fact that the
relationship between summer temperature shocks and the price of wheat could
be non-linear, I include a quadratic term in all specifications. Columns 2 to 6
include summer precipitation shocks to reduce the risk of omitted variables bias.
Due to seeds scarcity, the effect of harvest shock might prevail from one year to
another, independently from the weather conditions. In columns 3 to 6, I add a
measure of previous harvest to take into account this possibility.
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Results in columns 1 to 6 suggest that year-on-year variations in summer
temperature had a non-linear effect on the price of wheat, whit large positive
temperature shocks increasing significantly the prices of wheat (Figure II.26).
These results are consistent with the idea that higher summer temperature could
be detrimental to agricultural output, and that markets did not completely
smooth the effect of weather fluctuations. On August 30, 1699, the city council
of Sérignan reported that “there will be little grains and no grapes in Sérignan
because of the drought and the extreme sterility of the summer, and that the
livestock can barely survive due the lack of grass”.124 In the next few months
the price of wheat reached £147 per septier (65.59 litres) in the neighbouring
market of Béziers– a 12 per cent increase as compared to the 10-year moving
average (Geraud-Perracha, 1955, pp. 334–41). These results are in line with Franck
and Michalopoulos (2017) who show that increases in temperature shocks in
France over the 1797–1800 period resulted in higher wheat prices. Waldinger
(2014) studies the effect of drought in France during summer 1788 and finds
that warmer temperature had a positive and significant effect on the likelihood
of peasant revolts in agricultural areas, supporting the idea that inclement
weather conditions had a direct impact on individuals living standards and their
incitations to rebel. In Table II.21, I present results using my sample of wheat
prices at the district level for years 1767–8. While these results are in line with
those of the Labrousse’s sample, the much larger coefficients could be explained
by the fact that the relationship between temperature shocks and the price of
wheat is better estimated at the district level. Indeed, Labrousse selected only one
series of wheat prices per province to construct his sample, and the aggregation
of temperature shocks at the level of provinces may smooth some of the local
variations, reducing the fit between the two variables.
Crop prices and social conflicts. Combining data from various sources intro-
duced in Section 2, I then estimate the effect of crop prices on social conflicts via
Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) using the following specification:
Con f lictjt = α+ β Pricejt + δj + δt + ejt (II.5)
124 A.M. Sérignan, Délibérations consulaire, 30–8–1699 (as cited in Molinier (1968, pp. 33–4)).
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where Con f lictjt is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one social conflict
occurred in province j in year t, and Pricejt is the log of the price of wheat in
province j in year t. The fixed effects δj account for time-invariant province
characteristics. δd are the time (decade) fixed effects, and account for common
time shocks that affect all provinces. All estimations use robust standard errors
clustered at the province level.
In the first stage, Pricejt, the log of the price of wheat in province j in year t, is
instrumented by Temperaturejt– the measure of temperature shock in the summer
of year t in province j– and its quadratic value:125
Pricejt = α+ γ1 Temperaturejt + γ2 (Temperaturejt)2 + δj + δt + ejt (II.6)
Table II.20 contains the results from estimating equations II.5 and II.6.126 In
columns 1 and 2, I report the estimated effect of wheat prices on the likelihood
of social conflicts broadly defined. I find no significant relationship between
the level of wheat prices and the onset of social conflict at the province level
between 1756 and 1789. As explained in Section 2.1, the variable Social conflict
encompasses many different types of conflict, many of which had plausibly
different drivers. In the parish register of Auxy in the south of Burgundy, the
125 Dieterle and Snell (2016) emphasise the importance of using a quadratic term in the instrument
in the first stage. Using only linear first stage may conceal information on the nature of
heterogeneous effects. For instance, the authors investigate the effect of including a quadratic
term in the first stage of Becker and Woessmann (2009)’s estimate. They show that effect of
the instrument– the distance from Wittenberg– varies considerably in size and in sign across
different estimates once a quadratic term is included. Dieterle and Snell repeat the exercise for
13 papers published between 2008 and 2013 in American Economic Association journals. They
find eight papers with significant non-linearities, including six that have a statistically different
second stage estimates.
126 The exclusion restriction requires that temperature shocks in the summer of year t in province
j have no effect on conflicts in year t in province j other than through its effects on economic
(agricultural) output. There are two main concerns. First, temperature shocks could have an
effect on state capacity if it reduces the ability of the state to enforce the law or to move troops
around the kingdom. While temperature shock could affected state finance through a drop
in income tax revenue, the effect would materialise in year t+1 and is unlikely to affect the
onset of social conflicts in year t. Similarly, there is no plausible reason for which summer
temperature shock would reduce the mobility of the troops. Second, it is hypothesised that
extreme temperature (heat) can directly induce violent behaviour and conflict through its effect
on the level serotonin. However, the empirical support for this channel is found at very short
time scale, i.e. hours or day. It is therefore unlikely that seasonal temperature average could
affect the onset of social conflicts through this channel (Carleton, Hsiang and Burke, 2016,
p. 497).
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priest reported that bad weather conditions in 1770 resulted in high wheat and
rye prices all year long, even after the harvest, which caused several riots at
the market.127 During the spring 1770, two food riots occurred in Troyes after
wheat prices hit ten-year highs. On 13 July 1770, the subdélégué of Troyes, M.
Paillot, warned the intendant that because wheat prices were high, thousands
of manufacturing workers saw their real wages dropping. He further added
that the situation risked to result again in disturbance if no action was taken.
128 In Section 1.1, I provide more historical evidence to suggest that weather
shocks had an impact on social conflicts through its effect on harvests and the
induced transitory poverty shocks. That wheat prices and temperature shocks
have no effect on the onset of social conflicts is thus non-surprising. In columns
3 and 4, I examine the effect of wheat prices on subsistence-related conflicts,
which included events like food riots, the looting of public granary and the
like. The estimates reveal that the level of wheat prices has a positive and
significant impact on the likelihood of subsistence-related conflict. One standard
deviation increase in temperature led to a seven fold increase in the likelihood
of subsistence-related conflict. The F-statistic of the instrument in the first stage
is 59.86, suggesting that summer temperature shock is a strong instrument for
the level of wheat price in a province. In order to assess the robustness of these
results, I also investigate this relationship at the district level using the 1767–
8 sample. The results are reported in Table II.22. The size of the estimated
coefficients are smaller, but nonetheless positive and significant (columns 3 and
4), providing further support to the idea that the level of wheat prices was one of
the main drivers of subsistence-related conflicts, but not of social conflicts more
broadly defined.
127 A.D. Saône-et-Loire, Registre des Baptêmes et Mariages de la commune d’Auxy (1758–1791),
folio 94.
128 A.D. Aube, C 1909, Approvisionnement et prix des grains, 1656–1789 (as cited in Ricommard
(1934, pp. 211–2, 288–90).
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Figure II.26 – Summer temperature shocks and wheat prices (1756–89)
Figure II.27 – Summer temperature shocks and wheat prices (1767–8)
Table II.19 – Temperature shocks and wheat prices in France (1756–89)
Log of wheat prices (grams of silver per litre)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Summer temperature −0.189∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗ −0.103∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.016) (0.015) (0.019) (0.012) (0.011)
Summer temperature2 0.103∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.016) (0.010) (0.008)
Log of wheat prices t-1 0.518∗∗∗
(0.024)
Province FE No No No Yes Yes Yes
Province × Decade FE No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 1,054 1,054 1,054 1,054 1,054 1,023
R2 0.067 0.074 0.091 0.291 0.601 0.659
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Standard errors clustered at the provinces level in
parentheses.
The dependent variable is the log of the wheat price in grams of silver per litre in province j in year t.
The independent variable summertemperature is the summer temperature deviation from the long-term
seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province j, divided by its standard deviation. The other independant variables
are defined accordingly. Columns 2 to 6 include summerprecipiation in province j in year t. Columns 3 to
6 include summertemperature in province j in year t-1. Column 6 includes the log of the wheat price in
grams of silver per litre in province j in year t-1. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects. Province
x Decade FE is the interaction of provinces dummies with decade fixed effects.
Table II.20 – Wheat prices and social conflicts in France (1756–89)
Social conflict Subsistence conflict
OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Wheat prices 7.279 86.596∗∗∗
(5.523) (7.696)
Wheat prices fitted −33.795 120.070∗∗∗
(25.258) (16.385)
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,054 1,054 1,054 1,054
R2 0.376 0.347 0.326 0.301
F-Stat 59.86 59.86
Mean DV 74.29 74.29 19.17 19.17
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Standard errors clustered at
the provinces level in parentheses.
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one
social conflict occurred in district i in year t. In columns 3 and 4,
the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one subsistence conflict
occurred in district i in year t. In columns 1 and 3, the independent
variable is the log of the wheat price in grams of silver per litre in
province j in year t. In columns 2 and 4, I instrument for the log of
wheat prices with summer temperature deviation from the long-term
seasonal mean (1500–1600), divided by its standard deviation, as well
as its quadratic value. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects.
Year FE is a set of year fixed effects.
Table II.21 – Temperature shocks and wheat prices in France (1767–68)
Log of wheat prices (grams of silver per litre)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Summer temperature 0.157∗ 0.433∗∗∗ 0.100 0.242 −0.057 −0.814∗∗∗
(0.088) (0.065) (0.101) (0.153) (0.134) (0.258)
Summer temperature2 2.554∗∗∗ 3.017∗∗∗ 3.231∗∗∗ 2.514∗∗∗ 2.871∗∗∗
(0.439) (0.391) (0.406) (0.305) (0.326)
Province FE No No No No Yes Yes
Year FE No No No No No Yes
Observations 708 708 708 708 708 708
R2 0.029 0.162 0.219 0.247 0.709 0.715
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Standard errors clustered at the
provinces level in parentheses.
The dependent variable is the log of the maximum wheat price in grams of silver per litre in
district i in year t. Data include 352 markets in 1767 and 356 markets in 1768. The independent
variable summertemperature is the summer temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal
mean (1500–1600) in district i, divided by its summer deviation. The other independant variables
are defined accordingly. Columns 3 to 6 include summer precipiation anomalies in district i in
year t. Columns 4 to 6 include summertemperature in district i in year t-1. Province FE is a full
set of province fixed effects. Year FE is a set of year fixed effects.
Table II.22 – Wheat prices and social conflicts in France (1767–68)
Social conflict Subsistence conflict
OLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Wheat prices 8.520 14.251∗∗
(8.571) (6.922)
Wheat prices fitted 12.203 18.681∗
(18.388) (10.689)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 708 708 708 708
R2 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.125
F-Stat 35.71 35.71
Mean DV 14.97 14.97 6.92 6.92
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Standard errors clustered
at the provinces level in parentheses.
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least
one social conflict occurred in district i in year t. In columns 3
and 4, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one subsistence
conflict occurred in district i in year t. In columns 1 and 3, the
independent variable is the log of the maximum wheat price in
grams of silver per litre in district i in year t. In columns 2 and
4, I instrument for the log of the maximum wheat prices with
seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean
(1500–1600), divided by their standards deviation, as well as their
quadratic value. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects.
Year FE is a set of year fixed effects.
Chapter III
Weather Shocks, Poverty and Crime
in 18th-Century Savoy
The effect of economic shocks on interpersonal and intergroup conflicts has been
the subject of a growing literature over the last decade (Burke, Hsiang and
Miguel, 2015). A large body of this literature provides evidence that negative
transitory income shocks are associated with higher risk of conflicts in both
historical and contemporary settings (Dell, Jones and Olken, 2014). However,
there is less evidence on the effect of adaptive strategies on the mitigation of
these shocks. Adaptive strategies are defined as those methods used to reduce
communities’ vulnerability to recurrent environmental shocks that challenge
their living standards. Adaptation to global warming and increased weather
variability will require policy interventions to be informed by resilience-relevant
scientific evidence to foster effectively the resilience of local communities around
the world.
This chapter sheds light on the effect of economic conditions on property
and violent crimes by exploiting within-province variations in weather-induced
negative income shocks in Savoy from 1749 to 1789.1 In particular, I use the
spatial heterogeneity in the migration pattern between lowland and upland
communities– due to the ecological variability of the land across the Duchy–
to identify how seasonal migration could constitute an efficient buffer against
1 During the 17th century and the first half of the 18th century, Savoy has been occupied on many
occasions by foreign troops. In 1749, a seven-year rule of the Holy Roman Empire ended, and
for the next 40 years, Savoy was not involved in any military conflict. Political and judicial
institutions remained very stable during this period.
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weather-induced income shocks.2 Migrant labour may, indeed, bring in re-
mittances to supplement communities’ resources as well as temporarily relieve
impoverished households of the burden of feeding them. I assemble a new
data set on the occurrence of property crimes and violent crimes 1749–89 at the
provincial level. I combine these data with reconstructed seasonal temperature
data, population census data, as well as data on annual wheat prices in two
different provinces, grape harvest dates and annual wine prices.3 I document
how weather shocks could translate into transitory negative income shocks for
local communities. I show that warmer temperatures were associated with
earlier grape harvest date (GHD) and lower wine prices. This is consistent with
previous findings in the literature (Daux et al., 2012; Meier et al., 2007), and can be
explained by the fact that temperatures and growing season length are a critical
aspect for the cultivation of winegrapes because of their major impact on grape
ripening and fruit quality: warmer temperatures fasten vegetative growth and
increase the ripening potential. Warmer temperature was also associated with
higher wheat prices.4 Bread made up the bulk of the Savoyard consumption bas-
ket in which vegetables, fruits, and livestock products marginally supplemented
the diet (Nicolas, 1979). This means that variations in grain prices had a larger
impact on household real income than variations in wine prices. In the face of
an economic downturn, joblessness, and/or a rise in food prices, the inability
to secure financial resources may lead individuals to turn to illegal income-
generating activities, because these individuals who lack economic resources
have greater incentives to commit crime (Becker, 1968). More specifically, Becker
suggests that individuals weigh the benefits and costs of committing a crime, so
that any changes in the relative gains and the level of crime deterrence might
have an impact on the incidence of crime.
I use panel estimates with province and time fixed effects to compare crime
2 In the remaining of the chapter, I use Savoy to refer to the duchy of Savoy, whereas I use Savoie
to name the province constituting part of the duchy. Chambéry was the capital city of both the
duchy of Savoy and the province of Savoie. See Section 1.1.
3 I derive temperature series from paleoclimatic reconstructions, and check them against various
historical records. Paleoclimatology is the study of past climates. Using a combination
of different types of proxy records, including ice cores, tree rings, and sediment cores,
paleoclimatic studies are able to infer local fluctuations in temperature and precipitation for
a given year (Bradley, 2015).
4 This results is also in line with previous findings in the literature (Franck and Galord, 2017; Jia,
2014– see also Chapter II).
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rates in provinces with high seasonal migration rates with provinces with low
seasonal migration rates. I find that transitory negative income shocks associated
with weather shocks significantly increased the occurrence of property crimes,
and significantly decreased the occurrence of violent crimes. A one standard
deviation increase in temperature increased property crime rate by 6.4 per cent,
and decreased violent crime rate by 6.2 per cent. I provide additional evidence
that the increase in property crimes were partially driven by the need to survive.
An increase in temperature affects property crimes involving the theft of edible
product. A fall in the opportunity cost of illegal activities due to shrinking
agricultural income could increase the pay-off of committing thefts and, in turn,
increase the probability of committing property crimes. On the contrary, the
drop in real income caused by temperature shocks may explain the negative
relationship between warmer temperature and violent crime rates. Despite lower
wine prices, alcohol consumption, a major criminogenic trigger, is likely to have
decreased as households’ income decreased.
In 1734, Pierre Lavin, an inhabitant of the province of Chablais, migrated and
was later arrested for begging by the French Maréchaussée in Lyon. During his
prosecution, he declared that “because all harvest failed last year in his homeland,
he had no choice but to leave to beg for food here and there”.5 Migration is
an efficient coping mechanism if one has the ability to secure a job and stable
earnings. Using a key institutional change put in place by new immigration
regulations in the United States, Freedman, Owens and Bohn (2018) show that,
among immigrants, the likelihood to commit income-generating crimes is higher
when they are prevented from participating in the local labour market. The
case of Pierre Lavin is certainly not representative of the migration outcome of
Savoyard migrants, and many contemporaries and historians highlight that sea-
sonal migration constituted a significant source of income for local communities
(Grillet, 1807; Guichonnet, 1945; Verneilh-Puiraseau, 1807). Seasonal migration,
therefore, could have offered a viable alternative to crime for generating income
and as such reduced the expected returns to crimes against property. This may,
in turn, reduce the incidence of property crimes during transitory economic
shocks. Drawing on data from Becchia et al. (2012), I exploit spatial variations
5 Cited in Gutton (1971). A.D. Rhône, Série B, Maréchaussée, dossier de P. Lavin.
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in seasonal migration rates to show that it reduced the need for stealing to
survive, and was an efficient strategy to mitigate the negative effect of weather
shocks. An additional percentage point in the seasonal migration rate reduced
the incidence of property crime by 1.3 per cent. Historical evidence suggests that
the cash inflow generated by seasonal migrants, as well as the temporary relief of
Malthusian constraints, contributed to the mitigation of adverse weather shocks.
Related literature. My work relates the literature that studies the linkages
between weather variability, agricultural risks, vulnerability, and migration
(Feng, Krueger and Oppenheimer, 2010; Jha et al., 2018; Marchiori, Maystadt and
Schumacher, 2012; McLeman and Smit, 2006). Ratha (2005, pp. 32–3) emphasises
on the positive effects of remittances. Remittances represent a net fiscal gain
for countries of origin, provide currency for importing scarce inputs, and can
serve as a buffer against negative income shocks in migrants’ home countries.
Yang and Choi (2007) show that, in Filipino households with overseas migrants,
remittance inflows from overseas replace up to 60 per cent of exogenous declines
in income. Focusing on internal migration in Tanzania, Kubik and Maurel (2016)
find that weather shocks are an important migration driver through their effect
on agricultural income. In particular, households specialised in farming are twice
as likely to migrate than households, which derived less than 75 per cent of their
income from agriculture.
My findings also contribute to a prior literature that examines the determi-
nants of interpersonal conflicts. For instance, Axbard (2016) studies how climate-
induced changes in income opportunities for Indonesian fishermen affect the
number of piracy attacks. An improvement of fishing conditions significantly
increases the income of fishermen and significantly reduces the level of sea
piracy. In particular, they show that the effect of negative income shocks is
smaller in areas with many alternative other legal income opportunities, which is
consistent with the fact that the opportunity costs drive, at least partially, the
relationship between transitory negative income shocks and crime. Focusing
on contemporary India, Blakeslee and Fishman (2018) find that a one standard
deviation increase in temperature increases crime rates by 3 per cent. Adverse
weather conditions during the growing (monsoon) season lead to substantial
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declines in agricultural output and income, and a significant increase in property
crimes and violent crimes.6 In 19th-century Bavaria, negative transitory income
shocks associated with adverse weather conditions resulted in a strong increase
in property crimes and significantly fewer violent crimes (Mehlum, Miguel and
Torvik, 2006). In particular, Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik posit that the decline
in violent crime rates is driven by a reduction in alcohol consumption. Many
historians of crime have related alcohol consumption and drunkenness to violent
behaviour. Because alcohol lowers inhibitions, impairs a person’s judgement and
may exaggerate the offence taken, an increase in alcohol consumption could lead
to a surge in violent crimes (Brennan, 1988; Greenshields, 1994; Lecoutre, 2010;
Phillips, 2014). Further empirical evidence from 19th-century Prussia (Traxler
and Burhop, 2010) and 19th-century France (Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati, 2017)
supports this underlying mechanism. Traxler and Burhop assemble data on
beer production, rye prices, seasonal rainfall and crime in 19th century Prussia,
and show that beer consumption had a strong and highly significant impact on
violent crimes. In particular, they show that rainfall shocks, a proxy for negative
transitory income shocks, had no impact on violent crime once they account for
beer consumption. Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati use geographical variations in the
timing of the phylloxera crises to identify the effect of negative income shocks
on property and violent crime rates. In wine growing areas, the contagion by
phylloxera resulted in a significant decrease in wine production, and represented
a strong exogenous income shock. On average, property crime rates subsequently
increased by 18 per cent, and violent crime rates decreased by 12 per cent.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 1 provides
historical background and discusses how seasonal migration could possibly
mitigate the effects of weather shocks. Section 2 reports data sources and the
dataset construction, and provides descriptive statistics. Section 3 describes the
estimation strategy, quantifies the effect of weather shocks on the incidence of
crimes, and considers a number of robustness checks. Section 4 concludes.
6 Dix-Carneiro, Soares and Ulyssea (2017) also find that regions facing a decline in economic
conditions experience relative increases in crime rates (homicide) in Brazil. They document
that trade-induced shocks to regional economies based on changes in sector-specific tariffs
deteriorate local labour market earnings and employment rates, which in turns increase
criminal activity.
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1 Historical background
In this section, I present a historical overview of the Savoyard economy and its
vulnerabilities to weather shocks during the 18th century, before detailing how
seasonal migration could help local communities to mitigate adverse weather
conditions. The duchy of Savoy was land of contrast: in the north and the west,
areas with higher population densities and a rain-fed agrarian economy centred
on the production of grains; in the east, the mountainous mass precluded the
intensive cultivation of grains and pasture-based livestock production had a more
central position in the agricultural mix. If many institutional and tax reforms
that occurred during the first half of the 18th century, agriculture experienced
little innovations so that total agricultural output was stagnant and could barely
sustain population increases. Yields remained static during this period and close
to the subsistence level, leaving the local communities vulnerable to adverse
weather conditions. Harsh climate conditions and the lack of activity during
winter, in particular in hilly areas, pushed many inhabitants to seasonally migrate
and find work outside the duchy. Migration offered the opportunity to earn an
additional income and temporarily reduced population pressure. Overall, several
estimates suggest that migrants could have made up to 30,000 individuals, about
10 per cent of the total population, by the end of the 18th century.7
1.1 Administrative organisation
By the early 18th century, the duchy of Savoy had been an independent political
entity since the eleventh century.8 In 1720, the Treaty of The Hague ended the
War of the Quadruple Alliance, and attributed Sardinia to the dukes of Savoy,
to whom it brought the royal title. The newly-formed Kingdom of Sardinia
then encompassed Aosta Valley, Nice, Oneglia, Piedmont, Sardinia and Savoy
(Figure III.1). Savoy, itself composed of six provinces and two bailiwicks,9 was
7 For a general overview of the Alpine economy and migration movements during the early
modern period, see Siddle (1997); Fontaine (1998); Fontaine and Siddle (2000).
8 The County of Savoy emerged in the early 11th century as a state of the Holy Roman Empire,
but was granted imperial immediacy in 1331. After several phases of territorial expansion, it
was raised to a duchy in 1416.
9 These two bailiwicks were constituted as the province of Carouge by letters patent of 2nd May
1780.
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then an administrative division of the new political entity (Figure III.2).10
Savoy was a laboratory of enlightened despotism during the 18th century. It
experienced long before the rest of Europe efforts toward fiscal justice, state-led
education, significant growth of its social welfare system, and the opportunity
for peasants to free themselves from seigniorial rights (Devos and Grosperrin,
1985).11 Thus, Victor Amadeus II took advantage from the repeated French
invasions to re-assert his authority over the kingdom.12 In an attempt to unify
bureaucracy, he pressed on with reforms to purge some seigniorial institutions, to
standardise financial practices, and to institute local intendants in each province
(Devos and Grosperrin, 1985; McCluskey, 2009; Storrs, 2013; Symcox, 1983).
These changes contributed to the rise of the fiscal-military state during the 18th
century. Storrs calculate that, in 1747, the army totalled 56,000 men, so that one
man out of forty-five was in the military.13
The office of intendants were not venal, and only meritocratic individuals
were appointed. Although not compulsory, having a doctorate in Law was the
norm. In addition, individuals often had to have served as lawyer, and judge,
most of the time voluntarily, and later been as member of the Senate, before
having the opportunity to be appointed as intendant. Compensation was then
relatively low. Intendants received £1,800 a year to cover their life expenses and
the various costs related to their position (Bouverat, 2013b; Devos and Grosperrin,
1985).14 Nobles despised these positions that attracted individuals from the
bourgeoisie or individuals with a low-economic status who were willing to climb
the social ladder. Thus, in the 1770s, the French ambassador in Turin noticed
admiringly that:
10 Due of its strategic location, Savoy has been occupied several times by France and the Holy
Roman Empire for short periods. In 1562, the capital city was transferred from Chambéry to
Turin in Piedmont, which afforded better defences against repeated invasions. Institutionalised
in the mid-16th century, the Senate of Chambéry, a court of appeal, was then the main ruling
institution in the duchy until the creation of intendants in the early 18th century. Within each
province, there was a court of first instance called judicature-mage, and responsible for judging
criminal cases. For a detailed account of the evolution of the senate and its criminal policies
from the 16th century onward, see Laly (2010).
11 See Appendix III.A for more details about fiscal reforms and organisation.
12 France invaded and occupied Savoy twice under the rule of Louis XIV, between 1690–6 and
1703–13, respectively. For a review of the French occupation policies, see McCluskey (2009).
13 In comparison, on average, one man out one hundred was a military in France.
14 The intendant general in Chambéry received a higher wage, £3,000, given that he was also
intendant of the province of Savoie. In comparison, the average income of a farming household
amounted to £200 a year during the 18th century.
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“[...] civil officers had a more studious and seclude life than
the clergymen themselves; one expects them to have austere morals
and behaviour. [...] Positions in the administration are filled mostly
by men born in the lower classes, whose studies only shaped their
superiority over the nobility, which is reluctantly ruled by them.”15
From the 1720s onward, every province had one intendant responsible for,
among other things, the collection of taxes and the maintenance of public
infrastructure, such as roads and dikes.16 Intendants also sent monthly reports
depicting the social and economic situation in their province to the intendant
general in Chambéry, who could then take measures to better cope with sources
of distress.17
Along these reforms, Victor Amadeus II enforced another edict in May 1717
enacting the suppression of begging (sbandimento della mendicità), and the creation
of charity hospitals and almshouses in every town across the kingdom. He
intended to establish a uniform system of poor relief, which would be able
to meet the needs of the poor at the local level. By 1726, 399 institutions
were nominally existing, though only one-fifth were well-functioning. Further
reforms took place in the 1740s, strengthening the network of charity institutions
across the kingdom, and changing the policy focus towards young able-bodied
adults to counter the effect of unemployment and proletarianisation (Cavallo,
1995).18 Previously ignored by the poor relief system, young able-bodied adults
represented the bulk of criminals in 18th-century Europe (Lecoutre, 2010). With
15 Cited in Bruchet (1908).
16 Intendants’ tasks also encompassed the judgement of civil cases as well as appeals from
seigniorial courts, and the monitoring of weights and currency in use in their province. On daily
basis, intendants also collaborated with provincial governors, who were in charge to execute
the daily military tasks. These included the defence of the Savoyard state, sending troop to
oblige recalcitrant communities to fulfil their tax obligations, the supply of escorts for criminals
condemned to the royal galleys, and the fight against smuggling activities (Storrs, 2007). See
Esmonin (1960) for a more detailed description of the role of intendants.
17 Because these reports were not systematically preserved, it is impossible to reconstruct consis-
tent series over time. Figure III.3 displays the annual number of natural disasters (drought,
epizootic, flood, hail, storm, and wildfire) mentioned in these reports between 1713 and 1792.
A.D. Savoie, Administration générale du Duché de Savoie avant 1792 - Série SA 5420–5482.
18 For instance, the municipal workhouse in Thonon-les-Bains provided lodging to thirty six poor
in 1789, in exchange for carding and weaving wool under the control of four weavers and three
traineeships. In Turin, the Ritiro di S. Gio’ di Dio, a weaving manufacture, had about 230 inmates
in the 1780s. On the functioning of workhouses during the second half of the 18th century, see
Moody (2001). On the functioning of hospital and people who had recourse to its assistance,
see Allegra (2015) and Cavallo (1990).
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63 charity institutions, half of which were hospitals, the duchy of Savoy was then
doing relatively well compared to the rest of the kingdom (Bouverat, 2013b).
1.2 Climate, weather variability and institutional relief
Located in the Western Alpine region, the duchy of Savoy is under the influence
of a continental climate with harsh winters (snow and prolonged frost), and
warm and dry summers. Topographic features, however, play a key role
in determining local climate patterns, in particular due to the slope, aspect,
and exposure of the surface to sunshine. Temperature level thus varies with
elevation. On average, the temperature lapse rate in the Alps ranges from -
0.54° to -0.58°C per 100 meters (Beniston, 2006; Gobiet et al., 2014; Rolland,
2003).19 As altitude increases, the growing season (number of degree-days) grows
shorter and reduces the potential agricultural output. Crops cultivation was still
possible for altitudes as high as 2,000 meters above sea level, but to reduce the
vulnerability to weather extremes, peasants substituted wheat with rye, which
had a better resistance to cold stress (Girel et al., 2010; Viallet, 1993).
Barriendos et al. (2003), Crook et al. (2004), and Schmocker-Fackel and Naef
(2010) have suggested that the decades 1740–90 were a period of high flood
frequency in the Alps. In general, wet summers were detrimental to the quality
of harvests, because the high moisture content of the grains made its storage
harder (Brunt, 2004). Wet and cold summers also meant that grapes did not
mature as they should, leaving yields to be down compared to normal years.20
By contrast, a warm and early spring fostered the development of grains and
meant an earlier harvest. Early harvests had the advantages of reducing the risk
of catastrophic damage to the crop from hailstorms, and preventing the mature
crops from drying and rewetting due to rainy spells (Le Roy Ladurie, 2006; Pfister
19 That means that, under similar climatic conditions, the rate of temperature decrease is about
5.6°C per km. By contrast, the level of precipitation tends to increase with elevation. Indeed,
atmospheric pressure drops as altitude increases, which fosters condensation and precipitation.
Grass-growing is strongly influenced by these climatic factors and by altitude. (Mathieu, 2009,
pp. 55-6) reports that annual grass production decreased by approximately 40 per cent for every
1,000 metres of elevation increase.
20 Late spring frosts were also detrimental to vines, as cold temperatures damaged buds that have
started to open and caused plants dehydration. Late frost delayed the development of grapes
and reduced overall yields.
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and Brázdil, 2006).21 During the second half of the 18th century, much of the
annual variations in crop yields depended on the year-to-year fluctuations of the
weather. Other inputs, such as technology and capital stock evolved slowly and
showed little year-to-year variations (Brunt, 2015).
Several episodes of adverse weather conditions occurred between 1749 and
1789. Becchia et al. (2012) review the historiography on climatic conditions in
Savoy, and note that a series of dry summers occurred in 1754, 1762, 1766–7,
and repeated droughts hampered agricultural output in the 1770s and the 1780s
increasing the environmental pressure over a growing population. Similarly, wet
summers in 1749, 1751, 1756–9, and 1770 led to repeated bad harvest.22 For
instance, the intendant of Genevois revealed that, in 1770, the harvest fell short of
an average one-fifth or less for one-fourth of the parishes. In another two-thirds
of the 170 parishes, the level of harvest ranged from one-third to two-thirds of a
normal year. In 1789, the prolonged winter had detrimental effect on the harvest
all over the province. By October, the total wheat harvest in Genevois amounted
to 86,031 coupes of Annecy, to be compared with the 122,000 coupes in normal
years. In addition, the intendant emphasised the limited harvest of fruits and the
lower quality of milk products.23
Such failures pushed local population and authorities to use various strategies
to mitigate the effects of adverse weather conditions. In June 1759, the province
of Chablais experienced an episode of drought followed by continuous rains in
July and August. In September, the intendant noted that peasants reaped only
half of a normal grain harvest. Apple and pear trees gave no fruit, and there were
only few cherries and plums.24 Later in that year, the king granted a £90,000
tax exemption to reduce “the extreme misery of the peoples”, and an additional
£40,000 to support poor relief (Nicolas, 1978).25 The provision of poor relief was,
21 Postponement of harvest was also dangerous, as the risk of large dropouts of grains through
the harvesting work increased substantially if the grain was getting overripe (Allen and Lueck,
2004).
22 A series of long and cold winters also occurred between 1766 and 1774, 1778 and 1780, and 1788
and 1789, and led to repeated marked fluctuations in grains prices.
23 The coupes of Annecy is a unit of capacity for grains equal to 88.56 litres. A.D. Haute-Savoie,
Série 1 C, 4 178, pièces 6 et 8.
24 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 2 72, pièce 13.
25 In Andilly, the number of baptisms halved in 1759 compared to decadal average. Bouverat
(2013a) also reports decreasing trends in the early 1770s following years of adverse weather
conditions and bad harvests.
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however, really strict. Every city council had to establish comprehensive lists
of all poor in its parishes by distinguishing those in absolute misery and those
having some very limited resources (Figure III.4). In 1769, the king granted 26
sols per head to households fallen victim to summer hailstorm, and recognised
as poor on such lists.26 Summer 1766 was hot and dry, and grains withered
in the fields, which caused crop failures. Local authorities failed to undertake
adequate actions, and in his correspondence, the abbot of Mellarède noticed that
“one meets vagrants in Chambéry and elsewhere, in particular in Mians, which is
one of their main meeting points. Burglaries, highway robberies, and stock thefts
are common events this year”.27
Beside tax exemption and poor relief, local communities also resorted to other
strategies, including occasional smuggling, thefts, and seasonal migration to
build resilience to weather shocks and maintain their living standards.28
1.3 Living standards
Table III.1 summarises the average food consumption (respectable) baskets for
the typical Savoyard inhabitant. The Savoyard diet was composed of bread,
vegetables and fruits.29 In 1771, the intendant general estimated that the average
daily portion of bread of an adult was 1,600 grams, representing about 80 per cent
of the total caloric intake (Nicolas, 1979; Vermale, 1911).30 Cheese, a high-protein
food source easily storable, and other livestock products supplemented the diet.
26 On average, each household received about £4, which was sufficient to afford enough grains
for about ten days. For instance in Évian-les-Bains, a total of £669 were distributed to 162
households totalling 515 individuals. Wheat cost about £15 per coupe. An adult needed
approximately 0.68 litres of wheat per day (250 litres annually). A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1
C, 2 72, pièce 21.
27 Cited in Nicolas (1978). Archivio di Stato, Turin, Prima Sezione, M35, Lettre du 13 août 1766.
28 In Appendix III.B.1, I provide a detailed account of the effect of weather shocks on poverty,
as well as the set of actions undertaken by public authorities and assistance institutions to
attenuate the misery of the poor. Appendix III.B.2 also depicts how livestocks breeding could
improve the ability to cope with adverse weather conditions. As an additional source of
income and a consumption smoothing asset, livestock was a very efficient strategy to reduce
the negative effect of weather shocks.
29 The intendant of Genevois reported that, in 1789, only one-fifth of the population ate wheat.
A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 4 178, pièce 8.
30 In Nancy-sur-Cluses, the average daily portion of bread of an adult was 1,700 grams (Maistre
and Maistre, 1986).
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Meat was not widely consumed.31 Livestock products were also used to provide
an income for paying taxes and buying other products, such as wine, which
“is the usual drink among city dwellers” in Chambéry (Daquin, 1787, p. 97).
Malanima (2013) estimates that per capita annual wine consumption averaged
150 litres in Northern Italy during the 18th century.32
Introduced in the 1730s, potatoes were already consumed in the 1740s, even
though their cultivation really expanded after the repeated episodes of food
distress in the early 1770s.33 By 1789, it represented almost one-fourth of total
agricultural production in the province of Faucigny. In the province of Chablais,
potatoes were so widespread among peasants that the intendant reported that
they constituted “most of the food of a large number of peasants, in particular in
mountainous areas” (Ferrand, 1979; Nicolas, 1979).34 In 1787, the doctor Daquin
(1787, pp. 33–8) also reported that harvests of potatoes were plentiful, and “so
precious for peoples in the countryside, that there is no peasant who does not
cultivate them, and that lower people in cities”. In Saint-Maxime-de-Beaufort,
a village of 2,907 inhabitants in the province of Savoie, the annual production
of potatoes amounted to 1,620 quintaux in 1793, that is 55 kg per capita (Borde-
Vibert-Guigue, 1973).35
Despite these improvements, the agricultural productivity of Savoyard farm-
ing remained relatively low by European standards from the mid-18th century.
31 Despite the importance of livestock in the local economy, meat was not widely consumed.
Viallet (1993) indicates that, on average, only 37 per cent of the household were able to consume
salted pork or salted goat meat during celebration days. Becchia et al. (2012) has suggested that,
on average, meat consumption amounted to 20 kg a year in Savoy. In the neighbouring city of
Geneva, the annual consumption of meat average to 80 kg.
32 Higher levels of alcohol consumption were not unusual in early modern Europe, given that
wine and beer often replaced water in daily consumption. Junot (2009, 124) estimates that a
city dweller in Valenciennes consumed on average 500 litres of beer per year during the 17th
century. In Lyon, the average daily consumption of wine was approximately one litre per capita
in the 18th century (Durand, 1979).
33 Lansard (1988) reports that nuns from the Bernadines Order in Conflans consumed annually
10.6 coupes of potatoes (approximatively 240 litres) between 1746 and 1750.
34 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C 99, pièce 99, lettre du 26 janvier 1789.
35 Although cultivated since the early 17th century in the neighbouring regions of Bresse and
Piedmont, maize appeared late in Savoy. Arthur Young’s travelling account is the first
document to mention the cultivation of maize in 1785. In 1787, Daquin mentioned that peasants
only began to cultivate maize few years ago in the surroundings of Chambéry. In 1791, the
intendant of Genevois reported that the “harvest of maize is negligible because people sown
very few of it”. A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 4 178, pièce 12.
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Seed-yield ratio averaged 4.6:1 for wheat,36 and 3:1 for rye (Crook et al., 2004).37
Yields in viticulture were even lower and often insufficient to meet local demand,
and sometimes to provide a living for local producers.38 The position of grape
growing in the Savoyard agricultural mix was relatively marginal, though: its
total cultivated area was around five per cent of the total agricultural area (Gex,
1943; Nicolas, 1978; Vion, 1956). To reduce the competition from French products,
agricultural and industrial tariffs were raised in the aftermath of the Spanish
occupation, thereby leaving staple prices and wine prices more vulnerable to
weather whims (Tochon, 1871).
1.4 Population and migration in Savoy
From the 16th century onward, total population grew more rapidly in lowland
parishes, thereby leading to higher population density in less mountainous
provinces and shifting the demographic center of gravity from 600 metres above
sea level in 1561 to 570 metres in 1776. From 1758 to 1776, total population
aged over five grew by one per cent a year to reach 330,000 inhabitants.39 In
Queige, difference between crude birth rate and crude death rate suggests that
total population increased by 380 individuals between 1758 and 1776, whereas
population censuses reported only 174 additional inhabitants. This indicates
that an important emigration flow took place over the same period (Becchia and
Gachet, 2014).40 Gachet (2002) has shown that migration rate increased with
altitude, and was much higher in mountainous parishes. In Saint-Maxime-de-
Beaufort, annual migration involved 7.8 per cent of the population in 1757 and
11.7 per cent in 1787, all migrants being young single men. Other medium-
sized towns like Boëge, Flumet, Sallanches, and Samoëns had similar levels of
annual migration. By contrast, annual migration in lowland cities was much
36 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 4 178, pièce 18.
37 In the province of Tourraine, in central France, the seed-yield ratio was 6.4:1 in the 1760s
(Maillard, 1998). In England and the Low Countries, seed-yield ratios exceeding 5:1 were not
unusual. De Vries (2006, p. 242) calculates that a minimum of 4:1 ratio was necessary to maintain
twenty per cent of the total population in the non-agricultural sector.
38 On average, plants yielded 15 to 25 hectolitres per hectare. In comparison, average yields in
Vendômois, in Burgundy, amounted to 25–35 hectolitres per hectare (Vassort, 1995).
39 By 1776, the center of gravity of livestock was 620 metres, which highlights the agricultural
specialisation between among lowland and upland provinces.
40 For an overview on the pattern of migration across the Alps, see Mathieu (2009, pp. 123–7).
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lower. About five per cent of the population of Aix-les-Bains migrated every
year, three per cent in Annecy, and one per cent in Thonon-les-Bains (Bouverat,
2013b; Viallet, 1993).41 Workers from upland valleys continuously streamed
below to the plains to find seasonal employment, whereas urban dwellers more
rarely migrated, so that these structural differences in migration rates remained
relatively stable over the pre-industrial period.42
Public houses were a common location for alcohol consumption, and con-
tributed to the structuring of individual social relations. Heavy drinking by the
poor was, nonetheless, perceived as a social threat by the authorities (Brennan,
1988; Lecoutre, 2010; Phillips, 2014). Ill treatment of women (wife-beating) by
drunken men and/or the murder of a rival or an acquaintance in a fight were not
unusual events. Lecoutre describes the usual drunkards as a peasant or craftsman
aged between 20 and 34, and drinking in public houses every evening and on
Sunday.43 Thus, the seasonal migration of young men may contribute, de facto, to
a reduction of violent and/or deviant behaviour in provinces of emigration.
Another plausible mechanism through which migration may influence crime
propensity is the inflow of remittances and the reduction of the Malthusian
constraint. In his early work, Braudel (1966) has characterised mountains as a
factory producing migrant labour for other people’s usage, thus suggesting that
local population used migration to escape the Malthusian positive checks. Recent
scholarships, however, have discarded this view by showing that migratory
movements varied widely in both size and form. If poverty and need drove
some of the migration flow (push factor), temporary and commercial emigration
responded to different dynamics. In such cases, emigrants often belonged to
wealthier social groups, were well integrated in their local communities, and
provided remittances to pay family taxes and local debts (Fontaine, 2003; Maistre,
Maistre and Heitz, 1992; Siddle, 1997; Viazzo, 1989). Thus, in Magland in the
province of Faucigny, each of the three hundred seasonal migrants usually came
41 Immigration was also significant in early modern Savoy. In Carouge, only 84 heads of
household out of 1,086 originated from the city in 1790. Men were coming from France,
Switzerland, and surroundings regions of Savoy. In Annecy and Montmélian, about two-third
of the married men were born outside these cities (Bouverat, 2013b).
42 For a general overview of push and pull factors and their impacts on migration patterns in early
modern Europe, see Lucassen (1987).
43 Women represented less than four per cent of the hundreds of judicial cases for drunkenness.
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back home with about £200 of profits, allowing the community to pay for the
£37,000 of grains required to sustain a living.44 In Ugine, a town of 2,000
inhabitants, annual remittances amounted to approximately £4,000 (Devos and
Grosperrin, 1985). More unusual were cases of important donations to provide
assistance to the poor. In 1776, Pierre-François Passy, then a successful merchant
in Vienna, donated £20,000 to provide assistance to the poor in Arâches.45
Using local administrative censuses about migration, Maistre, Maistre and
Heitz (1992) estimate that, during the 18th century, merchants amounted to at
least 15 per cent of the migrants. The bulk of individuals migrating seasonally or
periodically was composed of workers in the building industry, metal workers,
agricultural workers, servants and other unskilled occupations. During the
second half of the 18th century, total temporary migration represented between
20,000 and 30,000 individuals, i.e. about ten per cent of the total population
(Blanchard, 1937; Pérouse, 1930). Paris, Lyon, Northern Italy and South Ger-
many were the preferred destinations. Migrants, sometimes attracted by the
opportunities of expanding towns, stayed away for good.46 For instance, Ivrea, a
4,000-5,000 inhabitants city in Northern Italy, had a permanent micro-community
of migrants, mostly merchants, from Tarentaise (Alfani and Gourdon, 2012,
pp. 1009–12). Darlu, Brunet and Barbero (2011) use patronymic lineage to show
that permanent out-migration was more common among families without land
ownership, thereby emphasising the importance of economic conditions for some
categories of migrants. The emerging industrial sector often offered opportunities
for betterment. An analysis of wedding contracts shows that about five per cent
of the total number of weddings in Lyon during the 18th century were contracted
44 On average, only one third of the total grain consumption was locally produced. Remittances
and donations were also often used to established schools. Thus, Joseph Piston made his fortune
by exporting Gruyère to Turin, and donated £8,600 to establish permanent school in Termignon.
Similar donations can be found in numerous villages, such as Albiez-le-Vieux, Avrieux, La
Chapelle, Saint-Gervais, Sollières, and Tignes.
45 A similar case happened few decades earlier when the brothers Genamy, who were successful
merchants in Vienna, donated about £30,000 to build an hospital and to cover daily expenses of
charitable institutions in Saint-Nicolas-de-Véroce.
46 Thus, a large number of frotteurs (furbishers) in Bordeaux were from the parish of Sainte-Foy-
Tarentaise in Savoy. In 1770, forty of them wrote the City Council to blame one of their fellow,
named Maurice Blanc, after he repeatedly committed theft. The plaintiffs openly reported
Maurice Blanc and asked for his expulsion from Bordeaux to preserve the reputation of the
migrant community as honest workers. A.D. Gironde, 12 B 339 (as cited in (n.d., Annexes III,
pp. 692–5).
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by individuals from Savoy (Garden, 1970).47 In her research about migration
in Turin, Zucca Micheletto (2006) reveals that, among migrant bribes in Turin
between 1760 and 1791, nearly six per cent originated from the sole village of
Bessan in the province of Maurienne. Worsening economic conditions often
increased the number of individuals joining the flow of migrants. Thus, during
the crises of the 1770s, an administrative clerk reported that
“the inhabitants of Orcien in Chablais [were] in a miserable situ-
ation, after five consecutive years of poor harvest. Having no more
access to credit to buy food, most of families [were] willing to out-
migrate”.48
In Le Biot, the community secretary reported that “five families emigrated due
to the dearth” that year.49 More generally, migratory movements and agricultural
economies were complementary in Savoy as absences were mostly concentrated
during the winter. Even year-long emigration was not too detrimental to
agricultural output, given that pastoral agriculture in the uplands was relatively
less labour intensive than arable farming. By providing additional income
and releasing the Malthusian constraint, migration enhanced the resilience of
mountain communities to negative transitory economic (weather) shocks.
2 Data
By 1749, there were six provinces in the duchy of Savoy, each corresponding
to an independent judicial division, named the judicature-mage. My sample
consists of offenders who committed at least one property crime and/or violent
crime between from spring 1749 to spring 1789 in one of these six provinces.
I use year-on-year seasonal temperature variations at the level of provinces to
identify the effect of adverse weather conditions on the likelihood of committing
crimes. I digitised and georeferenced the map drawn by Cary (1808, p. 17) to
create a shapefile reproducing the administrative borders of Savoy during the
47 In 1756 and 1783, Savoyard also represented about twelve per cent of the deceased at the
Hôtel-Dieu (hospital). Besides, about six per cent of the apprentices in silk manufactures also
originated from the duchy of Savoy.
48 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série C 53, pièce 131.
49 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série C 2 72, pièce 23.
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18th century. I use this shapefile to compute the average seasonal temperature
anomalies in each province before matching them with crime data, and data on
seasonal migration rate. Table III.2 reports descriptive statistics at the province
level for the dependent and independent variables used in my empirical analysis.
The respective data sources are discussed in the following sections.
2.1 Crime data
The Savoyard judicial archives are constituted of approximately 36,000 criminal
procedures spanning over the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. A sample of
11,617 criminal procedures covering the three centuries has been created by local
archivists.50 I use criminal procedures from this sample to assemble a data
set gathering information on the location, the date of the event, the course of
action, and the actors involved in every property crime and every violent crime
occurring between spring 1749 and spring 1789.51 Property crimes include events
such as burglary, larceny, highway robbery, and theft. Violent crimes include
events like homicide, assault, insults, and threats. One caveat of using criminal
procedures to capture interpersonal conflict lies in the fact that, in early modern
Europe, a proportion of crimes did not come before the courts, but were dealt on
an infrajudicial level, either by arrangements or retribution (Garnot, 2000; Ruff,
1984).52 A potential concern is that changes in the nature of the judicial law and
the functioning of judicial courts over time might have influenced the level of
reporting. The short time span of my sample and the stabilisation of judicial
practices during the first half of the 18th century reduce this concern (Laly, 2010).
Another concern rises from the fact that changes in state capacity and the ability
to enforce the law due to external events, such as wars, may have shifted the
opportunity cost to engage in criminal activities. From 1749 to 1789, the political
50 See A.D. Savoie, Série B0, Procédures civiles et criminelles, directes ou en appel, 1559 à 1792,
and A.D. Savoie, Série 2B, Procédures civiles et criminelles, appels et directes, (1424–1792).
The criminal procedures have been randomly selected by the archivists, but there is no way
to guarantee their representativeness. For a detailed description of the judicial archives, see
Claus (2013).
51 Social status and place of residence of the criminal are also included in the criminal records.
52 In his personal diary, Claude-Antoine Bellod, a carpenter from Grand-Abergement, reported
that Pierre Berantin killed Pierre Favre with a cudgel during summer 1776. The priest proceeded
to the burial of Favre without informing the judicial authority. Two days later the justice
learned about the murder and required the body to be unearthed to be autopsied by a surgeon
(Abbiateci, Laffay and Cattin, 1996, pp. 89–91).
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situation was relatively stable, no foreign troops were stationed in the Savoyard
territory, and Savoy was not involved in any war.53 This limits the risk of bias
due to political turmoil and violence against foreign soldiers.
Overall, I collect data from 1,918 procedures that involved 3,975 offenders.
Violent crimes constitute 52 per cent of all reported crimes, which is consistent
with previous estimate in historiography.54 Additionally, I collect population
data at the level of provinces for various years from archival sources and
secondary literature and linearly interpolate for missing values.55
For each province, I construct a measure of Total crime as the ratio of offenders
in all criminal procedures per 100,000 inhabitants. Then, I disaggregate criminal
procedures by type of criminal offences and create two additional variables:
Violent crime and Property crime. Figures III.5 and III.6 present the distribution of
property crimes and violent crimes over time. In both figures, annual variations
are important and can be related to weather conditions discussed in Section 1.2.
In general, the forms of theft varied in style and purpose, as did the scope of
objects stolen. It included, among other things, money, food, animals, clothes,
tissues and furniture. I make use of the information contained in the judicial
records to create a sub-category of crime: Theft of edible products. It involves any
event in which food was stolen. Judicial records, however, do not always state
the exact object of theft and hence potential variations in the level of reporting
means that this variable may not be exempt of bias. As a consequence, I only use
this variable to supplement the baseline estimates, and suggest that increase in
53 In 1749, a seven-year rule of the Holy Roman Empire ended, and Savoy was not occupied until
the invasion of French revolutionary troops in 1792.
54 Ruff (1984) reports that, throughout the 18th century, violent crimes constituted 58 per cent
of the total reported crime in the Sénéchaussée of Bazas and 52 per cent in the Sénéchaussée of
Libourne. In Périgueux, 416 of the 976 affairs (42.6 per cent) brought before the local court
between 1720 and 1790 were related to theft (Cameron, 1981, p. 179). Guicheteau (2008, p. 340)
analyses 381 criminal procedures from the pr}’esidial courts in Nantes between 1760 and 1790.
51.7 per cent of the prosecutions related to violent crimes. In Languedoc, property crimes
represented between 51 and 58 per cent of the total reported crime during the second half of
the 18th century (Castan, 1977, p. 198). In Normandy, 53 per cent of the criminal procedures
analysed by Gégot (1966, p. 105) dealt with property crimes.
55 Population data for 1793 are from the Cassini website (http://cassini.ehess.fr/cassini/fr/html/index.htm).
Population data for 1783 are from Rousseau (1960). Population data for 1719 are from Nicolas
(1978, p. 12). Population data for 1776 and 1756–8 are from archival sources. A.D. Savoie, série
C 433, Récapitulation des Consignes du Sel des Province du Duché de Savoye pour L’année
1776. A.D. Savoie, série C 434, Paralelle du denombrement des personnes, Bestiaux, et de la
Taxe en Sel relative au denombrement.
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property crimes induced by weather shocks were partially driven by the need to
survive.
2.2 Weather data
The historical weather data are taken from the European Temperature and
Seasonal Temperature and Precipitation (ESTPR) data set (Luterbacher et al.,
2004; Pauling et al., 2006). These data provide European-wide seasonal tem-
peratures and precipitation data at 0.5 × 0.5 degree resolution.56 Values are
interpolated for each grid node from a number of homogenised instrumental data
series, reconstructed sea-ice and temperature indices derived from documentary
records, and some seasonal temperature reconstructions from ice cores and tree
rings. I use the map I digitised to aggregate these weather data to the province-
season-year level. To do so, I weight each grid value that intersects a polygon
(province) by its relative share in the total area of the given polygon. I then
calculate the weighted mean seasonal temperature and precipitation for each set
of province i, season s, and year t. Finally, I calculate the seasonal standardised
temperature deviation from the long-term mean (1500–1600) for each of the six
provinces:
Temperatureist =
Tist − Tis
SD(Tis)
where Tist is the value of the seasonal temperature in province i during season
s of year t. Tis is the long-term mean (1500–1600) of the seasonal temperature
in province i, and SD(Tis) is the standard deviation of the long-term mean of
the seasonal temperature in province i. Figure III.7 and Figure III.8 respectively
display the distribution of seasonal standardised temperature deviation and the
distribution of seasonal standardised precipitation deviation between 1749 and
1789.
To assess the quality of temperature reconstructions and the robustness of my
variable, I use two series of annual grape harvest date (GHD) from the provinces
56 Approximately 2,000 square kilometres at the latitude of Chambéry. The total land area of the
duchy of Savoy was about 10,500 square kilometres in 1789. In Savoy, there is no instrumental
data available before the 1780s. The comparison between these two types of data in the context
of 18th-century France, however, shows that the series are highly correlated (Etien et al., 2009).
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of Chablais and Maurienne (Nicolas, 1978; Tissot, 1887).57 GHD are tightly related
to spring and summer temperatures, and therefore provide a reliable proxy for
reconstructing weather conditions in the past. On average, the variation of GHD
is about 10 days for 1°C variation of the growing season temperature (Chuine
et al., 2004; Etien et al., 2009; Le Roy Ladurie and Rousseau, 2011; Meier et al.,
2007). More generally, hot summers tend to be favourable to the development
of grape, whereas cold and wet summers are detrimental to both the quantity
and the quality of grapes. I compare Savoyard GHD with series from French
Jura (Daux et al., 2012) and neighbouring Switzerland (Meier et al., 2007). These
two regions are close to Savoy and subjected to similar weather patterns, so that
GHD are expected to move together on an annual basis. Figure III.11 reports
the correlation matrix of these series and indicates that GHD series for Savoy are
strongly correlated with series from Switzerland and French Jura. Savoyard GHD
are thus reliable indicators of the summer temperature conditions during the 18th
century. In Figures III.9 and III.10, I show the scatter plot of my temperature
variable against the GHD : the higher the temperature anomalies, the warmer the
temperature during the summer, and the earlier the harvest of grapes. Overall,
these results suggest that temperature variables derived from paleoclimatological
data are a reliable estimate of past weather conditions.
I also construct two additional measures of weather shocks to capture only
extreme events. I create a dummy variable, Droughts, equal one if the seasonal
temperature deviation is at least one standard deviation larger than the long-term
mean, and zero otherwise. Similarly, to capture extremely wet seasons during
which floods were more likely, I create a dummy variable, Floods, equal one if the
seasonal precipitation deviation is at least one standard deviation larger than the
long-term mean, and zero otherwise.
2.3 Socio-economic data
Prices data. Baud (2010) and Viallet (1993) suggest that the impact of crop
prices on real income was more important for urban dwellers and landless rural
57 Nicolas uses vintage bans in Montmélian and its surroundings to build a series spanning 1713–
90. Montmélian is a town located 15 kilometres south of Chambéry. Its average elevation is
285 metres above sea level. Tissot reports GHD from 1688 to 1794 in Thonon-les-Bains in the
province of Chablais.
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labourers than for farmers. Large unexpected variations in prices, however, also
affected farmers who needed to buy livestock fodder, in particular after a bad
harvest. I collect data on wheat prices in early October, right after the harvests,
on the markets of Annecy and Chambéry to approximate annual changes in
living standards (Figure III.12).58 In Table III.12, I show the correlation between
wheat prices and the standardised temperature deviation during summer in the
province of Genevois and Savoie. Warmer temperature are positively correlated
with higher wheat prices, supporting the idea that temperature shocks often
resulted in negative transitory economic shocks that could, in turn, influence the
incidence of crime.
Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik (2006) argue that higher rye prices were concomi-
tant with higher beer prices, leading to less alcohol consumption, and reducing
the incidence of violent conflicts. Every year, in early December, the city council
of Annecy would set the price of a jug of locally produced wine, based on infor-
mation it gathered about the outcome of the grape harvest.59 I collect these prices
from the registers of deliberations of the city council of Annecy to investigate
the effect of temperature shocks on the price of wine. Table III.13 reports the
correlation between summer temperature shocks in the province of Genevois and
the price of red wine in Annecy, and shows that warmer temperatures had a
negative effect on the level of wine prices. This result is consistent with the fact
that warmer temperatures foster the development of grape and positively affect
wine grape harvests, as reflected by earlier GHD. However, the share of wine in
the consumption basket is relatively small compared to crops, so that the overall
effect of temperature shocks on living standards was likely negative.
Migration data. I collect data on the average rate of seasonal migration at the
province level from Becchia et al. (2012). During the 18th century, the adminis-
tration also carried out, for military purposes, enquiries regarding the number
of males aged over 13 in every parish. A few of these documents (consigne des
mâles) survived for the years 1726, 1758 and 1776. For each individual, they
58 For Annecy, monthly average of wheat prices on the four markets of October. A.M. Annecy,
série HH2, Mercuriales 1629–1789. For Chambéry, wheat prices on 29 September (Saint-Michel).
A.M. Chambéry, 189E Dépôt 1265 à 1294, Registre de la Grenette.
59 A.M. Annecy, Série BB 45 à 55, Registre des délibérations de la ville d’Annecy.
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recorded information on the name, the age, the occupation, and the place of living
(including if the individual was living abroad).60 Migration estimates are derived
from these documents. These estimates are consistent with estimations from
other sources including enquiries carried out by the administration to evaluate
the magnitude of migration across several towns in Savoy (Depoisier, 1858;
Guichonnet, 1945; Letonnelier, 1920). A potential concern is that the level of
seasonal migration varied from one year to another across provinces depending,
among other things, on the local economic conditions. Historical evidence,
however, show that seasonal migration patterns were quite stable over time.61
3 Empirical strategy and results
3.1 Property crime and violent crime
I begin by examining whether changes in year-on-year seasonal temperature
influence the property crime rates and violent crime rates in Savoy from spring
1749 to spring 1789. I estimate a reduced-form model of the form:
Crimeist = β1 Temperatureits + β2 Temperatureist
× Migrationi + δi + δt + eist
(III.1)
where Crimeits is the log of the Total crime rate in province i in season s in year
t. Accordingly, Property crime, Violent crime, and Theft of edible products denote
the log of the crime rate for each category of criminal offence.62 Temperatureits is
the seasonal standardised temperature deviation from the long-term mean (1500–
1600) in province i during season s in year t.63 Migrationi is (i) a dummy variable
equal to one if the seasonal migration rate in province i is higher than the mean
migration rate in the duchy of Savoy, and zero otherwise (intensive margins);
(ii) a continuous variables equal to the seasonal migration rate in province i
(extensive margins). δi are province fixed effects that account for time-invariant
60 Surprisingly, there is very little difference in numeracy– measured through age-heaping–
between the offenders and the victims, as well as across the provinces. The only significant
trend is the overall increase in the level of numeracy during the 18th century.
61 I discuss this issue in more details in Section 3.2.
62 Crime rate is calculated as the ratio of offenders per 100,000 inhabitants (see Section 2.1 for more
details).
63 See Section 2.2.
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province characteristics, such as altitude, land characteristics, and distance to
markets. δt are year fixed effects, and account for time-variant characteristics
that may affect all provinces at the same time. Standard errors are clustered
at the provincial level. Given that my data set includes only six provinces, I
estimate the p-value of the coefficients of interest from the wild cluster bootstrap-
t procedure (Cameron, Gelbach and Miller, 2008). The β1-coefficient captures the
effect of temperature shocks on the incidence of crimes, whereas the β2-coefficient
indicates the differential effect between provinces with high migration rates, and
provinces with low rates.
To identify the effect of temperature shocks on crime rates, I begin by
estimating Equation II.1 without the interaction term. Table III.3 reports the
main results. In column 1, I report the estimate from pooling together all
crime categories in a single category, Total crime. The estimated coefficient is
statistically non-significant, which is not surprising given that theory suggests
that temperature shocks may have opposite effect on the violent crimes rates
and property crimes rates. Column 2 reports the coefficient of the effect of
Temperature on violent crimes rates. The coefficient is negative and statistically
significant, indicating that there were significantly less violent crimes during
economic downturns. Previous empirical studies suggest that transitory poverty
shocks temporarily reduced the level of alcohol consumption, which in turn
reduces the frequency of violent crimes. In previous section, I showed that
warmer temperature was correlated with lower wine prices and led to a positive
income effect. However, warmer temperature was also correlated with higher
wheat prices leading individuals to spend a higher share of their total income
on staple crops rather than alcohol consumption (substitution effect). Besides,
the increases in crop prices affected all members of the household, whereas the
decline in wine prices affected at most two members of the household. That
means that the welfare gain (income effect) was likely to be smaller than the
welfare loss (substitution effect) induces by increases in crop prices. Overall,
the reduced-form effect of temperature shock on violent crimes was negative
in 18th-century Savoy.64 Results presented in column 3 suggest that warmer
64 It should be noted, however, that the worst shocks, i.e. those associated with famine, could
result in an increase in violent crime. See for instance (Alfani, 2011, pp. 30–1).
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temperature had a positive and statistically significant effect on property crimes
rates. A one standard deviation increases in temperature increased the incidence
of property crimes by 3.5%.65 Adverse weather conditions reduced prospects of
the next harvest and increased pressure on current prices. This in turn created
situation of economic stress for more vulnerable individuals.66 This is consistent
with the fact that weather-induced economic shocks were a source of economic
deprivation that led some individuals to commit crimes to survive (Bignon,
Caroli and Galbiati, 2017; Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik, 2006).
Robustness checks. In this subsection, I present a variety of robustness exer-
cises that support the interpretation of my findings. I show that my baseline
estimates are neither subjected to an omitted variables bias (Table III.4) nor
dependent on my definition of temperature shocks (Table III.5). Table III.6 reports
the estimates from Equation III.1 when seasonal lags are added as independent
variables. Past climatic conditions have no significant impact on violent crime
rates and property crime rates.67 Finally, I restrict my attention to most extreme
events– Drougths and Floods. Table III.7 reports the estimated effects of seasonal
Droughts and seasonal Floods on violent crime and property crime rates. The
signs of the coefficient estimates are in line with my baseline estimates. How-
ever, magnitudes are larger suggesting that more extreme weather shocks had
stronger negative impact on local economic conditions leaving more households
in situation of economic stress.
65 Blakeslee and Fishman (2018) find an effect of similar magnitude in contemporary India.
66 For more details about this mechanism, see Labrousse (1933), Goubert (1960), and Nicolas
(1978).
67 In column 6, the coefficient for the Temperature is positive but non-significant at the conventional
level. Interestingly, the coefficient of Temperature s-2 is negative, though not statistically
significant, suggesting that temperature shocks that occurred half a year earlier had a negative
impact on the current level of property crimes. One plausible explanation is that if province
experience successively adverse weather conditions, local and state authorities were able to
intervene and provide sufficient relief to mitigate the negative effect of temperature shock,
reducing the expected benefit derived from perpetrating crime against property and thus
making it unnecessary. In Appendix III.B.1, I provide detailed information on the system of
poor relief and document how authorities successfully prevented dearth after the occurrence
of bad harvests. The development of bureaucratisation under the aegis of intendants during
the first half of the 18th century, and the implementation of a stable monitoring system of local
socio-economic conditions make it possible to grant adequate tax exemption and to distribute
seeds and grains when it was required. That in turn significantly improves the resilience of local
communities against negative transitory economic shocks.
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3.2 The role of seasonal migration
Was seasonal migration an efficient buffer against weather shocks? In Section 1.4,
I provide historical evidence to argue that seasonal migration could contribute
to the mitigation of weather shocks through two channels: remittances and
reduction of the Malthusian constraints. To investigate this question, I analyse
whether temperature shocks affect crime rates differentially in provinces in which
average seasonal migration rate was high (Equation III.1).
Coefficient estimates for the intensive margins are presented in Table III.8.
In Section 1.4, I provide narrative evidence to show that remittances derived
from migrant labour made the former provinces relatively better-off. In column
3, the positive coefficient on Temperature indicates that warmer temperature
significantly increases the level of property crimes. The negative coefficient
on Temperature × Migration (β2) is negative and statistically significant. Hence,
when adverse weather conditions occurred, province that had structurally higher
level of seasonal migration witnessed less crimes against property than other
provinces. It is, however, impossible to identify the exact underlying mechanism.
Migrant labour also meant that a significant share of the young able-bodied
men, the bulk of criminals in the 18th-century Europe (Lecoutre, 2010), was
temporarily out of the province. Thus, the effect may also be driven by the
fact that provinces with higher seasonal migration rate faced temporarily lower
population pressure and/or were temporarily discharged from some of its most
criminogenic population.68 That would be consistent with the fact that seasonal
migration did not mitigate the effect of temperature shocks on violent crimes. If
as suggested in previous empirical studies, the decline in violent crimes is driven
by a relative decline in purchasing power, then I should expect the coefficient
Temperature × Migration to be positive in column 2. That it is negative indicates
that the effect of welfare gains linked to seasonal migration was smaller than the
effect of a temporary reduction in the criminogenic population. Focusing on the
extensive effect of seasonal migration leaves the results unchanged (Table III.8,
columns 2 and 3). Table III.10 reports the effect of temperature shocks and
migration on a subset of violent crimes: physical violences committed against
68 Castan (1977) finds that women represented about 20 per cent of the offenders behind property
crimes in 18th century Provence.
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individuals but excluding homicide. The results are in line with the previous
findings and suggest that seasonal migration had no significant effect on the level
of violence. My quantitative analysis thus confirms my conclusions drawn from
reading historiographical literature and archival sources.
In Table III.11, I present estimates of the effect of temperature shocks on the
rate of property crimes that involved the theft of edible products. This specific
type of property crime can be more directly related to hunger, and may, in
turn, provide additional evidence on the underlying mechanism at stake in the
relationship described above. Columns 1 to 3 reports the result estimating Equa-
tion III.1 without the interaction term. Columns reports estimated coefficients of
the intensive and extensive effect of seasonal migration (from Equation III.1). In
all columns, the coefficient on Temperature is positive and statistically significant,
suggesting that temperature shocks had strong impact on the level of property
crimes rates that involved the theft of edible products. This result confirms
the idea that economic deprivation might have been one of the main factors
behind the increase of property crime rates, when provinces were hit by adverse
weather conditions. When I examine the effect of seasonal migration, I find
results that are qualitatively similar to my baseline findings (see Table III.8 and
Table III.9). In provinces with higher shares of migrant labour, migration allowed
for an inflow of remittances as well as a temporary escape from the Malthusian
pressure, significantly improving the life of individuals who did not migrate, and
providing them with better capabilities to cope with transitory economic shocks.
This may, in turn, have decreased the necessity of stealing to survive. Given the
limitations behind the construction of the variable on the theft of edible products
(see Section 2.3), this evidence is merely suggestive, but in line with previous
empirical evidence in the literature (Axbard, 2016; Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati,
2017).
The level of seasonal migration varied from one year to another across
provinces depending, among other things, on the local economic conditions.
One concern is that using the average rate of migration at the provincial level
may fail to capture changes in the intensity of migration and/or changes in the
geographical pattern of migrations. If the migration rate was higher than the
average during economic downturns, then its potential mitigating effect on crime
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rates may be over-estimated. Conversely, its effect could be under-estimated
during non-crisis year, leaving the overall direction of the bias undetermined.
Another concern is that the relative importance of migration across provinces
changes over time due to variations in the timing of exposure to strong weather
shocks. Two factors assuage the concern described above. First, the most
important weather shocks were of regional, if not continental, dimension during
the second half of the 18th century. This means, in turn, that all provinces were
badly affected at the same time by the worst weather shocks in 1772 and 1779.
Second, historians have shown that the pattern of seasonal migration is highly
persistent over time because it required structured (village) networks and some
sorts of specialised knowledge (Bruchet, 1897; Guichonnet, 1945; Letonnelier,
1920; Siddle, 1997). Migrants from one village often migrated to the same area
every year and specialised in one of the following occupations: mason, charcoal
burner, pedlar, or agricultural worker. Therefore, it is unlikely that a negative
transitory shock completely shook up the structural differences across provinces
in seasonal migration movements.
4 Conclusion
Research questions raised in this paper were motivated by a recent trend in
the literature that has consistently demonstrated the existence of a significant
relationship between weather variations, economic shocks, and interpersonal
conflicts. I link temperature data with economic variables and crime data to
examine the effect of temperature shocks in the context of early modern Savoy.
I investigate the role of seasonal migration, and try to ascertain whether it was
effective in alleviating the effect of negative economic shocks. Overall, I show
that temperature shocks had a positive and significant effect on property crimes
rates and a strong negative impact on violent crimes rates. Previous findings in
the literature also suggest that there is a positive relationship between alcohol
consumption and violence. I show that temperature shocks were associated
with lower wine prices in the province of Genevois, but the net welfare effect of
temperature was negative given the relative share of crops in the household con-
sumption basket. Additionally, I provide qualitative and quantitative evidence
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suggesting that seasonal migration weakened the link between temperature
shocks and property crimes. Together with poor relief and state interventions,
seasonal migration may have also helped local communities to build higher
resilience against weather shocks and sustain population growth during the 18th
century.
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Figure III.1 – The Kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia (c. 1780)
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Figure III.2 – The Duchy of Savoy (c. 1750)
Sources: A.D. Savoie, SA 5420 à SA 5482.
Figure III.3 – Annual number of disasters reported in the Duchy of Savoy (1713–
92)
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Sources: A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série C 4 178.
Figure III.4 – Official query regarding the situation of the poor in Savoy in January
1759
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Notes: The dashed lined represented the sum of the seasonal temperature anomalies in Savoyard provinces in any given year. A value close to zero means
that weather conditions were closed to the long-term mean. To improve readability, I translate all annual values by adding 60. The higher the dashed line,
the warmer the year.
Figure III.5 – Total number of property crimes in Savoy (1749–89)
Notes: The dashed lined represented the sum of the seasonal temperature anomalies in Savoyard provinces in any given year. A value close to zero means
that weather conditions were closed to the long-term mean. To improve readability, I translate all annual values by adding 80. The higher the dashed line,
the warmer the year.
Figure III.6 – Total number of property crimes in Savoy (1749–89)
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Figure III.7 – Distribution of seasonal temperature (1749–89)
Figure III.8 – Distribution of seasonal precipitation (1749–89)
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Figure III.9 – Grape harvest date and summer temperature in Chablais (1688–
1794)
Figure III.10 – Grape harvest date and summer temperature in Maurienne (1713–
90)
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Figure III.11 – Correlation matrix of grape harvest date around the Alpine Arc
(1688–1794)
Figure III.12 – Wheat prices in the provinces of Genevois and Savoie (1717–89)
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Table III.1 – Subsistence lifestyle: Baskets of goods in Savoy (c.1780)
Quantity Unit Kcal/unit Nutriments per dayper year Kcal/day Grams of Protein
Bread 580 kg 2,000 3,200 80
Bean 20 kg 1,100 60 4
Meat 20 kg 2000 110 11
Butter 6 kg 7,500 123 0
Cheese 10 kg 3,700 106 6
Wine 150 l 700 288 0
Total 3,887 101
Sources: Allen et al. (2011); Becchia et al. (2012); Malanima (2013); Nicolas
(1979); Vermale (1911).
Table III.2 – Summary statistics
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Crime data
Crime rate per 100,000 966 7.07 8.39 0 1.2 10.0 84
Violent crime rate per 100,000 966 3.81 6.00 0 0 5.6 72
Property crime rate per 100,000 966 3.27 4.85 -1 0 5.0 70
Weather data
Temperarature anomalies 966 0.08 0.97 -3.49 -0.53 0.72 3.11
Precipitation anomalies 966 -0.49 2.19 -9.61 -1.72 0.67 9.88
Temperarature (°C) 966 5.80 5.97 -5.70 1.13 9.73 17.30
Precipitation (mm) 966 313.15 112.39 32 238.2 392 614
Grape harvest date 174 43 8 19 37.2 49 59
Socio-economic data
Seasonal migration rate 6 0.090 0.046 0.036 0.059 0.121 0.155
Number of cattle per head 6 0.628 0.095 0.539 0.571 0.660 0.797
Prices data
Annecy wheat prices (ag/l) 59 0.73 0.17 0.41 0.58 0.83 1.13
Chambéry wheat prices (ag/l) 73 0.75 0.20 0.41 0.60 0.84 1.26
Annecy red wine prices (ag/l) 49 1.26 0.39 0.69 1.06 1.37 2.39
Population data
Population in 1758 6 48,421 25,318 26,999 31,008 57,990.5 92,868
Population in 1776 6 57,636 33,052 31,687 34,695.2 67,837.8 117,263
Population in 1793 6 66,582 38,287 37,863 41,386 76,471 136,988
Notes: Grape harvest date is expressed as the number of days after the 31 August.
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Table III.3 – Temperature shocks and crime rates in Savoy (1749–89)
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.030 −0.082∗∗∗ 0.035∗
(0.024) (0.028) (0.020)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear
estimations with province fixed effects and year
fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped standard errors
in parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of
total number of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in
province i during season s in year t. In columns
2 to 3, the dependent variables are defined accord-
ingly for violent crimes, and property crimes. The
independent variable Temperature is the seasonal
temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal
mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by its stan-
dard deviation. Province FE is a full set of province
fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.4 – Robustness checks: Inclusion of additional weather variables
Total crime Violent crime Property crime
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature −0.023 −0.027 −0.087∗∗∗ −0.081∗∗∗ 0.047∗ 0.039∗
(0.023) (0.024) (0.027) (0.027) (0.025) (0.023)
Temperature2 0.027 −0.019 0.046∗∗
(0.021) (0.015) (0.021)
Precipitation 0.016 0.004 0.022
(0.017) (0.019) (0.016)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations with province fixed
effects and year fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses
(Cameron et al., 2008).
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is the log of total number of crimes per
100,000 inhabitants in province i during season s in year t. In Columns 3 to 6, the
dependent variables are defined accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the
long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by its standard deviation.
The other independant variables are defined accordingly. Province FE is a full set of
province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
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Table III.5 – Robustness checks: Alternative measures of temperature
Total crime Violent crime Property crime
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature 50 MA −0.035∗ −0.086∗∗∗ 0.034∗
(0.020) (0.031) (0.020)
Temperature level −0.006∗ −0.010∗∗ 0.004
(0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations with province fixed effects
and year fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al.,
2008).
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is the log of total number of crimes per 100,000
inhabitants in province i during season s in year t. In Columns 3 to 6, the dependent variables
are defined accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes. The independent variable
Temperature 50 MA is the seasonal temperature deviation from the 50 years moving average
in province i, divided by its standard deviation. Temperature level is the average temperature
in province i during season s in year t. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects. Year
FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.6 – Robustness checks: Alternative measures of temperature
Total crime Violent crime Property crime
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Temperature −0.028 −0.040 −0.089∗∗∗ −0.093∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.034
(0.027) (0.027) (0.034) (0.036) (0.019) (0.022)
Temperature s-1 0.006 −0.005 −0.030 −0.034 0.037 0.027
(0.020) (0.026) (0.038) (0.041) (0.027) (0.035)
Temperature s-2 −0.033 −0.011 −0.029
(0.029) (0.029) (0.035)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations with province fixed
effects and year fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses
(Cameron et al., 2008).
In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is the log of total number of crimes per
100,000 inhabitants in province i during season s in year t. In Columns 3 to 6, the
dependent variables are defined accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the
long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by its standard deviation.
Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.7 – Robustness checks: Droughts, floods and crime rate in Savoy (1749–
89)
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Droughts 0.088∗∗∗ −0.138∗∗∗ 0.246∗∗∗
(0.032) (0.046) (0.061)
Floods 0.021 −0.001 0.078∗∗
(0.066) (0.078) (0.037)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel lin-
ear estimations with province fixed effects and year
fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped standard errors in
parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of total
number of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in province
i during season s in year t. In columns 2 to 3, the
dependent variables are defined accordingly for vio-
lent crimes, and property crimes. The independent
variable Droughts is a dummy variable equal to one
if seasonal temperature in province i is one standard
deviation or more above the long-term seasonal mean
(1500–1600), and zero otherwise. The independent
variable Floods is a dummy variable equal to one if
seasonal precipitation in province i is one standard
deviation or more above the long-term seasonal mean
(1500–1600), and zero otherwise. Province FE is a full
set of province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of
year fixed effects.
Table III.8 – The effect of seasonal migration: Intensive margins
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.002 −0.069∗ 0.066∗∗∗
(0.025) (0.035) (0.014)
Temperature × Migration −0.084∗∗ −0.039 −0.094∗∗
(0.036) (0.060) (0.045)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations
with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster boot-
strapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of total number
of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in province i during season s
in year t. In columns 2 to 3, the dependent variables are defined
accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes. The inde-
pendent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature devia-
tion from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i,
divided by its standard deviation. Migration is a dummy variable
equal to one if the average seasonal migration rate in province i
is above the Savoyard mean, and zero otherwise. Province FE is a
full set of province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed
effects.
Table III.9 – The effect of seasonal migration: Extensive margins
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature 0.014 −0.095∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗
(0.033) (0.041) (0.038)
Temperature × Migration −0.005 0.001 −0.008∗∗
(0.003) (0.005) (0.004)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations
with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster
bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al.,
2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of total number
of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in province i during season
s in year t. In columns 2 to 3, the dependent variables are
defined accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes.
The independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temper-
ature deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600)
in province i, divided by its standard deviation. Migration is
a continuous variable equal to the rate of seasonal migration in
province i. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects. Year
FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.10 – Mitigation of physical violence against persons
Physical violence against persons
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.075∗∗ −0.063∗∗ −0.084∗∗
(0.038) (0.025) (0.043)
Temperature −0.036
× Migration intensive (0.081)
Temperature 0.001
× Migration extensive (0.007)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations
with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster boot-
strapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
The dependent variable is the log of total number of physical vi-
olence against persons (exlcuding homicide) per 100,000 inhab-
itants in province i during season s in year t. The independent
variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from
the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided
by its standard deviation. Migration intensive is a dummy
variable equal to one if the average seasonal migration rate in
province i is above the Savoyard mean, and zero otherwise.
Migration extensive is a continuous variable equal to the rate
of seasonal migration in province i. Province FE is a full set of
province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.11 – Mitigation of thefts of edible products
Thefts of edible products
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature 0.040∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.012) (0.013)
Temperature −0.044
× Migration intensive (0.030)
Temperature −0.007∗∗∗
× Migration extensive (0.002)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estima-
tions with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster
bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al.,
2008).
The dependent variable is the log of total number of thefts of
edible products per 100,000 inhabitants in province i during
season s in year t. The independent variable Temperature is the
seasonal temperature deviation from the long-term seasonal
mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by its standard devia-
tion. Migration intensive is a dummy variable equal to one if
the average seasonal migration rate in province i is above the
Savoyard mean, and zero otherwise. Migration extensive is a
continuous variable equal to the rate of seasonal migration in
province i. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects.
Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.12 – Temperature shocks and wheat prices in Savoy (1717-89)
Log of wheat prices (ag/l)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temperature 0.012 0.026∗ 0.025∗ 0.025∗
(0.012) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Temperature t-1 0.062∗∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.015)
Province FE No No No Yes
Observations 132 132 131 131
R2 0.015 0.042 0.179 0.187
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations.
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
The dependent variable is the log of wheat prices in grams
of silver per litre in province i during after harvest time (Au-
tumn) in year t. The data set covers the provinces of Genevois
(1731–89) and Savoie (1717–89). The independent variable
Temperature is the summer temperature deviation from the
long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by
its standard deviation. The other independant variables are
defined accordingly. In columns 2 to 4, summer precipitation
anomalies are included as control variables. Province FE is a
set of province fixed effects.
Table III.13 – Temperature shocks and wine prices in Savoy (1741–89)
Log of wine prices (ag/l)
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.082∗∗ −0.083∗∗ −0.078∗
(0.037) (0.037) (0.044)
Temperature t-1 −0.085∗
(0.045)
Observations 49 49 49
R2 0.099 0.120 0.276
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estima-
tions. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
The dependent variable is the log of red wine prices in
grams of silver per litre in the city of Annecy in year t.
The price is fixed by the city counsil in early December
after the end of the grape harvest. The independent
variable Temperature is the summer temperature de-
viation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600)
in the province of Genevois, divided by its standard
deviation. The other independant variables are defined
accordingly. To account for the early growing season,
column 2 includes the spring temperature deviation
from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in the
province of Genevois, divided by its standard devia-
tion.

Appendix
III.A Fiscal organisation and reforms
Several fiscal reforms contributed to the reduction of the level of inequality within
the society (Nicolas, 1978). The main direct tax was the taille. It was levied
on people and their real estate, whereas the main indirect tax, known as the
gabelle, was an excise tax levied on various goods, including salt, meat, tobacco,
and saltpetre.69 Realised in the 1730s under the supervision of intendants,
the cadastral survey (mappe sarde) provided an opportunity to readjust taxation
level to individual ownership, and to distribute the taxation burden more fairly
between different social groups. Thus, the nobility and the clergy were not
exempted any more from paying taxes, but in a few cases. However, peasant
ownership was relatively widespread in Savoy, and the new tax allocation
led to a significant increase in taxation levels for most of peasant households
(Guichonnet, 1955; Siddle, 1997; Verdo, 2012). The new taxation rate was set
at one-fifth of the harvest minus one seventy-sixth (18.7 per cent). Siddle has
suggested that direct and indirect taxation could have absorbed up to 44 per
cent of the total annual agricultural income in the 1740s. In the following
decades, the progressive abolition of serfdom contributed to the reduction of
that fiscal burden. Serfdom prevailed until the 1760s, and local seigniors used
to levy taxes in cash, kind, and/or labour upon communes. In 1762, the king
69 In November 1560, the provision of salt became a ducal monopoly. On August 19, 1561, an edict
further stipulated that every adult had to buy 11.4 kg of salt per year from ducal warehouses.
Many tax reforms then modified the salt tax until Victor Amadeus II issued the edict of January
14, 1720. The edict imposed the obligation to consume a fixed quantity of salt on every person
aged over five and their livestocks. One adult had to buy the equivalent of £8 of salt. The tax
amounted to £4 for an ox, £8 for a cow, £1 for sheep, and £10 for pigs. Gachet (2002) estimates
that the salt tax represented about eight per cent of a household’s annual income. From the
1720s onward, list of those affected in each parish (consigne) were updated regularly by the
administration to prevent evasion and fraud.
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Charles-Emmanuel III abolished serfdom within his domains, and a decade later
provided an opportunity for peasant communities to emancipate from manorial
rights.70 These reforms alleviated the fiscal burden, and increased the adaptive
capacity of local communities, and reduced their vulnerability to environmental
stress.
70 The edict of 19th December 1771, stipulated that communities had to manifest signs of
willingness to emancipate, and then to pay negotiated indemnities to local seigniors. By 1792
and the invasions of French troops, most of the communities were partially emancipated, so that
the application of the abolition of feudal rights only benefited few communes (Bruchet, 1908).
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III.B Other coping mechanisms
III.B.1 Poverty shocks and public assistance
Throughout the 18th century, no comprehensive system of relieving those in
need, like the poor law in England, existed in the duchy Savoy. The Savoyard
system relied on state and municipal interventions as well as permanent institu-
tions run thanks to patronage and religious orders. Figure III.12 displays price
variations of wheat on the markets of Annecy and Chambéry. Because of the
importance of staple crops in the average diet, any increase in prices resulted
in a quasi-immediate decline in living standards, and increase pressure on relief
institutions.
Ruff (1984) shows that deprivation was a major cause of thefts in early modern
France. In particular, wheat price movements deeply affected the poorest, and
correlates with the rate of theft. Elevated food prices made it more difficult for
many households to meet their minimum subsistence needs, leaving thievery
as the only solution for survival.71 Using various population censuses, Nicolas
(1978) finds that between 8 and 13 per cent of the households were recorded
as poor during normal years, but numbers significantly inflated in times of
food shortage. Apart from emigration, another relief was to be found in public
assistance. At the individual level, motivations for charity ranged from spiritual
movements to conflict over family wealth and search for prestige among elite
groups, whereas states authorities’ concerns were twofold: the reduction of
insecurity, and the education of its people (Cavallo, 1995; Fouquet, 1986).72
Municipal authorities ran most of the hospitals and other charity institutions
with the help of various religious orders.73 In 1717, an edict required every
city and town to create either a hospital or an almshouse, and some flourished
after receiving several donations. To make it easier for hospitals and charity
institutions to raise funds, state authorities granted them tax exemptions and
71 The desire for revenge, the willingness to settle property disputes without appealing the law,
and professional thievery constituted other motivations to commit thefts.
72 Particularly important at that time was the distinction between the ‘good’ poor who deserved
help, and the unworthy poor, such as able-bodied beggars, lazy and immoral adults, and
sometimes foreigners (Jones, 1989).
73 For a detailed description of public assistance in Savoy, see Bouverat (2013b, 266-310). For a
comparison with the system of public assistance in Turin, see Cavallo (1995).
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made it compulsory for notaries to suggest to testators to make a donation to
such institutions (Fouquet, 1986).74
Only the wealthiest could afford such donations, though, and about one-fifth
of testators actually donated to charity. In Chambéry, the hospitals of Saint-
François et Maché and Charité had an annual income of nearly ten thousand florins
and fifty thousand florins respectively in the early 18th century. They drew
the bulk of their income from private donations, property income, and profits
derived from their workhouses. From the mid-1730s onward, the Hôpital Général
provided outdoor relief to the poor through weekly distributions of bread taking
place every Sunday morning after the Mass (Fouquet, 1986).75 Beside hospitals,
which were mostly dedicated to the assistance of the poor and needy, two other
types of institutions were providing public assistance. Hostel of God (Hôtel-Dieu)
and leprosarium focused on the recovery of the ill, while various religious and
mendicant orders provided alms to the indigent in times of dire need (Palluel-
Guillard, 1963). In 1748, the village of Rumilly experienced a harvest failure.
After visiting the village, the Visitandines noticed that “because of the exorbitant
price of food, numerous poor are suffering”. In the following weeks, the Sisters
provided “potage made of vegetables, dry plums, and flour and distributed it
once or twice a week to a large number of poor looking pitiable, be they were
starving”.76 Similarly, in Moûtiers in 1768, the archbishop set an annual donation
to the hospital amounting to 344 hectolitres of grains, to be distributed to poor
and individuals affected by frost and fires.
In case of emergency caused by famine and epidemics, municipal and state
authorities supplemented the actions of these institutions in the provision of aid
to the poor with additional specific actions. The expansion of bureaucratisation
in the first mid of the 18th century made it easier for them to monitor socio-
economic conditions, and adopt a more interventionist attitude by using anti-
74 The ambition of such scheme was to discourage face-to-face charity, and to direct citizen’s
charitable acts towards the municipal system of poor relief. Individuals sometimes bequeathed
substantial sums of money to charity in their wills. Through the late 1680s, the widow of Mr.
Zamondy, a rich merchant from Chambéry, bequeathed the equivalent of 12,300 florins to the
hospital of Saint-François et Maché and Charité. In 1775, François Vespre bequeathed £22,000 to
the different hospitals in Chambéry (Palluel-Guillard, 1963).
75 Poor often had to comply with requirements such as attendance at the Mass, participation
at funerals, saying prayers at fixed time, and remaining silent during meals, as parts of the
educational effort to redeem themselves.
76 Cited in Bouverat (2013b).
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dearth measures.
In 1734, misery was so widespread in the province of Savoie after three years
of shortage, that several thousands of poor needed to be provided for. Between
the 25th of April and the 20th June 1734, the city council of Chambéry spent
£6,885 to organise daily distribution of bread and soup at the Hôpital Général.77
A decade later, the king allowed the city council to sell 4,000 bags of wheat
from the military stockpile at reduced prices to mitigate the effect of harvest
failure. In 1771, the city council of Chambéry decided to borrow £22,000 to be
able to import 4,000 bags of wheat from Piedmont. Overall, the sales of wheat to
needy inhabitants amounted to £34,605 that year. In 1778, imports from Geneva
provided enough grains to feed 3,000 individuals in Chambéry and twenty six
surrounding parishes for several weeks (Palluel-Guillard, 1963). In June 1783,
the Laki Craters eruption began and led to the hottest summer in a century, and
caused severe thunderstorms and acid rains damaging crops all over Europe,
leaving the local population under stress. That year, Sébastien Ribbaz bought
on the behalf of the province of Carouges the equivalent of £30,000 of wheat to
provide subsistence for the poor.78
In the province of Chablais, the community secretary of Évian, the notary
Cottet, had to buy 266 bags of wheat from Sardinia to relieve 20 communities.
Abundant snow had delayed the harvest by a month, before a hailstorm caused
serious damage to the crops, and left several of these communities in absolute
misery. On March 30, Cottet further requested the king to loan him £5,000 to
6,000 to buy more grain.79 One month and half later, the minister De Mouroux
wrote to the intendant general in Chambéry to gather information on how
Cottet was using the £4,000 loan he received from the king. In addition, De
Mouroux reminded the intendant the necessity to send grain to Onnion and the
77 A.M. Chambéry, IR 106, carton 1022.
78 Cities and towns were generally very active in the provision of assistance. On March 7, 1783,
the city council of Chambéry decided to create a commission to identify families in need in the
different neighbourhoods and to distribute them the relief they needed. Since the beginning of
the 18th century, the city council was also offering annually free apprenticeship to six orphans
originating from the city, and provided six poor young women with dowries. In Saint-Jean-
de-Maurienne, the city council decided in 1758 to offer four hundred livres a year to attract a
new physician in town. In following years, several cities, including Carouge, Moûtiers, and
Termignon, used similar design to attract new physicians.
79 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 2 73, pièce 19.
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surrounding parishes, which needed it to crop their fields.80 In late August 1771,
the city council of Le Biot informed the local intendant that, thanks to the crops
provided in May, they were able to harvest thirty-eight hectolitres of barley and
about ten hectolitres of oat, thus eliminating the risk of famine.81
Municipal and state authorities worked together to cope with the challenges
raised by transitory poverty shocks, and improve the provision of poor relief in
time of distress. Between 1750 and 1789, about fifty episodes of riots occurred
in Savoy, but only five of which were related to the question of subsistence
riots (Nicolas, 1973, 1974). This evidence suggests that the system of relief was
successful in absorbing most of the negative effect of weather-induced poverty
shocks. To document this, I match data on social conflicts from Nicolas (1973,
1974) with measure of temperature shocks by season by year by province. I run
panel regressions with province fixed effects and time fixed effects to estimate
the reduced-form effect of temperature shocks on the onset of social conflicts.82
Table III.14 reports results and suggests that there was no clear statistically
significant relationship between temperature shocks and social conflicts in 18th-
century Savoy. This, in turn, means that either local communities were very
resilient at the aggregate level and did not mean to resort to riots in times of
dire need or Savoyard authorities were able to provide sufficient relief to prevent
the occurrence of popular disorders.
III.B.2 A mixed agro-pastoral system
By the mid-18th century, Savoy was a rural rain-fed agrarian economy with
two distinctive characteristics.83 First, the collective ownership and use of
commons was particularly developed. On average, about 48 per cent of the
total land area was common land, a rate reaching 72 per cent in the mountainous
80 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 2 73, pièce 29.
81 48 coupes and 2 quarts of Thonon, and 12 coupes of Thonon, respectively. A.D. Haute-Savoie,
Série 1 C, 2 73, pièce 229.
82 The model estimated is similar to the model estimated in Section 3 of Chapter II.
83 Until the early 19th century, the development of industries was very limited in Savoy, but
in Cluses and Faverges, which specialised in watchmaking and paper industry respectively
(Armand, 1974, pp. 97-108).
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provinces of Tarentaise and Maurienne (Guichonnet, 1955, 1969; Nicolas, 1978).84
Common land often constituted a safety net for small landholders and the poor
by providing them with valuable income in the form of pasture, in particular in
time of dire need (Baud, 2010; Bloch, 2015; Scuiller, 2008).85 Second, pastures,
and therefore livestock, occupied a predominant position in the agricultural
landscape. Arable land represented only a third of the agricultural land area,
and pastures about half. The remaining land was occupied by forests, orchards
and vineyards.86
Disparities in agricultural practices, however, existed between lowlands and
uplands where extensive grazing was more readily available (Charbonnier,
2002). In addition, although grass growth diminished with increasing elevation,
the higher exposure to sunshine resulted in higher protein and fat contents.
Milk from upland-grazing animals was thus creamier, and products derived
from it, such as cheese and butter, fatter (Orland, 2004). The composition of
highland pastures also had an impact on both the chemical and the rheological
characteristics of the cheese. Overall, cheese was better in quality parameters
for human nutrition than that produced from milk of indoor fed animals. More
importantly, cheeses produced on mountain pastures were less elastic and less
deformable than those produced with milk from valley pastures. The harder
a cheese was, the longer it could be stored and transported, and therefore, the
higher was its price (Bugaud et al., 2001; Galina et al., 2007).
Lowland farmers could also benefit from these advantages through leasing or
renting out land, but large differences persisted across provinces. On average,
73 per cent of the cattle were herded up to Alpine pastures in summer in the
province of Tarentaise, but only 29 per cent in the province of Savoie (Becchia
84 These figures are extremely high for pre-modern Europe, but not unusual in the Alps. In the
neighbouring Briançonnais, collectively-owned pastures represented 70 per cent of the total
land area (Vivier, 1990). In the mid-18th century, between one-tenth and one-sixth of total land
area was commons in France, and about 20 per cent in England (Béaur, 2006; Plack, 2013; Vivier
and Corbin, 1998).
85 Every household, however, were not wealthy enough to have livestock. In the area of Beaufort,
21 per cent of the 540 households owned no cattle at all in 1763. In Saint-Pierre d’Albigny, one-
third of households owned no cattle in 1786 (Becchia et al., 2012; Viallet, 1993). Orland (2004)
suggests that the ownership of six to eight cows was already a sign of prosperity. With four
cows, a family usually managed to generate food surplus and to feed one or two pigs (Devos
and Grosperrin, 1985).
86 Wheat was cultivated on a third of the arable lands, whereas fallows and other crops and fodder
occupied the remaining two thirds.
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et al., 2012). However, keeping cattle in stalls also had advantages, such as
easier milk and manure collection, and available fields to plant fodder plants,
like sainfoin. Cattle were usually herded up to highest pastures from late spring
to early fall, after what they were brought to lower altitudinal meadows for a
month before either returning to the barn for winter, or being sold or slaughtered.
Animals were fed through the winter with the hay harvested in lower farming
stages in spring and late fall. Harsh winter, however, reduced the number
of degree days and the amount of available hay, whereas the need for fodder
was higher.87 Upland farmers could then either sell parts of their herd or
buy additional fodder from lowland farmers.88 Thus, in 1770, the intendant of
Chablais reported that, due to the scarcity of fodder, the inhabitants of Belleveaux
were “forced to sell lots of their livestock, which were their unique resources,
leaving them in a regrettable situation [...], as it already happened after the frost of
1740 and 1758”.89 Income derived from the sale of livestock in the neighbouring
cities, mostly Geneva and Turin, was significant. Grillet (1807) indicates that
about 25,000 heads of livestock were sold annually in Turin. That represented
an annual capital inflow of approximately one million livres. Additionally, about
210 tons of butter were also exported to Piedmont every year, and about 25,000
cheese wheels were sold in France and Switzerland.90
More generally, there was on average 0.62 cattle per inhabitant, but up to two
87 During normal years, a cow needed between 25 and 30 trousses of hay, whereas a heifer needed
only 15 trousses. Sheep and goats needed about 5 trousses of hay. A trousse is a unit of weight
equal to 85 kg (Tracq, 2000).
88 Another recurrent problem in upland areas was overgrazing. During the 18th and 19th
centuries, the expansion of livestock breeding led to tree loss and deforestation, which fostered
the occurrence of flooding in lowlands (Crook et al., 2002, 2004). Demographic expansion
and the development of mining and metal manufacturing industries in the late 18th century
increased local demand for firewood and charcoal, thereby also increasing the pressure on
forestry resources (Marston, Bravard and Green, 2003). Interestingly, Crook et al. also suggest
that changes in dietary habits had an impact on woodlands. The spread of potatoes cultivation
in the 1770s reduced reliance on chestnuts, a central staple in mountains diets, leading to a
decline in the importance of chestnut trees. In 1729, 1766, and 1770, the state enforced new
forest regulations, such as the ban of wood exports, in an attempt to reduce the destruction
of forests. The possibility of selling wood to sustain a livelihood, absentee landlords, and the
difficulty to exert controls on backward areas, however, rendered these regulations relatively
ineffective.
89 A.D. Haute-Savoie, Série 1 C, 2 72, pièces 138.
90 On average, one head of cattle cost between £41 and 45 (Becchia et al., 2012). According to
Grillet, in 1792, the total amount of butter exported to Piedmont amounted to 25,000 rups of
Piedmont. The rup of Piedmont is unit of weight equal to 8.544 kg. For a general discussion on
the importance of livestock trading in the Alpine region, see Mathieu (2009, pp. 121–2).
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times more in places like Saint-Jean-de-Sixt and Grand-Bornan (Becchia et al.,
2012).91 In comparison, England and France had much lower livestock portfolios
in 1750, be there were about 0.14 and 0.32 cattle per capita respectively.92 Even
in the neighbouring province of Dauphiné in France, cattle breeding was not so
central. In the district of Grenoble, there was 0.43 cattle per person in 1748, and,
in the mountainous districts of Queyras and Briançonnais, the rate dropped to
0.28 and 0.27. By offering meat, hides, and dairy products, and the possibility
to quickly adjust one’s wealth portfolio, livestock is a particularly interesting
asset to smooth consumption level over time. In addition, manure, as a natural
fertiliser, helps to replenish nutrients in the soil and to maintain agricultural
yields. Goubert (1960) argues that this set of elements helped individuals to better
cope with climate vicissitudes in mountain pastures areas than in grain-growing
plains.93
To investigate this question, I compare the effect of year-to-year variations in
temperature, a proxy for transitory income shock, in provinces with high level of
livestock breeding to the effect of year-to-year variations in temperature in areas
with little livestock breeding. My regression model is the following:
Crimeist = β1 Temperatureits + β2 Temperatureist
× Livestocki + δi + δt + eist
(III.2)
where Crimeits denotes the log of the number of Total crime per 100,000 inhabitants–
respectively Violent crime and Property crime– in province i in season s in year
t. Temperatureits is the seasonal standardised temperature deviation from the
long-term mean (1500–1600) in province i during season s in year t. Livestocki
is (i) a dummy variable equal to one if the average number of livestock heads
per inhabitant in province i is above the Savoyard mean, and zero otherwise
(intensive margins); (ii) a continuous variables equal to the average number of
livestock heads per inhabitant in province i (Extensive margins). δi are province
fixed effects and account for time-invariant province characteristics. δt are year
91 In few villages, like Abondance and Bellevaux, the situation was even more exceptional with
810 cattle for 164 inhabitants and 836 cattle for 185 inhabitants, respectively.
92 Clio Infra database: https://www.clio-infra.eu.
93 Besides, Nicolas (1978) contends that the least presence of overlordship in uplands also
reduced fiscal pressure and the hindering for agricultural improvements, leaving communities
theoretically better off than their lowland counterparts.
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fixed effects, and account for time-variant characteristics that may affect all
provinces at the same time. Standard errors are clustered at the provincial
level. The β1-coefficient capture the effect of temperature shocks on the incidence
of crimes, whereas the β2-coefficient indicates the differential effect between
provinces with high rate of livestock breeding, and provinces with lower rate.
Table III.15 and Table III.16 present the results. The point estimates in column
1 tend to show that livestock breeding had a positive effect on total crime, but
this result is not statistically significant. In column 2 of Table III.15, the coefficient
of the variable Temperature × Livestock is positive and statistically significant at
the 1% level. The effect of temperature shocks on violent crimes is significantly
higher in provinces in which livestock breeding is widespread, relative to other
provinces. Focusing on extensive margins yields similar results (column 2 in
Table III.16). Results presented in column 3 of Table III.15 and Table III.16
indicate that livestock had no statistically significant effect on property crimes.
These mixed findings provide some support to the fact that livestock can be an
efficient buffer against weather-induced income shocks. Local communities with
higher level livestock breeding were better able to cope with temperature shocks
and smooth consumption over time. In a Mehlum, Miguel and Torvik (2006)’s
‘framework’, this implies that these communities could maintain their level of
alcohol consumption, which in turn resulted in higher violent crime propensity.
Another stream of literature focuses on the relationship between economic
inequality and crime. For instance, Enamorado et al. (2016), and Fajnzylber,
Lederman and Loayza (2002) show that income inequality and violent crime
are positively correlated, even after controlling for other crime determinants.
Unfortunately, I lack data on economic inequality at the provincial level, so I can
not control for this mechanism. Historical evidence, however, indicates that the
“consumption smoothing effect” is more likely to explain these results than the
inequality arguments.
Table III.14 – Temperature shocks and social conflicts in Savoy (1650–1789)
Full sample Sample 1749–89
Social Subsistence Social Subsistence
conflicts conflicts conflicts conflicts
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Temperature 0.195 −0.142 0.195 −0.142
(0.227) (0.134) (0.234) (0.128)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,348 3,348 3,348 3,348
Mean DV 4.87 0.36 7.66 0.62
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations with
province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster bootstrapped
standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social
conflict occurred in province i during season s in year t, and zero
otherwise. In columns 2 to 5, the other dependent variables are
defined accordingly for subsistence-related conflict, fiscal conflict,
conflict against state authorities, and other types of conflict. In Panel
B, dependent variables are defined accordingly, but are restricted to
conflicts involving more than fifty individuals. The independent
variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from the
long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided by its
standards deviation. Province FE is a full set of province fixed effects.
Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.15 – The effect of livestock breeding: Intensive margins
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.051∗∗∗ −0.126∗∗∗ 0.034
(0.020) (0.021) (0.025)
Temperature × Livestock 0.064 0.133∗∗∗ 0.002
(0.078) (0.041) (0.084)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations
with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster boot-
strapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al., 2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of total number of
crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in province i during season s in year
t. In columns 2 to 3, the dependent variables are defined accord-
ingly for violent crimes, and property crimes. The independent
variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature deviation from
the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in province i, divided
by its standard deviation. Livestock is a dummy variable equal
to one if the average number of livestock heads (including ox,
calfs, heifers, and cows) per inhabitant in province i is above the
Savoyard mean, and zero otherwise. Province FE is a full set of
province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.
Table III.16 – The effect of livestock breeding: Extensive margins
Total Violent Property
crime crime crime
(1) (2) (3)
Temperature −0.057 −0.425∗∗∗ 0.224
(0.200) (0.139) (0.180)
Temperature × Livestock 0.043 0.547∗∗ −0.300
(0.336) (0.249) (0.293)
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 966 966 966
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Panel linear estimations
with province fixed effects and year fixed effects. Cluster
bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (Cameron et al.,
2008).
In column 1, the dependent variable is the log of total number
of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants in province i during season
s in year t. In columns 2 to 3, the dependent variables are
defined accordingly for violent crimes, and property crimes. The
independent variable Temperature is the seasonal temperature
deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in
province i, divided by its standard deviation. Livestock is a con-
tinuous variable equal to the rate livestock heads (including ox,
calfs, heifers, and cows) per inhabitant in province i. Province
FE is a full set of province fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of
year fixed effects.

Chapter IV
Was Louis XIV Wrong?
Socio-Economic Consequences of
Protestantism in Early Modern
France
In recent years, the effect of religion, and more broadly of cultural values, on
economic performance has attracted much attention in the public debate and
the scientific literature.1 Relatedly, a growing literature has sought to identify
the causes of the adoption of the Reformation and to revisit Max Weber’s
theory linking Protestant ethic and economic growth. These studies use the
social, economic, and institutional disruptions brought by the Reformation in
the Holy Roman Empire (HRE) to connect the spread of Protestantism to the
evolution of human capital, the reallocation of economic resources, innovation,
political mobilisation and governance, intrapersonal violence (suicide), and the
persistence of cultural values (see Becker, Pfaff and Rubin (2016) for a literature
survey).2 Becker, Pfaff and Rubin (2016, p. 3) point out that “the HRE is just
one case”, which questions whether these empirical findings can be generalised
1 See Iyer (2016) and Spolaore and Wacziarg (2013) for literature surveys.
2 In October 1517, Luther published his Ninety-five theses to criticise the selling of plenary
indulgences– a payment to the Catholic Church that purchased an exemption from punishment
for some types of sins. Reformers hoped to change the civic constitution of society and
demanded profound transformations in liturgy and religious teaching. To most historians,
this event symbolises the beginning of the Protestant Reformation and emerges as an epoch-
marking moment in European history. Dixon (2017) provides some useful explanations of
why the publication of the Ninety-five theses remains as the defining moment in early modern
Reformation history.
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to other settings.3 To my knowledge, no research examines the causes and
consequences of Protestantism in early modern France. I address these questions
as follows.
First, I document the effect of demand- and supply-side factors on the
diffusion of Protestantism from the 1550s onward.4 Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison
(2006) argue that, prior to the Reformation, the Catholic church can be considered
as a monopolistic firm providing religious services. In towns where the level of
spiritual services was high, individuals had lower incitations to chose another
firm to supply those services. Funded by legacies from wealthy testators,
collegiate churches were churches where canons would maintain a daily office of
worship and masses, and sometimes offered charity for the local population.5 I
collect data on the location of collegiate churches in 1520, and other demand- and
supply-side factors that could affect the diffusion of Protestantism.6 I match this
data set with information on strength of Protestantism at the city-level in 1567.
I geocode all Protestant temples listed in Mours (1958) and I calculate for every
town the number of Protestant temples within 20 km of the city centre in 1567.7
My analysis focuses on a set of 99 French towns derived from Bosker, Buringh
and Van Zanden (2013). I show that towns with more collegiate churches, a proxy
for the provision of religious services, in 1520 were less likely to host a Protestant
3 Becker, Pfaff and Rubin (2016, p. 22) further note that “We suspect that more research is
feasible using micro-regional data from England and Scotland, the Netherlands, Poland,
and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, all of which ended up, during or after the Reformation
period, with sizeable populations of different confessional groups. Some of these regions had
natural experiments imposed upon them by border changes, forced population movements, or
Communist governments, any of which might be useful for causal identification of outcomes”.
4 Treasure (2013) notes that French Protestantism was mainly Calvinist and responded to time
and spatial dynamics distinct from the Lutheran movement. In particular, Protestantism really
gained strength from the 1550s onward and reached its peak before the start of the second War
of Religion. By 1567, there were about 1,000 Reformed churches scattered across the kingdom.
French Protestants (Huguenots) then amounted to approximately 10 per cent of the population.
Various factors would attract members of different social groups to the ideas of the Reformation:
grievances against the clergy’s tax exemption, martyrdom, patronage, the actions of pastors
from Geneva, adverse economic conditions, printing presses, and the power of the evangelical
message.
5 Collegiate churches were thus very similar in spirit to the English chantry foundations, which
provided an endowment for the purpose of employing priests to sing masses to benefit the souls
of deceased persons.
6 The COLÉMON database aims at establishing the corpus of monasteries and collegiate churches
of France between 816 and 1563.
7 In 1562, the Edict of Saint-Germain recognised the existence of Huguenots and granted them to
right to worship publicly outside of towns. Many temples were thus located in the suburb or in
a neighbouring village. See Section 2.1 for more details.
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temple in 1567. On average, every additional collegiate church resulted in 0.3 less
Protestant temple.
Additionally, I show that printing presses tend to be negative associated,
albeit not systematically, with the likelihood to house a Protestant temple. This
result contradicts previous evidence on the role of printing presses (Rubin, 2014),
but is consistent with historical evidence. During the first half of the 16th century,
many laws and edicts limited the diffusion of Protestants materials, so that
most of the production of Protestant books and pamphlets came from Geneva.
The repressive framework against heretical books and their printers meant that
Catholics could benefit more easily from printing presses to defend and diffuse
their ideas. This interpretation is in line with Dittmar and Seabold (2015) who
show that printing press played an important role in the diffusion of ideas and
the spread of Protestantism in cities with competitive media markets, but not in
cities with media monopolies.
Second, I examine the socio-economic consequences of Protestantism in the
short- and medium-run. In the wake of Weber’s thesis, many scholars have
associated Protestantism to the rise of modern capitalism in Western Europe
and seek to establish if the relationship between the characteristics attributed to
Protestantism– e.g. hard work, increased saving, human capital– and economic
growth is robust (Iyer, 2016).8 Following Becker and Woessmann (2009), I
investigate the association between Protestantism and the literacy rate in the
late 17th century (1686–90) and the late 18th century (1786–90). During the 17th
century, many Protestant schools were created as a mean of spreading literate
and religious education, a central principal of Protestant beliefs.9 I collect data
on Huguenots population estimates circa 1670 at the department level (Benedict,
1991; Mours, 1958). By ending toleration, the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
in 1685 triggered an unprecedented exodus in French history: approximately
150,000 to 200,000 Huguenots decided to flee persecutions and forced conversions
8 Delacroix and Nielsen (2001) provide a critical view on the relationship between Protestantism
and the rise of modern capitalism in Western Europe. Using cross-country analysis, they show
that Protestantism is not positively associated with societal indicators of industrial capitalist
development in the 19th century. These indicators include the total wealth per capita in 1890,
the year of founding of principal stock exchange, the extension of railroads network in 1870 and
1890, and the percentage of male labour force in industry circa 1870. See also (Andersen et al.,
2017; Hoffman, 2006, pp. 82–4).
9 See, for instance, Astoul (1996, 1999).
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and sought refuge in neighbouring Protestant countries, including Switzerland,
Prussia, the Netherlands and England.10 To document the magnitude of the
population loss occurring after 1685, I complement these data with a new data
set on the estimated share of Huguenots who sought refuge abroad at the
department level.11 I construct this data set from the Refuge Huguenots database
assembled by Magdelaine (2014). I collect information on the place of origin
of all Huguenot refugees when it was available (about 60,000 observations) and
match it with modern day location to associate each refugee with a department.
I merged these data with information on the share of grooms who signed their
marriage certificates in 1686–90 and 1786–90 (Statistique Générale de France).
Using cross-sectional and panel data analyses, I find a positive and significant
relationship between Protestantism and the literacy rate of males. Increasing the
share of Huguenots in a department by one percentage point increased the male
literacy rate by 1.8 per cent in 1686–90. The result is consistent with the fact
that Protestantism had a strong effect on literacy because it explicitly favoured
schooling and the reading of Bible. The relationship is driven by departments
where the share of Huguenots in total population was high (i.e. larger than 10
per cent). The revocation of the Edict of Nantes ended tolerance and prevented
Huguenots from maintaining schools. Public worship was forbidden. Yet, many
Huguenots remained faithful to their religion and continued to pray and read the
Bible at home (Cabanel, 2012). I find that the effect of Protestantism on the male
literacy persisted throughout the 18th century, although its magnitude is lower. I
document that this relationship is partially driven by the effect of the population
loss associated with the exodus of Huguenots refugees after 1685. The effect of
Protestantism on literacy is lower in departments in which the share of Huguenot
refugees was above the national mean.
10 In 1598, the Edict of Nantes put an end to religious wars and granted the Huguenots freedom of
worship in approximately 150 towns and on the estates of Protestant landowners. Huguenots
were permitted to inherit property, engage in trade, attend all schools and universities. Addi-
tional secret articles contained in the edict constrained the government to pay the Protestant
pastors and the school teachers, and subsidise the garrisons in Protestant towns.
11 Within a few years, France lost about one per cent of its population, but the population loss
drastically varied across regions. For instance, Huguenots were nearly absent in the province of
Brittany, but represented, sometimes, more than half of the population in towns and villages
located within a crescent stretching from Lyon to La Rochelle (Cabanel, 2012). After the
Revocation, many communities in this area faced population losses of thousands of inhabitants,
amounting to roughly 5 to 15 per cent of their pre-1685 population.
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Many contemporaries and historians of the Reform attributed the French
economic slowdown at the turn of the 18th century to the persecutions and the
exodus of Protestants. The flight of Huguenots merchants would have disorgan-
ised the French economy and disrupted the trade networks. However, there is
little empirical evidence to support this claim (Scoville, 1953, 1960).12 I study
the short-term economic effect of Huguenots out migration by investigating its
impact on the level of crop prices and the likelihood social conflicts between 1670
and 1700. I compare relative changes in prices for department with a high share of
Huguenot refugees, controlling for geographic characteristics and the initial share
of Huguenots. I find no statistically significant difference in wheat prices between
departments with a high share of Huguenot refugees and those with a low share
of Huguenot refugees. Scoville (1960) reports historical evidence suggesting
that the departure of Huguenots could have a disruptive impact on agricultural
output because large portions of land remained temporarily uncultivated. My
results indicate that the shock created by the exile of Huguenots was not large
enough to have any effect at the departmental level on the supply of grains.13
In addition, a fading economy would reduce the opportunity cost of engaging
in conflict by diminishing real wages. I show, on the contrary, that there were
relatively less subsistence-related conflicts, such as food riots, in departments
with a high share of Huguenots refugees. This evidence suggest that, ceteris
paribus, local communities were better able to cope with harvest failure and
weather shocks in these departments, possibly because output per capita was,
at least temporarily, higher.14
Related literature. My work contributes to the growing literature in Economics
on the historical determinants of the spread of Protestantism. Wurpts, Corcoran
and Pfaff (2018) use network analysis to show that strong social ties between
12 For instance, in 1677, Paul Hay du Chastelet wrote that “I do not think that we should compel
Protestants to leave France, as Spain did with Moriscos and whose decision was then so
detrimental to the whole country” (cited in Yardeni, 1993, p. 80).
13 I use data on wheat prices after the end of the harvest to reflect as much as possible the level of
harvest fluctuations. Market integration was rather limited during the 17th century and, in the
short-run, hardly smoothed the effect of harvest failure on prices.
14 If agricultural output remained quite stable after the departure of Huguenots or at least declined
less rapidly than the local population, then individuals who decided to stay were relatively
better off than their counterparts in departments in which no out-migration took place.
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Hansa towns, measured by the frequency of their participation to Hansa Diets,
eased the diffusion of evangelical ideas and increased the odds to adopt the
Reform. Rubin (2014) investigates the role the printing press, which was a power
source of information transmission, and shows that cities with a printing press
by 1500 were more likely to be Protestant by 1600.15 Cantoni (2012) shows
that the likelihood a ruler adopted the Reformation was positively correlated
with the fraction of neighbouring princes who already adopted the Reformation
because it reduces the risk of introducing the new faith. In particular, the distance
from Wittenberg, the city where Martin Luther taught but also the siege of the
Electorate of Saxony– a powerful state and early adopter of the Reformation–
influences rulers’ denominational choice: increasing a territory’s distance to
Wittenberg significantly reduced its likelihood to embrace the Reformation.
Focusing on the role of cultural factors, Pfaff (2013) studies how the number of
saints shrines in a city could influence the likelihood of adopting the Reformation.
Pfaff posits that a greater presence of local saints shines in a city was associated
with a greater integration of population into the Catholic order, which in turns
reduced the demand for religious changes. Empirical evidence suggests that the
likelihood to abolish the Catholic mass in a city, an indicator for the spread of
the Reformation, was lower in cities with higher number of saint shrines per
capita. Similarly, Barro and McCleary (2016) suggest that the Catholic Church
used saint-making as a strategic device to inspire more intense religiosity and to
compete with Protestantism prior to the ending of the European religious warfare
in 1648. I contribute to this literature by documenting the role of socio-economic
and cultural factors in the spread of Protestantism in France. I show that the odds
of adopting Protestantism was lower in cities housing more collegiate churches.
This result provides additional empirical ground to the idea that cultural factors
may have been of equal importance to political-economic factors in the spread of
the Reformation.
This chapter also contributes to a prior literature that examines the socio-
economic consequences of the Reformation. For instance, Boppart, Falkinger
and Grossmann (2014) find that, in the late 19th century, Swiss Protestants
15 Pre-printing literacy rates could be correlated with the acceptance of both the press and
Reformation. To address omitted variable biases, Rubin follows Dittmar (2011) and exploit
distance from Mainz, the birthplace of printing, as an instrument for adoption.
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were more likely to invest and perform better in reading skills, but also in all
other educational fields, than Swiss Catholics. Similarly, Becker and Woessmann
(2009, 2010) show that Protestantism had a strong effect on the literacy rate
in 19th-century Prussia. Becker and Woessmann (2010) further document that
Protestantism had a positive and significant effect on economic performance in
the long-run. Per capita income taxes and service-sector share were significantly
higher in Protestant counties than in Catholic counties. Rubin (2017) argues that
Protestantism influenced long run economic development through the shift of the
balance of institutional power rather the tenets of Protestantism. In particular,
Reformation reduced the power of religious elites and increased the power of
secular and economic elites, which facilitated the set up of institutions favourable
to economic growth. Similarly, Cantoni, Dittmar and Yuchtman (2018) document
how the introduction of religious competition during the Reformation led to
the reallocation of economic resources from religious uses to secular purposes.
Religious competition shifted the allocation of upper-tail human capital toward
more secular human capital and increased the likelihood of Protestant university
graduates sorting into administrative positions across sectors of employment and
capital investment, and contributed to secularisation.16 Dittmar and Meisenzahl
(2016) document how Protestantism was associated with higher economic devel-
opment in the long-run in cities where it contributed to political and institutional
changes, but not in other cities. These changes drove the expansion in the
provision of public goods, such as social welfare and public education. They
further show that the adoption of these public goods institutions had a positive
and significant effect on the level upper tail human capital and city growth
in the long-run.17 These findings relate to recent research by Squicciarini and
Voigtländer (2015) who show that upper-tail knowledge increased productivity
in innovative industrial technology, which in turn fostered city growth in 18th-
and 19th-century France. To my knowledge, there is little empirical evidence on
the effect of Protestantism in France. This chapter contributes to this stream of
literature by examining the effect of Protestantism on the literacy rate of males
16 After the Reformation, there were also less construction of churches and more construction of
secular buildings in Protestant territories than Catholic territories.
17 These results are consistent with Cantoni’s 2015 findings. Using a sample of 272 cities spanning
over 1300–1900, Cantoni shows that, on average, Protestantism had no effect on city growth.
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at the end of the 17th and 18th centuries. A higher share of Huguenots in the
department’s population in 1670 is associated with higher literacy rate in 1686–
90 and 1786–90.18
My work is also related to the literature on the economic consequences of
historical episodes of forced migration. Hornung (2014) examines the effect of
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, and the resulting flights of French
Huguenots, on the productivity of the Prussian textile manufacturing sectors.
A higher share of Huguenots in the town’s population in 1700 led to higher
productivity and higher output in textile manufacturing in 1802.19 In a subse-
quent paper, Hornung (Forthcoming) shows that, within Berlin, complementaries
emerged from the reception of several waves of refugees, including Huguenots
and Bohemians. Changes in ethnic diversity in a district are associated with
an increase in the employment of looms in textile production. Focusing on the
economic consequences in sending country, Arbatli and Gokmen (2016) study
the long-term economic consequences of the expulsion of Armenian and Greek
communities– two high-skilled minorities– from the Ottoman Empire in the early
20th century. Districts with initial higher share of Armenian and Greek minorities
have higher population density, higher urbanisation rate and higher light density
today. Arbatli and Gokmen show that this result is driven by the persistent
influence of the higher rates of human and physical capital accumulation among
the non-Muslim subjects prior to their expulsion. In 1609, the Spanish Crown
decided to expel its Muslim minority, the Moriscos. Within few months 300,000
Moriscos left Spain. Chaney and Hornbeck (2016) investigate the economic con-
sequences of the expulsion of Moriscos by focusing on the Kingdom of Valencia,
which lost 130,000 Moriscos, or about one-third of its pre-expulsion population.
The expulsion of Moriscos had long-lasting effects on population and output per
capita. After 1609, former-Morisco districts experienced substantial decline in
population, but relative increases in output per capita until convergence occurred
with former-Christian districts in late 18th century. I add to this literature by
investigating the effects of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. After
18 For an overview of the recent French historiography on the relationship between Protestantism
and eduction, see Krumenacker (2014).
19 In a similar fashion, Fourie and von Fintel (2014) shows that the arrival of Huguenots at the
Cape Colony in 1688–9 constituted a positive and persistent shock in the wine-production
industry.
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Louis XIV issued the Edict of Fontainebleau, about 200,000 Huguenots sought
refuges in neighbouring countries. I take advantage of the heterogeneity of the
population loss across departments to analyse the socio-economic consequences
of the Revocation. I show that the effect of Protestantism on the male literacy rate
was lower in departments that experienced a larger population shock. I find no
evidence that the exodus of Huguenots had an impact on agricultural output.
The chapter proceeds as follows: Section 1 provide some information about
the spread of Reformation in France and the consequences of its demise after
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Section 2 describes the data sources and
the data set construction. Section 3 presents the empirical model and the results.
Finally, Section 4 concludes.
1 Historical background
1.1 The spread of Protestantism in France
In October 1517, Martin Luther issued his Ninety-five theses criticising Church
practices, in particular the role of ecclesiastical authority in granting papal
indulgences. This event is often considered the beginning of the Protestant
Reformation, and in the following decades, Luther and in his supporters all
around Europe would call for moral renewal and challenge the psychological
control exercised by the church as a monopolistic source and interpreter of
Scripture. In France, Calvin emerged as the spiritual leader of the Reformation.20
Born in 1509 of a bourgeois family at Noyon in northern France, Calvin
moved to Paris in 1523 to study liberal arts before enrolling at the University
of Orléans in 1528 where he studied law. During the 1530s, he experienced
the inflexible conduct of clergy and the war of attrition led by the University of
Paris (Sorbonne) against the humanist reform. Influenced by Erasmus, Guilaume
Briçonnet, bishop of Meaux, and Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples had created in 1521 a
center of academic study, known as Cenacle of Meaux, which attracted reform-
minded scholars. The persecutions began in 1524 following the publication
20 This section draws heavily on Boisson and Daussy (2006, pp. 7–82), (Cabanel, 2012, pp. 15–64),
Holt (2017), Manetsch (2012, pp. 18–37), McKim (2004, pp. 3–40), and Treasure (2013, pp. 51–
106).
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of the vernacular translation of the Bible by Lefèvre d’Étaples. They resulted
in the following years in the condemnation or the escape of many reformists,
including William Farel who was forced to flee to Switzerland. In October 1534,
handbills endorsing reform and decrying the mass were posted throughout many
cities.21 They triggered a new wave of persecutions, with imprisonments and
executions.22
Calvin and other reformers found themselves forced to leave France. Calvin
successively settled in Strasbourg and Basel. In 1536, Farel convinced Calvin to
remain in Geneva and help him to lead the reform in the city.23 After few years
of exile in Strasbourg between 1538 and 1541, he returned to Geneva, resumed
his preaching, and drafted regulations for Geneva’s church. To organise the
academic instruction and theological training of future pastors, he established
several academies, including the Company of Pastors (Compagnie des pasteurs).24
These academies attracted hundreds of students from all over Europe who
eventually returned to their home countries and spread the ideology of Calvin.
Between 1555 and 1562, up to two hundred properly educated missionaries
who could preach the gospel and administer the sacraments could have left
Geneva (Kingdon, 2007). Most of them were Frenchmen coming from every
corner of the kingdom and they returned to France to establish a structured
network of alternative churches, found new congregations and/or minister
already established gatherings. Geneva was also a centre of prime importance
for printing and disseminating evangelical propaganda over France, in particular
after repeated Edicts forbade and punished the sale, importation or printing of
any book related to the Protestant heresy. Benedict (2007, pp. 542–54) reports
that, in the 1550s, 244 out 257 evangelical books in French and published outside
France originated from Geneva.
21 This event is known as the Affair of the Placards. For more details on this particular event, see
Kirby (2009).
22 Few years later, in 1540, the Edict of Fontainebleau ended any form of tolerance and declared the
Lutheran heresy “high treason against God and mankind, popular sedition, and the disturbance
of our state and public tranquillity”. The crime of heresy was punishable by torture, forfeiture
of good, public humiliation and/or death (Monter, 1999, pp. 85–115).
23 The General Council of the city had officially adopted the Reform on May 21, 1536. Archives
d’État de Genève, Registres du Conseil 29, fol. 112-112v°.
24 Manetsch (2012, pp. 38–67) provides a detailed description of the pattern of development of the
Company of Pastors, as well as its geographic and social pattern of recruitment.
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Prior to 1550, there were no organised church and French Protestantism
existed only as underground and scattered organisation. Persecution still focused
mostly on deviant clergy members.25 Only in the 1550s, the number of adherents
to Calvinism and Reformation grew remarkably fast. In 1559, the first national
Synod of French Reformed churches was organised in Paris.26 French pastors
gathered to discuss ecclesiastical discipline and organisation. By the end of the
decade, there were more than one thousand Reformed churches in France and
two million Huguenots. French Protestants then represented about 10 per cent of
the total population (Fornerod and Benedict, 2009; Mours, 1958). The outbreak of
the First War of Religion in 1562, however, halt the expansion of Protestantism in
France. In 1598, the Edict of Nantes ended the Wars of Religion. Huguenots
had then 759 temples scattered across France and their number amounted to
approximately one million.
Among the converts were all classes, though urban craftsmen represented
the largest social group in proportion to their relative share in population. In
Nîmes, they represented 43 per cent of the population but 58 per cent of the
Protestants in 1560. In comparison, agricultural workers amounted 34 per cent
of the population of Nîmes but only 15 per cent of the Protestants (Tulchin,
2010, p. 201).27 Many different factors would attract members of different social
groups to the ideas of the Reformation: grievances against clergy’s tax exemption,
martyrdom, patronage, the actions of the new wave of pastors from Geneva,
adverse economic conditions, printing presses, and the power of the evangelic
message. Heller (1986) and Treasure (2013) emphasise the difficulty to discern
25 For an overview of prosecution and persecution during the early 1550s, see Mentzer (1984), and
Monter (1999, pp. 116–45).
26 The fundamental structure in French Protestantism was the local church and its consistory, an
administrative and judicial boy composed of the pastors and the council of elders. Every church
drawn income from their worshippers to pay the pastor, the regent (school teacher) and the
caretaker who rang the bell. Church also committed to help the poor. One member of the
council of elders had to pay monthly visit to every family to check whether they still needed
assistance. At the local level, Reformed churches gathered in colloquies, which met once a year
during Provincial Synods. At the national level, the General Synod gathered every few years
(Garrisson, 1995, pp. 281–4).
27 For similar statistics for other French towns, see Garrisson (1980, pp. 18–9). Hauser (1899) and
Heller (1986) argue that, until the phase of expansion during the 1550s, popular and elitist
forms of Protestantism co-existed and should be differentiated because different factors drove
them into the new religion. In particular, socio-economic distress fostered the adherence to
Protestantism among lower classes. For a detailed overview of the social composition of the
Protestant movement, see Garrisson (1995, pp. 284–91).
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a unique explanation to the surge of evangelical faith across France because it
reflected characteristics specific to each social group and location.28 The situation
was not much different in the Holy Roman Empire. Recent empirical studies
suggest printing presses, printing competition, ideological influence, political
autonomy, aristocratic patronage, agricultural potential, and monasteries are all
correlated with the diffusion of the Reformation (Becker, Pfaff and Rubin, 2016).
1.2 The revocation of the Edict of Nantes
In April 1598, the Edict of Nantes marked the end of military hostility between
Catholics and Protestants and recognised, under certain conditions, the existence
of the Protestant minority within the kingdom of France.29 To avoid further
violence, the edict specified the rights and the obligations of the Protestants. For
instance, the Huguenots could retain their worship only wherever it had been
established prior to August 1597, but they had to respect all Catholic feast days.
In return, they were granted about 150 towns and villages as safe havens (place
de sûreté). The Crown also committed to maintain and cover the expenses of
Huguenots schools and colleges (Garrisson, 1995, pp. 391–8). The preamble of
the edict, however, clearly affirmed the ideal of religious unity and made it clear
that Henry IV wished that all Huguenots should return to the Catholic faith.
Throughout the first half of the 17th century, a regime of relative coexistence
perdured between Catholics and Huguenots over most of the realm.30 However,
a string of edicts and declarations slowly restricted the rights and liberties of
28 Treasure (2013, p. 122) contends that “there were as many different experiences as there were
Protestant communities”.
29 For an English translation of the Edict of Nantes, see Golden (1988, pp. 86–134).
30 Violence and wars erupted again in southwest during the 1620s. On October 1620, the army
entered the city of Pau and Louis XIII reinstituted Catholicism as the official religion of Béarn.
Protestants resented the king for his decision and decided, under the leader of the Duke of
Rohan, to organise an armed rebellion. In the following years, Louis XIII would besieged
repeatedly La Rochelle and other Protestants towns until they submitted in June 1629 after the
city of Alès was burnt to the ground.
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Huguenots and eroded their political power.31 The situation, however, changed
abruptly with the onset of Louis XIV’s rule in 1661. Long before 1685, he
attempted to persuade Protestants to convert to Catholicism and deployed a vast
repertoire of strategies, which prefigured the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.32
That includes measures removing the equal access to civil employment, the close
down of many local Reformed churches, and in 1669, the suppression of the
bipartisan chambers of justice in Paris and Rouen.33 From 1681 onward, the
dragonnades represented another part of Louis XIV’s strategic plan of conversion:
the use of troop lodgements to increase pressure on Huguenots. The strategy
was to threaten them with the financial burden of troop lodgements and to offer
tax relief to those who converted. This policy was an attempt to apply economic
coercion to the Protestant notables and create a trickle-down effect of conversions
among the lower classes. This policy was quite successful in many places. In
Béarn, estimates suggest that nearly 20,000 Protestants converted to Catholicism
between 1683 and 1685. One month before the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
on September 17, 1685, the secretary of state for war Louvois reported that 130,000
conversions had been obtained using this strategy in the provinces of Bordeaux,
Montauban, Limoges, and Poitiers. Many Huguenots had also begun to seek
refuge in other European countries.34
When Louis XIV issued the Edict of Fontainebleau in October 17, 1685,
there were about 800,000 Huguenots in France. They were scant in Brittany,
in the northern and in Massif Central. Huguenots were more numerous in
Normandy, Orléanais, and Paris but remained nonetheless a small minority. Vi-
varais, Dauphiné, lower Languedoc, Guyenne, Aunis and Béarn were Protestant
31 In 1676, John Locke noted during his passage in Montpellier that “they and the papist laity live
togeather firefly enough in these parts. They sometimes get and sometimes loose proselytes”
(cited in Benedict, 2001, p. 34). Hanlon et al. (1993, pp. 91–117) also provides a good example
of such coexistence and interdependence between the two communities. Hanlon identifies at
least 279 cases of mixed marriage in Layrac, southwest of France, between 1598 and 1700. On
average, 50 per cent of the marriage contracts were signed by witnesses of both confessions.
Hanlon also lists numerous cases of Huguenots employing Catholics as servants, and/or
Catholic masters recruiting Protestants apprentices. In addition, notarial archives indicate that
financial loans between the two confessional groups were common.
32 For instance, on the action of the Council of State, see Blet (1972).
33 These institutions created by Henry IV were in charge of adjudicating disputes between
Catholics and Protestants.
34 For more details on the persecution of Huguenots, and in particular the dragonnades, under
Louis XIV’s rule, see McCullough (2007, pp. 125–79) and Scoville (1960, pp. 28-63). For an
overview of Protestantism throughout the 17th century, see Cabanel (2012, pp. 507–608).
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strongholds. In Montauban and Nîmes, they represented about 60 per cent of
the population; in Sedan, 40 per cent; in Montpellier and La Rochelle, 30 per
cent; in Metz, 20 per cent; in Dieppe, 10 per cent; in Rouen, 5 per cent (Benedict,
2001, pp. 34–120).35 By prohibiting “any further public exercise of the Pretended
Reformed Religion (P.R.R.) in his kingdom”, the Edict of Fontainebleau revoked
the Edict of Nantes and marked the culmination of years of effort to end
the toleration and persecute Huguenots.36 All Protestant temples had to be
demolished and Protestant noblemen were forbidden to hold religious services in
their fiefs. Pastors had the choice between leaving France within fifteen days or
converting and benefiting from tax exemption and easier access to the profession
of lawyer. All Protestant schools for the instruction of children were suppressed,
and Huguenots attempting to leave the kingdom or send out their goods faced
the penalty of being sent to the galleys.
Louis XIV hoped that the revocation of the Edict of Nantes could ensure the
conversion of the remaining Protestants, but it was overall a failure. Between
150,000 and 200,000 Huguenots, a number far larger than anticipated, fled abroad
within few years. In many towns and villages, the demographic shock was
important. In Metz, 70 per cent of the Huguenots– about 15 per cent of the
population– left for Prussia. About 1,500 Huguenots left Sedan and sought
refuge in Palatinat (Jurbert, 2015, p. 187) At least 2,000 individuals departed from
Nîmes. In Annonay, Huguenots represented half of the population in 1685, but
“new converts” (N.C.) amounted to only 10 per cent of the population at the
beginning of the 18th century.37 Overall estimates suggest that at least 5,000
individuals, 5 per cent of the total population, could have left Vivarais during
this period (Molinier, 1976). In the neighbouring province of Dauphiné, a more
substantial number of peasants fled and left land uncultivated creating concerns
about the agricultural output (Scoville, 1960, pp. 307–10). Many other provinces
were less affected by out migration because Huguenots amounted to a small
35 For the period, population estimates are: Montauban, 16,700; Nîmes, 18,000; Sedan, 7,500;
Montpellier, 21,400; La Rochelle, 22,500; Metz, 21,000; Dieppe, 40,000; Rouen, 80,000. See Mours
(1947) and Scoville (1960, pp. 11–2) for more population estimates.
36 For an English translation of the Edict of Fontainebleau, see Golden (1988, pp. 135–9).
37 After the Revocation, the administration attempted to evaluate the rate of conversion and exile.
Local administrators had to carry out repeated survey tracking down Huguenots who decided
to stay and covert to Catholicism (the new converts) and those who fled.
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share of their population. Thus, the Huguenot population share in Berry and
Normandy represented 1.5-2 per cent and 2-2.5 per cent, respectively. After
the Revocation, about 15 per cent of the Huguenots left Berry and Normandy
(Boisson and Lippold, 2002, pp. 95–6, p. 295; Daireaux, 2010, p. 744; Daireaux,
2012, p. 125).38
Overall, about one per cent of the French population migrated after the
Revocation. In 1688, Vauban wrote a memorial to Louvois to deplore that
the exile of thousands of Huguenots weakened France because they took with
them millions of livres tournois of capital and accelerated the ruin of French
trade and industries.39 Scoville (1960), however, questions the point of view of
Vauban. He shows that there is little evidence that the departure of Huguenots
seriously affected industrial production in France in the long run. For instance,
in La Rochelle, a form Protestant stronghold, trade remained organised and
dominated by a Protestant elite, with the support of the monarchy, during the
entire 18th century (Martinetti, 2015).40 Similarly, Concato and Largesse (1992)
document that, within two years, the dynamism of Catholic drapers in Elbeuf,
Normandy, had completely offset the negative economic shocks associated with
the departure of Huguenots drapers. During the 18th century, many “new
converts” only acted like Catholics and returned to their old religion, although
Protestantism remained illegal until 1787. Some of them became school teachers
in Catholics schools as soon as 1700, before Protestant schools began to flourish
again in the 1750s (Boisson, 2000, pp. 241–5, pp. 421–7; Van Deursen, 1960, pp. 37–
83).
38 From the 16th century onward, Protestants decided to emigrate based on their situations as well
as their religious fervour. Artisans, whose skills were readily portable, were more prone to seek
refuge abroad than noblemen, whose assets (land) were harder to sell. The cost of migration was
also smaller for Huguenots living close to ports and/or to external borders than those who lived
in the interior of the kingdom (Boisson and Daussy, 2006, pp. 232–5; Treasure, 2013, pp. 359–60).
39 Bert (1908, pp. 96–101) also attributes a part of the economic decline of the late 17th century to
the emigration of Huguenots. For an overview of how this idea persisted over time, see Yardeni
(1993).
40 Analysing notarial acts in Bordeaux, Poussou and Loupès (1986, pp. 159–66) also finds that
Protestant merchants continued to be very active in trade networks after the Revocation. Very
few actually out-migrated after 1686.
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2 Data
The two questions explored in this chapter are: (i) what were the main driving
factors explaining the spread of French Protestantism from 1550 onwards? (ii)
What are the socio-economic impacts of Protestantism and the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes in 1685? To answer these questions, I use (i) data at the city level
and (ii) data at the department level between the 16th and the 18th century. My
first data set combines information on the spread of the Reformation during the
16th century with data about whether a city had a collegiate church in 1520; and
numerous control variables for the supply of and demand for Protestantism at
the city level, such as how many printing press a city had in 1500. To build my
second data set, I gather data at the level of department, of which there are 85.41
I match data on the presence of Protestantism during the second half of the 17th
century with data on literacy, wheat prices and social conflicts. The respective
data sources are discussed in the following sections.
2.1 Huguenots data
My analysis requires a measure of a city’s exposure to Protestantism. In
choosing how to measure the strength of Protestantism in a city, I face a trade
off. Considering that many protestant temples were located outside of cities, I
construct a measure that includes all temples within 20 km from the centre and
established before 1568.42 This allows to consider a city-level variation in the
41 On 22 December 1789, a decree abolished former French administrative subdivisions and
stipulated that departments, of which there would be from 75 to 85, would represented the
new administrative subdivision of France (Article 1). The number of departments, initially 83,
stabilised to 86 after the Congress of Vienna in 1885. I focus on mainland France and exclude
Corsica due to the paucity of data, which left me with 85 departments. The decree is available
under the link:
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/histoire/images-decentralisation/decentralisation/loi-
du-22-decembre-1789-.pdf.
42 The third War of Religion began in summer 1568, and many cities were besieged and conquered
by the Huguenots during this conflict. Prior to that, Protestants’ expansion was not link to
violence and military victory.
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strength of protestantism, accounting for a reasonable foot distance.43
Historical data are available to proxy for the spread of the Reformation
during the second half of the 16th century. Mours (1958, pp. 56–107) combines
information from the Histoire ecclésiastiques des Églises réformée du Royaume de
France written by Theodore Beza with primary sources in Geneva, archives of
the French Provincial Synods and secondary literature to assemble a list of the
Protestant temples in France during the 16th and the 17th century.44 I geocode
each temple in Mours’ list, which allows me to match them with my main
explanatory variables and various geographic controls. Figure IV.1 provides the
geographical distribution of Protestantism strength in the early 1560s across the
85 departments, revealing an uneven geographic pattern. French Protestants
mostly concentrated around the Massif Central (Cabanel, 2012, pp. 88–92; Mours,
1958).
To answer question (ii), I further collect data on Huguenots population
estimates circa 1670, and Protestant pastors in 1660 (Benedict, 1991, pp. 8–
10; Mours, 1958, pp. 188–91) at the department level. To assess the validity
of these data, I further collect information on cities for which the registers of
consistories of Reformed churches could be found in the archives (Mentzer,
2014, pp. 69–140).45 The correlation between these data set is around 0.9 and
always statistically significant, reducing the likelihood that measurement error
and misreporting bias may occur (Figure IV.2).
The revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685 resulted within few years in
an unprecedented exodus of Huguenots from France. Migration estimates range
43 In 1562, the Edict of Saint-Germain recognised the existence of Huguenots and allowed them to
worship publicly outside of towns. Worship within towns had to remain private. Many places
of worship were, therefore, located outside of towns. For instance, after 1563, Huguenots of
Tours had to go to Maillé, a small town located 40 kilometres south of Tours. Those of Dijon had
to walk the 25 km that separated them from Nuits-Saint-Georges (Krumenacker and Léonard,
2012, p. 18, 25). In Orléans, the temple was located in Bionne, a village 7 km east of the city center
(Boisson and Lippold, 2002, pp. 341–4). Similarly, in 1598, many Secret Articles of the Edict of
Nantes forbade those of the reformed religion to worship less than few leagues (lieues) from the
town (and their suburbs) of Beauvais, Caraman, Chalons, Soissons, Toulouse and many other
towns. One Paris’ league equalled 3.898 km.
44 Theodore Beza was a French Reformed theologian and scholar. He was a disciple of John Calvin
to whom he succeeded as a spiritual leader of the Republic of Geneva.
45 Many of these documents have been destroyed after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
regardless of the share of Huguenots in the areas. It is, however, more likely that more of
these registers survived in areas where Huguenots were better implemented. The comparison
of these data with a census of the Protestant population at the level of parish in the province of
Dauphiné, dated from c. 1680, yields similar results. A.N., K/1159, f°12.
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from 150,000 to 200,000, about 25 per cent of the total Huguenot population.46 My
primary source for data on Huguenots exodus is the Refuge Huguenots database
built by Magdelaine (2014), which records information on age, occupation, desti-
nation, and provinces of origins of approximately 130,000 Huguenot refugees.47
Magdelaine and her team use archival and secondary sources from Switzerland,
Germany, and England– countries that gave refuge to the bulk of Huguenots– to
track exile between 1685–1700.48 About half of the notices in the database has
information on the home town, the region or the colloquy of origin. My key unit
of analysis to study the effect of the Huguenots exodus is the department. To
provide an estimate of the magnitude of the exodus at the department level, I
collect data on the place of origin whenever it had been entered in the database
(i.e. for approximately 60,000 observations). I match this information with
modern day location to associate each refugee with a department, and map the
geographic distribution of the Huguenots exodus after 1685 (Figure IV.5).
Population density varied significantly across departments during the 17th
and the 18th century. To measure the relative importance of Protestantism
across departments, I use Huguenots population estimates and reconstruction of
department population around 1700 to construct a variable % Huguenots, which
measures the share of Huguenots in a department prior to the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes.49 There is substantial variation across departments, ranging
from 0 per cent in Finistère to more than 30 per cent in Charente-Maritime and
46 About 20,000 Huguenots settled in Switzerland, and 44,000 in Germany. The number of
Huguenots who fled to the United Provinces can be estimated to 50,000. Great Britain could
have welcomed another 40,000 or more refugees. Scandinavian countries, North America and
South Africa also gave refuge to small minorities of Huguenots.
47 The database is accessible under the link: http://www.refuge-huguenot.fr/index.php.
48 Many countries and towns ran repeated censuses to evaluate the number of Huguenots seeking
refuge. Piguet (1934) provides an example of such censuses for Pays de Vaud and Bern in late
17th-century Switzerland.
49 To reconstruct department population in 1700, I process as follow. I use population data at
the town-level in 1793 from the Cassini website (http://cassini.ehess.fr) to calculate the total
department population in 1793 and the total provincial (Généralité) population in 1793. For
each department, I then calculate its relative share in the province population. To estimate
department population in 1700, I apply these shares to provincial population data in 1700
from Dupâquier (1988, pp. 51–98). A strong assumption is that the distribution of population
across departments within a province did not varied too much between 1700 and 1793. To
corroborate these estimates, I derive data on urban population in 1700 from Bosker, Buringh
and Van Zanden (2013) and in 1793 from the Cassini website. I compare the share of department
urban population in province urban population in 1700 and 1793. Figure IV.6 shows that the two
measures are strongly correlated and suggests that the distribution of urban population across
departments within province remained stable over the 18th century.
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Gard (Figure IV.4).
2.2 Collegiate churches data
One of the drivers of the Reformation was the need of spiritual and moral
reform to countervail the moral and financial abuses prompted by the sale of
indulgences. I use information on the presence of collegiate church as a measure
of spiritual services in a city. Canons in collegiate churches maintained a daily
office of worship and masses on the behalf of testators who funded them. In cities
where these specified spiritual services were more widespread, the quality of the
benefits offered by the Church was higher and common citizenry was less likely
to choose other dispensers of religious services (Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison,
2006, pp. 106–7).50
I construct data on collegiate churches in 1520 from the COLÉMON database,
which aims at establishing the corpus of monasteries and collegiate churches
of France between 816 and 1563.51 For each institution, the notices provided
information on the location, the historical evolutions, people, and other aspects
such as architecture. I collect information on the location of all collegiate churches
that were established prior 1520 and calculate for each city the total number of
collegiate churches that lies within 20 km of the city centre.52
2.3 Literacy data
Direct measures of human capital are lacking for Ancien Régime France. Sig-
nature rate on marriage certificates is a conventional measure of literacy rate
50 Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison (2006, pp. 55–8) argue that religion can be characterised as a Z
good. Becker (1965) defines Z goods as the basic commodities that directly enter households’
utility functions. Households produce Z goods by combining time and market goods. As such
households are “small factories” using capital goods, raw materials and labour to clean, feed,
procreate and otherwise produce useful commodities. Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison define
religion as a Z good because religious services are produced by combining capital goods, labour,
and market goods, and their output is consumed in a utility-maximizing manner. Therefore,
households’ demand for religious services is a function of their price, which equals to resources
(money and time) sacrificed to participate in religious activity. When the price of religious
services increases but quality remains constant, a negative substitution effect arises encouraging
the search for lower-priced substitutes.
51 The database is available under the link: https://colemon.huma-num.fr/.
52 I collect information on cities that housed collegiate churches in 1520 instead of later because it
is possible that the diffusion of Protestant ideas during the first half of the 16th century could
have changed the behaviour of testators, causing issue of reverse causality.
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in historical research when no other indicator is available. The assumption is
that individuals who were able to sign their names on official documents were
also able to read and sometimes to write (Furet and Sachs, 1974; Hippe, 2012,
pp. 1629–32; Lemire, 2013, pp. 249–51; Schofield, 1968, pp. 318–25).53 I derived
the share of grooms who signed their marriage certificates in 1686–90 and 1786–90
from the Maggiolo inquiry.54
In the late 19th century, Louis Maggiolo carried out an inquiry for the
French Ministry of Public Instruction to document the average level of literacy
by department in the late 17th century and prior to the French Revolution.
Maggiolo relied on a network of 16,000 primary schoolteachers to collect the
rate of signatures on marriage certificates for as many parishes as possible. The
outcome of the enquiry was published in the Statistique Générale de France. More
recent estimates suggest that the results of the Maggiolo enquiry are reliable
(Furet and Ozouf, 1977; Houdaille, 1977).55 In 1686–90, about 26 per cent of
grooms were able to sign their marriage certificates, but there was substantial
variation in the level of literacy across departments (Figure IV.7). By the end of
the 18th century, the unequal distribution of literacy persisted with departments
north of the Saint-Malo–Geneva line remaining more literate (Figure IV.8).
One concern on this data set is that the number of schoolteachers that
responded to Maggiolo’s inquiry varied greatly across departments. For instance,
the literacy rate of 1786–90 in the department of Ille-et-Vilaine is derived from
4,148 marriage certificates, whereas the literacy rate in the neighbouring depart-
ment of Finistère is derived from 1,157 marriage certificates.56 In addition, many
historians point out that the survey was carried on registers from rural parishes
and underestimate the literacy rate of urban areas (Jeorger, 1977, pp. 143–6;
Poussou, 1977, p. 300; Quéniart, 1978, pp. 72–87). To asses the robustness of the
53 For a discussion on the reliability of this measure as a proxy for literacy, see Astoul (1992); Furet
and Ozouf (1977); Poussou (1993).
54 BnF, 4 LF242 196, état récapitulatif et comparatif indiquant, par département le nombre des
conjoints qui ont signé l’acte de leur mariage, aux XVIIe, XVIIIe et XIXe siècles. The data are
also available under the link: https://journals.openedition.org/acrh/2890.
55 One caveat of the Maggiolo enquiry is that it understated the contribution of urban areas where
literacy rate was often higher (Furet and Sachs, 1974, p. 714; Markoff, 1986, p. 317). For a
historiographical survey of literacy in France, see Julia and Revel (2009).
56 Both departments are located in the Brittany region in the west of France, and have approxi-
mately 500,000 inhabitants in the late 18th century. BnF, 4 LF242 196, Statistique Rétrospective.
État récapitulatif et comparatif indiquant, par département, le nombre de conjoints qui ont signé
l’acte de leur mariage, aux XVIIe, XVIIIe, et XIXe siècles.
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data set, I gather information on the literacy rate from the French historiography
on education and primary sources. Overall, I collect 1,689 estimates of literacy
rate for different towns, 994 of which are related to late 18th century.57 Fig-
ures IV.9 shows the correlation between the two samples. Despite large within
department variations, the correlation between the two samples is high, which
suggest that Maggiolo’s estimates are reliable proxy for the average literacy rate
at the department level.58
2.4 Crop prices and social conflicts data
To answer question (ii), I further examine how the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, which led to the exclusion of Protestants from some occupations and
public office, and to the migration of a significant share of the population,
affected the economy and the living conditions of Frenchmen. Among the 200,000
Huguenots who fled to Switzerland, Prussia, and England, there were peasants,
craftsmen, merchants and nobles. Historical evidence suggests that it resulted in
significant economic losses because it disrupted agricultural production, trade
networks and/or industrial (textile) production (Concato and Largesse, 1992;
Scoville, 1960). The aggregate effect of these disruption may materialise in higher
crop prices, higher level of industrial unemployment and overall lower real
wages, leaving the local population worse off.
I make use of data on crop prices and social conflicts at the department level
to investigate the broader socio-economic consequences of Protestantism and
Huguenots’ exodus. The insurrection of the Camisards broke out in Languedoc
in 1702 and continued until 1710, and had strong religious foundations (McCul-
lough, 2007, pp. 181–242). Conflicts occurring during this period may thus reflect
more religious resentment than economic stress. Therefore, I focus on the period
1670–1700. I construct my data on social conflicts from Nicolas (2002). Nicolas
(2002) records information on the location, the date of the event, the course of
57 I rely on both archival source and secondary literature to assemble this data set. See for
instance, Deyon (1967, p. 342), Jeorger (1977, pp. 141–2), Poussou (1993, pp. 214–220), Vassort
(1995, pp. 351–66), Vovelle (1975, pp. 102–3). A.N., 71AJ/14, Enquêtes de mai 1877, Académie
de Nancy, arrondissement de Toul. A.N. 71AJ/15, Enquêtes prescrites par les circulaires
ministérielles des 14 décembre 1872, 6 août 1873, 30 mai 1879.
58 The correlation coefficient is equal to 0.738.
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action, and the actors involved in any social conflict in Ancien Régime France.59
I create a dummy variable, denoted Social conflict, equal to one if at least one
social conflict occurred in department j in year t, and zero otherwise. To capture
more precisely the effect of the revocation on living conditions, I further restraint
my focus to subsistence-related conflicts such as looting stores and warehouses,
sacking grain storage facilities, and popular price-fixing (taxation populaire). I
create a dummy variable, denoted Subsistence-related conflict, equal to one if at
least one subsistence-related conflict occurred in department j in year t, and zero
otherwise.
My principal sources on crop prices are published compilations reporting
yearly or monthly wheat prices in historical volume units and currencies. Prior
to the creation of the metric system, there was a great variation in these units
over space and time, which makes raw series hardly comparable. I use studies
on historical metrology (e.g. Charbonnier, 1990, 2005, 2012) to convert all series in
grams of silver per litre. Whenever possible, I collect information on wheat prices
after the end of the harvest to reflect as much as possible the level of harvest
fluctuations. The French grain market was weakly integrated during the 17th
century, and shipment of grains took time. Therefore, in the months following
the harvest, the local supply was the most important determinant of prices.
Overall, I collect data between 1670 and 1700 from 83 different markets located
in 48 departments.60 For department with more than one market, I calculate the
mean of all prices in order to get one observation per department per year.
2.5 Control variables
Many factors may have contributed to the rise of Protestantism during the
second half of the 16th century, and to the level of literacy and crop prices later
59 For more details, see Chapter II, Section 2.1.
60 For additional information, see for instance: Aix-en-Provence (Baehrel, 1961); Allasac
(Soulingeas, 1971, pp. 194–7); Amiens (Curtis and Dijkman, 2017); Arles (Baehrel, 1961); Beau-
vais (Goubert, 1960, pp. 401–5); Breteuil, A.D. Eure, 6/B204 et 6B/205; Brioude (Frêche, 1979,
pp. 46–8); Charleville (Morineau, 1985, annexes); Draguignan (Baehrel, 1961); Eu (Lemarchand,
1989, p. 552); Laval (Morineau, 1971, pp. 367–70); Mamers (Gautier, 2011, pp. 14–7); Melun,
A.N., S/411; Saint-Brieuc (Meyer, 1966, pp. 848-851); Saint-Malo (Nassiet, 1993, p. 466); Tréguier
(Minois, 1981, p. 93).
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on. Therefore, the empirical analysis accounts for confounding geographical,
economic and institutional characteristics.
To control for supply-side factors influencing ideological diffusion, I include
dummies for whether the city had a printing press in 1500 (Mellot and Queval,
2004), whether the city was located on a Roman hub, as well as the log of
population in 1500 (Bosker, Buringh and Van Zanden, 2013). To account for the
fact that being more exposed to cultural values promulgated by the Reformation,
i.e. the virtues of hard work and thrift, might increase the demand for religious
changes, I include the number of Cistercian abbeys located within 20 km of
the city centre in 1500 (Andersen et al., 2017; Peugniez, 2001). To account for
the fact that cities nearby Geneva– where many French Protestant pastors were
trained– were more likely to be exposed to Protestant ideas, I also include the
log of the areal distance to Geneva. Similarly, I include the log of the caloric
suitability of the land (Galor and Özak, 2016) because it could have affected
natural land productivity and therefore, the profitability of the conversion to
the Protestantism (Curuk and Smulders, 2016). Demand-side controls include a
dummy for whether a city had a university by 1450 (Doisy, 1753), whether a city
housed a bishop or archbishop by 1500 (Bosker, Buringh and Van Zanden, 2013),
whether a city was located within the historical borders of a province having a
Parliament, and whether a city was located within the historical borders of France
in 1500. Finally, I also account for the latitude and the ruggedness (Topographic
Index Position).
3 Empirical strategy and results
3.1 The spread of the Reformation
This section presents the first set of results. In their literature survey, Becker,
Pfaff and Rubin (2016) list several supply- and demand-side channels to explain
the diffusion of Protestant ideas in early modern Europe. I use cross-sectional
analysis at the city level to examine the determinants of the spread of the
Reformation in the context of 16th-century France. In total, there are 99 cities
in my sample. I estimate the following specification:
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Protestanti = β1 Collegiate Churchesi + β2 Distance to Genevai
+ β3 Pressi + γ Xi + ei
(IV.1)
where Protestanti denotes the number of Protestant temples within a 20 km range
from city i in the early 1560s. Collegiate Churchesi is a continuous variable equal
to the total number of collegiate Church established within a 20 km range from
city i in 1520. Distance to Genevai is the log of the aerial distance in kilometres
from city i to Geneva. Pressi is a continuous variable equal to the total number of
printers and booksellers who operated within a 20 km range from city i in 1500. Xi
is a vector of other supply-and-demand control variables as well as geographic
control variables. It includes dummy variables for: university, bishop, Roman
hub, local parliament, being within the French 1500 borders; and continuous
variables for: caloric index, urban population, ruggedness, and latitude. ei is
the error term. Robust standard errors are clustered at the department level.
Table IV.1 presents the results. Column 1 reports the association between the
number of collegiate churches in 1520 and the number of Protestant temples in
the early 1560s. The coefficient on Collegiate churches is negative and statistically
significant. On average, every additional collegiate church in 1520 results in
0.3 less Protestant temple during the rapid spread of Protestantism in France
around 1560. Columns 2 to 4 report the results when additional demand and
supply controls are included. Column 5 includes a set of additional controls.
In all specifications, the coefficient on Collegiate churches remains negative and
significantly different from zero.
The collegiate churches were often funded by legacies from wealthy testators
who requested that masses were sung for the repose of their souls. Canons would
maintain a daily office of worship and masses, and sometimes offered charity
for the local population. Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison (2002), and Ekelund,
Hébert and Tollison (2006) suggest that, in the early 16th century, the Catholic
church can be treated as a monopolistic firm providing religious (spiritual)
services. Individuals unhappy with the quality of its services and/or its prices
(indulgences) could opt for another firm dispensing of religious services. In line
with this approach, results from Table IV.1 suggest that the odds of adopting
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Protestantism were lower in cities where the Catholic church provided higher
level of spiritual services in the forms of daily worship in collegiate churches.
Taylor (1992, pp. 190–5) points out that sermons and preaching, many of which
were delivered in churches, played an essential role in recruitment during the
first phase of Reform. These sermons were less likely to reached many persons
in towns where dwellers were satisfied by Catholics’ preaching.61 Another
plausible explanation is that more collegiate churches were funded during the
Middle Age in areas where the Catholic church had a stronger grasp on the
spiritual life of the population. Then, the variable Collegiate churches would be
a proxy for the historical strength of the Catholic church, and the negative and
statistically significant coefficient would mean that the Reformation was less
likely to be successful in Catholic strongholds. Rubin (2014) uses bishoprics as a
proxy for depth of Church influence and finds that cities where Church influence
was strong were less likely to adopt Protestantism. In columns 4 and 5, the
estimated coefficient for Bishop is always statistically insignificant. This reinforces
the hypothesis that spiritual services rather than Church influence are driving this
relationship.
Kim and Pfaff (2012) show that higher exposure to heterodox ideology
through city-to-university ties increased the likelihood of instituting the Refor-
mation, because students enrolled in Protestant universities acted as agents of
diffusion and spread the new theology to their home towns. In France, there
was no Protestant university before the late 16th century, and most of the French-
speaking pastors were trained in the city of Geneva– Calvin’s intellectual home
from 1541 onward (Wilcox and Roussel, 1993).62 Results presented in Table IV.1
indicate that the distance to Geneva had no statistically significant effect on the
diffusion of Protestantism in France.63 Other supply side variables, such as the
61 For more details on the receptivity of evangelical ideas and the role of preaching, see Thayer
(2017).
62 Given that there was not one Reformation as a European wide event, distance to Wittenberg
may not be a useful proxy for the spread of Protestantism in countries that were not Lutheran.
In particular, French Protestants were Calvinist so controlling for the spread of the Reformation
with the distance to Geneva makes more sense. See Cabanel (2012, pp. 70–7) for more details.
63 While Benedict (2007) acknowledges the influence of Geneva over the French Reformation,
he also notes that “only a fraction of French Reformed churches was founded by Genevan
‘missionaries’ or those they subsequently ordained” (p. 536). In addition, Taylor (1992, pp. 190–
1) notes that many villages would sent a young man to Geneva with the expectation that upon
completing his study, he would come back to be pastor of the community. In such case, distance
to Geneva may not matter much to explain the pattern of diffusion of Protestant missionaries.
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number of printing presses, and demand side variables, such as the agricultural
potential and cities with local parliament, had no effect either on the spread of
Protestantism in France.
One potential concern is that the presence of printing presses in a city in 1500
may have been correlated to unobserved factors, such as pre-1500 city growth,
printer networks, and pre-printing press literacy, that could also influence the
adoption of the Reformation. To circumvent this issue, Dittmar (2011) and
Rubin (2014) use distance to Mainz, the city where Gutenberg developed the first
movable type printing press around 1450, as an instrument for print adoption.
They document the relationship between the distance to Mainz and the early
adoption of the printing press across European cities. Rubin further shows
that the presence of a printing press prior to 1500 increased the likelihood that
a city would become Protestant during the 16th century. In Table IV.2, I re-
estimate my baseline specification from Equation IV.1 by controlling for the log
of the city distance to Mainz instead of the number of printing presses which
operated in 1500. Coefficients on Log distance to Mainz are positive and indicate
that cities further away from Mainz might have been more likely to adopt the
Reformation. My finding seemingly contrasts those of Rubin (2014), who shows
that the presence of a printing press increased the likelihood that a city would
become protestant. In the first decade of the 16th century, many laws and
edicts gradually built up the effectiveness of censorship in France and created
a repressive framework against heretical books and their printers.64 Though
not always effective, this framework contributed to reduce the competition from
Protestants and ease the diffusion of Catholic propaganda. For instance, Walsby
(2017) documents how, in the city of Verdun, the bishop, Nicolas Psaume, used
the printing press to promote Tridentine reform and disseminate its message
within its diocese and elsewhere. Psaume invited printer Nicolas Bacquenois
to settle in Verdun and asked him to print short brochures summarising the
decisions of the Council of Trent. To communicate to the widest audience
64 The Edict of 1521 forbade printers to publish books without prior examination performed by the
Faculty of Theology at the University of Paris. In 1551, the royal Edict of Châteaubriant called
upon all courts to identify and punish heretics, and prohibited the sale, importation or printing
of any book on scripture or religion without prior inspection by the Faculty of Theology. In 1557,
the Edict of Compiègne condemned to death penalty any individual convicted of heresy. For
more details on the evolution the censorship of book between 1520 and 1560, see Farge (1985,
pp. 213–9).
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possible, Bacquenois had to print brochures, and many other pamphlets and
religious manuals in both French and Latin. Dittmar and Seabold (2015) show
that competitions among printers prior to the Reformation led ideas to flow more
freely and fostered the spread of the Reformation. Considering that printing
presses in France were not as much associated with free flows of ideas as in the
Holy Roman Empire reconciles the diverging results regarding the role of the
printing press in the spread of the Reformation.
French Protestantism is often characterised as an urban phenomenon, but
historical evidence points out that it also penetrated rural areas (Treasure, 2013,
p. 115; Hauser, 1899, pp. 224–7). To take this into account and capture all pockets
of Protestantism located further away than 20 km from a city, I re-estimate
Equation IV.1 at the department level. Table IV.3 reports the results. All the
baseline results remain unchanged.
3.2 The socio-economic effects of the Revocation
The association between Protestantism and literacy. The vast majority of
French Protestants were Calvinists. These later strongly advocated Bible reading
which could have over the generations translated into higher accumulation of
human capital (literacy) in areas with high share of Huguenots. In this section, I
investigate the effect of the spread of Protestantism on the level of literacy at the
department level for the late 17th and 18th century. I estimate equations of the
form:
Literacyj = β1 Huguenotsj + γ Xj + ej (IV.2)
where Literacyj denotes the share of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate
in department j circa 1686 and circa 1786. Huguenotsj is a continuous variable
equal to the share of Huguenots in department j around 1670. Xi is a vector of
control variables, and ej represents the error term.65 For each regression, robust
standard errors are clustered at the department level. The discussion in Section 1
suggests that Protestantism led to higher literacy rate because people had to read
65 It includes dummy variables for university, bishop, Roman hub and continuous variables for
urban population, average summer temperature variability, ruggedness, and latitude.
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the Bible. Therefore, I expect β1 > 0 in 1686 and β1 = 0 in 1786 if the effect of
Protestantism on the literacy rate of males faded away after the Revocation.
Table IV.4 presents the results. The coefficient on % Huguenots (c. 1670) is
positive and significant in columns 1 and 2. The point estimate in column 1
implies that increasing the share of Huguenots in the department’s population
by one additional percentage point led to a 0.46 percentage point (1.8%) increase
in the literacy rate of males around 1686. This result is consistent with previous
empirical studies that find Protestantism led to better education (Becker and
Woessmann, 2009, 2010).66 Column 2 reports the estimate for men literacy rate
in the late 18th century. The estimated coefficient is positive and significant at 1%
level, and indicates that the positive effect of Protestantism on the level of literacy
rate persisted over the 18th century. On average, one additional percentage point
in Huguenots share in 1670 is associated with a 1.9% increase in men literacy
rate prior to the French Revolution. The specification reported in column 3
pools observations for 1686 and 1786 and controls for year fixed effects. The
independent variable of interest is the interaction of the share of Huguenots in
1670 with a post-1685 (Revocation) indicator. The estimated coefficient remains
positive and significant, suggesting that literacy rate grew faster in departments
with a higher share of Huguenots. These results can be explained by the fact
that, after 1685, many schools were opened to educate in Catholic manners
children from former Huguenot families.67 These schools were financed through
compulsory local taxation and opened to Catholic children. For instance, in
Lasalle in the Languedoc region, 1,088 Protestants decided to abjured rather than
fleeing.68 Within two years, two Catholic schools were opened in the village to
re-educate Protestant children (Laget, 1971, pp. 1411–7).69
In Table IV.5, I examine whether the relationship between Protestantism
and literacy rate is driven by a particular subset of departments. The main
explanatory variables are indicators for whether the Huguenots share in total
66 The magnitude may seems large but in many towns Catholics children also benefited from
Protestants schools before the Revocation (Bert, 1908, pp. 32–5).
67 In many areas, about 40 per cent of the children went to school during the 18th century, and
sometimes more than in 80 per cent, such as in Arles, Reims, and the surroundings of Troyes
(Chartier, Julia and Marie-Madeleine, 1976, pp. 19–20).
68 That is one-third of the Protestants flew abroad.
69 Similar openings can be found in Vivarais (Molinier, 1984, p. 49), Agenais (Butel, 1976, p. 14),
and Provence (Compère, 1977).
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population of department j amounted to: less than 1 per cent; between 1 and 5
per cent; between 5 and 10 per cent; more than 10 per cent. The results indicate
that literacy rate is significantly higher in both 1686 and 1786 in departments
in which at least 10 per cent of the total population was Protestant around
1670. In areas where it represented a very small minority, Protestantism could
not have any effect on the average level of literacy because its spillovers were
restrained to a tiny share of the population. On the contrary, the magnitude of
the coefficients in columns 1 to 3 indicates that Protestantism increased literacy
rate more than proportionally to its population share in departments where it
was well implemented (0.10 ≤ % Huguenots).
Robustness. One potential concern is that results are bias due to measurement
errors if Protestant population estimates and department total population recon-
structions are incorrect. To address this caveat, I collect other proxies of Protestant
implantation in the late 17th century and re-estimate Equation IV.2. Table IV.6,
Table IV.7, and Table IV.8 report the estimated coefficient for β1 using respectively
the total number of Protestant temples in department j, the total number of
Protestant pastors in department j, and the total number of registers of consistory
in department j as the main explanatory variable. The results hold in all the
specifications. Taken together, this evidence suggests that the positive effect of
Protestantism on literacy rate lasted long after the end of the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes in 1685. Another concern is that the effect on literacy rate is driven
by Counter-Reformation policies such as the creation of educational institutions
to spread Catholic education. In this regard, the Jesuits played an important role
in the Counter-Reformation in France and had created more than 100 colleges
before the mid-16th century (Péronnet, 1987). However, results presented in
Table IV.9 suggest that the Jesuit colleges had no direct effect on the literacy rate
of males in the late 17th and late 18th century. Even though instruction was free,
the students came primarily from the local bourgeoisie and the total number of
student enrolled in these colleges was limited. Therefore, their reach was likely
too limited to have a global effect on the level of literacy, in particular in non-
urban areas.
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Heterogeneous effect: The Revocation. This section turns to an empirical
analysis of the effects of the Edict of Fontainebleau that led tens of thousands of
French Huguenots to flee oppression after 1685. Results presented in the previous
section show the mean effect of the presence of Huguenots in 1670 on literacy, but
fail to take into account the fact that thousands of Protestants left France after the
Revocation. The discussion in Section 1 documents the fact that all areas were
affected of different degrees by the exile of Huguenots. My empirical strategy
compares changes in literacy rate in departments that had many Huguenots
fleeing France after 1685 to changes in literacy rate in departments in which the
share of Huguenots refugees was low. I estimate the following model:
Literacyj = β1 Huguenotsj + β2 Huguenots exilej
+ β3 Huguenotsj × Huguenots exilej + γ Xj + ej
(IV.3)
where Literacyj denotes the share of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate
in department j circa 1786. Huguenotsj is a continuous variable equal to the
share of Huguenots in department j around 1670. Huguenots exilej is a dummy
variable equal one if the share of Huguenots refugees in department j is higher
than the mean share of Huguenots refugees. Xj is a set of control variables,
and ej represents the error term. For each regression, robust standard errors are
clustered at the department level. I expect the effect of Protestantism on literacy
to be smaller in departments where the share of refugees was high (β3 < 0).
Table IV.10 reports the results of the estimation of Equation IV.3. Column 1
reveals that the relationship between the share of Protestants in a department
and literacy rate is stronger in departments in which the outflow of refugees was
limited. On average, increasing the share of Protestants in a department by one
additional percentage point led to a 1.49 percentage point (3.5%) increase in the
level of literacy rate around 1786. The coefficient of the variable % Huguenots
(c. 1670) × Huguenots exile is negative, around 0.66 and statistically significant at
the 10% level. The effect of Protestantism on literacy is significantly smaller in
departments in which many Huguenots fled France after 1685, relative to other
departments. This result is consistent with evidence presented in Table IV.5.
The relationship between Protestantism and literacy is driven by departments in
which the share of Protestants was important. After the Revocation of the Edict
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of Nantes, thousands of Protestants left France within few years. The largest part,
however, stayed in France and converted to Catholicism while remaining faithful
to their religion and the reading of the Bible. Thus, that the effect of Protestantism
on literacy is smaller in departments that experienced a larger migration shock is
not surprising.70
Other socio-economic effects of the Revocation. To quantify the socio-economic
effects of Huguenots’ exile in the aftermath of the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, I compare the changes in yearly wheat prices and the occurrence of food
riots after 1685 in departments that had many Huguenots fleeing to changes in
departments in which the share of Protestant refugees was low. I estimate the
following differences-in-differences specification:
Outcomejt = β1 Huguenotsj × Post1685t + β2 Temperaturejt
+ Departmentj + Yeart + ejt
(IV.4)
where Outcomejt is: (i) a dummy variable equal to one if at least one conflict
occurred in department j in year t, and zero otherwise; (ii) the log of the mean
wheat prices in department j. Huguenotsj is a continuous variable equal to the
share of Huguenots in department j around 1670. Post 1685t is a dummy variable
equal one if year t is higher than 1685– the year of the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes–, and zero otherwise. Temperaturejt is a measure of summer temperature
shock in department j in year t. Departmentj controls for time-invariant fixed
effects at the department level, and Yeart accounts for the effect of common time
shocks that affect simultaneously all departments. ejt represents the error term.
Table IV.11 reports the results. In columns 1 to 4, the dependent variable is
multiplied by 100, and the coefficient can be read as the likelihood of conflict
expressed in percentage points. Columns 1 and 2 report the mean effect of the
share of Huguenots in a department on the likelihood of conflicts after 1685.
Departments that had a larger share of Huguenots prior to the Revocation ex-
70 An empirical concern is that the share of Huguenot refugees might vary by department, perhaps
due to changes in migration (transportation) costs or changes in the level of persecution.
Distance to border or distance to the main ports are nonetheless not valid instrument for the
exile of Huguenots. That means that I can not rule out the potential endogeneity of the exile of
Huguenots.
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perienced less social conflicts after 1685. They also experienced less subsistence-
related conflicts, such as food riots and looting of public granary, even though
there was no difference in the level of wheat prices (column 5). Although
the mechanism remains unclear, these results suggest that departments with
higher share of Huguenots were doing better in economic terms, as measured
by the level of social unrest. In columns 3 and 4, I add an interaction term
Huguenotsj × Post1685t × Huguenots exilej to Equation IV.4 to take into account
the impact of Huguenots’ exile after 1685. The coefficients on % Huguenots (c.
1670) become statistically insignificant. In columns 3 and 4, the coefficients on
the interaction term are negative and statistically significant. The point estimate
implies that departments in which the share of Huguenot refugees was above
the mean share of Huguenot refugees experienced on average 5.2% less social
conflicts and 6.7% less subsistence-related conflicts after the Revocation in 1685.
That means that the mean effect observed in columns 1 and 2 is driven by
departments with high share of Huguenot refugees.
Scoville (1960) emphasises that as many Huguenots fled to Switzerland
and Germany, land laid uncultivated and quickly reverted to wilderness. In
particular, he points out that these temporarily dislocations in agriculture could
have made worse the standards of living of Frenchmen– which was already very
close to the subsistence level in normal year. However, the absence of figures
on yield and agricultural production makes it hard to draw conclusions about
the extent to which farming was affected by the departure of Huguenots.71 I
examine this question by investigating whether changes in wheat prices after
1685 were different between departments with a high share of Protestants (high
share of Huguenot refugees) and the rest of departments. Results are reported in
columns 5 and 6 of Table IV.11. All coefficients are not significantly different from
zero, which implies that, after 1685, wheat prices were not higher in departments
that had a larger share of Huguenots in 1670 or that experienced a population
drop due to migration after 1685, net the annual weather conditions, and other
controls. Although, these former departments experienced significantly less
71 One could imagine that the exodus had a negative effect on total agricultural outcome if
a significant share of the Protestants’ land remained uncultivated after 1685 or if Catholics
consistently farmed the land less effectively than their counterparts. There is, however, no
historical evidence to support this claim. See Section 1 for more details.
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subsistence-related conflicts, which suggests that the relative standards of living
of their inhabitants might have been higher, at least temporarily. To the extent
that wheat prices represented local conditions of agricultural output, these results
indicate that agricultural production remained quite stable after the departure of
Huguenots or at least declined less rapidly than the local population (demand)
leaving peasants better off in areas with higher share of migration. For in-
stance, during the summer 1686, the intendants of Burgundy and Franche-Comté
reported that the unexpected exodus of Huguenots left more grains available
than the population could consume (Scoville, 1960, pp. 308–9). In addition if
the Revocation created labour shortages in these departments, wages may have
increased whereas the level of crop prices remained unchanged, leading to higher
real wages. Huguenots who decided to stay in these departments may also have
benefited from favourable economic conditions: tax breaks granted by Louis XIV,
properties and economic capital left behind by the family members who fled,
increased opportunities in craftsmanship induced by lower competition, and the
like.72
4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I used a new data set on the spread of Protestantism in early
modern France to study the causes and the socio-economic consequences of the
Reformation. I show that the presence of collegiate churches pre-empted the
implementation of Protestantism at the city level. This result provides further
support to the idea that cultural factors are as much important as economic
determinants in explaining the diffusion of Protestantism. I also provide tentative
evidence that printing presses reduced the likelihood a town housed Protestant
temples by 1567. Due to legal constraints, presses fostered the diffusion of
72 For instance, Villard (1978, pp. 64–6) reports the case of the Pastor Morand who abjured
during the spring 1685 and wrote to the intendant to claim an annual pension of £400.
In his correspondence with Versailles, the intendant, Thomas-Alexandre Morant, wrote that
providing new “gratification could result in the in new conversion in this place where most of
the inhabitants are Protestant”.
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Catholic propaganda rather than evangelical ideas.73
In the second part of the chapter, I turn to the analysis of the effect of Protes-
tantism on the literacy rate. I find support for the hypothesis that Protestantism
led to better education. Increasing the share of Huguenots in the department’s
population by one additional percentage point led to a 0.46 percentage point
(1.8%) increase in the level of men literacy rate around 1686. The effect persisted
until the late 18th century.
Finally, I explore the economic consequences of the exodus of Huguenots after
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. I find that the departure of Huguenots for
countries of refuge had no effect on agricultural productivity, as measured by
annual changes in wheat prices. Departments with a higher share of refugees,
nonetheless, experienced less subsistence-related conflicts after 1685, which could
suggest that remaining population of these departments could have benefited in
the short run from higher living standards, than those of departments not affected
by the exodus of Huguenots.
So, was Louis XIV wrong? Or, more precisely, was the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes so dreadful for the French economy? Although analysing precisely
the evolution of the economy in the late 17th century is a difficult task, evidence
presented in this chapter suggest that the fled of the Huguenot refugees might
have not been as detrimental as suggested by many contemporaries and the
historiography.
73 By no means, I suggest that only these two factors drove all individuals’ decision to shift
from Catholicism to Protestantism. Treasure (2013, p. 106) reminds that, at the local level,
“experiences of conversion varied between social groups and towns, provinces and even pays”,
so that it is futile to look for a single cause to explain the remarkable surge of evangelical faith.
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Figure IV.1 – Total number of Protestant temples by department (c. 1560)
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Figure IV.2 – Correlation matrix of variables on the spread of Protestantism
Figure IV.3 – Total number of collegiate churches temples (1520)
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Figure IV.4 – Share of Huguenots in total department population (c. 1670)
Figure IV.5 – Share of Huguenot refugees in total department population (1686–
1700)
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Notes: The figure reports the correlation between the log of department urban population in province urban population in 1700 and the log of department
urban population in province urban population in 1793.
Figure IV.6 – Correlation between the share of department urban population in
1700 and 1793
Figure IV.7 – Share of grooms signing their marriage certificate (1686–90)
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Figure IV.8 – Share of grooms signing their marriage certificate (1786–90)
Notes: The figure reports the correlation between the share of grooms signing their marriage certificate at the departmental level (Maggiolo’s sample) and
the share of grooms signing their marriage certificate at the town level (author’s sample) in the late eighteenth century. Total number of observations: 994
(across 40 departments).
Figure IV.9 – Correlation between the share of grooms signing their marriage
certificate (late 18th century) in the Maggiolo’s sample and the author’s sample

Table IV.1 – The determinants of the spread of Protestantism at the city level
Number of Protestant temples (c. 1560)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Collegiate churches −0.316∗∗ −0.331∗∗ −0.327∗∗ −0.332∗∗ −0.260∗
(0.122) (0.136) (0.136) (0.160) (0.132)
Log distance to Geneva −0.336 −0.342 −0.357 0.516
(1.007) (1.016) (0.994) (0.796)
Press −0.012 −0.052 −0.054
(0.010) (0.045) (0.049)
Bishop 0.398 0.209
(0.843) (0.767)
University 0.179 −0.749
(1.528) (1.921)
Caloric index 2.992 0.223
(4.874) (5.807)
Roman hub −0.885 −0.866
(1.040) (1.103)
Cistercian abbeys 0.370 0.550
(0.355) (0.439)
Local parliament −0.084
(0.901)
Urban population 0.220
(0.329)
France 1.936∗
(1.049)
Topographic index −0.731
(1.674)
Latitude −0.284
(0.327)
Observations 99 99 99 99 99
R2 0.033 0.034 0.035 0.056 0.144
Mean DV 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Robust standard errors
clustered at the department level in parentheses.
In columns 1 to 5, the dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to the total
number of Protestant temples established within a 20km range from city i in the early
1560s. Every independent variable is defined at the level of city. Collegiate churches
is a continuous variable equal to the total number of collegiate churches in 1520. Log
distance to Geneva a continuous variable equal to the log of aerial distance (measured
in km) from city i to Geneva. Press is a continuous variable equal to the total number of
printers and booksellers in 1500. Bishop is a dummy variable equal to one if city i is the
seat of a bishop or an archbishop, and zero otherwise. University is a dummy variable
equal to one if there is an university in city i in 1450, and zero otherwise. Caloric index is
the log of the mean of the Caloric Suitability Index (CSI) within a 20km range from city
i, and provides a measure of suitability of land for agriculture. Roman hub is a dummy
variable equal one if city i is located on a crossing of at least two Roman roads, and
zero otherwise. Cistercian abbeys is a continuous variable equal to the total number of
cistercian abbeys within a 20km range from city i, and provides a measure of exposure to
the values of hard work and thrift. Local parliament is a dummy variable equal one if city
i is located within the historical borders of a province having an active local parliament,
and zero otherwise. Urban population is the log of the total number of inhabitants in
1500 if city i is larger than 5,000 inhabitants, and zero ohterwise. France is a dummy
variable equal one if the city is located within the historical borders of France in 1500,
and zero otherwise. Topographic index is the mean Topographic Position Index within
a 20km range from city i, and provides information on slope. Latitude is the latitude of
city i.
Table IV.2 – The determinants of the spread of Protestantism at the city level (with
distance to Mainz)
Number of Protestant temples (c. 1560)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Collegiate churches −0.316∗∗ −0.331∗∗ −0.262∗∗ −0.270∗∗ −0.262∗
(0.122) (0.136) (0.113) (0.125) (0.135)
Log distance to Geneva −0.336 −0.817 −0.865 0.845
(1.007) (1.082) (1.073) (1.287)
Log distance to Mainz 2.109∗ 2.456 −0.571
(1.135) (1.480) (1.858)
Bishop 0.400 0.226
(0.833) (0.772)
University −0.681 −0.680
(1.859) (1.917)
Caloric index 3.174 −0.033
(4.623) (5.903)
Roman hub −0.780 −0.903
(1.028) (1.104)
Cistercian abbeys 0.376 0.382
(0.312) (0.331)
Local parliament 0.041
(0.890)
Urban population 0.159
(0.330)
France 2.041∗∗
(1.008)
Topographic index −0.873
(1.711)
Latitude −0.345
(0.416)
Observations 99 99 99 99 99
R2 0.033 0.034 0.065 0.089 0.141
Mean DV 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Robust standard errors
clustered at the department level in parentheses.
In columns 1 to 5, the dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to the total
number of Protestant temples established within a 20km range from city i in the early
1560s. Every independent variable is defined at the level of city. Collegiate churches
is a continuous variable equal to the total number of collegiate churches in 1520. Log
distance to Geneva a continuous variable equal to the log of aerial distance (measured in
km) from city i to Geneva. Log distance to Mainz a continuous variable equal to the log of
aerial distance (measured in km) from city i to Mainz. Bishop is a dummy variable equal
to one if city i is the seat of a bishop or an archbishop, and zero otherwise. University is a
dummy variable equal to one if there is an university in city i in 1450, and zero otherwise.
Caloric index is the log of the mean of the Caloric Suitability Index (CSI) within a 20km
range from city i, and provides a measure of suitability of land for agriculture. Roman
hub is a dummy variable equal one if city i is located on a crossing of at least two Roman
roads, and zero otherwise. Cistercian abbeys is a continuous variable equal to the total
number of cistercian abbeys within a 20km range from city i, and provides a measure of
exposure to the values of hard work and thrift. Local parliament is a dummy variable
equal one if city i is located within the historical borders of a province having an active
local parliament, and zero otherwise. Urban population is the log of the total number of
inhabitants in 1500 if city i is larger than 5,000 inhabitants, and zero ohterwise. France is
a dummy variable equal one if the city is located within the historical borders of France
in 1500, and zero otherwise. Topographic index is the mean Topographic Position Index
within a 20km range from city i, and provides information on slope. Latitude is the
latitude of city i.
Table IV.3 – The determinants of the spread of Protestantism at the department
level
Number of Protestant temples (c. 1560)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Collegiate churches −0.770∗∗∗ −0.766∗∗∗ −0.508∗∗ −0.818∗ −0.725∗
(0.269) (0.287) (0.235) (0.412) (0.405)
Log distance to Geneva 0.243 −4.277 −5.748 0.156
(4.714) (5.167) (6.246) (6.312)
Log distance to Mainz 14.241∗∗∗ 16.867∗∗ 8.048
(4.946) (6.789) (7.266)
Bishop 7.937 7.467
(6.028) (6.435)
University −7.641 −9.458
(7.003) (7.881)
Caloric index 28.957 23.488
(17.503) (21.706)
Roman hub 0.378 0.170
(7.652) (9.087)
Cistercian abbeys −0.083 −0.217
(0.596) (0.637)
Local parliament 2.593
(5.723)
Urban population 1.100
(1.937)
France −5.802
(6.867)
Topographic index −6.227
(8.525)
Latitude −2.249
(1.948)
Observations 85 85 85 85 85
R2 0.046 0.046 0.100 0.164 0.197
Mean DV 18.74 18.74 18.74 18.74 18.74
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Robust standard errors clustered
at the department level in parentheses.
In columns 1 to 5, the dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to the total
number of Protestant temples established in department i in the early 1560s. Every
independent variable is defined at the level of department. Collegiate churches is a
continuous variable equal to the total number of collegiate churches in 1520. Log distance
to Geneva a continuous variable equal to the log of aerial distance (measured in km) from
the capital city of a department to Geneva. Log distance to Mainz a continuous variable
equal to the log of aerial distance (measured in km) from the capital city of a department
to Mainz. Bishop is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one city in department i is
the seat of a bishop or an archbishop, and zero otherwise. University is a dummy variable
equal to one if there is at least one university in department i in 1450, and zero otherwise.
Caloric index is the log of the department mean of the Caloric Suitability Index (CSI),
and provides a measure of suitability of land for agriculture. Roman hub is a dummy
variable equal one if there is at least one city in department i located on a crossing of at
least two Roman roads, and zero otherwise. Local parliament is a dummy variable equal
one if department i is located within the historical borders of a province having an active
local parliament, and zero otherwise. Urban population is the log of the total number
of inhabitants in cities larger than 5,000 inhabitants in department i in 1500. France is a
dummy variable equal one if department i is located within the historical borders of France
in 1500, and zero otherwise. Topographic index is the department mean Topographic
Position Index, and provides information on slope. Latitude is the latitude of the capital
city of department i.
Table IV.4 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Population share
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) 0.461∗∗∗ 0.797∗∗∗
(0.121) (0.242)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) 0.680∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (0.177)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 76 79 155
R2 0.532 0.601 0.572
Mean DV 25.9 42.35 34.29
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard
errors clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable
is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able
to sign their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686
and c. 1786, respectively. Panel estimation in column 3.
The dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to
the share of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate
in department j in year t. Every independent variable is
defined at the level of department. % Huguenots (c. 1670)
is a continuous variable equal to the share of Huguenots in
department j around 1670. Post 1685 is a dummy variable
equal one for the year after the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes in 1685. The control variables include: a dummy
for the presence of the seat of a bishop or an archbishop,
a dummy for the presence of an university, the log of the
mean caloric suitability, the standard deviation of summer
temperature over the period 1500–1600, the log of urban
population in 1500, a dummy for whether there is at least
one city in department j located on a crossing of at least
two Roman roads, a dummy for department located in
pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner was responsible
for the assessment and collection of taxes), the mean topo-
graphic position index, and latitude and longitude of the
capital city of department j.
Table IV.5 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Population share (Decile)
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
% Huguenots < 0.01 5.319 5.668
(6.227) (8.205)
0.01 ≤ % Huguenots < 0.05 3.317∗∗ 3.180
(1.602) (2.271)
0.05 ≤ % Huguenots < 0.10 0.771 0.530
(0.723) (1.088)
0.10 ≤ % Huguenots 0.527∗∗∗ 0.876∗∗∗
(0.155) (0.292)
% Huguenots < 0.01 2.733
× Post 1685 (8.118)
0.01 ≤ % Huguenots < 0.05 1.996
× Post 1685 (1.867)
0.05 ≤ % Huguenots < 0.10 0.094
× Post 1685 (0.974)
0.10 ≤ % Huguenots 0.732∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (0.227)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 76 79 155
R2 0.560 0.612 0.576
Mean DV 25.9 42.35 34.29
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard errors
clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable is
a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able to sign
their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686 and c. 1786,
respectively. Panel estimation in column 3. The dependent
variable is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms
able to sign their marriage certificate in department j in year t.
Every independent variable is defined at the level of department.
% Huguenots (c. 1670) is a continuous variable equal to the
share of Huguenots in department j around 1670. Post 1685 is
a dummy variable equal one for the year after the Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. The control variables include: a
dummy for the presence of the seat of a bishop or an archbishop,
a dummy for the presence of an university, the log of the mean
caloric suitability, the standard deviation of summer temperature
over the period 1500–1600, the log of urban population in 1500,
a dummy for whether there is at least one city in department j
located on a crossing of at least two Roman roads, a dummy for
department located in pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner
was responsible for the assessment and collection of taxes), the
mean topographic position index, and latitude and longitude of
the capital city of department j.
Table IV.6 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Temples
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
Protestant temples (c. 1670) 0.203∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗∗
(0.064) (0.111)
Protestant temples (c. 1670) 0.255∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (0.083)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 76 79 155
R2 0.548 0.593 0.566
Mean DV 25.9 42.35 34.29
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard errors
clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable is
a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able to sign
their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686 and c. 1786,
respectively. Panel estimation in column 3. The dependent
variable is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms
able to sign their marriage certificate in department j in year t.
Every independent variable is defined at the level of department.
Protestant temples (c. 1670) is a continuous variable equal to the
total number of Protestant temple around 1670. Post 1685 is a
dummy variable equal one for the year after the Revocation of
the Edict of Nantes in 1685. The control variables include: a
dummy for the presence of the seat of a bishop or an archbishop,
a dummy for the presence of an university, the log of the mean
caloric suitability, the standard deviation of summer temperature
over the period 1500–1600, the log of urban population in 1500,
a dummy for whether there is at least one city in department j
located on a crossing of at least two Roman roads, a dummy for
department located in pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner
was responsible for the assessment and collection of taxes), the
mean topographic position index, and latitude and longitude of
the capital city of department j.
Table IV.7 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Pastors
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
Protestant pastors (1660) 0.275∗∗ 0.460∗∗
(0.107) (0.182)
Protestant pastors (1660) 0.432∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (0.142)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 66 69 135
R2 0.621 0.546 0.573
Mean DV 26.35 39.72 33.18
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard errors
clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable
is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able to
sign their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686 and
c. 1786, respectively. Panel estimation in column 3. The
dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to the share
of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate in department
j in year t. Every independent variable is defined at the
level of department. Protestant pastors (1660) is a continuous
variable equal to the total number of Protestant pastors in 1660.
Post 1685 is a dummy variable equal one for the year after
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. The control
variables include: a dummy for the presence of the seat of
a bishop or an archbishop, a dummy for the presence of an
university, the log of the mean caloric suitability, the standard
deviation of summer temperature over the period 1500–1600,
the log of urban population in 1500, a dummy for whether
there is at least one city in department j located on a crossing of
at least two Roman roads, a dummy for department located in
pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner was responsible for
the assessment and collection of taxes), the mean topographic
position index, and latitude and longitude of the capital city of
department j.
Table IV.8 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Registers of consistories
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
Registers of consistories 0.982∗∗∗ 1.419∗∗
(0.307) (0.540)
Registers of consistories 1.239∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (0.422)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 76 79 155
R2 0.523 0.570 0.556
Mean DV 25.9 42.35 34.29
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard
errors clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable is
a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able to sign
their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686 and c. 1786,
respectively. Panel estimation in column 3. The dependent
variable is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms
able to sign their marriage certificate in department j in year
t. Every independent variable is defined at the level of
department. Registers of consistories is a continuous variable
equal to the total number of registers of consistories (Mentzer,
2014). Post 1685 is a dummy variable equal one for the year
after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. The control
variables include: a dummy for the presence of the seat of
a bishop or an archbishop, a dummy for the presence of an
university, the log of the mean caloric suitability, the standard
deviation of summer temperature over the period 1500–1600,
the log of urban population in 1500, a dummy for whether
there is at least one city in department j located on a crossing
of at least two Roman roads, a dummy for department located
in pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner was respon-
sible for the assessment and collection of taxes), the mean
topographic position index, and latitude and longitude of the
capital city of department j.
Table IV.9 – The effect of Counter-Reformation on literacy: Jesuit colleges
Literacy Literacy Literacy
c. 1686 c. 1786 all
(1) (2) (3)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) 0.498∗∗∗ 0.809∗∗∗
(0.140) (0.247)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) −1.005 −0.546 0.690∗∗∗
× Post 1685 (1.239) (1.269) (0.177)
Jesuit colleges −0.459
(1.146)
Year FE No No Yes
Observations 76 79 155
R2 0.540 0.602 0.573
Mean DV 25.9 42.35 34.29
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard
errors clustered at the department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 2. The dependent variable
is a continuous variable equal to the share of grooms able
to sign their marriage certificate in department j c. 1686
and c. 1786, respectively. Panel estimation in column 3.
The dependent variable is a continuous variable equal to
the share of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate
in department j in year t. Every independent variable is
defined at the level of department. % Huguenots (c. 1670)
is a continuous variable equal to the share of Huguenots in
department j around 1670. Post 1685 is a dummy variable
equal one for the year after the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes in 1685. Jesuit colleges is a continuous variable equal
to the total number of Jesuit colleges in department j during
the late 17th and the 18th century. The control variables
include: a dummy for the presence of the seat of a bishop
or an archbishop, a dummy for the presence of an university,
the log of the mean caloric suitability, the standard deviation
of summer temperature over the period 1500–1600, the log
of urban population in 1500, a dummy for whether there is
at least one city in department j located on a crossing of at
least two Roman roads, a dummy for department located
in pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner was respon-
sible for the assessment and collection of taxes), the mean
topographic position index, and latitude and longitude of
the capital city of department j.
Table IV.10 – The effect of Protestantism on literacy: Heterogneous effect
Literacy c. 1786
(1) (2) (3) (4)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) 1.487∗∗∗
(0.231)
Protestant temples (c. 1670) 0.802∗∗∗
(0.126)
Protestant pastors (1660) 1.449∗∗∗
(0.272)
Consistory registers 4.878∗∗∗
(1.410)
Huguenots exil −11.398∗ −5.328 0.963 −6.729
(6.062) (6.117) (6.482) (7.093)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) −0.662∗
× Huguenots exil (0.353)
Protestant temples (c. 1670) −0.568∗∗∗
× Huguenots exile (0.146)
Protestant pastors (1660) −1.169∗∗∗
× Huguenots exile (0.308)
Consistory registers −3.563∗∗
× Huguenots exile (1.546)
Observations 79 79 69 79
R2 0.655 0.663 0.626 0.636
Mean DV 42.35 42.35 42.35 42.35
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. Robust standard errors clustered at the
department level in parentheses.
OLS estimations in columns 1 to 4. The dependent variable is a continuous variable
equal to the share of grooms able to sign their marriage certificate in department
j c. 1786. Every independent variable is defined at the level of department. %
Huguenots (c. 1670) is a continuous variable equal to the share of Huguenots in
department j around 1670. Protestant temples (c. 1670) is a continuous variable
equal to the total number of Protestant temple around 1670. Protestant pastors
(1660) is a continuous variable equal to the total number of Protestant pastors in
1660. Consistory registers is a continuous variable equal to the total number of
consistory registers (Metzer, 2014). Huguenots exile is a dummy variable equal
one if the share of Huguenots refugees in department j is higher that the mean
share of Huguenots refugees, and zero otherwise. The control variables include:
a dummy for the presence of the seat of a bishop or an archbishop, a dummy for
the presence of an university, the log of the mean caloric suitability, the standard
deviation of summer temperature over the period 1500–1600, the log of urban
population in 1500, a dummy for whether there is at least one city in department j
located on a crossing of at least two Roman roads, a dummy for department located
in pays d’élection (where a royal commissioner was responsible for the assessment
and collection of taxes), the mean topographic position index, and latitude and
longitude of the capital city of department j.
Table IV.11 – The socio-economic effects of Huguenots’ exile (1670–1700)
Social Subsistence Social Subsistence Log of
Conflicts Conflicts Conflicts Conflicts wheat prices
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) −0.537∗∗ −0.158∗ 0.060 −0.004 0.001 −0.0005
(0.247) (0.081) (0.188) (0.115) (0.001) (0.002)
% Huguenots (c. 1670) −0.978∗∗∗ −0.251∗∗ 0.001
× Huguenots exile (0.308) (0.122) (0.001)
Department FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2,635 2,635 2,635 2,635 1,256 1,256
R2 0.183 0.195 0.187 0.196 0.768 0.768
Mean DV 18.75 3.72 18.75 3.72 0.63 0.63
Notes: Significant at ***1%, **5%, *10%. OLS estimations. Robust standard errors clustered at the
department level in parentheses.
In columns 1 to 4, the dependent variable equals 100 if at least one social conflict (subsistence-related
conflict) occurred in department j in year t, and zero otherwise. In columns 5 and 6, the dependant
variable is a continuous variable equal to the log of the mean wheat prices in grams of silver per litre
in department j in year t. The main independent variable measures the % Huguenots in department j
around 1670, interacted with a dummy for the years after 1685. Huguenots exile is a dummy variable
equal one if the share of Huguenots in department j is higher that the mean share of Huguenots, and
zero otherwise. In all columns, I control for the average summer temperature anomalies, measured
as the annual deviation from the long-term seasonal mean (1500–1600) in department j, divided by its
standard deviation. Columns 5 and 6 also includes the log of wheat prices in department j in year t-1.
Department FE is a full set of department fixed effects. Year FE is a full set of year fixed effects.

Conclusion
In a recent report, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) highlights that climate variability and extremes were a key force behind
the recent rise in global hunger and one of the leading causes of severe food
crises. Climate variability and extremes raise critical challenges to agriculture
and food production all over the world, and lead to diminished coping capacity,
loss of livelihoods, as well as migration flows (p. 38, 79).1 Collet and Schuh
(2018, p. 3) point out that studying the way past societies dealt with similar
challenges may improve the basis for future decision making. In particular,
climate shocks and hunger have led to numerous outbreaks of interpersonal
violence and civil conflicts. The purpose of this dissertation is to inform on the
consequences of weather shocks and out-migration on violence in early modern
Europe. More specifically, it documents the role of institutions and migration
in reducing the vulnerability to climate shocks and hence violence. It further
studies both the effect of seasonal migration as a resilience strategy against
adverse economic conditions, and the socio-economic consequences of large and
unexpected episode of migration.
This dissertation focuses on France and Savoy in the 17th and the 18th
centuries. At the time, more than 70 per cent of the population depended on
rain-fed agriculture for survival (Chapter 1). Both were Catholic monarchies in
which Protestantism was forbidden by the late 17th century.
I address these questions by applying quantitative methods to a wide range
of geo-coded data derived from the literature and archival sources. This required
the creation of a set of historical geographic information systems (GIS) shapefiles
of French and Savoyard administrative, tax, trade and political boundaries for
1 FAO, The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World (2018). Retrieved on 2 April 2019,
from: http://www.fao.org/3/I9553EN/i9553en.pdf.
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the late 18th century. I believe these GIS data will be helpful for further research
in French economic history, and will, therefore, provide them for the research
community.2
Chapter 2 analyses the relationship between weather shocks, grain prices,
and social conflicts in France between 1661 and 1789. It further highlights the
importance of the human and social capital embedded in years of local experience
of the intendant in the mitigation of weather shocks. It also documents the role
religious institutions in the provision of poverty relief. In this chapter, I link
existing temperature and precipitation data to new data sets on social conflicts,
grain prices, individual characteristics of the provincial leaders (intendants), and
monasteries’ income. I show that weather-induced income shocks significantly
increased the likelihood of subsistence-related conflicts, and more broadly of
social conflicts. I also show that intendants’ years of local experience– a proxy for
province-specific social and human capital– were a key factor in his ability to cope
with weather shocks. Finally, I suggest that the social insurance system under the
aegis of the church, namely the tithes, failed to fulfil its role and provide sufficient
relief to alleviate the effects of weather shocks. This chapter thus contributes to
the literature on the determinants of historical and contemporary social conflicts
in rain-fed agrarian economies. It also contributes to the empirical literature
studying the role of institutions, and more specifically the agency of individuals
within these institutions, in the mitigation of weather-induced income shocks.
In Chapter 3, I study how weather shocks influenced the occurrence of
property crimes and violent crimes in the Duchy of Savoy between 1749 and 1789.
I further analyse the role of seasonal migration as a coping mechanism through
which local communities enhanced their resilience to shocks and stresses. Ex-
ploiting a new data set on crime matched with temperature data, migration data,
and newly collected grain and wine prices data, I show that temperature shocks
were positively associated with property crimes rates and negatively associated
with violent crimes rates. I further exploit spatial variations in seasonal migration
rates to show that it reduced the need for stealing to survive, and was an efficient
strategy to mitigate the negative effect of weather shocks. I provide historical
2 A first map of the boundaries of the subdélégations c. 1789 can be downloaded on the GEO-
LARHRA platform: http://geo-larhra.ish-lyon.cnrs.fr/?q=geocatalogue/vector-record/6208.
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evidence to suggest that the main underlying mechanisms driving this effect
were the cash inflow generated by seasonal migrants, as well as the temporary
relief of Malthusian constraints. This chapter thus relates to two main strands
of the literature, in addition to the Savoyard historiography. The first studies
the linkages between weather variability, agricultural risks, vulnerability, and
migration. The second examines the determinants of interpersonal conflicts.
Chapter 4 focuses on the diffusion of Protestantism in France as well as on
the socio-economic effects of the Revocation that led to the exodus of several
hundreds of thousands of Protestants in the 1680s. To address these two ques-
tions, I first combine new geo-coded data on the location of collegiate churches
and printing presses with information on the presence of Protestant temples at
the city level. I show that the presence of collegiate churches pre-empted the
implementation of Protestantism. This result provides further support to the
idea that cultural factors are as much important as economic determinants in
explaining the diffusion of Protestantism. I also provide tentative evidence that
printing presses reduced the likelihood that a town housed Protestant temples
by 1567, because, coupled with the censorship of Protestant books, it eased the
diffusion of Catholic ideas. Second, I match data on the presence of Protestants
in the 1670s with data on the male literacy rate at the department level. I find
support for the hypothesis that Protestantism led to better education. Using new
data on the place of origin of Huguenot refugees after the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes in 1685, I show that the effect of Protestantism on the male literacy rate
was smaller in departments where the share of Huguenot refugees was above
the national mean. Finally, I find that the departure of Huguenots had no effect
on agricultural productivity, as measured by annual changes in wheat prices. In
addition, I show that departments with a higher share of refugees, nonetheless,
experienced less subsistence-related conflicts after 1685, which could suggest that
remaining population of these departments could have benefited in the short
run from higher living standards, than those of departments not affected by the
exodus of Huguenots. This chapter contributes to the literature that examines the
historical determinants of the spread of Protestantism in early modern Europe.
It also relates to a prior literature that studies the socio-economic consequences
of the Reformation. Additionally, it provides new empirical evidence on the
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economic consequences of historical episodes of forced migration.
The three essays in this dissertation are at the crossroad of economic history
and applied microeconomics. They contribute to the literature on the climate-
conflict nexus, the role of local leaders, and the emerging stream of literature
that revisits the causes and consequences of the Reformation. They are also a
hopeful addition to the field of historical climatology and to the decades-long
historiography on the origins of social disturbances in early modern France
and Savoy. Finally, I believe these essays are also part of a growing trend
of scholarship that uses economic theory and quantitative techniques to study
history.3
This thesis thus brings new reliable quantitative data on French early modern
economic history and provides case studies to inform the ongoing debate on the
challenges raised by climate change adaptation and migration. In the process
of collecting data for this thesis, I also collected information on regional wages
and prices of consumption goods for more than 300 towns in the 1770s. These
data will be useful in studying the standard of living and regional inequalities
on the eve of the French Revolution. Along with summarising the most recent
development of the aforementioned literature, this research will help to provide
an updated picture of the French economy in the 18th and 19th centuries.
3 Twenty years ago, Grantham (1997, p. 396) wrote the first survey of cliometric research on
the development of the French economy and contented that France is an ideal “laboratory
for uncovering and testing hypotheses about economic evolution”. In recent years, numerous
researchers have been using the “richness of French quantitative data” to compile new detailed
historical data set and provide new insights on old questions. Scholars have also used
French history as a laboratory from which exogenous shocks and instruments for statistical
identification of causality could be generated. See for instance, Bignon, Caroli and Galbiati
(2017); De La Croix and Perrin (2018); Franck (2016); Franck and Michalopoulos (2017); Franck
and Galor (2018); Juhász (2018); Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015).
Glossary1
aides: excise or sales taxes, primarily on sales and manufactures. Good destined
for local consumption, inland trade and export were all liable to the charge. The
income from the aides came mostly from taxes on wine, fish, and wood.
arrêts: decrees of the sovereign courts and the royal Council.
baillage (bailiwick): local royal court head by a baillis and/or its jurisdiction.
It formed the first layer of the royal judiciary throughout French. In southern
France and Brittany, they were called sénéchaussées. The baillis and sénéchaux had
also authority over trade fairs and markets.
boisseau: a variable measure of grain. In Paris, a boisseau was equal to 16 litrons
or approximately 13 litres. The setier consisted of 12 boisseau.
cahier de doléances: for the Estate General, each parish drew up a list of
grievances, to be presented either to the king or to the bailiwick assembly charged
with selecting the deputies to the Estates. These bailiwick assemblies also drew
up cahiers, which they presented to the king. Provincial estates redacted similar
documents at each session.
capitation: direct tax introduced in 1696. The original capitation levied money
on all French lay people based on a series of 22 classes, ranging from Dauphin
(who paid 2,000 livres to the lowliest shepherd (who paid one). It was abolished
in 1698 before being permanently re-established in 1701. It often became a simple
adjunct to the taille for peasants.
champarts: seigneurial due paid in kind as a proportion of the harvests.
1 Most of the definitions in this glossary are drawn from existing glossaries on Ancien Régime
France (Cameron, 1981, pp. xiv–xvi; Collins, 2009, pp. xxxvii–lii; Cullen, 2002, pp. xiii–xvii;
Hickey, 1997, pp. xiii–xix; Le Roy Ladurie, 1996, pp. 552–6; Mousnier, 1979, pp. 745–64; Parker,
2002, pp. xiv–xvii; Treasure, 2013, pp. 392–5).
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Cinq Grosses Fermes: A custom union formed in 1664 embracing north-central
France. It had a common tariff on trade with other provinces and with foreign
countries. Provinces outside the Cinq Grosses Fermes were called Province réputées
étrangères.
commissaire: an individual operating on the basis of a royal commission. The
king would issue a commission to, say, an intendant, limiting his jurisdiction,
and possibly his time in the position. When the commission expired, the official
would lost his job. A commissaire did not own his office, as an officer would do.
Note that most commissaires, like the intendants, owned a venal office, such as
master of request.
Contrôleur Général des Finances (Controller-General): from the 1660s on, the
administrative head of the French financial system the chief operating officer of
the French administration. He has the primary authority for much of the internal
administration of the country. The provincial intendants reported directly to the
Controller-General.
corvée: originally labour performed on the lord’s estate by his serfs, later by
tenants. In the 18th century, the royal corvée consisted of an obligation placed
upon the local population to spend a certain number of days each year in the
maintenance and construction of the major roads.
Désert (le): the biblical term used by the Protestants, during the period after
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685), for the remote areas where they
continued to worship illegally.
dixième (tenth): an income tax introduced in 1710 during the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701–14), and levied between 1710–7, 1733–6 and 1741–8. In practice,
it became another adjunct of the taille for those subject to the latter. For the
privileged, the state usually relied on their personal declaration of income. The
same sort of tax returned in permanence after 1749, in the form of the vingtième
(twentieth).
douanes: import-export duties collected not only at the edge of the kingdom, but
alos at the edge of the area covered by the aides. Those province, such as Brittany,
that did not pay the aides had to pay an equivalent tax at their borders on good
imported from regions of France that did pay the aides.
dragonnades: the dragons (dragoons) were companies of mounted infantry
armed with muskets and pikes. The dragonnades were one of the instruments used
by the crown in the campaign against the Huguenots in the 1680s. It involved
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billeting such troops on the local Protestant population which was then required
to pay for their lodging and sustenance and put up with their indiscipline, to
which the authorities were prepared to turn a blind eye.
Edict of Fontainebleau: Edict published on 22 October 1685 that repealed the
Edict of Nantes and ended religious toleration. It outlawed most Protestant
worship in France (Louis XIV made an exception for Lutherans in Alsace).
Edict of Nantes: Edict, signed in April 1598 by King Henry IV, allowing public
Protestant worship in designated areas. It gave the Huguenots certain fortified
cities (place de surêté), with royally funded garrisons, and established special court
to heat religious cases (the chambres de l’édit, which had both Huguenot and
Catholic judges).
élection: local financial district supervised by an élu.
élu: local financial officer who had jurisdiction over a district called élection. They
carried out annual visitations to each locality to ensure that the distribution of
the tax-burden, especially the taille, was fair and in accordance with royal edicts.
many of their function were taken over by the provincial intendants.
États-Généraux (Estates General): representative body for the kingdom of
France. All parishes had the right to send grievances, the so-called cahier de
doléances, to the Estates. The representatives of parishes often met together in
bailiwick or castellany assemblies, to draw up regional cahiers. In areas with
provincial estates, such as Brittany and or Languedoc, the provincial estates
merely sent a delegation to the Estates General. The Estates Generals did not
have legislative authority.
Ferme Générale (General Tax Farm): combination of all leased taxes. Under
Colbert, the government created a single tax farm for all of the great indirect
taxes: the Aides, the Cinq Grandes Fermes, and the various gabelles. Contracts were
signed up every six years by the syndicate of fermiers généraux for very large sum
of money. It provided about half of total French tax revenue.
feu (hearth): it was the community basis of the fiscal assessment of the taille, paid
by all commoners.
gabelle: the tax on salt, a royal monopoly. It was levied at differential rate in five
areas, a sixth region being exempt from salt tax altogether. In northern France,
the king collected a large tax by means of distribution of salt from warehouses.
The region was known as the pays de grandes gabelles. In southern France, the
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king collected tax when the salt left the areas of salt production. The region
was known as the pays de petites gabelles. Some regions, such as Brittany, the
Southwest, and the Contentin peninsula in Lower Normandy, either escaped
such taxes altogether or levied special, low salt taxes.
généralité: Administrative district supervised by an intendant. By the end
of the 17th century, most of the intendants had divided their généralité into
subdéléguations head by subdélégués. It served as the basis for allocating the taille.
It was also the basic unit for the compilation of many statistics, such the balance
du commerce.
greniers: royal salt warehouses. In most of France, the king held a wholesale
monopoly on the sale of salt. The salt tax monopolist (independent contractors,
i.e. tax farmers) had to bring their salt to a royal warehouse, where a royal official,
the grenetier (a venal office), registered it and oversaw its later distribution to
merchants. The tax farmers collected, on the behalf of the king, a fixed amount
on every muid of salt registered by te grenetier
intendants: royal commissaires sent on mission to act on the behalf of the king.
Within his généralité the intendant’s scope was very wide. He superintended
recruiting for the army, he dispensed justice, he apportioned the taille and
was responsible for collecting direct taxes. He regulated trade, industry and
agriculture, and could sometimes drafted legislation. The position of intendant
was not a venal office, even though the majority of intendants bought the
themselves the post of maître des requêtes during the 18th century. If they were
dismissed from their intendancy, they could return to their practice of the law.
livres tournois: French pounds (abbreviated £ throughout the dissertation).
France used the livres tournois as its official money of account. The livre consisted
of 20 sous (shilling). Each sou contained 12 deniers (pence). The livre did not
exist as a literal coin, so its value could be adjusted up or down without actually
changing the coinage.
maréchaussée (mounted constabulary): originally, the mounted constabulary
existed to oversee the behaviour of royal troops within France. It was supposed
to prevent conflict between such troop, then quartered in private house, and the
civil population. In time, it became the national police force. In the 18th century,
it had approximately 3,000 men to police the whole of rural France.
maître des requêtes (master of requests): subordinate official of the king’s
council. The master of requests prepared the documentation of all cases brought
before the king’s council. The king drew the vast majority of intendants from this
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group. The office of master of requests was venal one, although it was held by
commission, and thus the king had to approve any purchaser.
octrois: tolls levied on goods entering a town. The revenues from these tolls were
often farmed.
office: permanent government position. They were generally for sale or inherited
(if the office holder paid the paulette).
Parlements: chief law courts. In most cases, a province newly added to the
kingdom received a Parlement because of the need to co-opt its local elite into the
French one and because each of these areas had customary laws quite different
from those of other regions of France. Parlements were the apex of judicial
society. They heard on appeal all important cases: civil cases involving more
than fifty livres, and criminal cases involving the death penalty. The Parlement
also registered royal edicts and ordinances. Without such registration, the edict
or ordinance did not have the force of law.
paulette: payment, initiated in the early 17th century, to ensure office-holders
their rights to transfer their office to their descendants or to another purchaser. It
amounted to one-sixtieth of the value of the office. It provided the king with a
steady source of income.
pays d’élection: area with local financial districts (élection) covering about tow-
thirds of France. In the Pays d’Élection, intendants allocated the taille to each
élection. These regions had no provincial Estates after 1657.
pays d’États: regions with provincial estates, such as Brittany, Burgundy and
Languedoc. In Pays d’États, taxes were levied in accordance with amounts
negotiated annually by the local Parlement (don gratuit).
place de surêté: fortified Protestant town allowed the right to garrison.
présidial (presidial): intermediary royal court. Henri II created the presidial
court to lessen the appellate burden on the Parlements and to raise money from
the sale of offices. The presidial did not exist everywhere: in some regions, the
bailiwick judges bought up the offices and combined the courts.
subdélégué (subdelegate): local assistant of the intendant. At first, informal
commission, the position became permanent during the 18th century. They were
appointed and removed by the intendant. Most of the subdélégués were royal
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officials of another kind.
taille: principal direct tax. The tax officials divided the taille among généralités,
then within that district according to élections, then within the élections, by parish.
Within the parish, the parishioner themselves divided and collected the tax. They
assessed primarily income form land, but also counted other revenue. In most
of northern France, the system was the taille personnelle, so called because the
personal status of the individual determined his eligibility or exemption. Nobles
were exempt from the taille, as were the bourgeois of privileged towns, such as
Paris and Lyon. In southern France, the system was called the taille réelle, because
the status of the land itself determined eligibility or exemption. Nobles owning
“commoners” land had to pay the taille réelle. A person who had to pay the taille
was called a taillable.
vingtième (twentieth): an income tax introduced in 1749. Unlike the dixième,
it did not rely on simple declaration of income from the tax-payers. In towns,
officials create a special roll called the d’industrie, which fell not only on pro-
duction of goods, but also of services. Non-taillables had to provide extensive
documentation of their income (such as leasing contract) to justify their claims
about the size of their income
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